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New Publications 
ruyuiai liumv iui/Mu. 
for the pianoforte 
Price, SO Cent* 
o«f of the be«t collection! ever offered, 
of ohm Mn* to the early or Intermediate 
—«nd all the pieces contained 
*",7.*hout “ill be found admirably adapted 
for parlor plaring. Just such pieces as will 
the aveiage listener and prove 
^"ful to the Player. The pieces are all 
,Sd orlfflnal. not to be found In other 
collections They are printed from extra 
The Pennant 
AN OPERETTA 
Lyrics by Trank M. Colville 
Music by Oscar J, Lehrer 
Price, $1.00 
Pretty tunes, amusing situations, jvell 
set up y- " 
frock*. i 
ung inen, "bright "KirTs''to" smart 
lance here and there, and a spirit 
"go" Is the best description of 
r .-oiiant." This Is not one of the 
little pieces that smack of the can- 
hen they are really designed to be 
er the footlights. It Is a real, prac- ■I piece for a short cast, easily re¬ 
learned and easily produced. It may be 
idapted to suit slmost any college locality, 
deal
Beginner’s Book 
School of the Pianoforte 
By THEODORE PRESSER 
Price, 75 Cents 
A real Beginner’s Book, suitable to 
'■ken by a child Just out of the Klnu. jarteo or by the youngest student. The 
Oral twenty-odd pages do not go be.vond the 
flre-Anger positions In each hand. There are 
Plenty of writing exercises and questions 
•nd answers to familiarize the pupil with 
eeerylhlng that baa been presented. 
Musical facta are Introduced one at 
time. In the plalneat possible manner auu 
»* propette* logically and surely. 
All th« material l« fresh and pleasing, pre- MitMi in ■«» attractive -- 
Instructive Four Hand Mother Goose Duets 
Album 
The Fairy Shoemaker 
A School Operetta 
By A. H. HALL and T. J, HEWITT 
Price. 50 Cent* 
This work Is one of the best of Its kind. 
It Is rery e»«y of production, and It will 
n^?«rrSWi>U|iifh »Wlth Performer8 *nd 
^iTTlrh eliJ * TKlt ,nd the mU8*c are iSd th, T5'‘ 't™8 »re poetic Thim mu8,c J8 charming throughout. TT be Prodnc*d 
i ii^SS^SS well with 
Master Lessons in Piano¬ 
forte Playing 
By EDWARD MORRIS BOWMAN 
_ Price, ll.oo 
• consists Of 
from a Musician to Hu vIS. of .l etters 
Sagrti-'SS'waa 
Melodious Duets for Teacher 
and Pupil 
By A. SARTORIO 
Op. 996 Price, 50 Cents 
There Is always a demand for teacher 
and pupil duets. These new ones are par¬ 
ticularly bright and melodious. Although 
the pupil’s part is always easy, the teacher's 
part Is so Interesting, and the duets are so 
well made that the combined effect Is most 
pleasing. There are 20 duets In all, care¬ 
fully arranged In progressive order, the 
first numbers being as easy as possible. 
First and Second Grade 
Study Pieces 
For the Pianoforte 
By E. PARLOW Prica, $1.00 
This Is an excellent work to supplement 
r to accompany an Instruction book or 
graded course. It offers pleasing, as well 
as Instructive material for the young 
pianist la the first two grades. The pieces 
are all new and original, abort and char¬ 
acteristic; very tuneful and Interesting. 
Only the keys of C, F and G and their 
relative minors are used. The volume Is 
carefully graded in progressive order. 
Technical Exercises in a 
Musical Setting 
For the Pianoforte 
By CARL A. PREYER Price. $1.00 
An Important technical work, just such 
a book as more advanced students are look¬ 
ing for. an amplification of the technical 
ideas of Plschna. A technical figure of 
musical significance Is worked out through 
the various keys In each exercise and both 
hands receive equal attention throughout. 
The central Idea Is to develop musicianship 
as well as technical proficiency at one and 
the same time. The author is a successful 
“ s» mts-jst“•*»■»- 
Echoes from ChOdbood 
20 Songlets 
By MORTIMER WILSON 
Price, 75 Cents 
A remarkable collection of short songs 
by a promising American composer and 
i?“rn, “r. Wilson has takTth, texts 
f tame of the moat familiar nursery songs 
*me,qt theTh» rt 8tlc mu8lcal settings of 
‘ n They are not such songs n« 
ffLSW b* children, but they are in- 
to beduledbhv*u?8 t0 c,hlIdren by adults, or 
«as,i.5S 
„ ~T. F. GUARD’S 
Music Pupils’Lesson Book 
and Practice Record 
Price, 10 Cents 
the necMsarvt>b^kkeelp|tngdon th COTer aI1 teacher during a sensing part of 
wijsrs 
mfcfiKSSysas for keeping tuition .12er?var,e alsopagn9 
Four Hand Pianoforte Pieces 
For Teacher and Pupil 
By THEODORA DUTTON 
Price. 50 Cent* 
This novel volume will prove off Interest 
to teachers making a specialty of ele¬ 
mentary work. In each of these duets the 
pupil's part (Prime) Is founded upon a 
well-known nursery melody, accompanied by 
text for singing iud lib. 1. The teacher's 
part Is Interesting and beautifully hnrraon- 
Txed. All the duets are pretty and attrac¬ 
tive. There nre 1 • n number 
Anthem Service 
A Coilection of Aalbems for General Use 
Price. 25 Cent* 
The most recent addition to our enor 
mously successful series of anthem compila¬ 
tions : ’’Model Anthems.’’ "Anthem Reper¬ 
toire.” "Anthem Worship." "Anthem Devo¬ 
tion," “Anthems of Prayer and. Praise." In 
’’Anthem Service" will be feuud an entirely 
new collection of numbers for church use, 
well within the range of the average quartet 
or chorus choir, and well worth singing by 
any choir. This work will prove one of 
the best of the aeries. All the anthems are 
melodious and interesting, yet truly devo¬ 
tional and churchly. 
Standard Opera Album 
For the Pianoforte 
Price 50 Cent* 
The melodies from the great operas, 
transcribed for the pianoforte, are always 
popular, either for home or.recital play¬ 
ing This album contains some of the very 
finest numbers, arranged In the best possi¬ 
ble manner. The pieces are all of Inter¬ 
mediate difficulty, lying In the third grade, 
chiefly, and not going beyond the fourth 
grade. The selections are all from stand¬ 
ard operas, numbers with which all should 
be familiar. 
Vocal Studies' 
By H. W. PETRIE Price. $1.00 
These studies are about as melodious and 
pleasing as it Is possible to find. They are 
Intended to be used for promoting style 
and flexibility and for Improving one’s ex¬ 
ecution. Each study has a characteristic 
“xt, so that it is possible to sing It as 
song; otherwise the syllables or vowels 
may be used. These studies nre extremely 
modern, and will no doubt be acceptable to 
* great many teachers who are looking for 
-antj pegging to alternate o 
Bach Albunf 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE 
Price, 50 Cents 
„_The best Bach Album In popular form 
ever published. This volume contains all 
h,,lp U8uallv found In the various al¬ bums, together with additional material of 
Jntereit. The various numbers are 
selected from the suites, Inventions, pre- 
lude* and fugues, sonatas and other 
ThZ. i> 811 compiled and edited by Mr. Theo. Presser. The volume la handsomely 
tt»P' with a full-page portrait and 
the iiqffc *hC COIn^>OR*^• d***crlptlon of 
16 Instructive Four Hand 
Kano Pieces 
By r. NEUMANN, Price. 75 Cent* 
lnA.,“hut*Lci8P,lT work, suitable for practice 
or ri.J^dlngvf"r ensemble playing or 
duet. Th,,re "re sixteen complete 
In grf,les 11 BDd HI. arranged 
ocdcr. All the numbers are 
rtdt? nL nn:' a,t/Bct,T'’' available for 
DlavpiL «„7"h Interesting work for both Ei?i.Pr8; "nd well bn lanced. These are 
REQU1SITESF0R 
MUSIC TEACHEP 
thr latest and ben idea* uJ !.C0inPendluin of 
*11 bu.lue« tnins.irted by M 
P»l!oOp.ErSdSo0.?nl,OOK’ Rr*C8IOe'etch, 
itsc0VECORD’ (« 
“k™ *,ns 
ton., upon which to Z,^1“d"** weekly 
tin*. wMI m ilrct'li0D* 
BILLS AND RECEIPTS. (Packs,* of 100.) 
BLAsNK BILLS. (Urgastoe*,,^^ 
especially practice directions tothe pupil 
C1i«M^vr* ^*,RM°NY TABLET. Pad 100 leaves ruled music paper, 7x10, 25c. 
STUDENT'S HARMONY TABLET. Pad of 
,5 leave, ruled music paper, 7x7. 1 Sc 
BLANK MUSIC COPY BOOKS. 
Prloss, 1 Oo to 35c. 
■LANK MUSIC PAPER. 12, It or 16 line* 
xgh'&Lf* inch“’per «*• 
BLANK MUSIC PAPER. 
100 leaves 7x8% with wide epacin,. £UC, 
BLANK PROCRAM FORMS. For Concert. 
or Pupil.’ Recital.. 60c par hundred. 
DIPLOMA FORM. 21x19. Prioa 15c, Parch- 
ineut, 2 5c. 
TEACHERS' CERTIFICATES. 11x8#. 6c. 
MUSICAL PRIZE CARD. 6|4x4% it 
lOo. 
REWARD CARDS. Litho in Colon, a 
15, 6O0. 
MUSIC WRITINC PENS. Per dozen, I So. 
PROFESSIONAL OR VISITING CARDS. 
50 lor 35o,1 00 for 6O0,600 lor$1.26. 
Neatly printed in the four moot popular style* 
of type. 
RUBBER STAMP AND INK PAD. One 
line 30o, two line* 40c, thrae line* 6O0. 
A handy article for putting name and address 
on orders to publishers, etc. It prevent, error.. 
ROLL BLACKBOARDS. 
2x3 ft., S1.80; 2Xx3%, S2.50| 3x4,83.20. 
CHART PAPER RULED. Prlea 10c • 
cheat. 32x44 containing four staves of heavy 
ADHESIVE LINEN TAPE. Tenyard. 
paid, I 2 oants. Bed, blue and black,- 
ADHESIVE PARCHMENT PAPE* 
parent.) Per package, postpaid, 15cjtbefame, 
i2 yards in a roll, postpaid, 1 Oo; the same, 4 
yard* in a roll, postpaid, fc. 
PASTEBOARD, J*?*& For holding mu.lc. Cloth-hinged hoot, rh« 
mu.lc, height By, inches. By exprew, not pre- 
MANILLA0' WRAPPERS. 14x22, toe bed 
maiillla paper, per hundred, 60c. The i-e*i 
rope manilla, par hundred, by eiprem, not pre- 
BUSTS. Price, from $ 1.26 to 
lug to alxe and workmanship. Send for lut. 
^wef^H Seogla3«d ^to^rder^net, °poJpaidT IIB• 
P L ATI^OT YPE^CHtT^IA POST^C ARD®. 
L. no hell, S3.00: Transportation, 32e each, extra. Pocks 
nome* poHtpald, 6< 
MUSIC HOLLS. ’ TVto >nchM 
ion^s'r^ 
niacko^hrown.^, 42. 
.SS5c1Vi'gHwSS.a-£.1S 
1'ATo.niU 
MUSIC CABINETS. *,0‘0*28- 
MUSIC STANDS. 84o to *t-60' 
cend for liot. „ur catalog’ 
Ut its tend 'cJntainM 
•‘.Viisic Teacher*’ Banwooto g ^ 
ffon of above ** 
Plar/ur*. Jnvelry, Kiuarrsymphony Instrument*- 
THEO. PRESSER CO 
1712 CbMtw. S*- ■ 
81 
m 
e Pressnt Co 
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a”MONTHLY JOURNAL FOR THE MUSICIAN. THE 
MUSIC STUDENT. AND ALL MUSIC LOVERS. 
Edited by .TAMES FRANCIS COOKE 
SBlMerlptlMi MeejhSJ Fjjr fiu.m,’Tumu'COly"'of Sh°nsh.l. ■Mlw, 9 ghllllng,, 1. Fra.,., It 
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e allowed for 
• registered 
renewals, 
UVIWITTANCES should be made by post-office or express 
money orders, bank check or draft, or r ist r  
fotter United States postage stamps are always 
IS5 .a sr, 
issue!nsoCTHE^*ETUDE will be continued 
with the understand Ins that you will re¬ 
mit later at yonr convenience. A notice 
will be sent subscriber at tlie time of ex¬ 
piration. 
RENEWAL.—No receipt is 
On the wrapper of tlie next issue "* >■* 
will be printed tbe ilale on wlilelt yonr 
subscription Is paid np, which serve* aa a 
receipt for yonr subscription. 
MANUSCRIPTS_Manuscripts should be addressed to 
THE ETUDE. Write on one side of the sheet only. 
Contributions on muslc-teaehlng and music-study ate 
solicited. Although every possible care is taken the 
publishers are not responsible for manuscripts or 
photographs either while in their P08s®a8l9“. 
transit. Unavailable manuscripts will be returnea. 
ADVERTISING RATES will be sent on application, 
auvertlsements must reach this office not later than 
the 5th of the month preceding date of issue to 
insure Insertion In the following Issue. 
THEODORE PRESSER CO . ^ 1*.. 
m 
Kranich & Bach 
Ultra-Quality PIANOS 
and PLAYER-PIANOS ■ These Superb instruments—the finest that hu¬ 
man hands can fashion—make their appeal 
only to persons of fine tastes whose intelli¬ 
gence impels them to 
; exercise common 
sense and a sane ap- 
predation of mercan- d&Slbffw 
tile values in making a JMH| 
purchase of any high-class article. 
Kranich & Bach Prices Represent True Values— 
Reasonable Partial Payments for Prudent Buyers 
on request. & BACH 
237 East 23rd Street, New York 
soia anu huuuicw ----- 
STANDARD HISTORY OF MUSIC 
A FIRST HISTORY FOR STUDENTS OF ALL AGES 
By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE :: Price, $1.25 
[a Complete, Concise Series of 40 Story-Lessons in Music Lore | 
read why this work has pleased so many 
CLEAR—The whefc tubjec, i» reduced .o | DSES-May be wed in priv.ie, cb. or cicb 
PRACTICAL—The 40 story-le, 
40 weeks of the teaching year. 
READY—Demands no previous 
ns fit the i COMPLETE—300 of the world’s greater 
musidans included. 
perience ! PRONOUNCED-All foreign terms pro- | nounced. All technical terms explained, 
enough i UP-TO-DATE—All great present day sing- 
' ] erSt pianists, violinists included, 
ae phase AMERICAN—American music adequately 
SENSIBLE — Composers of lighter piano 
pieces such Chaminade, Goddard, Schutt, 
Sinding, Bohm, Wachs, Engleman in¬ 
cluded. 
ILLUSTRATED-Handsomely illustrated 
throughout. Musical map in colors. 
APPENDIX—Tells how to organize and 
conduct a musical club. 
SELF-STUDY Just the thing for Amateurs, 
Concert Goers and Self-Study Students. 
and one phase only.^ ^ HELp YOU FORM A MUSICAL HISTORY CLASS 
We have a new unique, and extremely effective plan to help the teacher form a class in Musical History and increase 
we nave a , h » the work 0f al| the pupils joining the class. It will pay you to inveshgate this entirely 
h!8 ~ “ Absolutely nfcost to the teacher. A postal request will bring you fuU particulars. 
THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
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VOL. XXXI. 
NEVER TOO LATE. 
We can hardly conceive of a person of forty years of age 
starting out to be a virtuoso and succeeding at it. The physiological 
barrier presented by muscles that have become hardened by the 
unrelenting processes of age is almost unsurmountable. One may 
as well try to make grey hair turn to its former color by brushing 
it Unless there lias been some practice in youth it is exceedingly 
difficult to accomplish exceptional results. Nevertheless, we do know 
of dozens of students who have started later than forty and built 
up a surprising technic. De Pachmann improved his. technic amaz¬ 
ingly when over sixty. These students have gained infinitely more 
pleasure from their work than those who have contented themselves 
with a piano-playing machine, merely because it was “too late to 
make a start.” . . 
Perhaps you have heard of Mrs. Amy Winship, a junior in the 
University of Wisconsin. Mrs. Winship is a regularly enrolled 
student and is one of the most enthusiastic of the undergraduates. 
She has made an especial study of ethics, philosophy, sociology, 
psychology and bacteriology. Mrs. Winship’s husband died in the 
Civil War, her son is a physician of some sixty years, she lias 
grandchildren who are college graduates, and she herself has passed 
eighty-one. All honor to you, dear Mrs. Winship! Your example 
gives far more uplift to the cause of suffrage, for which you ave 
struggled so long, than all the militant individuals who are trying 
to secure votes for good women by proving that they can g t 
savagely as the worst of men. You send a message of hoPe an 
cheer to every student of every art in the whole land. ay you 
leave the world some new record of the potentialities of old age to 
rival that of the famous Venetian centenarian, Luigi Cornaro. ou 
give real eloquence to the time-old proverb, “It is never too ate to 
mend.” 
tively unknown masters. The teachers of Wagner, Chopin, Brahms, 
Richard Strauss, Bachaus and others are known almost solely 
because they happened to be the teachers of these masters. None 
of them are really celebrated and yet their pupils have become 
immortal. Ifi these masters had depended" upon what lustre they 
might have rubbed from the reputations of their teachers they would 
have been equally unknown. 
The student whose goal is reputation and not human service 
deserves the questionable emoluments that always come with such 
ignoble aims. What your musical future will be, must depend 
largely upon how sincerely you strive to consecrate your achieve¬ 
ments to the best" in life. Borrowed reputation has been the tawdry 
disguise of the ignominious through all the ages. 
Nowadays, we are beginning to appreciate that the famous and 
able teacher is valuable to the pupil only in so far as lie is able to 
give the pupil real sendee. We know of one virtuoso who realizes 
that he is not a teacher and yet this man is continually pestered by 
students offering large sums, not for his services, but for the privi¬ 
lege of using his name. A big name, plus real service upon the 
teacher’s part, plus real work upon the pupil’s part is always valu¬ 
able. Let us not belittle it. However, the pupil who makes a bid 
for a slice of somebody else’s reputation and forgets all about his 
own precious sprouting talent, will be painfully deceived. Bulwer 
Lytton had the right idea: “Every man who deserves vigilantly, and 
resolves steadfastly, grows unconsciously into genius.” 
SAVING VITALITY. 
HOW NOT TO DO IT. 
There is nothing much more entertaining and at the same time 
more pitiable than a trip through the European music centres e 
with wretched, mistaken American students, all seeking 1 e ma 
for some magic talisman of success, while that very talisman mig 
have been found thousands of miles away, right in their own cos) 
little Yankee homes. How can we get our migrating pupi s to e 
clearly and understanding^ that the privilege of rubbing up agains 
the lacquer of reputation which covers the greatest teachers o 
world can amount to nothing unless the student himse ac ua 
builds within his own soul his temple of success. We are not or 
getting the great debt that America owes to artistic urope, u 
rather pointing to the hopeless mistake, of expecting triump 
without real work. 
The cheap commercial subterfuge of palming off, the advertise 
ment of having studied with some celebrity, for real musical mem 
has long since been penetrated. Our public is, in the acumma e 
Phrase of the commercial traveler, “getting a line on the Stuaem 
"ho comes back after having studied three years or so with ne 
Hofrath Kgl., Prof. Thingamabodskywitsch,—but unable to do rea 
justice to The Maiden’s Prayer or Silvery Waves. 
We know of dozens of pupils of celebrated teachers \v o a 
nearly so successful as some who have studied with compara 
Teachers are often accused of wasting their money, their time 
and their ideas, but perhaps they are more prodigal with their 
vitality than anything else. Look in the mirror, Miss Pedagog, and 
see if there are more of those exasperating lines reaching out from 
your eyes than you see marked upon the faces of other women of 
your age Have you a tired, worn-out look? Is your forehead as 
smooth as that of your sister who has given her life to her home 
instead of her art? “Teaching is nervous, fussy work.” you say. 
My, how well we know that! How many times we have reached 
the stage where we should like to go out doors and scream. How 
many times we have found patience at the end of a long day almost 
a deed of heroism. Is there a need for all this mind-racking, body- 
destroying expenditure of energy? Can we not conserve our 
vitality by avoiding unnecessary bursts of enthusiasm, by taking the 
requisite amount of exercise, and, most of all, by arranging our 
teaching schedules so that we do not have too many trying pupils 
in any one day? 
There is a hale old teacher in a European university town 
whose face at seventy-five conceals a soul of surely not more than 
five and twenty summers. His wrinkles arc the honest products 
of smiles and they are few. He has worked hard, lived in a clean, 
manly fashion, thought well of his fellow-man, and he has more 
vitality now than most men of half his age. Charles Frohman, the 
famous theatrical manager, says that the success of tlie actor may 
be measured by his vitality. Those who have known great teachers 
and oreat players of advanced age are much impressed by this fact. 
The teacher deals with living material. How successful he may 
become depends upon how well he fosters his physical and psychic 
force. When you teach, you arc selling your personal vital power 
as well as your ideas. Do not sacrifice them. 
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VHE KEYBOARD INSTRUMENTS IN THE DAYS OF 
GOOD QUEEN BESS. 
to the S. t. .»/. Rrt’ue, Charles van den Borren writes 
intrrntiniil)- of the English virginalists, the occasion 
bring Fuller Maitland’s publication of the Fitzwilliam 
collection of pieces The virginals flourished especially 
in England in Elizabethan times. Some have thought 
that the instrument was named for the virgin queen, 
but more prnhahly the name came about because 
young girl* were expected to play it as part of their 
education. The virginals consisted of a large flat box, 
either square or sluiped like a grand piano, in which 
were'strings and a keyboard of three or four octaves. 
The tone was of the spinet type, the strings being 
plucked by quills. 
In the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book are works of three 
generations—Tallis and Byrd of 1570, Morlcy, Philips 
and Fornaby among others who reached 1600, and 
men like Orlando Gibbons who belonged in the seven¬ 
teenth century. The writer does not discuss the origin 
of this great school, but the twelfth century school, 
that led to Sumer it icumot in. or Dunstable's work in 
the fourteenth century, prove that early England was 
the home of true inspiration as well as contrapuntal 
leadership. The writer also omits to mention the part 
that the virginal school must ha-e played in Purcell’s 
development But it certainly market! a glorious period 
in England's music. The book shows an abundance 
°f forna—variation* (known as divisions), dances, fan¬ 
tasies, motets, airs, preludes, etc. There are echoes 
of archaic times, with groups in "perfect time.” or 
fanxbourdonv in thirds anti sixths; figured imitations 
of the contra puma I sort, especially i.t the early work of 
Byrd: brilliant oveata effects like those of a Merulo 
or Gabrieli; with now and then a piece that fore¬ 
shadowed Bach, or even the piano composers. Modern 
piano works owe a large debt to the constant figura¬ 
tion and development of a Bull or a Famaby. 
INTERESTING EFFECTS. 
Many of the pieces show imitations of instruments. 
Now one finds a fanfare as of trumpets and oboes, 
or a set of bom calls; now organ or lute effects are 
imitated. Here one linds traces of the pastoral musette; 
,* * “* °.f expression broad enough to be orches¬ 
tral There is often a vas'.ness of effect that is truly 
astonishing, ami far beyond the power of the tiny in¬ 
strument used. It was a time of transition, and mufic 
was freeing itself from the strictness of polyphony. 
Harmony was not vet perfectly defined, so the com¬ 
posers often reveled in free effects worthy of a Mous- 
snrgs y, but the general style was one of figuration. 
s and phrases about a central 
The 
melodi 
mats 
. — ■*' sustained like a 
• ,l,a* r*P«dity of effect was needed. Did 
Fnnlish^b P w f*avlcfn’,a,°' ,htn- supplant the 
English school? \Ve have no second Bach, in spite of 
f|«l>rmuric NtoCndrl,sohn In Iu|y 'he 
°! eRpression. HandeirharS2d° 
ufraliied ^0r' while Bach’s clavichord 
v«ce» of IWR supported by the harpischonl^ nfust 
Drove*thaf tlk. 'r.,V,rR,naI 5Ch°°I Rut <ha« «<nnot 
Fitawiliam u**.0" * Wr°nK ,rack and ,he 
the earlv rb°^h.*hr, < *akc *n honorrd place beside 
that many cities n^w wTsorilri^ f* T**?? fact 
Of old music: tha, of EfaTSTl!,!" CU',,vat,on 
concert tweeAs hr !■ f '"stanre, won a recent 
But in a sense evrrv .*°!T B"*,ehod* sonatas, 
self a society ,cafhcr should make him- 
: rkwI ; ik prctcr)T '.’hi while cherishing what 
collecti<m. * "fW’ I nn* ‘fc’ thcn’ lo 'h' virginal 
STRIKINO ORIENTAL MUSIC 
In the same magazine Rohcrt Chauvele. «r. 
the music and dances of Southeastern *.■ ? es o0 
TH E ETUDE 
cedures, and almost the same instruments. Percussion 
is always prominent in the orchestras. There ls fcer~ 
tain rudimentary piano (or perhaps xylophone?) of 
bamboo. There is also a shrill type of clarinet, and 
some sort of elementary violin. With these simple 
means the musicians obtain varied effects of impro¬ 
visation. not unlike those of the Hungarian Gypsies 
whom Liszt admired so much. There are old popular 
themes more or less common to all four nations, and 
one of these forms the basis of the Siamese national 
hymn. At the obsequies of the late king M. Chauvelet 
heard this played by the guard with accents of cym¬ 
bals and drums, when it showed all the sad and 
striking dignity of a funeral march. Other musicians 
beat drums rhythmically while one of their number 
improvised on a very nasal oboe. 
Java has less of song or incidental music, hut much 
more in the way of dances. The Javanese orchestra 
consisted of a little piano with bamboo keys, a mono- 
chord violin, a high flute, castanets, cymbals, and vari¬ 
ous gongs. The gong is especially popular in Java, 
the native gammelong giving an unusually sweet mix¬ 
ture of bell tones. The dances are played rather slow¬ 
ly, with many attempts at harmony. The melodies, 
often in minor, are graceful and characteristic. One of 
them, transcribed by the writer, is almost exactly like 
the opening theme in the slow. movement of Men¬ 
delssohn’s string quartet, Op. 12. The resemblance is 
fitting enough, for Mendelssohn, in the Hebrides and 
the Scotch Symphony, was the chief exponent of the 
minor mode since Bach. 
The dancers of Java are especially graceful and 
plastic. In one of their dances, eight or ten girls ap¬ 
pear on the scene, clad in the national sarong skirt and 
colored velvet waists, ornamented with gold or silver. 
After some evolutions one of the dancers comes for¬ 
ward from the line with a muslin scarf which she 
whirls and sways about with much grace. In her 
dance she advances, retreats, glides to and fro, or turns 
about: but the chief point to admire will be her man¬ 
agement of arms and hands, which are constantly, kept 
in motion with the most exquisite delicacy. At length 
she stops before the front row of spectators, and 
throws the scarf at one of them; whereupon he must 
either pay a forfeit or follow and imitate her in a 
renewal of the dance. It he does the latter, his gyra¬ 
tions are often a source of much merriment for the 
assembly. Meanwhile the orchestra keeps steadily at 
work in fluent style. At the end it blows a sort of 
tuscli. in which all the players indulge in a sudden 
rapid frenzy of noise; but aside from this brief cadence 
there is little of the din that marks (or mars) the 
theatre music of China or Annam. The dance de-„ 
scribed above is called the Slendang. 
musical novelties. 
A successful comic opera seems to have been 
launched in Le.psic. It is The Tailor of Malta 
xnth libretto by Richard Schott and music by Walde- 
mar cndland. The plot treats of the English oc- 
S°me °f the natives ar* anxious 
m,n °5f U' n,lcrs',and a dozen conspirators order 
?J' ,01 ,hc sa,ne for the public occasion on 
left over ^ —i ^ tai,0r- findin8 some cloth 
Idan of ib ^ ^ S,m‘ ^ mam,e f0r himSelf and thc plan of the conspirators gets into his pocket by mis¬ 
take. Its timely discovery spoils the plot, and keeps 
is C melodious “ marr“Ke P»»?oses. The music 
“Li“ -iTT- *ith 
°i°' RicWd Slr™> come 
of fife first „„„ Th", prelud'e i'”ls 
and 'there ’is a da^e 8for* exccl,ent Ttality, 
comes the Ariadne , • cook s assistant- Then 
ously and going into a mosITT' bcgi"n,n^ m-vs,eri' 
tuoso. . l0rced to perform like a vir- 
originalitv. V’revWaTof Mo'eVe.d ?,uccess if not great 
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mann’s Hexlein is slated for Frankfurt The t» 
several new operas at Antwerp was Lorenzo u °f 
by Potje. La Danseuse de Pompeii by TeanV ^ 
has effective scenes in a service to ApoUo Ja 
dance-revel. Rome will have Armand Marsick’s!^ 
delta Borse, while Milan found Ezio Camussi’s 
barry an excellent work. A symposium of BelS 
opera composers reveals many names—Gilson u"? 
DuBois, Vreuls, Rasse, Samuel. Raway Pacuen?' 
gouffre, Van den Eeden, Dupuis and oth. rs It wS 
almost seem that all the Belgians do, when not 
running the Congo, is to dash off operas ^ 
New orchestral works include Goldmark’s Jugendset, 
overture and Glazounoff’s Memories of Gogol 
jeff’s suite, Morceaax de Ballet, is considered charmfnt 
Cyril Scott’s Aubade is naturally in modern vein whil 
Walford Davies’ IVordsiuorth suite is a true echo of 
England’s old music. Erwin Lendvai’s Festmarsch 
proved effective, while Julius Weissmann’s violin con- 
certo also scored a success. Paul Juon, Elek Kirchner 
and Desire Paque offer excellent new string quartets,' 
Botho Sigwart won attention at Copenhagen by a melo¬ 
drama on a scene from the Iliad, and Schonberg is 
using the same form with the poem Pierrot Luimirt 
Siegfried Karg-Ehlert and Thomas Dunhill have ex¬ 
celled in orchestral £ongs, while Augsburg applauded 
Pierne’s Francis of Assisi. Debussy is writing * 
Crimen .Amoris which the reactionaries will say j, 
but one of his many crimes. His admirers claim that 
his works must be listened to in a different way from 
others, and that there is a “key to Debussy;” but his 
music, at least, displays no very definite key. 
CONSERVE YOUR NERVE FORCE. 
BY E. E. HIPSHER. 
“O dear, I am completely worn out from sitting all 
the day by the piano.” How many of us have not said 
this, at sbme time in our professional experience? And 
all because we knew no better than to think it an almost 
religious duty to be constantly at the elbow of thc 
pupil. 
Now this is but one of the fallacies of inexperience. 
While the pupil’s work must never be out of thc 
teacher’s mind, it is quite unnecessary, indeed, quite 
undesirable, that the teacher be always at hand ready 
to pounce upon the first shortcoming of the pupil’s per¬ 
formance. While she is doing her technics at the be¬ 
ginning of the lesson, it is well for the teacher U> sit 
by her side to be able to observe that there is the 
proper relaxation and play of muscles of the arm, wnst, 
hand and fingers; but, when the time comes for etudes, 
pieces or any compositions in which the musical facul¬ 
ties should have more play, then there will be better 
results if the teacher will find a seat at some distance 
from the piano. 
At a distance from the piano the teacher is enabled 
to get a more accurate conception' of the merits and 
demerits of the pupil’s work. At ten or more feet 
from the piano there is a wonderful difference m the 
effect produced on the ear. from that which one gets 
when sitting at the side of the instrument. Trivial 
technical defects, that never would go “over the o°t 
lights,” are lost, while the qualities that contnbute 
most to the higher musical interpretation are more 
noticeable. In truth, one’s musical perceptions are 
much quickened by the practice, because all reliance or 
criticism must be put on the ear and memory. e 
habit of rising from one’s chair and walking to an0, .*7 
part of the room will relieve the nerve-tension w k 
has been brought trying to get the pupil t0.see us( 
piece as you see it While the musical faculties - 
be kept on the alert so that the ear will deteC, ")lv 
only inaccurate playing of the notes, but also 
interpretation, distance softens the jarring tnec s, 
the irritation of nerves becomes much less acUte, lim. 
All of us as students have experienced ^the ^ ^ 
that we never have been able to do our best 
lessons. There is good reason for it. 1 eescjpe 
consciousness, brought about by the desire to 
criticism, even of the most kindly nature, is s“ . 
to “take the edge off” one’s efforts. With the ^ ( 
at the opposite side of the room, this is re. fl<rnfd- 
minimum. and the pupil’s performance gams 
inglv. to both herself and her teacher. 
My idea is that music ought to move the hea^ ^ 
>f Mozart’s Paririan‘fc-fuTT" sweet en,otion- which a pianist will never 
very well ° ^es mere scrambling, thundering and arpeggios—at 
aatka and Wachs- from me.—Bach 
(Editor’s Note: Theodore Lack was born at Quim- 
«r Finestre, France, September 3, 1846. He studied 
't jhe Paris Conservatoire with Bazin and Marmontel, 
}„i has been teaching in Paris since 1863. His high 
sianding in educational bodies in France make him 
| eminently well fitted to inform our readers upon this 
subject His educational and technical works are very 
numerous as are his tasteful piano pieces. His ldillo 
is one of the most popular of all teaching pieces.] 
The invention of the piano, which replaced the 
harpsichord, dates from the eighteenth century. The 
lifst pianos were made by the Italian manufacturer, 
Cristofori, in 1711, by the French maker, Marius in 
1/16, and by the German manufacturer, Schreeter, in 1721. 
The piano, however, has attained it highest development 
ihanks to the celebrated makers, Erard and Pleyel. 
Of all the instruments in use, the piano is the on.- 
most cultivated in France. In the salon of the grand 
Seiinevr, and in that of the lesser city magnate and 
his still more humble employe, it is an indispensable 
piece of furniture which brings to the home a share 
of beauty, art and gaiety. It plays an important part 
in the education of all well trained children. 
The young men—except, of course, those who intend 
to adopt a musical career—abandon it often only too 
early, but the young girls persevere seriously in its 
Fed)-, and among them are many who have acquired 
distinguished talent as amateur pianists. 
WHY THE PIANO IS POPULAR. 
There are many excellent reasons for the great vogue 
“•the piano: it is completely satisfactory for the pur¬ 
poses of the virtuoso; it is useful to students of har- 
”*>"), invaluable to composers, because it enables a 
**? Parmer to reproduce all the parts of the 
meaiT ^ ^ 'S’ moreover. an absolute necessity as a 
" S °* accompaniment. No other instrument pos- 
aUimt lleratUre 3t •°nce so beautiful, so varied and so 
,- j. ’ tR* ]nost illustrious composers have written 
:his vat. gUanti.ty °* imperishable master works, and 
•rrooni ■ a[n llas enlarged and enriched itself in 
athouuV0 t°e devel°pment of the instrument with 
bination«n<* neW e^ects and a multitude of novel com- 
processes cllaracteristics, new formulae, new 
tian etC.",et?'. *n fact> (rom the great John Sebas- 
^imentarw hls,modest harpsichord, which was a 
complishni . Tt? ttle P'ano, to the extraordinary ac- 
foDowii,- i„i° Franz b'szt with the marvelous pianos 
tts, wha. , 6 jra'n,°f the more modern manufactur- 
1” Fran W?nder u road's opened up to view. 
!k age J?« study ,°f the piano is commenced at 
Precocity nf Ju S°r.Umes earl'er. according to the 
eudnn. a6 Ch‘ d' This makes it possible for 
l'Jvt 'aken ? natur®s f° reveal themselves early. I 
Paao pla„nPar. °.? tke iury at the prize contests for 
’"or >*entv-fi 3 "e Isat'onal Conservatory of Music 
"“ay time, ijijear®’ and during that time I have 
QrQ off .l n ch'ldren of thirteen or fourteen to 
?rrjdigioUs wi,„rS Pnze 'n t*16 higher classes. This is 
1-lr|dar(l of tv,n °nC takes 'nt0 consideration the high 
'h®oUty of examinations and the great technical 
^ Op 31 0?r« performcd: Sonatas of Bee- 
^^conLo, 5f3’ OP'.57- OP- HI: sonatas, bal- 
Scrieu ° ^Rop'n: Sonatas of Schumann; 
®f Mendelssohn; Sonatas of 
Uzt, of Brahms; also the Rhapsodies of 
V°U wiu saTS|l!H0ULr> COMMENCE YOUNG. 
^ is this it would" 0rd,er t0 be so successful as 
S u<*y of the i,;, d "ot be Premature to commence 
P no while still an infant in arms. 
Do not smile, however; the divine Mozart at an age 
as early as four years—four years, remember!—was 
already, we are told, a capable virtuoso on the 
harpsichord, and composed minuets 1 Let us persevere 
then in our method; perhaps if we commence the study 
of music at the age of the feeding bottle it may result 
in our hatching another Mozart 1 
Theodore Lack. 
I consider that the piano is played better in France 
than in any other country, with more relish, more ele¬ 
gance and better style. You will say that I think this 
because I am a Frenchman and a patriot? Well, J. am 
both the one and the other, and if it is a crime it is at 
least not the crime of high treason against the father- 
land. Ought one not always to believe in the super¬ 
iority of one’s own country over all others? If the 
Americans choose to do this with regard to their own 
land, I for one don’t blame them. 
In my long career as a teacher I have directed the 
pianistic studies of an innumerable quantity of young 
girls of all nationalities, and I have arrived at my 
opinion by means of comparison. Is it not a fact 
that foreigners come to us from all parts of the world 
and from all countries to perfect themselves under our 
instruction? 
NATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF STUDENTS. 
In England, the land of innate distinction, of refine¬ 
ment in manners and language, the pkymg ''he 
pupils is generally stiff and mannered. The Germans 
(I speak only of the young girls) have correct tech¬ 
nique and good style, but their execution is cold, re¬ 
strained and too methodical. How does this come ^ 
be in a country which has given us Bach, Haydn Mo- 
. ^ ..._a immortals? Heaven knows 
most famous pianists—even all of them—for a single 
one of those divinities. Happy Germany! 
Originality and imagination are the chief character¬ 
istics of the Russians, but they treat rhythm as if it 
were a negligible quantity. With Jhem, rests and 
pauses do not count, or count very little. A Russian 
pianist, and not one of the least, one day said to me 
that he believed one ought to play Chopin’s music in 
strict time 1!! 
Regarding rests and pauses, here is, en passant, a 
drole little incident which has been described to me: 
The colonel of a certain regiment once assisted at the 
rehearsal of his regimental band. At the end of the 
first piece he quickly interrupted the bandmaster with 
an air of irritation. 
“That rascal over there,” said he, pointing to the 
kettle drummer, “is a loafer; I kept my eye on him 
through the whole of the piece you have just played, 
and it is doubtful if he has tapped more than three or 
four times on the tops of those tin pans of his; it is 
intolerable. I insist that he plays all the time like the 
others.” 
“But Colonel, he plays the timpani, there is very lit¬ 
tle for him to do, and he has to count his rests.” 
“Sacrebleu! I didn’t engage that idiot of a drum¬ 
mer to rest, do you hear!” And with that he turned 
on his heel. Perhaps he was a great strategist, but 
he was evidently ignorant of the principles of music. 
Spaniards play with great warmth of color and a fine 
sense of rhythm. Roumanians are particularly gifted; 
they have temperament, intuition, natural and brilliant 
technique, but they are as a rule destitute of any but 
the most elementary musical instruction. There once 
came to me from Bucharest a pupil who at the first 
lesson played a Hungarian dance of Brahms and a 
Rhapsodie of Liszt with the spirit of one possessed. 
Yet he could not read a note, and he actually asked 
me why it was necessary to remain a longer time on a 
white key than on a black 1! His teacher had taught 
him these pieces note by note, phrase by phrase . . . 
merciful heavens, what patience! 
Yet in a remarkably short space of time he was able 
to understand the F and G clefs, the value of note§, 
and all the rest, and since he was possessed of a charm¬ 
ing nature, and by no means inclined to study parrot- 
fashion, he soon developed into a true pianist. It 
would seem that cases of this kind are frequent in 
Roumania. 
As for the Hungarians, they all want to play the 
piano like Liszt, their compatriot and their god. It 
is not for me to prevent them, but it is not given to 
me, alas, to aid them in realizing a dream which I do 
not hesitate to qualify as a trifle ambitious. 
I know that in America as in France there are a 
number of excellent teachers who are justly famous, 
but students commence their studies of the piano so 
late, at least, so I am told, that it is more difficult 
under these conditions to form pianists; this is most 
regrettable. I have noticed that young American girls 
who come to me for the finishing touches in their 
musical education possess among other qualities a re¬ 
markable gift for assimilation. Is not America, how¬ 
ever, the most extraordinary of all countries? 
It must be understood that the foregoing criticisms, 
which of course are personal and arbitrary, refer only 
to students and not to artists, for I owe it to the truth 
to admit that virtuosos di primo cartello frequently 
come to us in France from all these countries whose 
abilities excite our admiration and whose concerts are 
eagerly attended by our dilettantes. 
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NUMEROUS TEACHERS IN FRANCE 
Paris and in all the large provincial jciwns^of 
xl-piano teachers are legion. France good pi n , . The women 
*ho cultivate (hi* profession in ever increasing num¬ 
ber* are particularly well fitted for foundation work 
with children; their devotion, their inexhaustible pa¬ 
tience and their ingenuity work miracle*. 
While .peaking of teachers. I recollect a happy retor 
attributed to the illustrious composer of Wultam 7ell 
and the Barber of SevitU. Rossini absolutely detested 
a certain teacher of singing at the Conservatory whom, 
in spite of a great reputation, he knew to be abso¬ 
lutely without talent Several friends of Rossini, 
amateurs who were totally incapable of judging the 
value of an artist, persuaded themselves that Rossini 
was a victim of the habit of sharp criticism, and deter¬ 
mined to cure him of it. Just at that time, the vocal 
teacher in question had in his class a young American 
pupil of marked ability, naturally intended for success 
and designed by destiny to become a star. By the 
•ray. since that lime many other charming vocal stars 
have since come from America to sparkle with those 
of the first magnitude in our artistic firmament! How¬ 
ever. to return to our subject, the friends in question 
plotted together to bring this young girl to Rossini for 
a hearing, at thq same time keeping secret the name 
of her teacher The fulfillment of their scheme took 
place at one of the magnificent soirles which the Mas¬ 
ter periodically gave and which were frequented bv 
those whom the entire world counted illustrious. 
Triumphant success for the young debutante, enthu¬ 
siasm of Rossini, genuinely impressed! The authors 
of the innocent strategem gleefully said to him: “The 
adorable singer whom you have just heard is a pupil 
of just the one teacher whom you regard with such 
horror, and to whom you refuse any talent whatever." 
But Rossini, without being in the least disturbed, 
replied 
“Don't you know that it is the oyster which pro¬ 
duces the pearl?" 
(In our Unguag- when you wish to say that a man 
is an idiot you call him an "oyster") 
TECHNIC AND THEORY. 
tn my opinion, which is also, I .believe that of the 
generality of trjehers. the development of technique 
should march side by side u-ith education in musical 
theory; one gams so much time this way. Children of 
four or fire ought to be given their little mechanical 
exercises and at the same time be shown them on the 
piano, taught to name the notes, their different posi¬ 
tions. etc. What a multitude of things there are for 
the beginner to learn on seating himself at the key¬ 
board of the piano I 
The countries where the piano is commenced in ex¬ 
treme youth produce the best virtuosos. Read the 
biographies of the rrlcbratrd pianists, and you will 
see that aH or nearly all. have been infant prodigies. 
Tn our conservatories, pupils in the preparatory classes 
for the piano are obliged to attend a class in theorv 
where they are taught: 
T To read their lessons in all the clefs (the prac¬ 
tice of the different clefs is indispensable for transpo¬ 
sition. harmony and instrumentation); these lessons 
are sung by the pupils, who at the same lime name the 
notes and beat time with the hand, and are accompanied 
by the teacher on the piano. 
2. To understand the whole theory of the principles 
of music and the rules for transposition. 
a3 f7,m dirU,ion- if necessary. so as to 
cPrvvk.p the ear for correct intonation, for time and 
i these The examinations at the end of the year ii.__ 
classes are so difficult that any one taking part and 
obtaining a first prite (the awards are a first, second 
third meiUn must emphatically he exceptionally 
grounded tn the fundamentals of music. 
Formerly, before commencing the piano, young stu- 
*52 ,WO ,hrw >fari Studying solfeggio and 
\ . eJ>ry' . '* *>*,^n* was very prejudicial to 
cc mca tec tuque, as it retarded its development, 
• o* * 'C. J* accon|Ph»bed infinitely more 
t V0rK|Ch,W7^ °W,n* tHe sup- 
eness . i the hands and linger*. We have therefore 
well 
v the 
systfm. The ideal. I repeat 
from the v 
> form clever 
**jJf****B * * -- -“-W.MIII. 
The use of 'methods” seems to me to be on the 
which ,h*y ««*» 
not the stnet word for word manner emptovrd here¬ 
tofore. The intelligent and experienced teacher knows 
the etude 
susm »*• °f esch °f 
his pupils. 
THE STUDENT’S REPERTOIRE. 
The classic repertoire of indispensable works 
Bach. Haydn. Clement.. Mozart, DusSek Ste.belt Bee 
thoven. Cramer. Schumann, works which all children 
have played are playing and will play as long as they 
plLy the Sno. Many of my fellow musicians have 
also enriched the treasures of music with a number 
of charming pieces that bring joy to the little ones. I 
have myself published a very great number of studies, 
exercises, and very elementary pieces. 
With advanced pupils as with the little ones, the 
piano works of the great classic masters, Couperin, 
Scarlatti. Rameau, Sebastian Bach, Handel, Haydn, 
dementi, Mozart. Dussek, Steibelt, Beethoven. Cramer, 
Hummel, Field. Ries, Weber, Czerny, Moscheles, Schu¬ 
bert, Mendelssohn, Chopin, Schumann and Liszt, form 
the basis of our teaching, both official and private and 
occupy the first place on the shelves of our teachers. 
The special selection of Etudes and technical exer¬ 
cises in constant use arc: The Well Tempered Clavi¬ 
chord of John Sebastian Bach, a unique and admirable 
work of its kind which I consider the “Vade Mecum” 
of virtuosos great and small; the Little Preludes for 
beginners, and the Inventions, Nos. 2, 3 and 4, works 
by the same composer, perfect and most valuable for a 
beginning; the most excellent Gradus ad Pamassum. 
by dementi; the celebrated Etudes by Cramer are 
works which no student can afford to ignore. We 
also include the School of Czerny in its entirety, re¬ 
garding it as the daily bread of pianists. 
Here I wish to make a digression. That rascal of 
a Czerny was Speed made human! He wrote an incal¬ 
culable number, metaphorically speaking, of books of 
Etudes and exercises for students of all ages, for all 
kinds of hands, both large or small, for all degrees of 
advancement, the constant use of which will bring to 
reason the most rebellious fingers, he they as unbenda- 
ble as sticks. To him alone a pupil may be entrusted 
to learn his A, B, C, and to be conducted to the highest 
summits of virtuosity, like those astonishing manu¬ 
facturers—Americans without doubt—who place the 
skin of a rabbit in one end of their machine aqd pro¬ 
duce for you a hat all complete at the other end! 
Are you aware that Czerny has published more than 
twelve hundred and fifty works of all kinds? Usually 
each opus is at least a hundred pages long (a collection 
of etudes, or a collection of exercises, etc.), and one 
can easily see how many tons of music paper have 
been stained by the pen of a single human being! 
T hink of the ingenuous candor of the biographies 
which teH us that this laborious Benedictine was of a 
retiring disposition, and that he went but little into the 
great world. In fact, he could never have found the 
time to dance or to lead the cotillon in the ballrooms 
of society. I believe that I am right in affirming that 
he did more quick-stepping with his fingers than with 
his feet 
Having completed my digression, I will go on with 
the list of composers whose works find a place in our 
music studios: The beautiful and useful Etudes of 
elV* u rdal Etudes of Kessleri the 
"P Huel  which are so colored with 
“d, Mr 
pi.ni.tic and musical Etudes of Hen'selt-"^":,!.!- 
scendant Etudes of Rubinstein, and those of Liszt— 
nfr?i CLhuCS Wh'ch on,y pianis,s who have great tech- 
of ChtEnCanAll,,Hmr,,:K?d then 'he adorable Etudes 
1,7 ' ™ hyperboles are permissible when we 
come to speak of these eighty little masterpieces of 
ISSSS 
Sswsjat.2: 
of their difficulty. P 8 l° C 3SS them ln the order 
MODERN composers. 
It must not be supposed that fb» 
who have written for theV n'0(k‘rn composers 
study; on the ^IrarT tb ° V* eXc,uded from °«r 
Brahms. Thalberg Prudlm °f Stephen Heller, 
schalk, Sinding Bendel Dei Schulhpff, Gott- 
-net. WoniplJenS,en' Rafk Mas- 
Tschaikowski. Francis Rubinstein. 
s I home, Benjamin Godard, 
Colomer, Chaminade, Chabrier, Moszkowski p 
Grieg, Theodore Dubois, Saint-Saens, Bizet, ’j]^ 
Rachmaninoff, Wieniqwski, Vincent d’Ind °r°?!ll!- 
Franck, Pugno, Paderewski, Faure, Charl« o 
Galeotti, Widor, Claude Debussy, and many 1  
doubtless omitted, are to be found' dn all our • 
and in the fingers of all who study the insL^'10' 
one hears them all at the concerts and in the sal* 
These compositions, of which a great man °nS 
the first order, add a precious element to our ^ 
progress, and all our teachers are unanimous in re™ 
nizing their great and real pianistic and artistic inter?- 
to such an extent that they give them to their pu„a 
who also use them largely—for just so long as the, 
are in fashion, like the doctor's medicine which »' 
take only so long as we are sick! Alas! fashion i! 
capricious and changeable, but “he is a fool who fears.’ 
as our Franqois the First said, speaking 0f prttty 
women. 
Among those names are many which, if they ream I 
their due, will be handed down to posterity . ta. 
for that it is necessary that composers now living who 
are destined to become the great classics of the futurr 
must die, since, as Berlioz has said, “the path of giotj 
is the path to the cemetery.” I believe that I cm 
affirm, however, without consulting them as to their 
reward that they prefer to have their day of glory 
postponed—very much postponed—and that this bounty 
may be extended to them is the sincere wish of their j 
colleague and admirer. 
THE SLOW MOVEMENT. 
BY HERBERT ANTCLIFFE. 
The slow movement of a sonata or symphony 
has the distinction of being the one which more 
than any other has no fixed or recognised form. 
Even in classical works we never know what kind 
of a movement this will be. We cannot in many 
cases rely upon it being slow or sedate in its pro¬ 
gression; for some composers make up for the slow ! 
beats by writing many notes to each beat B«- 
thoven was the first to construct movements on [ 
principles covered by half a dozen different names j 
He used the air with variations, Aria or Ternary ! 
form, Binary form, Rondo form, Modified Sonatt j 
form, and the Free Fantasia form. How man; | 
varieties of structure this last description comprises 
it is impossible to say, for in practice he laid gren! 
stress on the first word of the title; the other 
forms, too, he used with the greatest freedom, h 
may almost be said that in the slow movement the 
composer is freer to express his innermost feelings 
without any restraint of form, or in whatever form 
he chooses, and without any regard for conven¬ 
tion. 
CHOPIN’S CHARACTERISTICS. 
BY GEORGE SAND. 
Of all the troubles which I had to undergo and h> 
fight against, the suffering of my half sick invalid^ 
not the least. Chopin was always wishing for No ‘ 
and still could never endure the place. He, was esstI|J 
tially a man of society, but not too ceremonious e 
extended, only the society of his intimate friend-*, 
ceptions of twenty. He loved the hour when the cr0^ 
goes and the few associates gather about the. art®, 
draw from him by friendly urging the best o ^ 
inspiration. It was at such times only that he 
pressed all his genius and talent. It was then, too. 
having brought his hearers into deep thoughtful® ^ 
grave sadness—for always his music produced m ^ i 
soul profound discouragement, especially when | 
provised—suddenly, as if to remove the impressio \ 
remembrance of pain from others as well as *r0® ^ 1 
self, he would turn to a mirror, unobserved, a 
his hair and cravat, and suddenly display h'ms” • 
formed into the sturdy Englishman, the silly o ^, | 
perchance a ridiculous sentimental English ^ , 
sordid Jew. He always chose sad types, howei ^ 
they might be. These were perfectly conceived ^ 
and so delicately rendered that one corn ” j I 
ciently admire them.—From George Sands 
My Life, translated by Laura Wieser. 
It is somewhat amazing but true in a genera' . 
that Melody and Harmony, the chief factors ^ i 
do not exist in nature, but are the creations ot | 
of the masters.—E. J. Hanslick. 
•nical passage, can be minutely analyzed: consequently 
the player who knows these movements and applies 
them, will save fully fifty per cent, of his practice time. 
Having learned the movements involved in the per¬ 
formance of a passage, the next step toward securing 
efficiency would be to make just the number and kind 
of movements required, and no more. This means (to 
use a mechanical term) the elimination of all lost 
motion.” A psychologist, studying the movements, of a 
bricklayer, found that out of eighteen movements made 
in laying a brick, ten were unnecessary. When the 
process was reduced to the eight movements actually 
required, the same workman was able to lay 2,000 
By PERLEE V. JERVIS bridlS ” 'h' *im* '° ^ 1'°°°' 
“ 1-- l SPEED IN FINGER ACTION. 
The player who studies his playing movements care¬ 
fully, will be surprised to see how many of them are 
not only unnecessary, but a positive hindrance to ease 
in performance. Let us consider for a moment finger 
action. Speed in passage playing depends upon quick- 
■ ness and equality of up and down action, on height 
. xwr_Tf !« the privilege of The Etddb to present the opinions and advice of the foremost musical 0f rajse. Now what is the sense of practicing a run 
I* JSo’er. In recent iss"cesL XYw“e‘undervahfe ntheeinestimabl.v iraportlnt work done by American investigntof^ In slowly with high finger action till the habit is in the 
■ n0t i”ael°e fingerS’ °nly U> h3Ve ‘° reVCrSe- gjl 
The best thought of the business wprld of to-day is 
bring concentrated on the study of efficiency. Many 
vents ago the merchant could turn bis goods at a profit 
of from twenty-five to fifty per cent. ; to-day he is 
often glad to get five, and even this is only possible 
by a studv and application of the. science of efficiency. 
How can’the output be increased at the same or less 
cost5 How can a workman, with the expenditure ot 
no more energy, increase the amount of work done tn 
a given time? 
Financial success or disastrous failure often depends 
upon a solution of these problems. Efficiency has be¬ 
come a science employing the brains of qualified ex¬ 
perts who investigate a business and show how a loss 
may be converted into a profit. Psychologists are 
studying these problems, and, by “standardizing” mus- --- - - . mistake 
SlCrSi; rgivTtime'and^to mfnimum, with the result that much waste time will ^d'^’end of the black key; then, in.order to 
do it more easily. The peculiar title of a recent maga¬ 
zine article upon efficiency tells the whole story 
“More Brains, Less Sweat!” 
WHAT THE EFFICIENCY EXPERT FOUND. 
Now, what has the study of efficiency to do with 
piano playing? Before answering this question, it may 
be well to see what efficiency means in the business 
world. Perhaps an actual example will make this clear. 
A friend of the writer was at the head of a large 
business which, for over forty years, had been paying 
a handsome profit. Owing to changed business condi¬ 
tions, the profit and loss had just balanced each other 
for the last four years. 
An efficiency expert was called in, and, after a thor¬ 
ough investigation, made this statement, “Your business 
is suffering from waste—waste of energy, time, and 
money. Here is a workman who’in eight hours turns 
out a certain number of articles. Give him this labor 
saving machine and in the same time he can double his 
output at the same relative cost. Here is another man 
whom you pay $2,500 a year to do work- that, with the 
J|d of another machine, could be done for $900. In 
Wur office, five men are employed making out bills by 
nd. Introduce the billing machine, and two men can 
o the work. Here are workmen who waste so many 
'nutes every day in going from one part of the 
I mg to another. With a different arrangement of 
mr positions this time can be saved.” In short, this 
pert made every sheet of paper, every piece of string. 
thatV051386 Stamp- account for itself, with the result 
ih * - ear the business paid a large profit on 
cfL“me am°unt of sales. Thus it will be seen that 
outtine^ ff eans economy of time and labor through the 
of ti™ °" °f every particle of waste, whether it be 01 time. muscle b,ain> or money 
ProbaW°NCENTRATI°N AN° EFFIC1ENCY- 
thousand* * f 'S- no cxa?geration to say that there are 
tv* hourS ° .^ano students practicing from three to 
the S a d*y wHo might, by eliminating waste, get 
idv J ^etter results in half the time. In the 
SSSSESP as srsr s; 
in ntw on lions. Mr. Jervis u , u vg-y interestjiig and always practical.] faster one p]ays> the c]oser the fingers must be kept to 
the keys. Why not in slow practice study the greatest 
in the right note hut the wrong finger; the third at- quickness of up and down action, always keeping the 
Manv tempt gets the note and finger right, but the touch finger as nearly as possible in contact with the key. 
wrong. On the fourth trial perhaps everything is Yet there are thousands of pupils wasting their time 
played correctly. Now the point to be made is that and energy ;n the struggle for high action, when they 
the first three performances are simply waste time sh0uld be studying quickness. Josef Hofmann, in his 
which has accomplished nothing. Time has been piano Playing, says, “In playing legato, the 
wasted in making the mistake, and the same amount fingers are not lifted off the keys, but hardly, losing 
of time wasted in correcting it. Say this process takes contact with the ivory—glide sideways to the right or 
fi've seconds; if there had been no mistake there would ]eThis, naturally, saves both time and exertion, and 
have been five seconds saved. It is surprising how the tfius a]]0ws an increase of speed.” 
waste seconds accumulate in the course of an hour. There is another form of lost motion which is. rarely 
considered by the average player, yet the elimination 
A SIMPLE REMEDY FOR MOST CASES. 0f it makes surprisingly for efficiency. To get a good 
Now the cure for all this is very simple. It is to example of this lost motion, take the chromatic scale 
name aloud each note, the finger to be placed on it, in 0CtaveS) using the fifth finger on the black keys, 
and the touch to be used; do this always before play- The player who ]las not carefully studied his move- 
-reduced to a ments wjn str;ke the white key C midway between its 
.. in e])d an() the end of the bjack key; then, in order to 
be saved. play C sharp the arm will be pushed forward till the 
The second factor in efficiency might be muscular Tiatl(j js 0Ver the black key. In playing D the arm is 
repose Only the muscles actually required in produc- pu„ed agajn thrust forward for D sharp, and 
ing any action should be at work—all others should lhis forward and backward movement kept up throug.i- 
be in*a condition of repose. For example, in raising out t]le passage. , . ’ 
a finder the extensor muscles contract; the flexor mus- t0 eliminate this lost motion, when playing the 
cles which shut the hand should take no part in the wyte keys, keep the thumb and fifth finger close to the 
action but remain quiescent and perfectly loose. The edge of ,he black keys. Thus it will be possible to play 
same thing applies to all the other muscles of the hand, tbe passage with an action of the hand at the wrist 
arm shoulders, and trunk. . joint unaccompanied by the objectionable push and pull 
Eliminate the waste of energy exerted by opposing of tbe arm Many finger passages and runs, composed 
muscles and technical difficulties are overcome m a of wliite and black keys, will be played with much 
much shorter time; sometimes they disappear entirely. greater ease when this lost motion is eliminated. It 
The writer has seen more than one technical difficulty may often be necessary to strike the white keys on the 
ihnt hours of practice failed to conquer, because of surface which lies between the black keys, so that the 
muscular contraction in the wrong place. When this hand may be carried along the keyboard in a straight 
contraction was removed, the passage almost played ,ine instead of a zig.zag. Very valuable practice of 
..1f this kind may be had by playing the scales of D flat, 
,ts KNOWING HOW. e flat. G flat, A flat, and B flat, using the fingering of 
Another factor in efficiency might be called “know- tbe scale 0f q 
imr how” If one wishes to go to any point, San Fran- Wbjle this fingering may at first seem very difficult, 
rifro for instance, he consults a map, or asks some after a few months of practice it will be possible to 
ne who knows to tell him the most direct route. play these scaies aimost as easily and evenly as with 
„avimr ,earned this, he can reach his destination with- their normal fingering. This practice should be done 
0f time. Should he, however, instead of >t first slowjy and always hands separately. The hand 
i- west eo in the opposite direction, he might should move up and down the keyboard in a straight 
nossiblv reach the objective point, but only after jour- jjne> and when the thumb falls on a white key, the 
neying around the globe, with consequent loss ofjime. t<.w cbnnlrl he struck on its si ia m i uc __—I- key’shou d b urface between the adjoin- 
Many piano students are trying to. reach the by ing biack keys. 
shortest way to do everything 
. --Jo imown, 
Mod- 
g0ing ^ piayffig?rand when‘the'‘shortest way is known, 
v1?3 . * . wav.  h wmbe^found that it is also the easiest way. 
piano teaching, which is based on immutable 
LATERAL ARM MOVEMENTS. 
In the study of efficiency the lateral movement of 
the arm requires the most careful consideration, for 
upon it largely depends smoothness in scale, arpeggio, 
studv of effir” 
some of it. tCncy ln pIano playing, let us examine 
c'»cmrationfaCTRS' tHe firSt °f which might WeU be 
,0 fifteen m-' 1 he average student wastes from ten 
is ,'TeS eacb half hour’s practice. This 
punilu due t0 !ack of concentrated thought. ^ • 
only t0 plays without thinking,, strikes a note with a 
11 »s wrone: the nevt attempt may result 
ern piano „,,P„wnrk it lar el oc c.us ... 
entific laws, leaves little room for guessw • and octave piaying. This movement may be studied as 
Now this knowing how necessitates a sm y follows; Rest the hands in playing position lightly 
correct movements to be used in playmg every upon thc Ueys, which should not be depressed Now 
nical form—trill, five-finger passage, sea , P S■ • moving the arm at the shoulder joint, sltde the hand 
chord, octave, or whatnot. Sometime simply J ST right along the surface of the keys till the 
action in the proper musde will accomplish ^ extreme ^ of the keyboard is reached In doing 
taneous results. A new pupil cametothe thig, the fingers should always be parallel with the 
centlv with the statement that she c0uld g knowing keys, and there must be no twisting of the hand at the 
in chord playing. Her previous chords wrist joint If the wrist is kept loose, this movement 
nothing of arm touches, had taught her to p is easy to execute. Now. reversing the movement, 
by slapping at the keys, the resulting b b gtriceps carry the arm to the left, as far as possible. Make 
hard, and unmusical. When the action o b p,ainPd these movements at first very slowly, then gradually 
and scapular muscles in chord p,ayI"f Wh?avy chords increase the speed. Be sure that the action is in the 
to her. she was able in a few days to pi y y shoulder joint, and do not fail to keep the fingers 
‘ech- exactly parallel with the -keys. 
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Praciioc later with the hand in scale position, that is. 
with the wrist turned out slightly so that the fingers 
make an angle with the keys. What this angle should 
be will depend upon the conformation of the hand. 
The angle for any hand may be found by playing B 
with the fourth finger of the right hand, and C with 
the thumb, holding both notes down. The left hand 
will play D and C in the same manner. Having in 
this way found the scale relation of the hand to the 
keys, keep it unchanged while carrying the hand from 
one end of the keyboard to the other, as in the previous 
exercise. As in scale and arpeggio playing it is this 
action of the arm that carries the hand over the thumb, 
its importance will Ik apparent. This movement, nec¬ 
essary in octave playing, does not always receive the 
attention which it deserves. 
PREPARING THE FINGER. 
Another point to be considered in the study of effi¬ 
ciency is. that as one finger plays, the next finger to 
play should be placed directly over and in contact with 
its key. The action of playing one key and of finding 
the next, should Ik simultaneous. To illustrate: in 
playing the scale of C. as the thumb plays C, the second 
finger at the same instant is placed on D; as 1) is 
played, the third finger is placed on E. As E is played, 
the thumb at the same time is placed quickly over F. 
As the thumb plays F, a lateral movement of the arm 
carries the hand over till the second finger rests on 
G. and so on. The principle illustrated in this simple 
example should Ik applied in all slow practice to the 
most complicated, as well as the simplest, passages. 
The execution of skips, jumps and chord successions 
will be greatly facilitated by this placing the finger 
directly over, or in contact with, the keys before the 
attaek. The value of this practice is threefold—-it con¬ 
tributes to accuracy and clarity; it obliges the player 
to think the next note as the present one is played; 
and what is more to the purpose in this article, it con¬ 
duces to efficiency through the elimination of waste 
motion. 
In many hands the fifth finger is responsible for a 
good deal of waste motion. This happens in passage 
work when the finger, instead of being curved, is par¬ 
tially straightened out. In order to play on its tip, the 
bnger is bent in. and immediately thereafter straight¬ 
ened again—this is waste motion, as there should only 
be the rise and fall of the finger. An excellent method 
to secure the curved position, is to curl the finger till 
the tip touches the hand at the knuckle joint. Hold 
the finger in this position during a part of the tech¬ 
nical practice each day, ami in a few weeks the proper 
position will be easily taken and kept. A word of 
warning should accompany this recommendation. As 
this curled finger tends to stiffen the muscles, stop fre¬ 
quently and loosen up; also keep as loose as possible 
during the practice. 
REPOSE A GREAT ESSENTIAL. 
Still another point to be made in the study of effi¬ 
ciency is that every muscular action should be followed 
by absolute repose. Muscular action means burning 
up or disintegration of the muscle used. If there be 
no period of rest, there is no chance for reconstruction, 
consequently waste overbalances repair ami fatigue sets 
in. The instant the muscles lose their elasticity, the 
practice would lietier cease, as. even if there be no 
danger of injury, the player is at least working under 
a handicap. A second or two of rest after every 
action of the muscle, postpone* the fatigue point anil 
enaldcs oik to practice for hours. Every half hour it 
is well to stop practice for ten minutes, open the win¬ 
dow. and breathe deeply a number of times. 
Finally. much time will Ik saved by not doing unnec¬ 
essary things. What is meant by this apparent truism. 
« this—from lime immemorial students have followed 
the traditional prescription, “play exercises so many 
minutes, scales so many, arpeggios so many." etc., etc. 
iX> no such thing. Find out what is absolutely neces¬ 
sary—cut out the rest. Josef Hofmann has a word 
on this suhjcct. He says. “A half hour daily, kept up 
for a year, is enough for any one to learn to play 
Ones exercises. Ami if one can play them, why should 
one keep on everlastingly playing them? Can anvbodr 
explain. without reflecting upon one's sanity, why one 
should persist in playing them? If you will dip'your 
hands, instead, for five minutes into hot water, you 
will follow my own method and find it just as cffica 
cious. Flay good compositions, and construe out of 
them your own technical exercises.” 
IMPORTANT PHYSICAL EXERCISES. 
The physical exercises recommended l>v Dr. Latson 
in The Etc or. for October. 1908 and November. 1911, 
have been thoroughly tested by the writer and found 
THE ETUDE 
enormously effective in the development of power 
delicacy, and endurance. The use of them will save 
much practice time at the piano. Five ""nutes devoted 
to these exercises at the end of every half hour of 
keyboard practice will enable one to practice for hours 
without muscular fatigue. 
No study of efficiency would be complete that did 
not include mention of the basic factor of all real 
personal efficiency—viz. sound physical health. This 
priceless possession is only possible when one obeys the 
laws of health. The pianist should get plenty of exer¬ 
cise. breathe deeply in pure air, eat moderately of 
simple food, avoid stimulants, and sleep, if possible, 
eight hours every night, work hard while working, and 
PREPARING THE HANDS FOR KEYBOARD 
MASTERY. 
BY J. HOMEU. 
(Specially Translated for The Etude by E. J Hill.) 
Vigor and independence of the hands depend a great 
deal on the constitution of the player, his age, and the 
more or less favorable conformation of his hand; 
nevertheless, whatever may be his physical peculiari¬ 
ties, persistent and well-ordered study will soon en¬ 
able him to acquire these qualities to a very consider¬ 
able extent. 
Even a superficial examination of the hand shows 
us that the five fingers possess the following peculi¬ 
arities : 
Thumb: Very short, absolutely independent. 
Index Finger: Strong, independent, dexterous and 
agile. 
Third: Strong, but with much less independence cJf 
action and mobility than the index finger possesses. 
Fourth: Naturally strong, but weak by reason of its 
position which makes it a slave and almost immobile. 
Fifth: Independent, but awkward and extremely 
weak. 
Thus none of the fingers has either the same quali¬ 
ties or the same value, so that unless the artist is to 
Ik handicapped, his main effort should be to develop 
the weak fingers and to raise them nearer to the stand¬ 
ard of those more favored. Supposing a mother had 
five children of whom the oldest and the next in age 
were robust, intelligent, quick to learn, almost without 
teaching, the third possessing these qualities only in a 
lesser degree: the fourth weak, idle, without initiative 
or energy, and finally the youngest of a feebleness 
bordering on spinal trouble; she would doubtless be 
equally considerate for all, but which would absorb her 
most precious moments? On which would she bestow 
her constant and assiduous care? On the weaker ones, 
undoubtedly. 
Similarly with the fingers of the hand. The first and 
second require regular practice; the third persistent ex- 
ercisc : the fourth and fifth untiring and relentless toil 
The following exercise, in which the thumb maintains 
a holding note while the third, fourth and fifth fingers 
play succeeding notes, will help to equalize the weak 
lingers. It should Ik played with Hie greatest smooth- 
nrss anil regularity, striking the notes forcibly but 
without jerks. The index finger is left free, whereby 
the exercise is rendered easier and more accessible to 
small hands whose compass scarcely embraces a fifth 
Alter a long period of practice on the white keys, prac- 
-ce the same exercise on the black keys in order to 
tram the lingers not to slip from these keys-a ten- 
dency somewhat difficult to overcome. Proceeding thus 
with the necessary persistence, all the fingers will ac¬ 
quire the indispensable qualities in a relatively- short 
lime, and will end by being of almost eq^aUtreU ‘ 
ERRORS IN PRINT. 
BY LEONORA SILL ASHTON. 
The other day, in an authorized edition of a well 
known piano piece, 1 found this noticeable error in (hi 
marks of pedalling. 
Ex. I. 
It is easy to observe with the eye; and more than 
easy with the ear, what a blur the use of the pedal 
would make in the playing of the accompaniment: the 
higher first notes of the triple being lost, while the 
lower one rings through the measure. 
Of course, the proper pedalling would be as follows: 
Ex. 2. 
Ped. * Ped. * Ped. * 
This simple discovery opened a train of thought as 
to how much might be learned by discerning pupils in 
scanning carefully the printed music page, and search¬ 
ing out what not to play as given there. 
Probably pedalling is the point which suffers most 
from the printer’s ink. 
.It is sometimes an impossibility to have even the 
signi-Istop at the exact shade of the measure, 
which would bring the most artistic result: and with 
the old-fashioned signs—Ped.-* it is harder yet 
Read the page of new music carefully away from the 
piano, and mark whatever seems amiss to you. 
Then go to the piano, and see how your theory works 
in practice. 
While correct pedalling depends largely upon a 
knowledge of harmony and dynamics; trained and care¬ 
ful listening is what clinches the matter. 
“Whatever sounds well to the cultivated ear is cor¬ 
rect,” a great teacher once said; and this holds true, 
primarily in the case of the subject under discussion. 
Here are a few rules which may be applied in the 
case of reading anything new. 
1. Change the damper pedal whenever the harmony of 
the bass changes. 
2. If the harmony remains the same, hold it so long 
as the first note of the measure works down and not 
up. As in the case of the example given, the rhythm 
and tone quality is lost by the prolonged use of (he 
pedal. 
3. If the notes of the right hand are well above the 
middle of the piano, the pedal may be held dovm 
through complicated harmonies, as the sound produced 
by the high strings is thinner than those of the lower; 
and generally there*is a good foundation of simple hat- 
mony in the bass. 
4. Be careful of the use of the pedal when hot11 
hands play near the middle of the piano. Here the 
pedal may often be changed for every note in the 
measure to gain the right effect. 
Apply these rules carefully, and see how often the 
printer has been mindful of the responsibility cast upon 
him. 
You will find that in the perusing of one page of 
music, you will have had a lesson in this special branch 
of study which you wilKnot soon forget. 
Probably the next most common of printer’s errors, 
is that of false notes. 
Here again, you must depend not only upon Ff 
knowledge of harmony and the formation of chords, 
but upon your ear. 
Some discords are meant to be: some accidentals 
give the finishing touch to a melody: but sometitnesa 
natural or a flat or a sharp is undeniably misplaced 
and it is your duty as a musician to strike it out, f"1 
replace it by the right one. .. 
Time, signature, metronome marks, are all genera . 
correct; also the marks of expression are usually where 
the composer intended them to be. 
It is. of course, always best and cheapest in the eti 
to buy the best editions, but even in these misprints are 
apt to occur. 
Study the printed page then with a severely crit*ca 
eye; until you see a mistake as you would n0*lCC„. 
wrong punctuation or misspelled word in the book 1®“ 
are reading. 
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Giuseppe Verdi 
Composer, Patriot and Philanthropist 
By FLORENCE AMELIA CUMMINGS 
... , Austrians and Russians invaded Italy, in 
,8 to scattered ruin and death throughout the land, 
l81.4’, M waste the peaceful country along their track. 
“d ^'hostilities begun in Lombardy, continued to 
IS throughout Italy until the House of Hapsburg 
tad subdued a liberty-loving people. 
At Ihe foe* of the Apennines is situated a small v.l- 
Jr This village, poor and almost unknown, became 
ifsew Of'pilfage and bloodshed Fearing the sd- 
tS women and children took refuge ,n the church, 
Sng safety near the shrine of the Virgin. The allies, 
however, forced their way into this sacred retreat 
Lacred women and children, and left carnage and 
desolation behind. 
But one woman, more courageous than the rest, 
climbed the narrow staircase that led to the belfry. 
There with her helpless babe, she crouched through 
the long night of terror. This woman was Louisa 
Utini Verdi, the child in her arms her infant son. 
Giuseppe, who, in after years, became the composer of 
thirty operas and the idol of Italy. In this manner 
he life of a great man was spared, one who gave in 
alculable service to his country, and vho also endeared 
limself to the civilized world by mean-- of his music- 
THE MUSICIAN WITH A HELMET. 
Verdi has been characterized “the musician vrith a 
helmet.” Probably no composer has so well merited 
the distinction. His early operas—which savor of po¬ 
litical suggestions—undoubtedly exerted ar influence 
over his countrymen for a national union and independ¬ 
ence. Besides this achievement, he has literally “placed 
of melody around the world.” His operas have 
given pleasure to the classical mind, as well as to the 
lover of simple melody. He has furnished music for 
his own, as well as for succeeding generations. The 
number of Verdi operas included in a season’s reper¬ 
toire far exceeds that of any other composer. 
It is interesting to study the constant growth of 
is child of the contadini. The progress in his art is 
sufficiently marked to divide into four distinct periods. 
His early works contain melodious airs which the ltal- 
un People delighted to hear, but which strangely con- 
'rast to the composer’s latter-day masterpieces. This 
first group of operas includes Oberto, 1 Lombardi and 
truant. These operas contain little promise of his 
J ler }’ears- Throughout each one of these scores the 
omposer seems groping to find expression for his 
inner-self. 
SORROW AND POVERTY, 
greatest sorrow,—which hade fair to ruin his 
' aa a cornposer,—was the untimely death of his 
j0 , ? . e and two children. This bereavement came 
bpaJ-f i'I ^ve years after his marriage to the 
in ' U.j arsHerita Barezzi. Without sufficient means 
y P.. e for a family, it is quite probable that the 
last III SU"ered many self-denials, especially during the 
Wiih'n?S °f Sig.nora Verdi and that of her children, 
the <» eSS tllan t*?ree months' time death had robbed 
in PovertySer °* ent‘re family, and left him alone 
'bcVm Jnulst of His anguish he attempted to finish 
»-l,icl) ,e t0ra comic-opera called Un Givrno'di Regno, 
\’ee(n e .*a<' agrec<1 to complete within a given time. 
come WL° s.tate’ this opera proved a failure. Over¬ 
all^. tSnef and ^appointment. Verdi now broke 
'ifdarine^t3nd-ret'red t0 a Quiet apartment in Milan, 
Then *5,1 his career as a composer had ended, 
intertst °Wed wced<;s °f dejection, when all former 
But even"6 forgotUn- 
his genius SOr.r°.w ,lke Verdi’s could not long suppress 
Merelli 3nd *n 1842 He was persuaded,—by Signor 
to resun,:T manager of La Scala Theatre. Milan,— 
suk of Me1Sir>0rk' The score of Nabucco was the re- 
m many ofl 'S perSistent efforts. In this opera, as 
an underlvin 'S !?rly compositions, it is easy to detect 
difficult for f. ness which, during his entire life, was 
r ™ to overcome. 
At this time Verdi’s one desire was to free his country 
from the hated yoke of Austria. Following Ndbucco 
came 1 Lombardi. By means of these operas he gained 
the hearty applause of the Italian people. Hi$ fellow 
countrymen quickly heard a plea for liberty. It was 
the airs from these operas that inspired them with cour¬ 
age to fight for their freedom. In this way Verdi put 
love of country into his music, and the Italians adored 
him, at once, for his art and patriotism. 
By strange coincidence, the word VERDI,—spelled in 
capital letters,—stands for “Victor Emmanuel, Re 
d’ Italia.” Under pretense of a tribute to their great 
composer, the people would shout the name “VERDI” 
into the very ears of the Austrian spies, who, while 
they recognized the double significance of the word 
were yet powerless to interferc wlth the demonstra 
tl0previous to the unification of Italy, m 1861, Verdi 
had intentionally written for patriotic awakening. But 
after this victory he turned to h.s art for its o 
sake. Thereafter, the composers one desire was t 
gain a higher standard for his country s music Then 
came a pronounced change for the better m the 1} 
drama of Italy. 
VERDI’S SECOND PERIOD. 
Guided by his emotional Latin instinct, for n time 
heG followed the traditional style of the o 14Jaha 
school of opera. But his ardent temperamen^tind fast 
developing geniuses were not to . 
forms of music where swiftness and color w 
i • ( (-tributes Verdi’s judgment convinced him that, 
°LScond period work sl.ors . “ 
Vta* known.- 
strangely, this trio finally proved an actual hindrance 
to his progress, long obscuring, as they did, the mas¬ 
terful compositions of his riper years. 
Frankly admitting the great number of tuneful airs 
in this familiar trio of operas, and dear as they were, 
—and still are,—to the public, the time has passed 
when melodies and harmonies, however pleasing to the 
ear, can be regarded as Italian opera in its modern 
sense. Rigoletto. 11 Trovatore and La Traviata have 
long served their purpose, and will not soon be for¬ 
gotten; but they do not represent Italian opera nor 
the composer, Verdi, at their best. 
VERDI’S THIRD PERIOD. 
After La Traviata came Aida, which marks his 
third period work, and which seems to stand alone in 
its style and construction. This opera still remains one 
of his most popular productions. The libretto of 
Aida, which was not Verdi’s choice, called for a brill¬ 
iant and spectacular setting. Had the composer been 
allowed to choose his own subject, the score following 
La Traviata would, undoubted.y, have been superior 
in form to the one given Aida; for Verdi was about 
to make that final step which freed his music-drama 
from the formalism of his Italian predecessors. 
It was in 1870 that the Khedive of Egypt, desiring a 
novelty for the opening of the Italian Theatre, at 
Cairo, sought to interest Verdi in the construction of 
a score for the book, Aida, which called for a strong 
Egyptian setting. The theme of Aida is neither strictly 
logical nor consistent, but it abounds with dramatic 
situations, which Verdi's music brings into prominence. 
He agreed to furnish the score for this opera in 
three months’ time, for which he was to receive the 
sum of one hundred thousand francs, or about twenty 
thousand dollars. Because of war, then raging in 
Europe, the costumes and scenery,—made in Paris.— 
were not available until some months later. On the 
day of the opera’s presentation nothing seemed lack¬ 
ing. save the presence of the maestro, who declined to 
make the journey to Egypt. 
VERDI’S GREATEST WORKS. 
Otello, which marks his fourth and last period work, 
appeared in 1887, and was the first evidence of his 
final greatness. It was presented at La Scala, Milan, 
the birthplace of eight Verdi operas. Previous to 
the appearance of Otello. the Lombard City was chris¬ 
tened “Otellopolis.” owing to the excitement ocri- 
sioned by its delay. After the first presentation, the 
excited people yoked themselves into the maestro’s 
. carriage, drawing him along the boulevards. The 
question was,—how could this man, in the seventy-fitth 
year of his age. produce a masterpiece like Otello? 
Yet once again did this venerable man take up his 
pen and bring forth.—at the age of fourscore years,— 
a lyric-comedy which has startled the civilized world 
with its irresistible humor and originality. This last 
achievement made Verdi the founder of modern Ital¬ 
ian opera, and won a lasting glory for his country’s 
After a lifetime devoted to lyric tragedy, this octo¬ 
genarian gave us Falstaff, that frolicsome creation of 
harmony and declamation which has proved to be the 
best lyric-comedy ever written. But until a compara¬ 
tively recent date, the opera-going public has remained 
strangely indifferent to this last score of Verdi, believ¬ 
ing, perchance, that the hand which wrote 11 Trovatore 
could not depict joy, spontaneity and contempt. But 
the day is fast approaching when we must think of 
Verdi as the “father” of modern Italian opera, and 
not merely the composer of his more popular works. 
When Otello and Falstaff appeared the world was 
looking for another II Trovatore or Rigoletto. Dis¬ 
appointed and perplexed at the scores of these latter- 
day operas, the public,—at least outside Italy—was 
not slow to show its disapproval of such a radical 
departure from the old Italian school. For this reason 
Otello and Falstaff remained unpopular until the day 
when Verdi’s method of writing music-drama was better 
understood. , , . , , 
The music of Falstaff seems perfectly fitted to Shakes¬ 
peare’s comedy, The Merry Wives of Windsor, from 
which the libretto was adapted by the Italian poet, 
Arrigo Boito. In arranging a work of this descrip¬ 
tion it is always difficult to determine what shall he 
retained and what rejected. Even Verdi,—who possessed 
the true dramatic instinct,—pronounced this libretto ex¬ 
cellent. Coming from the maestro, this was ample 
reward for the librettist. Verdi delighted in referring 
to Boito as “His Satanic Majesty,” thus playfully allud¬ 
ing to the opera, Mefistofele, for which the poet has 
written both words and music. 
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VERDI THE PHILAN¬ 
THROPIST. 
The world-wide popular¬ 
ity of Verdi’s operas natur¬ 
ally brought him a large 
revenue in royalties, lie 
was always ready to help 
those in need, particularly 
old musicians he had known 
in his youth. He had a 
deep sympathy for suffering 
children and left 20.000 lire 
to the children of Genoveva. 
Many thousands more lire 
went for the same purpose 
in other Italian cities. 
Verdi’s noblest benefac¬ 
tor, however, was the fam¬ 
ous “Casa di riposo per 
musicisti,” in Milan. This 
famous home for retired musicians is one of the three 
existing institutions of the kind. It was preceded by one 
at Auteuil, founded by Rossini, and was followed by 
one in Germantown, Philadelphia. (This home was 
described in The Etude of last month.) Verdi had 
been helped by many musicians in his youth, some of 
whom had suffered misfortunes in their old age. The 
home was opened on the thirty-first of December, 1899. 
Someone suggested that the institution be called ‘'In¬ 
firmary for Aged Artists.” Verdi protested hotly 
that it was not an infirmary, nor were the musicians 
to be called “aged." Then Arrigo Boito suggested 
“The House of Rest for Musicians,” and that became 
the name. 
The House of Rest is abundantly endowed and oc¬ 
cupies a splendid building erected especially for it. 
The building cost a half a million lire ($100,000.00), 
and occupies a space 4200 square meters. There are 
accommodations for forty women and sixty men. 
Shortly after the death of the master his remains, 
together with those of his wife, were transferred to 
a crypt in the Casa di Riposo, where the great com¬ 
poser lies at rest under the most noble monument one 
can imagine. 
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LEARNING TO LISTEN. 
BY THOMAS TAPPER. 
In his Rules for Young Musicians, Robert Schumai 
gives first place to this one: 
"The cultivation of the ear is of great important 
Endeavor early to distinguish each tone and key. Fii 
out the exact tones sounded by the bell, the glass, ti 
cuckoo, etc.” 
The teacher who detects lessening interest in mus 
on the part of her pupils may turn to the suggestio 
ottered by this rule, and in applying it get comfort f 
hersclt and pleasure for her class. 
As the world around us is rich in sound, and 
many means ready at hand, are available for producii 
e ''’ondered at that so few teachers ma 
it the basis of direct object study. 
tone-deaf pupils 
,caching’ the P^1 becom 
more or less tone-deaf; or, better, he listens less ai 
heeoml co,n« about from several causes; either I 
ix comes engrossed in technical study, or he does n 
'vonie engrossed in anything. The result is tW 
plays along, introducing tones the rniruvr, 
“•'CixSr-s 
A tone livncr°Ugh ** ^ wi» lle ^ad. 
not only awa£n the child*? eVeiyf,itt,e whi,e. ™u 
help the teacher in her wo^An ‘°ne’ ^ !t W0U 
hoi,a m.”"1 m"”"kinds •' *»»* 
i W>*h »oi,« which 
3. Sing the pitch of the glass, the bell, someone’ f 
voice, the whistle, etc., and find it on the piano 5 
4. What is the pitch of your speaking voice? ] 
Lead the children to distinguish between high a <i i 
low tone (many cannot do this) ; between tones ascend ! 
ing and descending; between long and short tone I 
Ask'them to describe how the piano tone differs fro* j 
the bell tone; from the violin tone. No end of vari™ I 
tions may be played on this theme. The game-if i 
one so wishes to call it—is full of interest, and the 
interest it stimulates is vital. This word vital, by the 
way, is ,exactly the right word; it means being aljve I 
Anything that encourages people to be more alive ought I 
to be practiced every day until bedtime. 
I think it was also said by Robert Schumann, that 
“dumb people cannot teach us to speak,” a hint to the 
music teacher to be alive, I mean vital (see above), in I 
the whole domain of her art. Tone is the principal 
asset of her subject. She should make it the principal 
asset of her little subjects, as well. A boy who strums : 
the piano one hour daily, because he is smaller than the 1 
person who makes him do it, must be interested until , 
he forgets this difference in size and strength. 
Music properly set before him ought to excite his 
desire as much as it is aroused by the ice cream party. 
There is something wrong if, when we present to a 
boy a beautiful art in the morning and a ticket to a 
moving picture show in the evening, he discounts the ' 
art for the biograph. There is nothing the matter ! 
with the boy who takes this point of view. The mov¬ 
ing picture man supplies him with a show that is I 
vitally interesting (see vital, above) ; when the music I 
teacher can do the same, the boy will have a happy 
morning and a happy evening. 
Hence, an indispensable part of the equipment of ! 
every studio should be not only the piano and the mis- J 
sion bookcase in the corner, but a bell, a glass, and a 
nice tame cuckoo that will send out its call to the boy I 
to listen; for the cuckoo is not a dumb bird, and it 
may help in teaching him to speak. 
THE IMPORTANCE OF ACCENT. 
BY EDGAR N. STEAD. 
One of the worst faults of the pianist of average j 
ability is the habit of ignoring accent. Such pianists | 
often play correctly enough so far as the notes are 
concerned, and even manage to plod along four beats I 
to the measure with considerable accuracy. Where I 
they fail, however, is in accentuation. How great a 
part accent plays may easily be estimated. Ambros, in 
his work, The Boundaries of Music and Poetry, has 
pointed out the simple fact that if a drummer were to 
beat his instrument steadily but without accent, it would I 
not be long before we should.be exasperated to the I 
point of madness. Let the drummer accent the first J 
beat in every four, however, and the effect would be 
far from irritating. The steady recurrence of the | 
accented beat would satisfy our innate craving for 
symmetry. 
verdi’s last resting place in the casa di rip050- 
rPnTTntt’s NOTE.—Those for whom the terrors of con- 
Kor forbidden fifths have the terrors of the un- 
ouantitv mav find the following explanation of the 
these terms of some Interest. For the better 
Tv°5cnce of students, theorists number the tones of a 
Sffwm the bottom up, counting the lowest tone as 
On slaving the above chords at the keyboard, it will be 
found that some arc sweet and pleasant, or "consonant, 
while others are harsh and "dissonant.’’ Let us examine 
them. In order. Two voices singing the same tone (in this 
rase C) are obviously in unison. The first and second 
notes sounded together are dissonant, the first and third 
are pleasant enough, as arc all the succeeding combina¬ 
tions until you come to the first and seventh, which aro 
dissonant, and the first and eighth, which are practically 
the same as unison. 
Now if a single pair of tones sounds satisfactory, then 
a succession of similar pairs should also sound well. Thai 
la to say, if the tones one and three sound good, then 
a group of “thirds" should also sound good. This is true 
enough of thirds and sixths: 
The rough” effect of the fourths in succession can bo 
furaed by placing a series of notes a third below them, 
a-i’ansp such a series would not only ho in thirds with 
will ti7 tones of fourths, hut would also be in sixths 
No. 4. 
a, in ti>„ f i, w.ritlnE for any number o 
m the following examples: 
consecutive” 
effect, have 
in two-part 
or “voices,” 
"*Ne *-bo “fifths” between the bass and 
?8 lf the thirteenths, but the effect is the same 
i’’ 'be sam,f .w<Me ,an octave higher. Octaves are there- 
k -e sincino !„ "mson from a harmonic standpoint, and 
“hison. theorist1, octaves would lie the same as singing In 
1° 'be sccom|St„f ba,ve a,so forbidden consecutive octaves. 
>d between ,?£ ,the '"’O above examples the fifths are 
'be bass an<l eeMner Parts—the tenor and alto—instead 
' ’l^tionm,!,. “ treble, or "extreme” parts, but are equally 
^entire Ufth«' Ja. 8Pite of the theorists, examples of con- 
'be classic £“2„octavPS ,,rp to la- found in the works 
fll,qal'ys Why J™mP°sers. and the music student naturally 
mljhlch a bp forbidden to use progressions 
wlhotea- Morels can he f0l'nd in Haydn, Mozart and 
<irl? “odern .„“ r' consecutive fifths are freely used by 
'Wy .s"‘w Uiess ^?0*tr,s’J who ore a little weary of the 
•rtp.1 barbaric” and sixths, and desire to pro 
lulu, ■ Dr- Herbert Jf,9trong effects. In the following 
a"y that cannot ^cusses the entire question with a 
Cann°t fail to interest our readers.] 
First efforts at harmonic combination, centuries ago, 
resulted in nothing more than a succession of fifths, 
fourths and octaves. With the introduction of imper¬ 
fect consonances, dissonances, etc., leading to modern 
harmony, the poverty, hollowness and harshness of 
fifths, fourths, and octaves led to a reaction against 
these progressions, resulting in their complete prohibi¬ 
tion. In strict counterpoint consecutive fifths and 
octaves even in contrary motion are forbidden, as are 
also hidden consecutives; and the perfect fourth is of 
course classed as a dissonance. The laws of progres¬ 
sion to this day forbid the use of consecutive fifths and 
octaves, and while some modern composers seem to 
think these laws more honored in the breach than the 
observance, they are nevertheless still binding, though 
not strictly enforced except for the poor student who 
must remember Prout’s words of warning: “By begin¬ 
ners the prohibition of consecutive fifths must be strictly 
attended to.” It can scarcely be said that consecutive 
octaves are offensive to the ear for when used as mere 
duplication or reinforcement of any part they are en¬ 
tirely satisfactory. It is not so, however, with con¬ 
secutive fifths, for they seem to produce such an un¬ 
pleasant effect that theorists uniformly speak out against 
them, and one of the first laws of progression in text¬ 
books forbids their use. 
VARIOUS OPINIONS. 
How do consecutive fifths sound to the cultured 
musician? Here are the opinions of a number of 
theorists: 
Marx “Hollow, obnoxious.” 
Weber “Seldom of good effect.” 
Richter “Unpleasant.” 
Parry (in Grove’s Dictionary) :—“Ugly, as everybody 
perceives.” 
Curwen “Hard, staring.” 
Lavignac “Harsh.” 
Bowman :—“Crude and disagreeable." 
Goodrich :—“Abrupt and unsatisfactory.” 
Goetschius :—“Unpleasant.” 
York:—“Sound badly.” t> 
Mathews :—“Disagreeable to the ear. 
Saroni “Faulty.” 
Bussler “Defective.” 
Stainer:—“Very bad effect.” 
Florio:—“Very bad effect.” 
Palmer:—“Nothing more disagreeable. 
p;00T“Offends the musical ear.” 
Lobe :—“They do not please us.” 
By Chadwick, Oakey, Clakk, Broek 
others—simply forbidden. 
But hundreds of harmony students have been askm0 
and are asking to-day. “Why are consecutive fifths dis¬ 
agreeable. and what is the cause of this unpleasant ef 
fcct?” Richter admits that it is difficult to discover the 
cause. Another says, no entirely satisfactory explana¬ 
tion has ever been given. But many American aqd for¬ 
eign teachers and theorists confidently claim that he 
" two-keys-at-once” theory offers the only explanation 
necessarv. Such eminent English authority as S 
Hubert Parrv inclines to this opinion and some of eur 
foremost American writers and teachers also told to 
this theorv. Hundreds have been teaching and preach- 
!n?it but Dr. Stainer in his Trcat.sc on Harmony** 
thrown a bomb into the camp of these two key the 
of sixth chords in the key of C . 
oven, and 
and here are the same chords in direct form, with con¬ 
secutive fifths suggesting two keys: 
Now if inversion does not change the key how can 
these examples be in different keys? And yet the 
pleasant effect of the first example is entirely lost in 
the second. So Dr. Stainer concludes that the cause of 
the unpleasantness of consecutive fifths must be sought 
elsewhere. 
Lack of chord relation, or deficiency in connection, is 
a theory advanced by Richter, Dr. Hiles, Dr. Goetschius, 
and others: “Two chords,” says Richter, “with their 
boundaries fifth after fifth do not resolve themselves 
into each other, but if placed side by side appear with¬ 
out relation to each other." The same thought is 
brought out by Dr. Hiles: “Consecutive fifths exhibit 
more than any other parallelism of part motion the 
want of connection between adjoining chords. Also 
by Dr. Goetschius: “The perfect fifth . . . repre¬ 
sents a harmonic body of such absolute completeness 
and distinct individuality that it cannot connect and 
interlink with another body of corresponding distinct¬ 
ness.” But the average student will not be entirely sat¬ 
isfied with these explanations as they are not sufficiently 
clear and definite. 
Curwen, Lavignac, and others, suggest a theory that 
is perhaps as reasonable as any yet offered. “When two 
parts coalesce in octaves,” says John Curwen, “they are 
in danger of losing their individuality. The perfect 
fifth stands next to the octave in its blending power, 
and therefore when two parts come together with only 
a fifth between them there is something of the same 
tendency to coalescence and obliteration of parts. 
Added to this is a certain hardness of effect which 
makes it undesirable that there should be anything in 
the motion of the parts to attract attention to the fifth.” 
Lavignac makes this somewhat clearer. After explain¬ 
ing that octaves give a feeling of harmonic poverty be¬ 
cause the number of independent parts is thus reduced, 
the two voices being each other’s double, he then calls 
attention to the fact that the octave is a harmonic of 
the fundamental, and that the fifth is the next harmonic. 
So that a succession of fifths is “almost as poor as a 
succession of octaves.” The question often arises, “Wl®r 
is not a succession of fourths equally objectionable?” 
The fourth is not a harmonic of its fundamental, hence, 
successive fourths are more admissible. This, in short, 
is the Lavignac theory, though it does not account for 
the “harshness” of fifths, which, he claims, is occasioned 
by “two parts moving in different tonalities.” So here 
is the “two-keys” theory once more, and we are back 
again just where we started. 
CONSECUTIVE FIFTHS FREQUENTLY USED. 
But after all consecutive fifths, as Bill Nye once said 
of Wagner’s operas, are really “not so bad as they 
sound.” Godfrey Weber, who must have been a Pro¬ 
gressive in his day, wrote, nearly one hundred years 
ago, “So much stress is laid upon the avoidance of 
fifths that one might be led to believe the whole doc¬ 
trine of musical composition consists simply and solely 
in the injunction to avoid such parallelisms.” Consecu¬ 
tive fifths are frequently used by good composers, and 
so used that what is ordinarily objectionable in such 
progression seems not to be heard. Composers some¬ 
times introduce them intentionally to produce some 
harsh or striking effect. “Experience is required to un¬ 
derstand when they may be properly introduced ” says 
Prout. “When full independence from teacher and 
text-book has been achieved,” says Goodrich. And yet 
it must be admitted that much depends upon who pro¬ 
duces them. If the author’s name spells G-R-I-E-G, 
then they are delightfully suggestive of life in the far 
North : but if plain S-M-I-T-H is the author they are 
the awkward, bungling work of a mere tyro. 
You have perhaps in the cours of your life had 
some musical Culture; and can recall the stages through 
which you have passed. In early days a symphony was 
a mystery; and you were somewhat puzzled to find 
others applauding it. An unfolding of musical fac¬ 
ulty that went on slowly through succeeding years 
brought some appreciation; and now these complex 
musical combinations which once gave you little or 
no pleasure give you more pleasure than any others. 
Remembering all this, you suspect that your indiffer¬ 
ence to certain still more involved musical'combinations 
may arise from incapacity in you, and not from faults 
in them.—Herbert Sfencer. 
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VITALIZING THE PRACTICE PERIOD. 
IT WILLIAM Mil AIT SNYDOL 
Have you ever watched the little film in the incan* 
descent electric light when the current turned on from 
a distant point commences to pass through the thread 
of carbon? At first there is a slight reddish glow, and 
it is not until the full current passes into the light that 
the wonderful incandescent glow is at its best. Many 
people permit their minds to work with only a small 
portion of the mental current turned on. 
Concentration, mental concentration, the focusing of 
thought, the power of dwelling for a time on one sub¬ 
ject to the exclusion of all others, that intense incan¬ 
descent application of all the strength, virility, vitality 
anti wit to the subject proposed for mastery—that is the 
grand secret of highest attainment, not only in music- 
study but also in all development of any kind whatso¬ 
ever. 
Take, for instance, the trend of so-called “modern 
scientific management" in industrial labor. Let us sup¬ 
pose a case in which a man labors ten hours per day 
loading freight into a box-car. In the old method he 
is supposed not to cease working a moment during 
those long hours—unless it be at the noon hour. He 
spreads his energy throughout the livelong, weary day— 
he grows dispirited, disinterested, dull—the mental and 
physical powers drag and lag, and he accomplishes, it 
is estimated, less than one-tenth as much as the man 
who tabors according to the principles of “scientific 
management." These principles require intense applica¬ 
tion during a certain nicely-determined period of time 
with regular intervals of rest, relaxation or change of 
work. Concentration is here the underlying principle. 
The illustration applied to music-study proves that 
many consecutive hours spent at piano, violin or voice 
study or in the class-room will not produce one-tenth 
the result that a quick, live, intense, sharp, vigorous 
hour or half hour produces. Suppose we have a certain 
piece to learn. We do not attempt to play or sing it 
over and over five hundred’ times in succession, but 
rather bring scientific management and intelligent wit 
to bear upon the work. After a preliminary sight- 
reading. we proceed to dissect it in cold blood, motive 
by motive, phrase by phrase, section by section. One 
who has completed the studies of harmony, counter¬ 
point. musical form and technic, applies all that knowl¬ 
edge to each little motive as he learns it. 
Thus one cannot concentrate well without systematic 
marshaling of facts which bear upon the point of con¬ 
centration. For instance, be the phrase: 
the first point to concentrate upon would be the clef, 
then, in order, the key and measure. Harmony shows 
that the first eighth-note is the fifth note of the F 
major scale, and that the first five notes belong to the 
chord of F major. The principle of technic shows that 
the first four notes should be lingered as if they were 
all played simultaneously, i. e„ 5, 3, 2, 1. and that the 
fingers should be prepared upon that chord. The law 
of accent shows that the principal accent is upon F. 
the first beat of the measure. Musical form shows 
where the phrase begins and ends, etc, all of which 
goes to prove that one must use system in order to 
concentrate effectively 
“STOP. LOOK AND LISTEN r 
One sees at some railroad crossings the legend, "Stop, 
look, listen." The author of that was probably uncon¬ 
scious of the high act of concentration it implies. If 
that sign were hung up before every pianist, violinist 
and singer, we would have more red artists. We never 
take time in this strenuous age to "stop, look and 
listen." We never take time after play ng or singing 
a passage to stop, look and listen critically to the echo, 
the effect of the whole thing. Why. just in that little 
act lies a whole world of advantage; it is, so to speak, 
concentration concentrated. 
In applicat on to your own or your pupil's music- 
study. after each phrase, stop, look and listen, or. in 
the words of President Eliot, of Harvard University. 
"Observe accurately; record correctly; compare, group 
and infer justly; and express cnorrtly the results of 
these mental operations." To do this requires time— 
requires a pause after every phrase. 
Prove for yourself this vital principle of mental con¬ 
centration by working according to its rules even one 
hour only per day for a time. Do not give up at your 
first fatigue, but keep right on until you get your 
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second and third "wind." Thus you will awaken a 
latent power within which lies dormant m ®°st 
and you will energize and intensify your whole Me ad 
character. It is the secret of Leschet.zkys marvelous 
success as a teacher. Why occupy three hours with 
work that can be better done in one? If a 
course of study can through concentration and vitaiiza- 
tion be as thoroughly accomplished in one, why not 
improve our methods of education in order to get such 
astounding results; such results as, for instance, Dr. 
Boris Sidij has accomplished in the education of his 
remarkable son. W. J. Sidis, who as a boy solved 
_u_.w th<- graduates of universities. 
WHAT THE PIANO TEACHER CAN DO FOR 
THE REED ORGAN PUPIL. 
BY C. L. CHAMBERLIN. 
Most young piano teachers find it necessary either 
to locate in a smaller town or to form classes among 
the poorer people, those who are unable to pay the 
lesson rates demanded by the experienced teachers. In 
cither case they find many people desiring instruction 
on the reed organ, because it is a cheaper instrument 
and may enter many homes with which even a mod¬ 
erately priced piano is as yet an impossibility. What 
can be done for these pupils? 
By many the reed organ is regarded as a makeshift 
for the pipe organ, by others it is considered a poor 
substitute for the piano. It is both and more. The 
modern reed organ has been developed so that many 
fine musical effects are attainable. The older type of 
"Organ Instructor” left much to be desired. It was 
filled with a poorly thrown together set of elementary 
exercises followed by a collection of flashy productions, 
arranged songs, and a few simplified classical selections. 
Piano teachers attempted to use it, but were met after 
a few lessons with the inevitable complaint that the 
book "got hard too quick.” 
Reduced to plain English, the selections were not 
properly graded and the matter of selecting pieces was 
left for the teacher Soon the easier pieces were all 
taken and the pupil must have a new book, usually one 
of the "Reed Organ Folios" of cheap, flashy composi¬ 
tions written or arranged by men with little real musi¬ 
cal knowledge. It is small wonder that after these 
experiences many piano teachers refuse to teach the 
organ. 
Within the past decade several musicians of estal 
lished worth have engaged in writing and arrangir 
books for the use of reed organ pupils with the resu 
that those teachers who make a little effort in acquirin 
the true organ touch, and in learning the possibilitii 
of this instrument have been able to teach it with su< 
cess to the pupil and satisfaction to themselves. T1 
young teacher who neglects this preparation is throv 
mg away one very good opportunity to round out 
comfortable income as well as to advertise her abilil 
as a skilful teacher of both piano and organ. 
The reed organ demands a firm pressure touch ft 
legato playing with nothing of the "thump" or staccal 
sometimes heard. The ease with which the keys mi 
be pressed down makes it the simplest of all keyboat 
instruments to play. While there are many occasiot 
when a staccato touch is desired, it is a staccato ol 
tamed by quickly raising the finger from a key wit 
nothing whatever of the downward thump. The tnus 
is produced wholly by admitting air to a brass tongi 
or reed which is caused to vibrate. To do this r 
quires only an easy pressure, sustained for lega 
P'aying and short of the expressed value of the no 
for staccato effects The sight of the hand flying , 
from a reed organ keyboard by no means indicates 
good performer. When the fingers are developed at 
pr0perly the ^cato effect is accor 
phshed by their upward movement, a motion in whi, 
the arm as a whole does not join. Too intense a sta 
fn Vrclhe keys of the 'Hstrume 
shortened! * sound * not perceptib 
Since the keys of the reed organ do not resno. 
musically to an unusually quick release, the playing 
mustc requiring fas, runs or a variety of stacca 
«£■ £* ~sr. i—: 
higher technic. Many beautiful classical selections 
quire little arranging. While teaching the playing 0f 
simple church tunes and Sunday-school songs a 
acquirement usually much desired by reed organ pupils 
develop carefully the possibilities of sustaining a* 
accompanying keys while giving full freedom, playing 
exactly as written the keys containing melody. The 
poor playing of all four voice parts with a decided 
staccato touch that one frequently hears in Sunday- 
schools, public schools and various young people’s meet¬ 
ings is due to the teaching of a piano teacher without 
proper regard for the differences between the reed 
organ and the piano. 
The best plan for the young piano teacher is to pur¬ 
chase a good Organ School, and after reading the 
minute printed directions found on every page, play 
over every exercise on a reed organ. The couplers 
and double sets of reeds permit many fine effects, and 
the full instructions accompanying every selection can¬ 
not fail in giving an intelligent musician a knowledge 
of the true power and capacity of the modem instru¬ 
ment. 
WHY WE HAVE SO FEW GOOD “SIGHT 
READERS.” 
BY LA VERNE H. BROWN. 
People often wonder why we have so few good sight 
readers. Here is the reason in a nutshell: 
o. Lack of sufficient work (direct application). 
b. Lack of regular work (system). 
c. Lack of varied material (exercises). 
Certainly little tots in schools become able to read 
the English language fluently because the day in and 
day out use of different appropriately graded “readers" 
makes all this possible. Most students seem to think 
that sight reading is a kind of gift like absolute pitch 
or curly hair—something one does not have to work 
for, something the teacher may literally present to the 
pupil if he is a good teacher. 
Don’t expect results in sight reading unless you 
make a deliberate effort to cultivate it by giving suffi¬ 
cient time to it. It does not require such a great 
amount of time as much as it does incessant, persistent 
well-aimed little periods of minutes. 
Five minutes once a week wisely spent will encourage 
a pupil to see the real enjoyment and profit to be 
gained by a few minutes of reading outside of the 
regular practice time. Can we not afford to spend 
time to thus stimulate our pupils while they are with 
us so that they can do this work in absentia? 
This work, however, must be watched carefully, else 
the pupil will acquire a facility in reading rough-shod 
over difficult passages with an airy, satisfied disregard 
for the finer details. This must never be. A small 
portion of work can be planned regularly and at the 
same time zealous watching exercised for any signs 
of consequent demoralization. 
After the first half term the pupil should have a 
knowledge of the principles of playing music sufficient 
to abandon any acquired, perfunctory, lazy-going way 
of performing, and should be shown, systematically, 
how to practice. After this point the music should be 
separated into the music to be learned and the music 
for Sight Reading only. 
The teacher is urged to never give up the practice of 
doing a little sight playing at each lesson. For this 
work nothing is better than four-hand arrangements 
that are not too difficult. The following are recom¬ 
mended. supplementing with material later to lead up 
to the Haydn and Mozart Sonatas and Symphonies ® 
duet form. 
Enckhausen, Op. 72. 
Low’s Teacher and Pupil, Volumes 1 and 2. 
Diabelli, Op. 149. 
Rolling's Teacher and Pupil (Four-Hand Stu 7 
Pieces). 
_ Many musical students make the mistake of , 
lives by commencing teaching and other Pr0*|5*1°tjt 
work before their own musical studies are SUj e « 
completed. It is a sore temptation to a talented yo 
musician not to break off in the middle of his stud 
and plunge into the maelstrom of money-making , 
pupils, church work and concert engagements are 
fered him. In the case of the doctor, lawyer or den * 
the law protects the half-fledged student and the pu 
as well, because it will not allow him to practice 
he has obtained a degree. 
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Success in Concert Singing 
An Interview with the Distinguished English Contralto 
MME. CLARA BUTT 
•“4‘t r^H^tower Later she studied In laris with M. 
thy and m BeritoVith M^hert g^er He 
«.*S IK She became associated her ^ Dictionary describes as a 
Sfig-S tfave'since touref Jointly with"Immense 
faucial success.] 
HEALTH AND SINGING. 
“]t must be obvious to all aspiring vocal students 
that splendid good health is well nigh indispensable to 
the singer. There have been singers, of course, who 
have had physical afflictions that have made their public 
appearances extremely painful, but they have suc¬ 
ceeded in spite of these unfortunate drawbacks. In 
fact if the young singer is ambitious and has that won¬ 
derful gift of directing her efforts in the way most 
likelv to bring fortunate results, even physical weak¬ 
ness may be overcome. By this I mean that the singer 
will work out some plan for bringing her physical con¬ 
dition to the standard that fine singing demands, i 
believe most emphatically that the right spirit will con¬ 
quer obstacles that often seem impassable. One might 
safely say that nine-tenths of the successes in all 
branches of artistic work are due to the inextinguish¬ 
able fire that burns in the heart and mind of the art 
worker and incites him to pass through any ordeal in 
order to deliver his message to the world. 
MISDIRECTED EFFORT. 
The cruel part of it all is that many aspire to be - 
come great singers who can never possibly have their 
hopes realized. Natural selection rather than destiny 
seems to govern this matter. The ugly caterpillar 
seems like an unpromising candidate for the brilliant 
career of the butterfly, and it oftentimes happens that 
students who seem unpromising to some have just the 
qualities which, with the right time, instruction and 
experience, will entitle them to great success. It is the 
little ant who hopes to grow iridescerit wings, and who 
travels through conservatory after conservatory, hoping 
to find the magic chrysalis that will '’o this; who is to 
be pitied. Great success must depend upon special 
(lifts, intellectual as well as vocal. Oh, if we only had 
some instinct, like that possessed by animals, that 
would enable us to determine accurately in advance the 
afest road for us to take, the road that will lead us to 
|he best development of our real talents—not those we 
■magine we may have or those which the flattery of 
/tends .^ave grafted upon us. Mr. Rumford and I 
have witnessed so much very hard and very earnest 
w°ck carried on by students who have no rational 
s,s lo hope for success as singers, that we have been 
Paced in the uncomfortable position of advising young 
Slngers to seek some other life work.” 
WHEN TO BEGIN. 
toT^,eterrial question, “At what age shall I commence 
s«dy singing?" is always more or less amusing to 
chiiHeXper/5nced.S'ngcr. If the singer’s spirit is in the 
"oth,"S wil1 stop his singing. He will sing from 
tj 'Ilg unt'l night, and seems to he guided in most 
lu, an all-providing Nature that makes its un- 
the cl?la- rtS tllc very best kind (>f practice. Unless 
he is ' ^ i'i bought into contact with very bad music 
higth ' k e*y t0 **e injured- Children seem to be try- 
ns that St t0 prove the Darwinian theory by showing 
avera cy1Jcan mimic quite as well as monkeys. The 
>- fhVd eomes into the better part of his little 
where every imaginable vocal law is smashed during 
a three-hour performance, and if the child observes 
that the smashing process is followed by the enthusias¬ 
tic applause of the unthinking audience, it is only 
reasonable to suppose that the child will discover in 
this what he believes to be the most approved art of. 
singing. . ,. , , 
It is evident then that the first thing which the 
parent of the musical child should consider is that of 
teaching him to appreciate what is looked upon as good 
and what is looked upon as bad. Although many 
singers with fine voices have appeared in vaudeville, the 
others must be regarded as “horrible” examples, and 
the child should know that they are such. On the other 
hand, it is quite evident that the more good singing 
that the child hears in the impressionable years of its 
MME. CLARA BUTT. 
y0hUth tlie'child’s1 musical futore.^ThTsI 
J branch of the vocalist’s 'careM^y con" 
long before the actual lesso . H t difficulty in 
ducted the teacher should have a ^ The only 
starting the child_ w th chiid-s imitative fac- 
possible danger might be uiat t imitating 
' ulty could krf * *mSe likely to in, 
fZf&gZX and screaming which often 
leafn °'therinstrument/vvould ill become a part of his 
or any other instrumen , Those singers are 
capital when he beca l vledge commenced with 
fortunate whose musical knowledge greatest of 
the cradle and whose firs master vns to 
dents should not commence the vocal side of their 
studies until they are from sixteen to seventeen years 
of age. In this connection, consider my own case. My 
first public appearance with orchestra was when 1 was 
fourteen. It was in Bristol, England and among other 
things I sang Ora Pro Nobis from Gounod s Workers. 
I was fortunate in having in my first teacher, U. W. 
Rootham, a man too thoroughly blessed with good 
British common sense to have any tncks. He h d 
no fantastic way of doing things, no proprietary 
methods, that none else in the world was opposed to. 
possess. He listened for the beautiful in my voice and, 
as his sense of musical appreciation was highly culti¬ 
vated, he could detect faults, explain them to me and 
show me how to overcome them by purely natural 
methods. The principal part of the process was to 
make me realize mentally just what was wrong and 
then show me what was the more artistic way of doing 
it right. 
LETTING THE VOICE GROW. 
After all. singing is singing, and I am convinced that 
my master’s idea of just letting the voice grow with 
normal exercise and without excesses in any direction 
was the best way for me. It was certainty better than 
hours and hours of theory, interesting to the student 
of physiology, but often bewildering to the young vo¬ 
calist Real singing with real music is immeasurably 
better than ages of conjecture. It appears that some 
students spend years in learning how they are going 
to sing at some glorious day in the future, but it never 
seems to occur to them that m order to sing they 
must really use their voices. Of course, I do not mean 
to infer that the student must omit the necessary pre¬ 
paratory work. Solfeggios, for instance, and scales are 
extremely useful. Concone, tried and true, gives ex¬ 
cellent material for all students. But why spend years 
in dreaming of theories regarding singing when every¬ 
one knows that the theory of singing has been the 
battleground for innumerable talented writers for cen¬ 
turies? Even now it is apparently impossible to recon¬ 
cile all the vocal writers, except in so far as they all 
modestlv admit that they have rediscovered the real 
old Italian school. Perhaps they have. But admitting 
that an art teacher rediscovered the actual pigments 
used by Leonardo da Vinci, Rembrandt or Raphael, he 
would have no little task in creating a student who 
could duplicate Mona Lisa, The Night Watch or the 
Sistine Madonna. 
After leaving Rootham. I won the four hundred 
guinea scholarship at the Royal College of Music and 
studied with Henry Blower. Th.s I followed with a 
course with Bouhy in Paris and Etelka Gerster in Ber¬ 
lin Mr. Rumford and I both concur in the opinion 
that it is necessary for the student who would sing in 
any foreign language to study in the country in which 
the language is spoken. In no other way can one get 
the real atmosphere. The preparatory- work may be 
done in the home country, but if one fails to taste of 
the musical life of the country in which the songs 
came into being, there seems to be an indefinable absence 
of the right flavor. I believe in employing the native 
tongue for songs in recital work. It seems narrow to 
me to do otherwise. At the same time, I have always 
been a champion for songs written originally with 
English texts, and have sung innumerable times with 
programs made from English lyrics. 
PREPARING A REPERTOIRE. 
The idea that concert and recital work is not as 
difficult as operatic work has been pretty well expbded 
by this time. In fact, it is very much more difficult 
to sing a simple song well in concert than it is to sing 
some of the elaborate Wagnerian recitatives in which 
the very complexities of the music make a convenient 
10U 
Convention lias ever deprived him of the convenient 
gestures that give ease to the opera singer. 
I>ONT TRV TO LEARN EVERYTHING. 
Tbc selection of useful material for concert purposes 
is immensely difficult. It must have artistic merit, it 
must have human interest, it must suit the singer, in 
most cases the piano must be used for accompaniment 
and the song must not he dependent upon an orchestral 
accompaniment, for its value. It must not lie too old. 
it must not he too far in advance of popular tastes. It 
is a bad plan to wander indiscriminately about among 
countless songs, never learning any rally well. The 
student should begin to select numbers with great care, 
realizing that it is futile to try to do everything. Lord 
Bolingbr.ike in his essay on the shortness of human 
life shows how impossible it is for a man to read more 
than a mere fraction of a great library though he read 
regularly every day of his life. It is very much the same 
with music. The resources are so vast, and time is 
so limited, that there is no opportunity to learn every¬ 
thing. Far better is it for the vocalist to do a little 
well than do much ineffectively. 
Good music well executed meets with very much the 
same appreciation everywhere. During our present tour 
we shall give almost the same programs in America as 
ahosc wg have l>cen giving upon the Kuropean Conti¬ 
nent. The music-loving American public is likely to 
differ but very slightly from that of the great music 
centres of the old world. Music bas truly become the 
universal language. 
SONOS THAT COMPEL INTEREST. 
In making a repertoire the student might look upon 
the musical public as though it were a huge circle filled 
with smaller circles each little circle being a center of 
interest. One circle might insist upon old English 
songs, such as those delightful tunes of Dr. Arne. Carey 
and Monroe, another circle might expect the arias of 
the old Italian masters. Carissimi. Jomelli, Sacchini, or 
Scarlatti, another circle would want to hear the works 
of the grrat German licilcr writers. Schumann, Schu¬ 
bert. Rrahms. Franz ami Wolf: still another circle 
might go away disappointed unless they heard some¬ 
thing of some of the ultra modern writers, such as 
Strauss. Debussy. oV ever, the latest freak of 
“musical cacophony" Schonberg. However diverse may 
be the individual likings of these smaller circles, all the 
members of sour audience are united in liking music 
as a whole The audience will demand variety in your 
repertoire, but at the same time it will demand certain 
> all. There is one 
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THE ETUDE 
THE RHYTHMIC IMPORTANCE OF AC¬ 
CENT. 
BY DANIEL BATCH F.LLOR. 
In the previous two articles which appeared in The 
Etude of November and December, the emotional effect 
of the two-pulse and three-pulse movements was shown. 
The two-pulse has always a straightforward effect; but 
there are two ways in which it can be used. In one 
way, the strong pulse precedes the weak; in the other 
the weak pulse precedes the strong, e. g.: 
2-pulse—primary form— 
Waking, rising, joyful singing 
2- pulsc—secondary form— 
Awake, arise, rejoice and sing. 
The three-pulse movement also has its primary and 
secondary form. Note the different wave flow in the 
two following lines: 
. 3-pulse primary— 
Joyfully, joyfully, onward we move— 
3- pulse secondary— 
Rejoicing and singing wc hasten awav— 
The secondary form is more frequently used than the 
primary, especially in the three-pulse measure. 
A proper understanding of these accents is neces¬ 
sary to secure correct phrasing, for they are the basic 
element of all musical form. 
All the different kinds of measure are allied either 
to the two-pulse or the thrcc-pnlse movement. We 
have now to see how these simple measures branch out 
into more complex forms. 
Play the subjoined movement at a slow tempo, firmly 
striking each strong accent: 
Ex. I. M. m. J — 50. 
IT IN I I I 
•emus, who are too frrnk. too candid to 
-c ran, „f those social frauds who revel 
>. honlwrg just because it might stamp 
ccog- 
stod, Trista 
tnnia, but the music lovers 
to state that they like The 
Mr. Plunkett Greene, 
ng interpretation, makes no 
songs of this kind. Indeed, 
le waste paper basket. This 
Surely we cannot say that 
he few who have schooled 
mge dissonances with de- 
• mo», universal of all ,he 
volution of those who love 
i cd for music of the more 
musical 
pfrees^o'f Dehuss"r delightful piano 
whh a single chord jus, as Murillo c^uld peTen^ an 
emotion with the stroke of the brush. It i$ not safe 
t,ikc. *■=•in ,hi* "htk that even Schonberg „ striving ,o be true to his muse 
r;Lr ™;:r,; *rtrv*»». 
th.ir da, ' ' 
xtsrvir £ -* *• 
duee the accomplished mis, The lies, is^^fodt 
T' ,l,("k-0f "",hinR ►*“, large suc- 
> . ie tne gifts it will surely come to you. 
“The studv of the histnrv of 
occasional rruresemai ‘ f “l ,n,er*l*r*«l with 
is the quickest_1°?- rn™ <he masters. 
RonraT Schumann ’Piling mus,cal ignorance."— 
combined. Probably this is why the old m • • 
named it "compound time.” Notice that dUSICans I 
slowly the time is taken the more evident becoL^f ‘ 
curvilinear three-pulse movement, while in rac'd”■ ■ 
the direct movement of the two-pulse predonf ^ 
Test this by taking this simple motive at different"131* 
of movement. 
This form of measure is well adapted t0 exnn* 
wild energy, such as a headlong rush in huntin/ 
battle. s or 
At this slow rate it has a stately, dignified effect. 
Now play it again at a much quicker rate, but still 
marking-each strong pulse. It goes with a series of 
jolts, because tlie heavy strokes follow each other too 
rapidly. VVe instinctively tone down the alternate 
this "form •* '° ** medium accent and then we have 
Ex. 2. M. M.J=100. 
The four-pulse measure has a more eisv ,„,t f , 
movement than the two-pulse It is so eenmn ^1’ 
. ... i. i, k„o„, .. 
secondary form of this measure is 
Volumes have been written upon the subject of hand 
shaping, yet the whole matter is not so complicated* 
it may seem to those who pore over intricate boob 
which often serve to make the student’s difficulties seem 
even more perplexing. 
Any one who has ever watched a piece of modem 
manufacturing machinery take a given raw product and 
make it into some needed article, with little more direc 
non by the man operating it than pressing the button 
connecting the machinery with the current which gives 
power to it. realizes what automatic action is. The 
machinery apparently goes of its own accord Of 
course, no machine is more wonderful than the human 
machine and nothing really goes of its own accord 
A machine derives its motor power from without. But 
in the human being even what we call automatic action 
is the result of intelligent conscious effort repeated so 
many times that finally the process seems to go on 
without the assistance-of the brain. 
This is practically what is done when automatic 
hand positions are formed. By thinking long and hard 
about the hand position, by giving great care to little 
details pertaining to the manner of holding the lingers 
and moving tile fingers, after some time they seem to 
take care of themselves. By playing slowlv for some 
time and with minute exactness, the student is rewarded 
with a freedom from the annoying burden of mechan¬ 
ical considerations. He is at liberty to consider expres¬ 
sion. form, interpretative ideals, etc. 
In shaping the hand for arpeggio playing the writer 
has found that it is highly desirable to observe the 
following: 
Keep the outside of the hands curved outwards from I 
the palm, not inwards. 
Hold the outside of the hand high enough to make 
the hack of the hand level with the keyboard. 
Keep the fingers well curved so that they take the 
beys with their tips. 
Keep the thumb flexible at the joint connecting it 
with the body of the hand. 
Play the following arpeggio, first upwards and then . 
downwards, at first with the right hand alone. 
S? SST rndi" f0"n °"“ tal" 
This gives prominence to the twr. . • 
" The thd S° r gC' 3 Pr°«*r Phasing lmPOr,am Thi three-pulse measure can aU„ i . 
SZ*...*“» ■'« 
The effect of this, however is tam„ k 
►^rong pulses are tn0 far r ’ * *mc- b«e the 
To correct this we increase ib- f,rom ons mother, 
life and energy. This movement*^ ^ S° get more 
m six-eight time. It is a • genera,1-v written 
movement. The firs, thing ZZ 'Resting form of 
Thus " set ,he” 
In ascending, the moment that the second finger 
strikes E flat the thumb liberates C, and flies deftly 
and easily under the palm headed in a direct line f°r 
the next piano key it is to strike, which is the C above. 
In other words, when striking E two distinct motions 
of the fingers are performed at one and the same tin* 
After a little careful practice this becomes habitual 
automatic. The thumb of tlie left hand would natur¬ 
ally have a similar motion in playing the descending [ 
form of the same arpeggio. 
In fact, the action of preparing the direction of in' 
thumb automatically shapes the hand for the best pnssf 
ole position for playing arpeggios, naturally compelling 
curved fingers, the right angle at the wrist and the ngW 
height of the outer side of the hands. 
Form is the first element that is apparent in 
*r!: Perbaps the last to be comprehended in music. 
taking mental account of the harmonic, melodic, an 
rhythmic structure of composition, wc may spe«" 
our practice time to far better advantage than woun 
otherwise be possible. There is scarcely a measure <" 
which combined good judgment and natural »*“ 
would not dictate decided rules for crescendo * 
diminuendo effects. The rule of crescendo when asc«i« 
ing the scale and diminuendo when descending gene • 
proves good.—W. H. Sherwood. 
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v» ».**-»' — W„„:..| Polphrit.ips ” over two hundred and fifty portrait 
ri*in»l feature pa*e,"Tte GaUeryo' J£jstenre. When poasible we shall present other gallery 
way* ven more useful than the gallery itself. ^ 
EBEN TOURJEE. 
Tocw.fcr, was !*>m at Warwick. R. I., 
June 1. 1834. and died in Boston, Apr. 
12, 1891. He was the son of parents in 
humble circumstances and was obliged to 
work for his living at the age of eight. 
j l He managed to teach himself music, how- 
ever, and at the age of fifteen became a a 
clerk in a music store in Providence. C « 
Two years later he opened a store of 
his own in Fall River, and also taught 
music in public school. It was here 
that he first established the class system 
I .8 
1 
of teaching piano, voice and organ 
which has since become so popular in i 
the United States. In 1859 he founded a ft 
conservatory in East Greenwich, and still j S 
further developed his ideas in class teach ; .3 
ing. A trip to Europe in 1863 enabled 1 $ 
him to study piano with various distin¬ S 
guished teachers, including August Haupt. * 
He also made a careful study of the V 
European conservatory system. Upon his i 
return he founded a conservatory in 
Providence, and in 1867 extended his i 
operations to Boston, where he founded * 
the New England Conservatory. He soon 
drew around him a distinguished body 
of teachers and placed a sound musical 
education within reach of all. He took 
r 
i 
an active part in the great “Peace Jubi¬ 
lee” of 1869, and much of its musical 
success was due to his enterprise and en¬ 
§ 
i 
ergy. Ebon Tourjee must be counted 
among the great promoters of musical j 
education in America. He is a startling 
example of how seal and enthusiasm, 
ami a talent for organization will over- j 
come a kick of fundamental education. 
(The Klml. O»ll*o l 
s 
CARL KOELLING. 
Kori.ti.sr. was hom in Hamburg, Feh. 
28. 1831. He was the son of an excel¬ 
lent flute player, and took to music early 
in life. He became a pupil of J. Schmitt, 
and appeared <in public at the age of 
eleven. He met with the favor of the J 
reigning sovereign of UOckeburg, a blind • 
man. who became much interested in St 
the boy, and offered to defray the ex¬ 
penses of his education. The boy’s 
mother was obliged to refuse the offer 
as she needed his assistance. Upon re¬ 
turning to Hamburg he again went to 
3 
I 
8 
Schmitt for instruction and also to Mark- l 
sen, the teacher of Brahms. He became 
leader of the band of the Eighth Battalion i 
of the army, stationed at Hamburg, and 
also leader of many singing societies, sev¬ 
eral of which he founded. In 1878 he 
j 
1 
came to Chicago where he has remained a 
ever since, teaching and composing. He l 
has been one of the most prolific of 
writers, and his works include many well- i 
known piano pieces. The opera. Sehmett- z 
erlinge, was produced in Hamburg in 
1891. and other works in the larger forms 
have also obtained a hearing. Most of 
his compositions, however, have been 
1 
» 
1 
teaching pieces, in providing which he : § 
has been a “good angel” to many a stu¬ i | 
dent plodding along the road of technical 
efficiency. Among these pieces may be 
mentioned Hungary. Two Flowers, Eight. 
Measure Studies in all Keys, Teacher and 
Pupil Duets, From Norway, Flying 
Leaves. Chaste Infemalr, and many 
others. era. Ewe. ciur/i 
; (3 
GIOVANNI BATTISTA VIOTTI. 
Viotti was born at Fontaneto da Po, 
Vercelli, Italy, May 23, 1753, and died m 
London, Mar. 3, 1824. His gifts as a 
self-taught violinist earned him the pa¬ 
tronage of the Prince of Cisterna, to | 
whose residence in Turin he went in 1766. 
The Prince sent him to study with Pug- s 
nani, and, according to Viotti’s own state¬ 8 
ment, paid for “an education that cost ,'s 
twenty thousand francs before it,was t: 
completed.” He then went on tour to 8 
Switzerland, Russia, Germany and F ranee. Z 
He intended to remain in Paris only a £ 
few months, but remained there ten years, c 
and was acclaimed the greatest living 
violinist by his many admirers. Owing. 1 
some say. to jealousy, he gave up violin .3 
playing to become manager of Italian ■5 
opera. The Revolutionary troubles, how¬ 1 
ever, forced him to retire to London, 
where lie achieved further success, and - £ 
gained the friendship of Mr. and Mrs. 1- 
Chinnery, who befriended him through 
his later misfortunes. He was wrongly ■S 
accused of taking part in a revolutionary 
correspondence, and was obliged to leave 3 
England in 1798, and took refuge on the >, 
continent. He returned to London in Z 
1801 and established himself as a wine A 
merchant, in which, however, he was woe¬ g 
fully unsuccessful. Viotti settled in Paris 
and from 1819 to 1822 he was director of 
the Opera. He returned eventually to o 
London, where he died in great poverty 
at the house of the Chinnerys, He was 
undoubtedly the greatest classical violin 
player of his day. His pupils included 
Pixis Baillot and Rode. Cn’» Rome nailery.) 
CIRO PINSUTI. 
Pinsuti was born at Sinalunga, Siena, 
Italy. May 9, 1829, and died in Florence, 
Mar. 10, 1888. He was given some in¬ 
struction by his father, and at the age of 
eleven appeared in Rome with such suc¬ 
cess that he was elected an honorary 
member of the Accademia Filarmonica. 
He was taken to England by Henry 
Drummond, M.P., in whose house he 
lived while receiving instruction from 
Cipriani Potter (piano) and H. Blagrovc 
(violin). He returned to Italy in 1845 
and became a pupil at the Conservatory 
of Bologna, where he also received pri¬ 
vate instruction from Rossini. Pinsuti 
went back to England in 1848 and became 
a teacher of singing in London and New¬ 
castle. From 1856 he- was professor of 
singing at the Royal Academy of Music 
in London, and in addition to his many 
pupils he also gave extra instructive as¬ 
sistance to many eminent artists including 
♦C.risi, Bosio, Patti, and Mario. As a 
composer be wrote several operas that 
were produced with moderate success in 
Italy, but is best known by his many 
songs and part-songs. Such songs as The 
Iledom,, I.ove Song. The Arrow and the 
.^ong Lead. Kmdly Light, and / Will 
rV ! have won great popularity 
both in England and m this country. No 
'"*rrar Part"s°ngs, Good 
L The Sea Hath its Pearls. 
and SMag song. He had a great melodic 
gift and these compositions are likely to 
re a,„as,rongh idonthepopular ^ 
cal imagination for many years to come. 
(The Etude Culler}.) 
PAUL ETIENNE VICTOR WACHS. 
(Vahks) 
Wachs was born at Paris, Sept. 19,1851. 
He studied at the Paris Conservatory, 
where he was a pupil of Cesar Franck, 
Duprato, and Victor Masse. He showed 
particular talent as an organist, and in 
1877 secured the first prize for organ play¬ 
ing. After his student days were over 
he became “organiste accompagnateur” at 
the famous church of St. Sulpice, and 
then organist of the Church of St. Mery— 
a post held formerly by Saint-Saens, Chau- 
vet and Tissot. He became an Officer 
of the French Academy in 1900, and was 
appointed an Officer of Public Instruction 
in 1908. He has composed works for 
the orchestra, organ, piano and violin, 
and has earned an international reputa¬ 
tion. Wachs has also published works 
on Harmony, Counterpoint, Plain-Song, 
and Improvization. Nevertheless, he is 
best known by his many excellent salon 
pieces for the piano. These include 
Necklace of Gems, Rosy Fingers, The 
Song of the Bathers, and the famous 
Shower of Stars. His best known organ 
pieces are, perhaps, Pastorale, and Ho¬ 
sanna. Wachs has melodic gifts of a 
very high order, and his works all have 
clever harmonic background. These 
works also have the merit of being ex¬ 
tremely “playable”, and it is evident that 
the composer possesses a unique knowl¬ 
edge of the piano keyboard and its pos¬ 
sibilities. (The Etude Gallery.) 
BERTHOLD TOURS. 
Tours was born Dec. 17, 1838, at Rot¬ 
terdam, and died in London, March 11, 
1897. His father was an organist of some 
note and gave him his first instruction, 
which was afterwards supplemented by 
study with Verhulst. He afterwards 
studied at the conservatories of Leipzig 
and Brussels, and went for two years 
with Prince George Galitzen to Russia. 
He went to London in 1861, and occu¬ 
pied himself in writing, teaching and play¬ 
ing the violin in various good orchestras. 
He became musical adviser to the well- 
known music publishing firm of Novello, 
Ewer & Co., in 1878. This resulted in 
his making arrangements from many im¬ 
portant orchestral scores such as Men¬ 
delssohn’s Elijah, Gounod’s Redemption 
and Beethoven’s Mass in C. He also 
wrote a Primer for the Violin. Tours is 
best known, however, by his admirable 
songs, hymn tunes and Services for the 
Episcopal Church. Among these may be 
mentioned the well-known Service in 
the Easter anthem, God Hath Appointed 
a Day, and the popular Pillars of thi 
.Earth are the Lord’s. His songs, Be¬ 
cause of Thee, The New Kingdom, Far 
, from My Heavenly Home and The Gate 
of Heaven have also won considerable 
favor. He also wrote piano pieces which 
have found a place in the repertoire of 
many piano students. Berthold Tours 
was a musician whose ripe scholarship 
found a favorable channel in his work as 
music editor. (The Etude Gallery.) 
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HANDEL’S PERIOD. 
the close of the Thirty Years’ War in 
. wS which “tore the heart out of Europe, 
hr'different Continental countries made some 
em t at peace under many regal despots. Only 
in'England was political liberty making any 
a? nrntrress The spirit of conflict, how- 
l w!s sfill 'in the air, and when Handel was 
him in 1685 the revocation of the- Edict of Nantes 
was" arousing a feeling of unrest in many parts of 
Europe. Bach and Handel, who both came into the 
world in the same year, in towns separated by only 
. few miles are looked upon by many critics as the 
capital stones of the musical art that preceded them 
and by others as the plinths of a musical art to come. 
Both seemed remote to us, largely because music is 
a modern art. Yet Handel was still living when our 
own Benjamin Franklin (at the age of 41) visited 
London as the representative of the Colony of Penn¬ 
sylvania. Indeed, the great Shakespeare had been 
dead nearly one hundred years before the world com¬ 
menced to recognize the art of George Frederick 
Handel. Music was still dependent quite as much upon 
royal patronage as upon private support. The garish 
splendor of the great courts appealed to Handel, and 
his music is, for the most part, indicative of his love 
for pomp and splendor, while that of Bach represents 
a kind of modest sincerity, reflecting the serene in¬ 
dustrious modest life of the great master of Eisenach. 
HANDEL’S ANCESTRY. 
Handel’s name In the German form employed by his father 
Is properly Handel (“a” sounds like “a" In ‘‘day )■ 
When Handel was in Italy he used another form of his 
name, Bendel. When he went to England, however,- he 
adopted the form Handel with the pronunciation now 
commonly given to It The name Is derived from a Ger¬ 
man form (Handeler) signifying a salesman Or merchant. 
Handel's grandfather was a coppersmith. Ills father was a 
barber, who through great ability rose to the position of 
surgeon to Duke Augustus of Saxony. He married his sec¬ 
ond wife when he was slxty-two years of age. She was 
the daughter of a provincial pastor. She became the mother 
*-o_daughters and two sons, but Handel "l'~ 
surviving sc 
a the only 
HANDEL’S BIRTHPLACE. 
Halle, prior to the birth of Handel, had once been an 1m- 
I»'rtant center of art, music and drama. With the death 
o| the reigning Duke Augustus In 1CS0 and the cessation 
it, i Putrouage of the arts the city gradually became 
I , m°re than the conventional commercial center. Han- 
»rv O?! ^°Pn in Hal'e, at No. 4 Am Schlamme, on Febru- arv 23d 
1685—The Real Handel—1759 ^ 
HANDEL’S EARLY TRAINING. 
The records of Handel’s youth are alive with in¬ 
teresting anecdotes. We know that his father desired 
0 "ave him become a lawyer, and it is said that be 
even went to the extreme of burning up the child’s 
usical toys, drums, trumpets, etc., when he found 
it the boy had a remarkable fondness for music, 
e pretty little juvenile romance of the talented child 
waggling a clavichord into the garret so that he might 
f “ peace is, so far as our investigation goes, 
afte 2. °n *.act' ^e a*so 'earn that the little boy . ran 
. J • chaise in which his father was making a trip 
jj '8lt Duke of Saxe-Weisenfels, and when some 
taren*C *f0m home was picked up by his protesting 
iotim aiK^ tahen the remainder of the forty-mile 
est fi*y ^ tbe court of the Duke he won the inter- 
then c the members of the Duke’s orchestra, and 
lo let°tk 6 Du*Ce himself, who persuaded the father 
H fit S°n ta^e up career of a musician. 
‘he Lebf tRe"i becarne a PuP‘l. of Zachau, organist at 
cian rauenkirche. Zachau was a young, able musi¬ 
cal ° lhstructcd the boy in counterpoint, fugue, 
hoy) ’ 7^tn’ harpsichord, violin and the oboe (Haut- 
‘bousrh i, gaU was Handel’s only regular teacher al- 
(ausician6 u5nehted much from association with other 
‘he bov l n°|e- Tor a considerable length of time 
choral™ ^ °blged W his master to turn out a long 
work every week. 
Cjr&'Jl' • 
J'T+xk’rt'C 
HANDEL’S ACTIVE YOUTH. 
Whatever Handel may have missed by not J**0*"! 
ing a lawyer he certainly did not sacrifice variety 
activity His entire life was one of constantly chang 
hig' vicissitudes. Told merely as a chronology of 
events it would require many pages and in the pr 
ent chapter of the Master Study series fi d 
the water music. 
HabadcekgroU8nd”91a ®Cans. 
post of organist at Liibeck. One of the conditions 
was that the victor should marry the none too 
attractive daughter of the retiring organist. The 
young men concluded that this requirement was 
slightly excessive and returned home. 
One of the most exciting episodes in Handels 
long and troubled life was a famous quarrel 
between him and Mattheson which came near having fatal 
results. One of Mattheson’s operas was extremely pop¬ 
ular. It had to do with the time old love of Antony and 
Geopatra. Mattheson played Antony, and after his death 
upon the stage it was his custom to return to the orches¬ 
tra and conduct the performance at the Harpsichord. 
Handel objected to this and a duel resulted. Matthe¬ 
son’s sword was broken on a button in Flandel s coat, 
barely in time to save his life. 
Handel’s first opera Almira was produced in 1705 at 
Hamburg. A second, Nero, soon followed. These 
were succeeded by two more operas entitled Daphne 
and Florinda. 1705 found Handel in Italy. In Naples 
he met with great success and produced several of his 
works including the operas Rodrigo and Agrippina, 
the serenade Ac is e Galatea, Polifemo and the religious 
works Dixit Dominus, Laudete Pueri, the oratorios 
Resurrezione and II Trionfo del Tempo. 
When Handel returned to Germany in 1710 he ac¬ 
cepted the post of Capellmeister to the Elector of Han¬ 
over (who became George I of England) with the un¬ 
derstanding that he might accept an enticing offer to 
visit England. This he did at the end of the same 
year. Early in the following year his opera Rinaldo 
was produced in London with enormous success. The 
spectacular side of the production given the work 
pleased Handel immensely, particularly one act in 
which live singing birds were introduced partly con¬ 
cealed behind the canvas foliage. This opera contains 
the famous air, Lascia ch’io pianga, which is still sung 
by many school children in America. In six months he 
was obliged to return to his post in Hanover. Lon¬ 
don, however, proved so attractive that he went back 
in 1712. When George became King of England he 
naturally felt annoyed because Handel had vacated 
his post in Germany. Peace was restored through the 
famous Water Music which Handel wrote for an 
aquatic fete. These pieces were performed by players 
seated in a boat which followed that of the King in 
its procession down the river Thames. This pleased 
George I and Handel was given a grant of two hun¬ 
dred pounds a year. 
In 1715 Handel wrote his only German oratorio, 
which was a Passion, and bore vefiy slight resemblance 
in style to his later works. In 1716 Handel became 
the Chapel-master to the Duke of; Ctiandos, whd lived 
in a most lavish manner, maintaining a chapel With 
a large orchestra and chorus. Here Handel produced 
two anthems, two Te Deums, his first English oratorio, 
Esther a serenade and a book of pieces for the 
clavecin (written for his pupils, the daughters of the 
Prince of Wales). ., 
In 1720 he undertook the direction of the Italian 
Opera in London. His opera Radamisto was so suc¬ 
cessful that jealous enemies immediately arose, among 
them Buononcini and Ariosti, who strongly resented 
the German composer’s intrusion in their particular 
field Some bungling musical diplomat conceived of 
the idea of having a composite opera written by the 
three composers. The first act was by Ariosti the sec¬ 
ond by Buononcini and the third by Handel. The 
popular verdict seemed to be in favor of the third act. 
It was even said that Ariosti hired another musician 
to write his act. Naturally the attitude of the public 
added fuel to the flames and this marked the outbreak 
of one of the most hotly contested operatic wars in 
the historv of music. Indeed the struggle became the 
thing of the hour and one of the contemporary poets 
(John Byrom) wrote the following memorable jingle 
upon it: 
TUK BLIND IIANDH. III INC LKD TO TRK OB*'*AN. 
Somt say compared t„ Buononcini 
Thai Mynheer Handers hnl a Ninny; 
Others aver that he to Handel 
Is scarcely hi to hold a candle. 
Strange all this difference should he 
’Twist twecdle-dnm and tweedle-dee. 
When Hati*lct entered into partnership with Heid¬ 
egger in 1/29 the operas at the King’s Thealrc came 
under his direction. His productivity was astonish¬ 
ing. and even though he occasionally repeated himSelt, 
it was only because his operas followed in such rapid 
succession that he could not well do otherwise. This 
connection, however, was made eventful through the 
actual production of Handel's first English oratorio. 
fist her. winch was given on the stage with scenic ef¬ 
fects but without action. 
Handel’s temper was quite hot enough to provide 
a long succession of cauldrons of hot water for him. 
In fact, he was in continual trouble with his partner, 
his singer and his patrons. In 17.14 Handel withdrew 
from the King's Theatre and permitted his rivals to 
occupy the house. He then undertook to manage a 
theatre at Lincoln in the Fields, and later Covent Gar¬ 
den. resulting in failure that led the way to his bank¬ 
ruptcy. In the same year he suffered an attack of 
paralysis. In 1741 he determined to devote his declin¬ 
ing years to the composition of sacred music. Com- 
mencing with Soul and Israel in 1738, Handel wrote 
a long series of oratorios which have done the most 
to preserve his name for future generations. In 1742. 
while on a visit to the Duke of Devonshire, Lord 
Lieutenant of Ireland, hr produced his famous ora¬ 
torio The Messiah in Dublin (April 13th, 1742). At 
the first performance in 
London (March 23d. 
1743 the entire audi¬ 
ence, including the King, 
was so impressed with 
the Halleluiah Chorus 
that it rose in a body, 
thus starting the custom 
which obtains to this day 
in many cities. In 1752 
the disease which re- 
darkness. He died April 
14th, 1759. and was 
buried in Westminster 
HANDTX at thi KEYBOARD. Alihev. Towards the end 
From . palming by Thorn. of h,s ,,fe. his 
hill In t'arabrl.Uw Unlreralty. fame mnch in vogue and 
<>“ /"««ncs were let¬ 
tered. 
HANDEL S PERSONALITY AND APPEARANCE. 
It. K Sir. ntftcld. whoa* biography of Handi-I I, probably 
lh» hem publish'd In En*ll»h. (Ires the following penpor- 
* * Handel was l»r lortly. His awkwm _ _____, 
In expression until illuminated by a sudden____ 
* i ! .^5LT*fS-to„h'* ■‘"•'temporaries. 
1 ■“""'•“t * 
— e as familiar to m _ _ 
The character of the man Is more dllBcult to „T . ... 
most men of exceptions! power and grandeur of mind he 
fnr otx.v. hi. root, mporarles for them to realise 
THE ETUDE 
him wanting ,Toy„vJ * hastytemper and Habitually trivial round of life. «e htd a nasty tw»p«! lind 
s» .,re Ilk- a tT'T* J U.r.' nmlice He tired little for 
5£ata«lKSS 
Inch where dignity and self-respect were eoneernrd He> was 
said to be Ignorant and dull outside the affairs or uis o»i 
profession—a charge often brought against tl><we JjJ.. _ 
tastes happen not to coincide with the /ashi"“ 'b !0i“lete 
at the hour. Ilia education had been far mote complete 
tlmu was then usual In the ruse of musicians, and his ad¬ 
mirable taste In art matters Is mentioned bv sf''',;™* 1 2 3 41c<?T 
temporaries who were qualified to Judge. Ills amiable M 
Ograpb.rs hnve unanimously attempted to persuade them- 
s.-lves and their readers that Handel was a jioos mar 
Everything on the contrary goes to prove that bis religion 
was ... of the type wbleh. as Disraeli observed all 
sensible men profess, but no sensible man talks about. 
HANDEL’S FRIENDS. 
Withal. Handel was too individual to have many 
friends close to his heart. He knew the foremost men 
of his time in England. In 1726 he became naturalized 
as an Englishman and immediately received from the 
King the appointment as Composer to the Chapel 
Royal. Handel never saw Bach, although the latter 
journeyed to Halle from Eisenach especially to see 
him. ilandel had unfortunately departed upon the day 
previous for England. In 1729 Bach invited Handel 
to visit him in Leipsic, but Handel was then at the 
bedside o( his mother, then in her last illness, and 
could not leave. Charles Burney, the noted English 
critic, saw him many times and has left some inter¬ 
esting accounts of him Lord Burlington took a great 
interest in Handel and frequently gave him opportu¬ 
nities to meet famous men at his palace. There he 
met John Gay. the author of the Beggars’ Opera, who 
also wrote the libretto for Handel’s Acts. Both George 
I and George II of England were strong supporters of 
Handel and valued his friendship despite his testiness 
and frequent indiscretions. Gluck reveted Handel 
greatly. In 1747 he cailed upon him, despite the fact 
that Handel had said of Gluck, "He knows no more 
counterpoint than my cook.” Handel’s cook, however, 
was a bass singer of great proficiency, and Gluck’s 
operas sit that time were somewhat trivial. The name 
of Charles Jcnncns is closely associated with that of 
Handel because it was he who arranged the libretti 
for Handel’s oratorios Saul. Messiah and Belshazzar. 
He was greatly dissatisfied with the musical setting 
that Handel gave to his work The Messiah, saying 
that there were some parts that were unworthy of 
Handel, but much more unworthy of the “Messiah.” 
John Mhttheson, Handel’s brilliant contemporary, was 
at times a friend and at times an enemy. He did not 
hesitate to circulate calumnies about him. Alexander 
Pope knew Handel well and it is said by some that 
the libretto of Esther is from his pen. Handel knew 
not It Alessandro Scarlatti and his son Domenico In 
\ entcc, Handel attended a masked ball and played at 
the harpsichord. Domenico Scarlatti who was present 
declared that none other than the Saxon composer 
or the devil could play like that. Handel removed his 
mask and showed that he was at least not the devil 
I-atcr the younger Scarlatti and Handel met in a con- 
fest. at 'hc ,ke>'lKWrd in »h* ^me of Cardinal Otto- 
heba, 5 6 7 8 9 10 11b ?'« ,hSt While the>' wer* equal at the harpsichord. Handel was the superior at the organ. 
Ag,.st.no Steffam, musician, diplomat and bishop one 
of the most remarkab e men of his age, knew Handel 
and hotight highly of him. In turn Handel was ac- 
aTI °i **7,. in!7nCed b>’ the style of Steffani. 
Among the celebrate,1 singers who knew Handel, often 
I p* . ,0.r.T°" ■ Wl‘re Carestini, a famous male alto, 
T V e SO?ran° who had the refutation 
' being the foremost s.nger of his time. The latter 
quarreled with Handel and later went to Spain where 
vTmelVn h 7*7 “ Sa!d to ',aVe CUred K PU? \ of melancholy. In any event, the King retained him 
as h.s advisor at a salary of 50.000 franes a veaT 
The episodes surrounding the rivalry of the two* fa¬ 
mous sopranos Francesca Cuzzoni and Faustina Hasse 
provided London with much amusement ta their dav 
mirers often rose to the riot noim f ad' 
To him Hand,! X to ^T„d t 
Hand,, ,o«k 
Hospital in London, and through him large sums 
money were brought to the institution. He also d 
nated a ‘‘fair copy” of his oratorio The Messiah, no» 
one of the most valued manuscripts in the great cit 
HANDF.L S BIRTHPLACE I] 
handel’s works. 
In 1856 a SocleIv _ 
formed in Germany 
tbo purpose of further!., 
tbe publication of !* 
complete woTks of HanW 
with piano'fort./accXtol! 
were members 
ciety were Crysander (an 
indefatigable editor 
Handel’s works), Franr 
Meyerbeer. M a s c h e 1»c 
Itietz, Hauptmann, Hitler 
Inszt and others. The g<£ 
eiety reqeive j splendid 
linancial assistance from 
the King of Hanover and 
P"!??,ian K*>vern- 
menl. lhe edition Includes / 
one hundred volumes and 
there have been many sun- 
plements. In this way the t 
reader may form an Idea 
del’s musical output. no wrote forty 'operas'and'thirty 
oratorios. His most noted works are the oratorios: Position 
according to John (1704). 11 Irionfo del tempo e dTZ 
inyano (1707), La RcsurreHonc (1708), Passion Oratorio (1717,. Esther (1720). Deborah (1733), Athaliah (mi? 
Saul (li38), Israel in Egypt (1738), Messiah (17411* ) 
Samson (1741), Joseplh, (1743). Hercules (1744) rIl 
ri-dfiT /,1744V Occasional (1740), Judas Miurabaem DJ46), Alexander Bolus (1747), Joshua (17471, Solomon (1748), Susanna (1748), Theodora (1749), Jephtha (175‘>? i 
Among Handels operas there are none that are given In 
this day except In concert form. The best known were 
ra (1704), Rodrigo (1707), Agrippina (1708). Rinahla (1710), Radamisto (1720), Scipione (1726). Alcina (17351 
Hcrse (1738)j Deidamia (1741). His odes, Alexander's 
yeast (1736) ‘ St. Cecilia’s Don (1739), and L’Allegro! it \ 
Penseroso ed tl Moderate (1740), were extremely popular 
In their day, as were his five serenatas (a name employed 
by Handel to designate a pastoral cantata). Ilis Instru¬ 
mental compositions although not so comprehensive as 
those of Bach form a large collection and merit much I 
more special investigation and popular appreciation than 
Is Siyen to them in these days. The predominating char- I 
acteristic of Handel’s music is bigness, grandeur and breadth 1 
of style rather than profound Intellectual depth. Manv of his 
compositions are marked by emotional characteristics of I 
exceptional power. Handel was particularly fond of writing 
music for special occasions ns his Water Music, his for¬ 
est Music and hts Fireworks Music indicate. 
A HANDEL PROGRAM. 
1 Duet: Largo: from Xerxes.Grade 4 
2 Piano Solo: Gavotte in B Flat.Grade 3 | 
3 Vocal Solo : I know that my Redeemer Liveth ) 
Grade 6 . 
4 Vocal Solo (with violin obligato) 
Lascia ch’io Pianga.Grade 4 
5 Piano Solo: Harmonious Blacksmith.Grade 6 
6 Chorus: O Sacred Head Now Wounded 
(arranged by Bracket) Grade 4 | 
7 Duet: Sec the Conquering Hero Comes... .Grade 1 I 
8 Piano Solo: Corrente.Grade 3 ] 
9 Sarabande: Sarabande Grade 3 
Prelude (Suite No. 14 in G)..Grade 3 | 
10 Vocal Solo: Angels Ever Bright and Fair 
from Theodora.Grade 4 | 
11 Chorus: Hallelujah .Grade 7 
BOOKS UPON HANDEL. 
Life and Works of Handel, by MVs. Julian Marshal!: 
Life of Handel, by C. F. A. WUliams; Handel, by B. A. 
Streatfield; Handel, by William H. Cummings. 
handel in the circle of his musicians. 
(From a print made in Handel’s lifetime.) 
With the World s Great 
Educators 
By DR- E. F.. AYRES 
n. 
HERBERT SPENCER. 
HERBERT SPENCER. 
1820-1903. 
“THE SPOKESMAN OF~WMODERN SCIENTIFIC 
SCHOOL.” 
__The father and grand- 
’ father of Herbert Spcn- 
per were teachers. From 
early youth, therefore. 
| ilcluTt was surround; d 
Erp1 by the best literary and 
JHb intellectual traditions: 
«*■*.' but. owing to bis deli- 
cate health, he did not 
' demic training. His 
aM99||9HHL 
a general way. sup; rvised 
his father. lie was 
Tr * left largely to himself. 
Nor lie 
--— the university. He was 
a self-educated man. IPs 
health was always so 
wretched that he was forced to exercise the utmost 
care, to systematize his studies and physical exercises 
and to avoid every kind of excess He thus managed 
to live to a great age and to make himself one of the 
most eminent of all the thinkers and writers of the 
nineteenth century. The quantity of work he achieved, 
as shown in his numerous published volumes, is noth¬ 
ing less than marvellous. For a few years in youth hc 
served as a civil engineer, and then as teacher, but 
most of his life was devoted to literary work. He sent 
his remarkable contributions to many magazines and 
reviews. He was the first great thinker to attempt the 
unification of all knowledge under the concept of evolu¬ 
tion. This principle he applied to biology, psychology’, 
ethics, politics and sociology. His undertaking was 
monumental and his achievement astonishing. 
SPENDER’S EDUCATIONAL PRINCIPLES. 
Spencer’s Treatise on Education, published in 1860, 
is perhaps the most lucid, practical, sensible and useful 
of all the books written by educational reformers. 
Many of the ideas found in this book had been given 
to the world by earlier writers, but were never so well 
expressed. His second chapter contains an admirable 
summary of the main principles of all the great edu¬ 
cational reformers from Comenius to the present day. 
Spencer’s book has had an enormous influence in all 
civilized countries. It represents the nineteenth cen¬ 
tury enthusiasm for scientific study. It has been said 
that the scientific spirit of the times was crystallized in 
Spencer. 
1. The first question to be answered by the teacher 
has to do with the purpose of education. Is it mere 
decoration, or is it something more practical and more 
important? As savages decorate themselves before 
they think of the utility of dress, so Spencer thinks 
"e lavc hitherto thought of education as a mere or- 
mtment, whereas we are now to discover a more im- 
P°Bant reason for our training. Spencer, perhaps 
unjustly, has been styled a “utilitarian.” His own 
» tement, however, as to the practical purpose of edu- 
uion is not so narrow as the word “utilitarian” would 
j. 8Xest. This purpose is “to prepare for complete 
!.Mng- Those studies are of value which tend to 
r arge that function. “Complete living,” as he de- 
mw it, includes physical, social and jesthetic activi- 
fiT’ja”d sc’ent'fic training, he asserts, lies at the 
dentl at{,°n-°f-tllese- 11 is remarkable how confi- 
, ,5 be insists that scientific training is essential 
mad k 'CSt esthetic activity. He tells of blunders 
decl* Pa'nters for the want of science, and 
to tkr<?S tbat <sc'ence opens up realms of poetry where 
l n“scientific all is blank.” 
t0"~ ,e ®ec°nd question of a correct pedagogy refers 
„f e)l,.0d- Having decided that a subject is worthy 
liecom y’ and tbat ’4 will fit us for a larger life, it 
tailKh,eS ”eceSSary to ask bow that subject should be 
eiples- "ere also ile applies his evolutionary prin- 
TH E ETUDE 
(a) The teacher must advance by degrees from the fflffl 
simple to .the complex. “The mind likes what it |||?| 
knows.” and the so-called “lieginner” really knows more ||5§ 
than he is supposed to know. To discover precisely ||Mj 
what it is that seems simple and clear to the pupil is g'l 
the first necessity in good teaching. ||s| 
(b) Self-development must by all means be encour- BXI 
aged. The student must become a “discoverer.” He gpl 
will lose his power of thinking if he is forced to accept gtS 
merely what the teacher brings to him. He must find Bar? 
out things for himself. - 
(c) The right method will always he productive of | 
interest. To find just the right method for the indi¬ 
vidual pupil is always the test of the teacher. “Nature 
has made the healthful exercise of both body and mind 
pleasurable.” 
These are some of the most important of Spencer’s 
teachings as to method. For the teacher of music 
several questions arise: Does he think of his art as 
something ornamental, a mere accomplishment, or is 
it a means to the more “complete living?” Does music | 
supply a real human need? Does the teacher try to jNj 
look at his art in that light? Another question for IWj 
the teacher is that of the possibility of making his 
pupil a “discoverer" in music. May not the pupil be r 
given the task of finding for himself the beautiful and ■ 
interesting passages in the great masters? Should he W 
not he encouraged to express and to defend his own g 
ideas about these matters? 
QUOTATIONS FROM SPENCER. j 
1. “It would be utterly contrary to the beautiful B 
economy of nature if one kind of culture were needed 1 
for tbe gaining of information, and another were 1 
needed for mental gymnastic.” , . fcj 
2. “To prepare us for complete living is the function fl] 
which education has to discharge, and the only rational jC 
mode of judging of an educational course « to judge 
in what degree it discharges-such function.” cl 
3. “Experience is daily showing with greater clear- ■ 
ness that there is always a method to be found pro- | 
ductive of interest—even of delight—and it ever turns | 
out that this is the method proved by all other tests I 
to be the right one.” f 
4. “It has repeatedly occurred that those who have | 
been stupefied by the ordinary school drill—by its | 
abstract formulas, its wearisome tasks, its cramming | 
have suddenly had their intellects roused by thus ceas- I 
ing to make them passive recipients, and inducing them £ 
to become active discoverers. The discouragement £ 
caused by bad teaching having been diminished by J 
a little sympathy, and sufficient perseverance excited \ 
to achieve a first success, there arises a revolution of ^ 
feeling affecting the whole nature. They no longer 1 
find themselves incompetent; they too can do some-- 1 
thing. And gradually, as success follows success, the , 
incubus of despair disappears, and they attack the 
difficulties of their studies with a courage insuring 
conquest.” 
GIVE THE BOY A CHANCE, 
BY LAURA RF.MICIC COPP \ 
MUSIC study in America is largely takenupbygir^ 
This is all well and good, we could not do with one , 
Jri student the less, but we do need boy rtnlcrt.i aho. 
Even if a boy does not become a professional musician 
a certain amount of music study is a refining influence 
that is much needed to soften his brusque ways. When 
he becomes a man he may help out wonderfully m some 
villaee choir bring much pleasure and profit into his 
l!ST»d su-ard and guide Ws 
education in a much more efficient and interested y. 
bSs standing sponsor to whatever art,stic produ ; 
tions his community may he able to afford. As a 
laxation from business cares surely nothing could be 
S restlul than .» a„end a good 
kind or better still, to make music in the home 
Girls usually marry, and with the many cares winch 
generally follow there is little time for music. Some 
rimes small inclination is felt after the necessary duties 
are discharged, and often the husband does; not care 
for music and thus the wife soon loses interest anu 
£ of pracice.” Compa.ativoly few earned 
women keep up their music, simply because the en- 
riJS .hoy would receive had .he,r huah.uda 
also some knowledge of music is lacking, b 
the standard of music is being borne to grand heights 
if he is given a chance to study in childhood. 
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j CALENDAR OF FAMOUS | 
i MUSICIANS, FEBRUARY 
r Felix Mendelssolin- 
Bartholdy 
Born Hamburg, Feb. 3, 1809. 
Died 1847. 
Much Beloved Composer. 
' Adelina Patti 
Born Madrid, Feb. 10,1843. 
World-Famous Soprano. 
One of the most remarkable 
America in°eoriy fifties, creating 
ness, especially adapted for Bucb 
roles as Rosina in II Barbierc. 
jyrmted * UdL 
Thai berg, Dohler, Theod. Kullak 
■ Frederic Francois kbo j Chopin 
Bom near Warsaw, Feb. 22,1810. 
(Some say Mar. 1, 1809.) 
Died 1849. 
Foremost Composer of 
Piano. 
Best known works : Nocturnes. 
Halses. Polonaises, Etudes and 
Impromptus for piano which are 
' fraaciirac nf miuiral 
IJ. 
Immortal Composer. 
Best known works: Oratorios, 
Saul, Israel in Egypt. Samson 
and The Messiah. Also wrote 
about 40 operas, best known of 
which is Rtna/Jo. Composer of 
such familiar pieces as The Har¬ 
monious Blacksmith, Largo, 
(^Gioacchino Antonio(s,\ 
J Rossini 
Born Pesaro, Feb. 29,1792. 
Died 1868. 
Famous Operatic 
Composer. 
Best known works: Operas, 
Tanned, Barber of Seville, 
and IVilliam Tell. Also wrote 
the St aba t Mater. Made many 
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m „ ‘NTASTICA—W. BARGTBL. 
"a* « P11!*’ «f M-sch. 
. . . ”e "a* (wn considered one of the most 
Many of his 
lZ*lcL*™aDnrr •'Bh,Pr w,ecm«t The 'xfedfiy fan, 
with a ’ Member Emm liegan 
Many of our reTder.^ B*^C,> Mar™ Bantastica. 
entire c.>mpo,i ”n uT!" n’n,rM,C(l' dMir'd ,,,r 
Itarriel's piano niefr* an .P?’1'1’- the most popular of 
2 ^°PhF‘“«^-eSrin his ™ 
.npie zr%!ri^r'znt;march ■»«*«« 
furnishes a novel m,i t • Cfond *n-**°,> in 2/4 time 
opening theme TV P- ?g con,r»*t to the ponderous 
* p,flc '» a ^vorite recital number. 
TH £ ETUDE 
touch of originality. The Berceuse by Emil Berger is 
a' well-written specimen, with a principal theme that is 
slightly Scottish in rhythm and tonality. 
THE ELFS STORY-W. D. ARMSTRONG. 
An excellent characteristic piece of easy grade. The 
crossing of one hand over the other in piano playing is 
necessary at times for certain legitimate effects. Easy 
pieces in which this device is introduced naturally and 
i ectivel/ are scarce, but the Elf's Story is an excellent 
example. It could be played in no other way. and it 
gives tile stm ent just the necessary experience. Music- 
•* ) He piece is attractive, with interesting harmonies 
and vigorous rhythm. 
THE CUCKOO—if. VAN GAEL. 
noI,Sr '* another characteristic teaching piece by a 
popular I.clean writer. The familiar “call of the 
1c,t°ri:;;,;:ro,l,ucifirst in the ,eft hand. ^ echoed 
i «u gh‘ an - lhu n,,ISt bc emphasized each time 
. ,{le can “/'"he no‘cd. the measures in which 
. 
'"O'ES-HELMUND, 
l»l li ■»" - St IW», in 
ballets, over sixiv • n’ ,ls *',rk* emprise operas and 
of these song, and ,2™'^ Tn>' P'ano Pifce* Some 
knty. One of the best of* ,!?'* *Ua,ned wide P°P11- Arab+Mut • Tk c *t of the piano pieces is thr 
»»",,{£ SLtr 
passage, and harmnni * v containing some idiomatic 
his songs Thi. fi, . , ll" arf al*° <o lie found in 
53-2 
note*, remind! '’'gilts of ornamental grace 
Gottschulks "luutH^- i" ^ *ty,C and ,ona’'*y. of • -*>»“«* worx. 
ofshouv *enn Arab“<i»< CAPRICANTE (FOUR HA \rnc\ „ ‘V Buck and S. P" Warren*1.' *J°WC “y' Uud' 
mrfo form lyP° ThfSt A. a piano solo hi, „ *A*DS)-~P- WACHS. orchestration with Dvofik Hi r ?0mpoS,tion 
nonniif. ! ° . number has proven on* of Was at Davennm-i i • k' • s .lrst or®311 Position 
arranircm on’pos,,,ons of Mr. Paul Wachs Th Conn. In 188? he w° grcgatlona’ Church, New Haven, 
arrangement » well balanced ,The Hartford Conn f°, Park Congregational Church. 
years. iL YZ\ W'lere he remained for twenty-four 
fluently it 
CRYSTAL SPRlNf 
ALL IS ROSY-CHAS. LINDSAY 
-adnnJMSt com ^ P°lka ™vement. As a 
Jor a wVa^ed^ £££% 
SrpuSS * CqUaHy aVai,ab,e 
Th. 7HE CONTENTED BIRD-D. ROWE 
Th~pil™ " *• 
’ey n/s p w r arryr we 
orchestratVn . arren ■ an(I composition ami 
mical 
W. KERN. 
r dancing purposes, of course, the 
L ■, L''Juery,'"m'{"1 and bril- ?££?SZ\u:££(in*cr*'i' 
tu.nincms n “? p,a>crs “f 
' • 11 W,U ">ahc a telling 
BRU\ETTE-L 
Iriking eh; 
FONTAINE. 
•nt, differing from the 
i» of the capricious or 
#mi *,r°n« 
.i .1 *C?nd *henies are taken 
0 hw the character of 
,heme ha, a 
an<l This should stand out 
interesting and original. It 
duet arrangement is wclTl* I Pau’ Wachs. The 
UAWE & mu, piano,— risers 1 •’TEA NFi. ’ crn. OwtW ;n a,lw°rJvS, hoth classical and inod- 
■ i iiiccStcane, the talented Enelkh to give tu, thi, ea’*h, however, he was compelled 
,s ' ’«n chieHy through hi, ,n,.nfI,sh composer, who Mr r? L connec"'>n in 1911. 
i, i°zi “d Ks jsj recita,s °f ^ 
A- - *"jU = ■ ^ —-b^j yl—1 
tf— 
nf 
2 
9■ / i, Jgj | i ^ mlK 
- iiiciu, ana has > . r ; 
addition toi't7attracrtnythni °.f a eluSng thfwdlT8’ a"d thre'c "^re? canST (‘in- 
Ci’ W,n 1a,Tor‘1 excellent praedeen* rausical Behold flat Mon,i,'» St‘,r). His anthem, 
g- J‘ m“St ^ P,a^ «eadilyf^t“^ of hi? is a" excellent example 
• pract 
Plwd„tlu%|lwn(jttoo ■u~ 
dignified _ th.e best of 
>SF F. SABATHIL 
draw 
° s musical mf, 1yste,J- n i 
anthems arranged 3S a'S° are the h)'m' 
Jesus, Saviour PS/ , we.l-known themes, such as 
■ ‘-urt/o makes onn t —— and Now the n, ° ,‘}c' ^ Need Thee Every Hour, 
,oSn/‘CCC?- lts dignified and ex? tbe best o{ Pipe he has comoos?''i ™ ®ver’ ’n addition to these works 
Tl,e rr^,n,C harmonics are admiS?5?1'6 'heme a"d chorus, solo ??d 3 hSett,ng °f the 46(11 Psalm for 
to Jr CK1S*ration should be handled ■ C f°,r the PurPose. and orchestra and a ballad for chorus 
—i ssp^s* ■■ ,om"m «“* o< *• 
» best. 
‘ m'Kv note. The 
‘he style of a German 
ir-part harmony. This 
citing piece. 
"«ngerS °^D “AJCH. FROM “SAUL*—<J f 
the lH.-at. -,5?..°! (!le m«st famous of K HAND£L. 
-k""'* ‘ beat! JJj 0' ,h« ^o t f^ ous^of^1 ^ E  
marches i„ £ 
THALBERG’S CONTEMPT OF LISZT. 
THE MILL—C. MOTER. 
""jestic in i,s simplicity T a!‘ fuilcral marches' t -_ 
^•,n^^Snttthe fZ>0rieS ,Dr‘ Sp3rk’ a 
or truly pathetic. ?t should ^,???? >PP«li^ of Liszt ^ the fO"0winS 
uggests aptly the dark 
erger. 
some time or other 
•here „ nece^rily a 
e* of this type, never- 
"i adding a certain 
"“'"8 "“,1 
THE VOCAT vtt, striving for the ,CI i *he jealousy of Liszt, wl 
“fAthe Ji'|ia- ta"";‘s "T- ' - •IDERS‘ - " °ne OCCasion of the pub,-c-at t),e sam 
?" r S,«• "" V"”n|ri'd»' wHch greatlj' 
‘heir traditional sone a"d ,rans- 
songs, The n' K at firsf 
ami j^iszt proposed 
n public, whereupon Thai berg 
.... amused 
.•h;„;r;;? another occasion Liszt made free 
tions; when the 1 7 l,e did n,,t admire his composi- 
my composition, *1 •e'" rcP’'cd- ‘Since you do not like 
^r4%d^?LIdonot.,ike^ irs; indeed, sea—.i.. . “u ana unmn,»„t-j tj,at jt can fe^’VTSJd? 5rd- Sca-'v tiScaTn and ^nc°nnected, * so c 
tic*, , °f ,he ofe The 'earned D? at all T- 
pretty k,l/ L°** Ko“- by Dr V C H ?UCnt remarks, in *S ev,dentJv, from his subse- 
‘ - '“'c *»»« which should C Harn’et, is a ver„ regards Lisaf>, " fu". agreement with Thalherg a* 
Z7 PUn>°,M- 1( win {o-day he wo?ldC7P°hs;,ti0nS; 'Vet if he couId retUrn 
valuable teaching LlS2t s “wild and b,less be surprised to find that 
g P'amst’s music?a?k10?nected'’ works are on every 
completely forgotten !C Tha",erg’s works are almost 
^righugfa^ t6 ^eginning and play to Fine;Then play Trio, 
°y rheo- Presser Co. 
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express rail. 
Nev. er a jlwn-ful word should grieve you, I’d smile on you sweet as the an - gels do Sweet as your smile on 
I nev - er was wor - thy 
—j) JW|_ . 
passionately 
of you Doug- las, Not nan wur-m.y 
—r- rfr^ h ii 
T=r^_iF ^ FT~r 
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THE ETUDE 
THE WEAVER 
feltkr (THE BLANKET-THE ROSARY) 
The poem is after the "Rosary,” only Indian in nature. The melody is . ~ 
« Crow tobacco dance melody. The planting of the tobacco in the spring 
ts a religious ceremony. The melody was sung by “Felix Bear,”In the 
THURLOW LlEURARcp 
Cloud’,’“Sitting Eagle’,’ “Thos. Gardener” and recorded bvtho 
in January 1912 on the Crow Reservation, near the Custer Battlf- 
XT ** Fj 
XI. i«- 
4^- nT* 0L~- 
v> > 
lpj| 
m* I i 
“n n -— 
6 a tempo 
a! SH ft!!n my hand. And sing the while r weave Of wood-y gladesand run-ningbrooks, Till I wouldfainbV 
when stars are brjght.And so my blank-et hold-eth alL The se-crets of the 
Allegretto 
rail. a tempo 
w Lsggjrlgi. T&siaa:sasa 
r- T~f 
part of web and woof 
moon-lights fair - y gold 
And 
And •If'aLW st?.in with, Are hope 
of love’s ten-der whis-per-ings, It could and love and truth, Are hope and love and truth, 
a tale un - fold, It could a tale un - fold. 
D.iS 
EDNA DEW PROCTOR T ^ 
P /L’Anj^nt” Wh'ch“ "i"1' °',w» r"W." 
love SONG 
WILLOW PUEBLOS) 
fV 
^lueHtn. *u- ~r-- THURLOW LIEURANCE 
sinew It i« hf* W1.t^1 P*tch from the pine tree,wound around with 
frounthe enS T lnt?*T0™ th« end. A partition about four inches 
then a train intothn^8 aif t0 ctrcu late through a resonance chamber, 
others six Thev hinwmaimn^ °f the flute. Some have four tones and 
six. They blow so as to cause the tone to ascend to higher registers. 
1. Fades the star of 
3. From my tent I morn-ing, 
wan - der '£ltWlnds ^en-t!y blow;* Seek - mg on - l/ thee; Soft the pine trees mur - mur, 
As the day from dark-ness 
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•1 ANDakD COURSE preliminary. 
*» "u 
■ ■ to make any outline of instruction 
JllTe adSed to me needs of every pupil. No 
ttak has ever been written co fit all cases. They 
£ S only in ability, but in temperament. Many 
find fhat they need something in the earliest 
he standard Course, so as to lead the pupil 
“t ie more gradually into the difficulties that begin 
XI middle. For this The Piano Beginner by 
Eg Heinze. will be found to be most admirable, 
h is a newly published work, but will meet the needs 
of many teachers. Reviews in piano study should be 
lh more frequent than they are. With many how- 
eVer the review idea is quite impracticable, as pupils 
rebei strenuously at the idea of “doing a thing over 
again," not being able to understand the reason. 
SCALE WORK. 
1 “Haw much scale work is required of a begin¬ 
ner'ten years old during the first terra of lessons? 
2. Which minor scale should be taught first / 
3. Explain the natural minor scale. —H. L. 
L No scale work need be “required’’ of a child 
during the first term. Whether r.r not he begins it 
dtpends on his ability and the discretion of the teacher. 
Most beginners, however, attack the scales in a very 
preliminary way during the first twenty lessons. 
2. The harmonic minor scab, should receive first 
attention. 
3. There is not space to enter on a discussion of 
the scale question here. The original or normal minor 
scale may be represented by the letters a, h, c. d, e, f, 
g, a, without alteration. As harmony began to be de¬ 
veloped it was found that this did not conform to the 
resuhing tonality. To meet the requirements of this 
the seventh tone was raised a half step, or g sharp, 
in the foregoing series. The augmented second from 
six to seven led to more trouble, and then six was 
also raised for melodic purposes, and both sharps 
were often eliminated in the descending form as un¬ 
necessary. At the present time the augmented second 
is no longer considered a bugbear, and the harmonic 
minor scale is the most common. • It is much the 
simplest for the student to understand, and hence may 
1* taught first. 
FREQUENCY OF LESSONS. 
1. “Should a pupil In the early grades he al- 
weeks?'0 tal£'‘ only an lwlr loss,’n once iD two 
~ 8 half hour once a week ever sufficient for 
4 the four grades? 
\'hat should he done with a lazy pupil in the 
who wiU not learn “er studies 
'• It is especially true in the elementary grades that 
‘' pupil needs as much of the teacher’s attention as 
•‘““hie, in order to learn correct finger motions. It 
. » “ be a great boon to every one if there could be 
, y kssons. Children need constant watching. Hence 
“sons two weeks apart are altogether inadequate, 
r ^talf hour once a week is never sufficient. Very 
In'S’ “owever> force of circumstances compel, that a 
i ijf ma'ce t*1e best of this limited time. A pupil 
3d come twice a week if possible. 
•Constitutional reconstruction is not the function 
Imti>«-C°Umn’ 'hat is what all lazy people need, 
thit 5 PeoPle have to do their own work and 
yOU V™e ,azy as well. If she learns her pieces well 
dinsen • et ^fr sPcnd more time on judiciously 
•nrltedP1KeS >nc'ude technical problems to be 
Pvintr h°Ut malfe ller etude practice shorter. Try 
Son,-; *r a S"°rt e!Uc,e and keep her at it until learned. 
mes compelling the pupil to spend the entire 
fSSOn period for _ _  
MUSICAL APPRECIATION. 
“I should like to have your advice in regard 
to a problem confronting me as Music Supervisor. 
The one place of amusement—the five cent theatre 
—has a tremendous influence with rag-tiine and 
popular songs on the standard of music here. I 
feel that work in “Music Appreciation" could be 
made helpful, but I don't know just how to begin. 
Could you suggest a course for me?"-—B. M. E. 
I infer that you are music supervisor in the public 
schools, but you do not say' whether you wish to or¬ 
ganize work in music appreciation in the schools or 
in private classes. In New York and Boston much 
has been accomplished during the past few years by 
means of lectures on this very topic with illustrative 
examples played on the piano and sometimes other 
instruments and by means of singers. A certain hour 
is set apart for this work each week, when the students 
all gather in the main tOOtti and listen to the demon¬ 
strations. 
For this work you would have to gain the coopera¬ 
tion of the school authorities, which, simple as it may 
seem, is not always easy. It all depends on whether 
the leaders are broad or narrow in their sympathies. 
Next, unless you are an accomplished pianist, you will 
need to obtain the assistance of the leading musicians 
of your town, both players and singers. If they are 
teachers they ought to be able to see the advantage 
of raising the standard of music in the town. An 
advance in taste will mean more pupils, and easier 
work with those whom they are already teaching. 
Then have a general meeting of all those who are 
willing to cooperate, including the superintendent of 
schools, and perhaps some of the leading teachers, and 
talk over the situation, and lay out plans, decide how 
much time can be allowed in the schools, etc. Next, 
get together with your performers and lay out a course. 
This course, as you can readily see, will depend very 
largely upon the ability and repertoires of those who 
can help in the work. They may have plenty directly 
at hand to last for weeks. 
The music you present must he simple and easily 
grasped. You' should make brief remarks concerning 
the composers, and comment on the salient features 
of the composition. Be brief, however. Many a worker 
• destroys his effects by tiring the minds of the listeners 
before given an opportunity to hear that m winch they 
will be most interested. Play the principal themes, 
describing them and showing their relation to one an¬ 
other If vou are using a simple three-part dance 
form you can teach them to recognize the themes m 
JhTfir.t par,. ,ben in lhS atcond. and fm.l y .to. how 
the third part is a repetition of the first- You 
invent observation tests, such as a clap of the hand 
when the principal themes occur and recur, etc., and 
thereby arouse a good deal of interest. Do not use 
many pieces at a hearing, but they must become familiar 
with the few they hear. At successive ty*y 
already heard and analyzed should be reputed. You 
can gradually progress from simple to more difficult 
® a. — nKcprvatinn of VOUf ClJiSS s the taste and obser tio f your class ter?" D. G 
BEATING TIME WITH FOOT. 
1. “What Is the objection to a pupil h 
time with his foot? 1 have many pupils wh 
not afford a metronome, but when I allow 
to beat time with the foot they have no dl 
with the rhythm. 
2. What does ‘Tempo I' mean? 
3. Is Fifty Little Studio. 
'zerny? One teacher her- 
I vlo * , 
’an Mondelssohu’s Songs Without Words take 
the place of studies? Some teachers here use 
them as such."—B. K. 
1. The main objection is that it is absolutely un¬ 
necessary. The function of time beating should be 
performed by the tongue, which is thoroughly adapted 
to the purpose, and can discharge its duties in this 
connection much less conspicuously. Nothing more 
quickly amuses listeners to piano playing than to ob¬ 
serve the performer laboriously heating time with his 
foot. It is a habit once acquired that is almost impos¬ 
sible to dispense with, even though one be playing in 
public. Counting should he performed by the organ 
provided by nature f' r that purpose, which can he oper¬ 
ated silently when skill is acquired. The foot can only 
beat time by being directed by the brain; the latter 
can direct the tongue equally well. Even unaccustomed 
people in remote districts lose their respect for a 
player’s ability if he cannot keep time without using 
his feet. Such a player is almost certain to make a 
noise tapping with his foot, which will naturally distract 
the attention of those listening. If you will teach your 
students to count in the usual way they will not need 
the foot for that purpose. 
2. Contrary- to a common and erroneous impression 
among players whose education is incomplete, the word 
tempo as used in music does not refer to time, but 
rate of movement, or speed. When there has been 
an interruption, in the rate of movement, whether a 
ritard or a section involving a complete change, the 
term Tempo I will follow, and means resume the origi¬ 
nal rate of speed, or tempo. Written out in full it 
is Tempo Primo, primo meaning one or first, which 
is represented by L 
3. Inasmuch as Czerny has been dead for fifty-five 
years, it would hardly be correct to speak of his works 
as new style. Meanwhile his studies are universally 
admired because they go simply and directly to their 
purpose, that of developing technical proficiency. Some 
modern teacheis have criticised them because they 
neglect the aesthetic side of a pupil’s study, and ac¬ 
cordingly have written etudes covering the same ground 
that supply the deficiency. After experimenting with 
such etudes many teachers maintain that the student 
makes better progress in technical development when 
he gives his attention solely to that purpose, using 
pieces and Heller to develop the aesthetic side of his 
playing. This on the principle, so valuable in educa¬ 
tion, of one thing at a time. From this standpoint 
Czerny is not likely ever to become “old style.” His 
studies are too impersonal in character. 
4. Any piece may be employed in place of an etude 
if a teacher chooses to use it in that manner. It is 
not wise, however, to give students to understand that 
Mendelssohn’s Songs Without Words are studies, for 
then they are apt to look upon them as mere drudgery, 
and overlook their aesthetic and musical importance. 
The pupil should be taught to look upon them as 
musically beautiful. 
MIXED TIME. 
“I can play fifth grade music very welt, but 
fdr some reason I get my time mixed In my pieces. 
What studies or exercises would you recommend me 
- take up In order ... “ w t my time bet- 
is unlimited. 
KINDERGARTEN. 
1 “How many pupils should constitute a kinder- 
g°nowaoaft?en should the class meet.'and how long 
should the study period last? —M. «• 
1. Teachers vary as to the number they can take 
care of in kindergarten classes. Six makes ; 
ie win .f°r one or two lessons in practicing the c0mf0rtable number, and many >"c,u e as 
meanh'Vake her up and cause ller to realize that twejve jf increased much beyond this i 
o( makin(5^SmeSS'i, Meanwhile there is a,so the dan£er easv for the teacher to keep each one tndividua y 
Until you can play your pieces in correct time I 
should hesitate to grant that you play very well. With¬ 
out a steady and correct observance of the measure 
music becomes a distress. Therefore your attention 
should be given to overcoming the fault. So far as 
the ordinary run of studies is concerned, one is as good 
as another for this purpose. Meanwhile you should 
make a thorough study of Studies in Musical Rhythm, 
by Justis. Also Exercises in Time and Rhythm, by 
Heller. There is no danger of your patiently practic¬ 
ing too much of this kind of work. By it you will 
learn how to keep time. You can then apply it in 
Studies in Measure and Rhythm, by Krause. Then 
y go on with your regular work, applying all the prin¬ 
ciples you have learned from your rhythmical study. 
Vou win8 "ork so irksome that she will do nothing. 
Visible <; l-° st'mu'ate her interest as much as 
>9 state <r 01J1et,rnes it is productive of good results 
W added u*131 no advance work on pieces can 
has not hJ°r, following week because the etude 
nients that'arned' Students differ so in tempera- 
1 >s hard to lay down arbitrary rules. 
'Ttus. as often a, yon can arrange. They a.refy 
o.y^ •»;-S isss t 
Tetol TheVlter, generally have to be arranged 
conditions- 
Which of the two powers is able to raise men to the 
highest spheres—love or music? ... I think we may 
say that while love can give us no idea of music, music 
can realize the idea of love. But why separate one 
from the other? The soul soars on the wings of both. 
—Berlioz. 
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132 WHAT PRACTICE WILL DO. 
NEEDED VARIETY IN TECHNICAL 
EXERCISES. 
BY HARRISON H. LOVEWUX. 
“Varifty’s the very spice of life" sings C<>wpcr in 
The Task, anil we may well say that •‘V ariety s the 
very life of technic.” As a rule, teachers do not begin 
to realize how dull technical exercises may become it 
they are practiced in a perfunctory manner. The very 
essence of success in all technical work is concentration, 
and variety always encourages this. 
Few piano teachers in training pupils in the simple 
five-finger exercises with supporting lingers require a 
careful shading of the tone from the softest to the 
loudest. Even fewer teachers insist upon a definite 
articulation of the exercises into motives and phrases. 
As an illustration of the best method of introducing 
variety in the simple five-finger exercises, the following 
plan may Ik- tried by ambitious students: lhe lingers 
of one hand should rest on the keys in the shape of a 
bow (the usual five-finger position), the "supporting 
fingers clinging to the surface of the keys with mini¬ 
mum pressure—apparently al*>ut equal to that exerted 
by a fly when climbing a window-pane being careful 
that each finger stands on the longitudinal centre of its 
respective key. and also that there lie no ' drowning 
of the key. Thus it happens that all the playing mem¬ 
bers arc passive, ami, living wholly relaxed, are ready 
for the first exercise: 
The finger that docs the playing must "ride" on the 
key, and at no time leave the same. Until proper inde¬ 
pendence has been attained, sympathetic effort will 
cause one or another of the "supporting" fingers to lift 
from the key, or else to "drown;" both these faults 
must be corrected. 
By older methods of teaching, these fingers constantly 
made an active resistance more or less strong according 
as more strength was exerted by the playing member. 
In this way activities were made use of counter to one 
another. Thus stiffness of the wrist was engendered, 
while the true independence of fingers was not attained. 
Such teaching, as is evident, is detrimental. It is 
analogous to the singer’s *Tight" throat. Therefore, all 
sympathetic movements of the "supporting" fingers are 
wholly wrong. Each finger in turn must continue to 
play until with perfect tone .production it can play with 
all degrees of force from very soft to very loud and 
vice versa. The tones should succeed one another abso¬ 
lutely legatissimo; but even the loudest tone must be 
gaiued without the finger leaving the keyl As one 
apparently finds tension easier than relaxation, it is 
more difficult to master a diminuendo than a crescendo. 
Several weeks must lie spent on this first exercise. 
Far more difficult is the following: 
The double thirds must lie played with absolute pre¬ 
cision. and yet with a singing quality of tone. But in 
this also the sympathetic movements are harder to 
control. 
Then there comes the slow trill, first in eighth notes, 
and afterwards in sixteenth notes or even quicker 
values: 
This exercise will have added clearness when the 
accent is used as above on the first beat of each meas¬ 
ure. letting the greater expansion come on the firs: 
measure. When this exercise has been mastered, every 
conceivable form of trill may be practiced without 
“supporting" fingers. 
VARIETY IK TOUCH. 
From the exercises which have been given, the pupil 
may learn several things that lielong to good piano 
playing. First of all. there is the difference between 
active members and passive members. Then again, 
when a playing member executes its function properly. 
the etude 
£2? -S a. p°'nt •« * 
“X* pupil may varyh”Zt£X&°* 
JhT'muscdar conditions obtaining during the execution 
of the different touches he already employs. 
Another important element in overcoming oMech 
nical difficulties is the wrist, and muchqvariety may 
introduced by the proper manipulation of thc ' r,st; 
Hitherto i' has been assumed that m playing the exer 
dai m-S persons would have held the wnst ,n very 
nearlv the same plane as the back of the third finger, 
and 'that it has been passive throughout the playi g. 
The new exercises now will make use of the wrist as 
an aid in interpreting simple motives and phrases, n 
the following the fingers will play close to the keys and 
the wrist will rise and fall in curved lines (the lines of 
The wrist will rise more especially during the dimin¬ 
uendo and thus give an artistic finish to the close of the 
motive. The above exercises are given as being typical. 
A PAGE FROM A MUSIC-LOVER’S NOTE¬ 
BOOK. 
The most remote ancestor of the violin yet discov¬ 
ered is the Ravanastron, said to have been invented in 
Ceylon about 5000 B. C„ and still in use in India and 
China. Later dcvclopmcpts of the Ravanastron were 
the Kebab of the Arabs and Persians (which became the 
European Rebeck of the Middle Ages), the Breton 
Crwth (Crout, Rota, Lyra, etc.), and the various forms 
of the lute and viol. 
At what age should one begin to study singing? As 
a rule voice teachers do not recommend students to 
l ogin until well advanced in their teens. Nevertheless, 
the voices of the greatest sopranos and contraltos all 
Rave evidence of early development. Alboni’s voice 
had already formed at the age of eight; Catalani could 
reach G in altissimo at the age of twelve; Colbran had 
a highly promising voice at twelve. Pauline Lucca 
and Christine Nilssen both sang in public when mere 
children; Malibran sang in public at the age of five, 
and we are told that Jenny Lind “showed signs of an 
exceptional voice at the age of three.” 
Those students who are confused by the different 
varieties of scales, major and minor, whole tone, etc., 
employed by modern composers may be thankful they 
do not have to study the music of the Chinese. We 
are told that musicians of the Celestial Kingdom (or 
is it now the Celestial Republic?) employ eighty-four 
scales, each "with a special philosophical significance.” 
Our history hooks have long told us that the famous 
canon. Sumer is iciimcn in, is of English origin. Dr. 
Grattan Flood, a well-known authority on Irish history, 
claims, however, that the work is an ancient Irish 
melody, and that John of Fomsete, the reputed com¬ 
poser of the piece, merely transcribed it. 
Formerly it was the custom to tune church bells by 
chipping off pieces with a chisel, but this was a crude 
and unsatisfactory method. At the present time a 
specially constructed machine, on the order of a lathe, 
is employed. The bell is inverted and gripped at dif¬ 
ferent points by powerful vices. The steel cutter 
revolves—nr the cutter is fixed and the hell revolves— 
paring out the metal from the inside of the bell for 
flattening, and paring off the edge of the bell for 
sharpening. Bells may he flattened an eighth of a tone. 
°r *ven more, but any sharpening is to be deprecated. 
The highest voice on record is that of Lucrezia 
Agujan. Mozart heard her in 1770. when she san" 
passages extending in range from Middle C to thr-e 
octaves above. 
. visneo .-senumann at Dresden in 1848 
‘ a,me (l'!i'c car,-v in 'he morning to the Hotel de S; 
' 11 re ‘ had arrived, to take me walking, and brot 
me at the same time the score of the C Major S 
ihonv. As we walked he said, in regard to it: “W 
1 began to write the Symphony I was sick, but wh< 
r™W e fina e 1 had written myself We" 
BY MERRITT E. WALSH. 
Perhaps we have preached too much about practice. 
The reason why many people have turned away from 
the church is that they have been preached to, preached 
at, preached upon until they have become sick of it. 
Teachers repeatedly tell pupils to practice and even 
threaten them with awful consequences if they do not 
practice, but it never seems to occur to them that it 
would be a good plan to show them what practice will 
really do. 
Recently a test of the effects of practice in the case 
of several typewriters and several telegraphers was 
held. Here are the results as given in Thorndike’s 
Education. 
TELEGRAPHER’S (number of letters sent over 
wire per minute) : 
End of 8th week 50 letters; end of 16th week 110 
letters; end of 28th week 130 letters; end of 40th week 
140 letters. 
TYPEWRITERS (number of strokes per minute): 
End of ten hours practice, 90 strokes; end of 25 
hours practice, 130 strokes; end of 45 hours practice, 
150 strokes. 
Similar benefits from regular practice in music would 
not he difficult to tabulate. With digital quickness mu¬ 
sical perception is also likely to increase in well ordered 
work. 
Such carefully tested results as these show how effi¬ 
cacious practice really is. Thorndike goes on to say, 
“We stay far below our possibilities in almost every¬ 
thing that we do. We stay where we do not because 
proper practice would not improve us further, but be¬ 
cause we do not take the training or because we take 
it with too little zeal. We remain as incompetent as 
we are because we do not care enough about improve¬ 
ments.” 
Let the pupil see by example just how practice along 
the right lines, practice filled with the explosive enthu¬ 
siasm of youth hut guided by the mature judgment of 
the teacher, almost invariably will produce gratifying 
results and he will not be as troublesome a proposition 
as he seemed before. 
SOME SECRETS OF INTERPRETATION. 
The secret of music is rhythm. Not only the rhythm 
of the measure, but the rhythm of the musical phrase, 
the section, the whole composition. 
The secret of interest lies in the dynamics. Nothing 
palls more rapidly than music played with a uniform 
loudness or softness. . . 
The secret of clean-cut playing is in phrasing, Let 
the first note be heard distinctly, but without.over¬ 
emphasis when it is on a weak beat, and let me 
note of each phrase have its full time value an 
The secret of emphasis is often silence. 
which the rests are ignored sounds slipshod ana 
teresting. Not long ago the writer heard a 7°?"® 
playing the Barcarolle from The Tales of Hoff 
in such a way that the guitar-like effect of the , 
paniment was completely spoilt because she Jg 
the rests which occur on the second and fifth 
The secret of variety is touch. All good Piano . 
calls for different kinds of touch, legato, staccato^* 
giero, and modern editors are careful to mark pa 
which call for special notice. Lack of variety i 
will prove, monotonous almost at once. 
The secret of clearness is good pedalling. a • tlire 
work makes blurred music. It is just as >* a " 
had been smeared before the paint had dm■ ; ,j(5 
The secret of making music grip the au i 
in building up an effective climax There is’ 
some point in a piece of music, when tne ^ 
contents of the piece are brought to a , e«eroWth’’ 
audience should be conscious of a steady 
/ during the time the climax is being develope • ^ 
The secret of intelligent playing is m r coin. 
the little subsidiary themes and passages w ^ m3y 
posers employ to add interest to their music- oUllter 
he only a passing note, or it may be a regu 
theme, but it should not be ignored. Tr«! 
The secret of beauty in music is g°od t0*T trUStei 
your piano as if it were a friend you loved a v0jdt. 
not as if it were an acquaintance of no spec . erin(! 
The secret of genius is fire. Not a fit u • pered 
flame, but the steady heat of the sun itsei . ^ hejt 
bv self-knowledge and self-control. Just ,as i rains 
of the sun is tempered by the cool win s 
which itself creates. 
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power of the voice, and they must al¬ 
ways be brought into action in such a 
way that they act as a unit. The con¬ 
trolling power lies in the chest muscles, 
and the muscles of the back; these must 
he trained to act as a unit. There is 
then beyond that the controlling influ¬ 
ence of the breath bands under proper 
adjustment or position of the larynx, 
which is Nature’s great breath controlling 
power, hut which we cannot consider in 
this article. The important thing in the 
training of these two powers, the motor 
Of the besB- this first study as it should he under- P°wer and the controlling force, is so to 
— his stood, and yet we fed that in this article trajn them that they both come into , I*' ,L. i u, im t i ei u. i m uu rti l —- . . 
IKts have a large which occur we are talking to many who attempt acti°n freely and spontaneously, the 
gf^l^gaani •* «~ *«’»»* “■* 
foMOirty through free. flexible f“^e ec nique> the driving force than in the controlling 
position ed Action.” lie had thirty THE GREATEST TEACHER IN THE power. These two forces, however, must 
^^CThHteowmgetoh^erw)?k he wm WORLD. be equalized, which means a special de- 
moellefl to make a change and moved to The greatest teacher the world has ever velopment of the controlling power. It 
thcTactflc coart. He^was the «”maer°Lake produced is Nature. In order to sing is easy to see then that much depends 
SSauaua and Round Lake, New York. Hi* correctly. Nature demands certain con- upon the way the student uses these 
latest work is a “Practical \ ocal ditions. As you study Nature and Na- forces. When the controlling force does 
This^wtfrk"is"now in press.—Editor of The ture’s laws, you will find that Nature not balance the driving force, then Na- 
Etudb.] demands the conditions that allow the ture compels the student in some way to 
TO THE STUDENT OF THE v0;ce to reveal itself, the things which restore a balance, with the result that the 
SINGING VOICE. allow you to express yourself freely, not throat muscles are always used in the 
It has been said that many vocal tbe tbingS which compel form and action, effort to equalize the two powers. This 
topics have been talked threadbare. This wbicb compel the voice. Nature demands accounts for the many throaty voices and 
may be so in a certain sense, but the tbat ajj movements should be automatic for the many hard, muscular voices we 
truth is always new, and is always inter- ancj spontaneous; when you stop to think hear; it would depend upon the throat 
esting. A plain talk to the student of tba£ tbe fjrst great consideration in the muscles used. This we call singing with 
the singing voice, whether pupil, teacher use Q£ sjngjng voice is freedom, abso- the throat and when you stop to think 
or singer. The most difficult thing for jute freedom, no restraint whatever in that the throat was made to sing, and not 
the vocal pupil is to learn to . produce tbe use Qf tbe voice, then it is easy to to sing with, you can easily see the viola- 
correctly one single tone; and yet it is gee tbat direct local effort must mean tion of Nature’s laws. In the use of the 
the experience of most students or pupils rigidity and restraint, and restraint makes singing voice there must therefore be co- 
that the first thing they are taught to do freedom, or a free expression of the ordination between the two forces, and 
is to try to sing correctly one single voice n(Jt onjy vocaHy but mentally im- this at once brings us to a consideration 
tone. possible. The pupil must study the’con- of one of the most important questions 
First study is the most important; it ditions which allow or which induce • for the beginner, 
is necessary to lay well the foundation; automatic form, adjustment and spon- We now ask the reader to keep con- 
first study should be a study of tech- taneous expression. The best teachers of stantly in mind this very truthful saying, 
nique, not of tone. Of course, tone must tbe ,jay are now working away from con- “There is no strength properly applied 
be used to a certain extent to study cor- sc;ous local effort. They now know that except through movement.” Movement, 
red technique, but to ask the pupil to all correct tone js the result of certain then, is the important question we want 
correct the tone without first giving him conditions, conditions that are demanded to consider. As we said before, correct 
something to do it with is a great mis- j Nature' and that these conditions can- tone is the result of certain conditions 
take. All correct first teaching is based not be compelled. It has been the study that are in Nature, and that these con- 
upon the proposition of a correct study Q£ tbe best teachers for years to learn ditions are gotten, or are induced, only 
of technique. The way of doing is at bow to induce these conditions, and we through correct form and adjustment, 
first many, many times more important find that the consensus of opinion is that Form and adjustment, we have found, to 
than the tone. All effect is the result of jt can be done in one way only, and that__————== 
i t 
cause, therefore the important first study 
be right, must be automatic and must 
never be compelled by direct local effort. 
This is a truth that cannot be successfully 
denied. The teacher who compels his 
pupil to hold down the tongue, to shape 
the lips locally, to pull down the larynx, to 
pull up the soft palate, to grip the dia¬ 
phragm and many other unnatural things, 
may attempt to deny the above statement, 
but that in no wise alters the fact 
How then are we to induce correct 
form and adjustment or the movements 
of the parts that must take place in cor¬ 
rect singing? There is only one way and 
that is through a correct training of the 
bo 1 e. We might say that the body is the 
keyboard upon which the singer plays; 
not a part of the body, not a local 
thought and effort of any part of the 
body, hut a movement which brings into 
action, in a free, flexible way, all the 
forces that Nature has given the singer, 
which means the entire body. A move¬ 
ment which is practically a free gesture 
of the body; a movement which arouses 
the singer physically, mentally and emo¬ 
tionally, which arouses the sensation of 
real singing, which creates a desire for 
self-expression; a movement which over¬ 
comes the most prevalent condition in the 
modern singing world, the condition of 
depression to which we have referred 
heretofore. 
On the other hand, if in ascending 
from the level or station tone the voice 
is sung forward and open beyond a cer¬ 
tain point, then the plane of the chords 
takes exactly the opposite direction from 
the above; then the larynx slowly rises 
and the back part of the chords gradu¬ 
ally rise higher than the front. In this 
way beyond a certain point, when the tone 
is sung open, or that which is called open, 
it is forced out of the mouth and becomes 
white where it should color, and at the 
transition point as above described, it 
often becomes a yell This is particularly 
so in the tenor voice and the upper chest 
tones of the baritone and contralto. It 
is impossible to sing an open tone, a tone 
that is not covered or colored beyond a 
certain point, without undue strain and 
often ruin. lt*is certainly a strain to the 
hearer. 
. - .r..---* is through the training of the body; and 
>s the study 'of the cause. In fact, first tbere is but one way to train the body, 
study should he a study of self. The 
- --- and that "is through' free, flexible, vital- 
ptipu must not only know why he should jze(j m0Vement. The conscious taking of 
do a certain thing, hut how; and when tjle breath, and the conscious holding of 
the wav of rtninnr tc rlorLf tLp IQ the breath’ make flexible, vitalized move¬ 
ment impossible. All conscious, direct 
effort induces rigidity, which means the 
very opposite of freedom of voice, and 
411 nrst study will be artificial, and free(jom of form and expression. All 
therefore unnatural; will he the result true co„ditions of voice are gotten 
direct local effort, will be the result trough correct form and adjustment; 
°f an effort directly to compel the move- tbe adjustment of the parts, and the form 
■nents which must occur during the act 0£ t]le resonance cavities. We will find a 
7“ production. ,;ttle later on what some of these condi- 
direct effort or localized effort we tions are perhaps in some other article, 
mean the efforf 1n/*a11v rw-i: net nil t1i#» • • -it ^ r*r»» 
- -wv«..i Hu u i n iiiiu n ii
y do g is ight, he tone is
always right. The pupil must know him¬ 
self and the forces which Nature has 
given him to sing with. Unless this is 
'A all fir t t ill ti i i l,  
m
of tone production. 
% 
™ean the effort locally to adjust all the 
me tongue, lips, larynx, 
c-> to control, directly and locally, the 
reathing muscles, and to influence form 
. F This is the great mistake so 
,fn ™ade in first study and is the r 
of attempting to im; 
wthout correct technique. 
. • ls ,k'nd °f first study induces < 
cia«h °Cjl effort> which mean 
dnl- and. under these conditii 
ls impossible. Let us t 
" is the result --.f i—i 
s impossible to give them in one 
never use force. 
In singing there are constantly two 
. « u.« st a  a a is tne re- forces in action. It is impossible to sing 
,o tt ti t i prove the tone without these two forces. There must 
with™,.-... be the driving force, and, to counteract 
. • ■ -—u nrst st a ma s con- that, the controlling force or power. e 
< ous local effortj which means art;fi_ dQ not ]ike to use the word force, for 
cin - and.undcr these conditions real as correct singing is a form ot seit- 
Png is i possible. et s now see expression, there should not be force, in 
IST r lt of this kind of first fact force should never be used in sing- 
relav Can exPresse(l in two words: ing. Singing should he the resu o^ 
men*V°n and depression. Relaxation, energy and vitality aroused and neve. 
tartc .,and Physical; relaxation of the of force, for force means local effort a 
du Yhat sh°uld have tonicity, and un- rigidity; vitality means spontaneity o 
ir,0n 0r effort of the parts that free movement. Here we use the word 
Dei -act freely and spontaneously, force in the sense of power and n°t ° 
t P essten, physical, mental and emo- effort. The driving power of thevoic 
sS’ and when depression prevails lies in the combined muscles of the 
thcfl S IS purely mechanical. Of course, diaphragm, the abdominal muscles, the 
we k potions to all things, and intercostal muscles, and the doraal m 
™ w many teachers understand cles. These muscle? are the driving 
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» PRACTICAL WORKING POINT. correct Kcta«TO^‘c^Jjloi^*etheir straight out, is the most beautifuMone^f Sistrsszzxs yz■***.*-+*-**. 
movements are studied and developed, but singers of the world; but die or station note in the properly 
it is impossible in this short article. How- ff gingJs is not possible with- trained singer, the plane of the chords is 
ever, we are going to give one practical flexible, vitalizing movement, directly the opposite of that which takes 
working point, which is experimental not out tree something of place when ascending; the front part of 
regular, but which will give some little Pproblem that c0nfr0nts the the chords gradually* becomes a little 
idea of how the movements overcome re- the threadbare subject of breath- lower than the back part and The tone 
taxation ami depression, and how they ™ tic breathing or breathing more open The very low or the lowest 
arouse energy and vitality and equalize. "8 * movement and controlling from tones in all voices are the only ones that 
the two ringing forces. ' should be sung out or almost out of the ringing forces. „osition 
Stand in an easy, natural position, P 
weight on one foot; in this position, the 
knee of the other leg would he slightly- 
bent. Place the hands on the body mid¬ 
way between the hip-bone and the upper 
of the thigh bone, or as we would 
place the hands on the hips, not 
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OPEN OR COVERED TONE. 
BY E. J. MYER. 
f t e 
mouth. When the plane of the chords is 
not allowed, through local effort or wrong 
influence, to dip forward in descending, 
then the low tones are invariably back! 
somber and often throaty. 
The important question then is how-to 
e. . - . THE question as to the use of open or influence the plane of the chords m as- 
abovc them. When in repose, the singer red tone is very much in dispute at cending and descending. It cannot be 
is always physically below the demands and among teachers and correctly done locally. Jt must, therefore, 
of the tone, below Nature's demands. If . g There are those who cia;m that be done indirectly. The plane of the 
the attempt is made to sing in this post- * tone onl is correct; others that chords, as we have found, is due to the 
tion, a conscious local breath is always £ must be covered tone. We are adjustment or movement and position of 
taken, must be taken, with the result that sure ^ ;f the disputants could get the larynx. This adjustment, to be right 
when the tone is started either one of t‘ her and seltle the question in a calm, and natural, must be automatic; hence it 
two things must happen. The thing that there wouW be no longer anjy resolves itself into a question of bodily 
happens usually is a depression of the difference of opinion_ In the first place movement and position, of bodily influ- 
chcst. This means, of course, relaxation. ^ advocates of the open tone do not ence. As we have said before, there is 
Or the pupil will grip the muscles of the understand just what tbe other side no strength properly applied except 
throat in order to control the breath, covered tone 0n the other through movement, but it must be free, 
which means hard muscular tone. When ^ those whf> stand up for covered flexible movement. There is no such 
standing in a natural position with the ^ rfo ^ ^ understand what is thing as correct, direct, local influence in 
bonds on the hips, feel for tile time being meam , open tone We wiU give both adjusting the parts in artistic singing. In 
that you arc phy sically below the position q{ the question and let the reader fact, the pupil need know nothing of the 
(lint Villi cholllfl t3 lvt* when smirinfif, HSV- ... « « • < # rr>< « I , • ntin«>YA in flTT. nlon.T nf flirt oViAt*/Ie if Iia I* tha you s u d ake inging. av¬ 
ing this position, without stopping con- 
decide for himself. The whole question change in the plane of the chords if he is 
is settled scientifically by a physical fact; rightly directed as to placing color and ° , , ,* ■■ is s ttl s i iin n u n it i l ei.; > 
.7!* S" i r Z and, as we have said before, a physical quality. 
and spontaneously up and out right 
the hips, more out than up. Do it in a 
free, flexible manner, moving out and 
fact is a stubborn thing. In order to reconcile the advocates of 
It is a well-known fact among those open and the covered tone, we will say 
... ..... T, who know the voice scientifically that that correct, open tone does not mean out 
straightening the bent knee. The ihstant ^ a constant change in the pfane or 0f the mouth or white tone. All tone 
the movement is made sing, spon ,eve, q{ (he VQCal chords as the voice mUst be forward and up. All tone must 
tanoously, a tone about the middle of the ascends or descends. About tbe middle c£ be open and free so far as form is con- 
aoicc. r> 1 0>er u the natural compass of the voice the plane cerned. All tone must be placed forward 
movement is free and flexible. Try the of the chords u practically horizontal or and up and reflected into the low cavities 
innvemcn .i irs \ > i - *- ]eve| As jbe voice ascends or descends >n order to have fullness and beauty. On 
the other hand, covered tone does not 
rithout tone. 
psyehicnicmienttostartthetone just jfom tbjs wbjcb we ca]i tbe ]eVel 
after the movement is made, not before _r _,__ 
*■ ^ *y?yCtliyr'| r°V not stat'on n°te. the plane of the chords con- mean back pitched and somber 
An stantly changes. Let the reader bear in covered tone must come to the front, must 
describing the be up and forward; in' fact, the tone that 
this wav von nush the chin un m°vemen‘s of the correctly trained voice, is artistically covered is placed higher 
P. . . P a voice that is used according to the de- thanthatwhichiscalledtheopentone.lt 
ing before you move, do not hesitate S‘an‘ly.ch+anges- 
fter you move. If when you attempt to ln at we are 1 
sing • . . _ 
process!**' The "pushing oMhe chin up and !nands o£ Nature- acc0r.dinV° Nature’8 is “lor?d by ref.ectionand tbe 
is the result of thinking tone up and !aws' not a,v0,ce that ,ha* been "arPed the lo" cavit.es and chest resonance 
•. - - by someone s preconceived or arbitrary whereas the tone that is sung open, not 
ideas. covered beyond a certain point, loses all 
As the voice ascends above the middle the reinforcing influence of the low cavi- 
or station note, the larynx gradually ties. 
lowers a little and the back part of the All great singers use covered tone ac- 
larynx slowly becomes a little lower than cording to the above standard. They 
'out, thinking it locally. As we said be¬ 
fore, all singers are stronger in the driv¬ 
ing force than in the controlling force. 
To equalize more nearly these two forces 
when you move and sing, think down, 
down into the body, or down on the body. v , :-^ u ", . T ' 
Sing from the lower part of the body !'e fr0f part' The plane o£ the chords wou,d not be «reat ,£ the-v dld "ot- 
.t._ ... .t. .1. ._ r_i » ' then. 01 course, dins harW a little Af n vmre and f*vtf»ndpd romnass do not through the throat freely and spon¬ 
taneously. In moving do not rigidly grip 
, of p b ck . t a oic extende c p a 
certain point in ascending the tones begin ways mean a great singer. Many advo- 
. . r “*'■“** “ 
harden any muscle, for all muscles of 0 colorI ow>ng to the position of the cates of the open, tone cover naturally 
the bo.lv will he brought into action and ,ynX and the Plane of the chords the and do not know it. They think the tone 
the movement must be free and flexible. !°ne 18 remforced mote by low resonance, is open because it is not pmched » 
By this movement, you assert the position Tre c°Ior- At the transition somber. We could cite many mdiyidua 
of the bodv. von give it. as it were au- p°‘nts wbere the tone changes from the cases. The mistake of many is that they 
thority to sing for you. If you manage sliest to the medium. or from the medium try locally to force the change [rom 
to do this movement somewhat nearly to, ,c bead tones- il wil1 depend upon to covered tone; hence they pinch and con- 
right. you will arouse a sensation of whether ,the vf'ce is a male or female tract andllie tone becomes small and sora^ 
vitality and energy, a sensation which will '?Ice; there ,IS a complete change—a ber. On the other hand, the mistake o 
create within you the desire for more. ^bange not °n,y of form and adjustment, others is that they attempt to force 
for a more definite idea of what these u i S° 3 cbange of mechanism. When high tones open or out in accordan 
movements really are, which we hope-in V0 arynx tbus lowers in ascending and with their own theory; hence hard, w 1 
the near future to give you , p!ane of ,bc. chords dips hackward. tone and absolute strain. The fact is 1 
There are practically three kinds of * °i a,r Cl,rrent 's, thrown farther hack such advocates of both theories do n 
singers; first, the physical singer—the l, r ,le ro°* nf dle mouth and follows understand that form and adjustment, 
linger who consciously and locally uses a‘ong u"dfr tbe ro°I °t tbe mouth to the he right, must be automatic, must fie 
and controls muscle, the singer who at- r°nt' *,£ course, the tone must always accordance with Nature’s laws or 
tempts to sing xvithout correct technique to ,e ^roll(- forward and up. ln mands. 
This class of singers, and. of course, we Properly trained voice, when all move- --— . ... 
speak only of those who have l>een 18 aut°matic and unrestrained, when The reason why many young P,a”.‘ . 
trained, or who have studied, embraces ,hL ,0WeJs,i tbe soft palate rises; are heard of only to disappear at the i 
the great majority of all singers. The * 8 ,t0rm o£ tbe tone wh'ch is called when their full development should na 
second is the mental singer—the singer . i?n.e ,s arger tban the form of arrived is that they are told they 
who may have good technique, musical ’ f^'Ca' ed.open t01n®;,. The tone is just great when they are not. I haVeJ*t 
knowledge and voice, but whose use of fiitr* d .J.ust,as brilliant, though of a perienced development and I know 
voice and whose interpretation is purely . ^ “£ qUa 't.y £rom tbe open tone. The I am talking about. In those ca 
mental. Such singers sometimes, in their many'^uTtLse^^fi0' j8.,11 ,somber. as where pianists appear only to 
way. are a great success. The third class which Th , ful1- la^8e form precocity has been mistaken for 
of singers are the singers, who, having faet that Th* t over*d tcmf owing to the Precocity has its value, but it do 
k tnat the tone follows along under the make an artist-JosEF HofmanN. 
THE ETUDE 
WITH the critics. 
A STARTLING FACT. 
ki and critics. Some 
^ /ability. Some are honest and 
tove f J influenced, others are other- 
cinnot be _ There are critics 
"'ise- aS Wt air their learning, and thus 
wh0 of * sight of the main facts in the 
often lose s g iose sight of 
ease, and at times ^ reaUy nQt a 
the-PwhoIcannot and does not give both 
CtCof the ^stion. Opera and con- 
Tiers are sometimes criticized se- 
,1v to some little slip they may have 
VCrff when otherwise their work may 
have been unusuaHy good. When singers 
e mom than fifty per cent, good, 
they beg!” to attract attention; and when 
” Yn(v to eighty pen cent, good, they 
TSia pSicicord. There is not 
. sineer to-day in the world who is a 
LX «t good. Perfection 
imnnssible in the human voice. The 
E influenced continually by the phy¬ 
sical condition of the singer. 
SOME VOCAL TRUTHS. 
4s an example of unfair criticism, we 
want to call to mind a book which ap¬ 
peared about fifteen years ago, a book 
called “Voxometric Revelation, by Al¬ 
lred Augustus North, printed in London. 
This book was certainly erratic and con¬ 
tained some things that no one could or 
would accept as the truth. On the other 
hand it gave in a very definite way many 
great truths that all vocalists should 
know, but which seldom or never appear 
in books on the vocal art. In the many 
criticisms on the book, not one line of 
credit, so far as we know, was given the 
author for those great truths. We give 
below a few extracts from the book: 
“Singing, when properly understood, is 
a spontaneous and natural act.” 
“There is really only one resonator, 
which is the chest and head together.” 
“The initial step to take, therefore, in 
overcoming the voice is to acquire the 
right position or. pose of the body, as the 
latter is to become the sound-board of 
the former.” 
“On no account must the student of 
singing sing right out of the mouth, as it 
were. The pure and natural voice must 
he associated with sympathy and reflec¬ 
tion, which singing straight out of the 
mouth cannot give.” 
“People in these days do not want so 
nluch to be taught what they should not 
do, but rather what they should do.” 
“To produce perfect results, man must 
make use of all his organs and all his 
intellect in the manner prescribed and 
assigned to him by Nature. By Nature 
tbe expression of man is his voice, and 
nothing short of the whole body can ex¬ 
press this voice perfectly, either in man 
or .women.” 
When Nature is obeyed, all the 
mythical obstacles vanish, and the stu- 
d«at can understand everything that he 
requires to know, both how to do it, and 
wby it should be done, for the voice is 
"ot h0™ of anything which we can see, 
ut sPr'ngs from an invisible influence, 
never yet acknowledged.” 
A true theory, based on true science 
recognizing causes, not effects, admits of 
necessity to study and discover faults.” 
|he higher in pitch the tone, the lower 
th hi ?est must be directed, because 
e gher the tone, the more vibrations 
contains. Consequently the heavier it 
j. ano therefore the more sound-board 
and accordingly it follows 
- 11 ,s impossible to properly support 
la on® high or low in the throat, the 
be'n8 merely the doorwav for the 
Paswge of the voice.” 
exnrpc* j°*Ce ’S your 'nner or higher self 
vocal Sed not at or by> but through the 
a TmJj^ans’ a'ded by the whole body as 
4 sound-board.” 
For many, many years, aye for centu¬ 
ries, singing has been classed under the 
name of an art. The higher or cultured 
form of singing has been called the “art 
of singing.” It has been considered as 
one of the fine arts, in fact, it is often 
called the “divine art.” For many years 
the training and development of the sing- 
’ ing voice has been known as the “science 
of voice.” The science of voice and the 
art of singing is as familiar as a house¬ 
hold word to all vocal teachers. Right 
here, however, we are confronted with 
a most startling fact. 
In all the many years of the existence 
of the science of voice and the art of 
singing, there has never been given to the 
vocal world a comprehensive, definite, 
logical system for the scientific develop¬ 
ment and training of the singing voice; a 
system founded upon Nature’s laws and 
demands, a system founded upon “The 
Truth, for science is definite knowledge, 
science is The Truth.” No doubt many 
of the world’s greatest vocal teachers, 
through conscientious study, research, and 
years of experience, have from time to 
time worked out systems or methods that 
were the result of Nature’s demands as 
they saw them, that were very near to 
the truth, or perhaps the whole truth. 
But unfortunately the successful teachers 
of the past have failed to reduce their 
systems to print, have failed to logically 
and scientifically formulate their systems 
or methods and give them to the vocal 
world with definite instructions as to 
their use or practical application. Their 
knowledge acquired, often the result of 
unusual talent and long experience, is thus 
lost to the vocal world. 
REGULATING THE DIAPHRAGM. 
A True Story. 
THE SCIENCE OF VOCAL DEVELOP¬ 
MENT. 
It is true that many exercises, studies 
and vocalises have been written from time 
to time: many of them of Heat worth 
and value to the vocal profession—but 
exercises or studies alone do not make a 
system or a method, it matters not how 
well graded they are or how comprehen¬ 
sive they may be. Then, too, the best o 
the written studies are a help only on the 
artistic side, are of little or no help in the 
scientific production and development ot 
the voice; also many books have been 
written on the art of singing, some of 
which are of great value; somehave 
stated here and there great and lasting 
truths, but the definite scientific and logi¬ 
cally formulated system has yet to ap¬ 
pear. The art of singing is one thing, 
the science of voice development is quite 
another thing. . 
A definite, logical and scientific system 
or method for the training and develop¬ 
ment of the voice must be based upon 
three things. First-A Fundamental 
Principle of Voice. Second-A True 
Theory founded upon the fundamental 
principle. Third—The Devices for the 
study and understanding of the theory 
and the development of the pnnaple. 
Perhaps we had better say four things^ 
having found the principle, the theory and 
the devices, the fourth thing, the impor¬ 
tant thing from the practical side is the 
Xni“ ™,.ruction for til. »*n.,r,c me 
and application of the devices. 
Manv times a very serious mistake is 
made in classing a device as a 
or in classing a condition as a p P 
A system or method for the training and A system scientific 
development of the voice can 
and correct only when one principle fol 
lows another in logical sequence. Of 
course The Theory founded upon each 
principle must be correct and the devices 
must be logically formulated or gvM 
backed by definite instruction. 
In a village in New York State there 
was a choral society of about forty voices. 
The man who conducted or drilled this 
chorus taught music in the public schools 
in a nearby small city. Occasionally 
some one in this small city wanted a 
few private lessons in voice culture and 
singing. Of course, the man- who teaches 
sight singing in the public schools is 
always equal to the occasion. In the 
village choral society also some one would 
now and then want a few private les¬ 
sons. A prominent gentleman in the 
village who was very fond of music and 
who was a financial supporter of the 
chorus would occasionally stroll in to 
hear the rehearsals. One evening as 
he walked in he found the leading tenor 
of the village sitting in the back part 
of the hall. You know there is always 
a leading tenor in every village. This 
tenor was -also the leading tenor of 
the chorus and almost the only tenor. 
This gentleman said to the tenor: 
“Why, Joe, what are you doing hack 
here? Are you ill?” 
“No,” replied the tenor, “I am not 
singing to-night.” 
“Why not? They surely need you up 
there.” 
“Yes, I suppose they do,” replied the 
tenor; “but—well, you see I am taking 
private instructiorf now from the pro¬ 
fessor and he does not want me to sing 
in the chorus for a couple of weeks.” 
“Why not?” asked the gentleman. 
“Well, you see,” replied the tenor, “the 
professor is just now regulating my 
diaphragm, and he does not want me to 
sing for a couple of weeks until he has 
it thoroughly regulated." 
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SOME COMMON FAULTS IN 
SERVICE PLAYING. 
-Evil. is wrought by want of thought.” 
said Tom Hood. The saying is peculiarly 
applicable to many of the little faults one 
often find* in church service playing. The 
organist may be technically competent, 
but cither from indifference or from 
want of ‘ thinking” enough about the de¬ 
tails of his duties, he may fail in secur¬ 
ing the most satisfactory results in the 
work to which he has been appointed. 
Let 
THU OPENING VOLUNTARY. 
us be practical and take the ordi- 
_j church service in its u'ual order. 
That means beginning with the opening 
voluntary. Now, what should our open¬ 
ing voluntary be like? Obviously, it 
should be of such a nature as to pre¬ 
pare the minds of worshippers for the 
scr\ ice which s to follow. It is per¬ 
fectly true (and pity ’tis 'ti* true) that 
the bulk of the congregation generally 
arrive after the voluntary has begun 
(some even after it has ended); that 
too oftcif it becomcS merely a cover 
for all the noUc and distraction of people 
settling into their scats. But there arc 
always the others to be considered—those 
who like music and come to church in a 
devout and worshipping spirit, looking to 
the organist to put them "in the right 
key,” to give them in his voluntary some¬ 
thing that will harmonise with their mood, 
something that will strike a responsive 
chord in their breasts. 
Now many organists completely fail in 
litis particular. They will ramble through 
a formless, insipid, tuneless extemporisa¬ 
tion ; they will give out something of an 
utterly inappropriate nature, with perhaps 
secular associations of the concert hall, 
or even the opera; or they will assertively 
fill up the organ tone until the whole 
r-wver of the instrument is expended. _ In 
r.ll such cases a mistake is clcatly being 
made. An opening voluntary should l>c 
quiet, dignified, gradually increasing in 
Ureadth of tone, full of rich harmonic pro¬ 
gressions. beginning and ending softly and 
with no attempt at display or ear-tickling 
ornamentation A service-prelude of that 
kind can hardly fail of its purpose with 
those to whom the voluntary is a matter 
of interest and a devotional incentive. If 
it does, it will not tie the organist's fault. 
STIMULATING GOOD CONGREGATIONAL 
SINGING. 
Consider now the question of playing 
over the tunc or chant before choir and 
congregation rise to sing. This would 
seem to be. for any competent organist, a 
very simple matter. Nevertheless, it is 
astonishing what errors are committed 
here, even by organists of some distinc¬ 
tion. A tune will be "'given out” with such 
a soft organ tone that the congregation is 
quite unable to distinguish it. because the 
sound does not penetrate any distance into 
the church. The late \V. T. Best satir¬ 
ized this as the "I hopc-I-don’t-intrude” 
It is quite a wrong style. The chief ob¬ 
ject of playing over a tunc is to let the 
congregation hear it clearly and dis¬ 
tinctly. and thev should 1 ear it clearly and 
distinctly as well when the hymn to fob 
low is. say, Jesus the Very Thought of 
Thee, as when it is a rousing thing like 
Luther’s A Mighty Fortress is Our God. 
Moreover, in addition to a clear enun¬ 
ciation. there should be some correspond¬ 
ence between the “giving out” and the 
general character of the hymn. That is 
to say, Jesus, the Very Thought of Thee, 
while being played over clearly and dis¬ 
tinctly. should he played over softty, 
while A Mighty Fortress might very well 
work up all the resources of the organ. 
In this way you inspire a congregation to 
join with “heart and voice” in the hymn 
you are preluding. 
There is another important point. Many 
organists “give out” the tune without any 
regard for strict tempo. They will adopt 
any speed but that in which the hymn ts 
to he sung; with the natural result of a 
had start, which sometimes does not ad¬ 
just itself to the right time before the 
second or third verse is reached. It is 
essential that the tempo and rhythm of 
the tune lie impressed on the congregation 
before rising; and to this end it is more 
than ever necessary that the tone be audi¬ 
ble and distinct. Of course, it is not nec¬ 
essary to adopt a noisy style for this end: 
a clear solo stop, a soft open diapason 
or flute will be sufficient for general pur¬ 
poses. But a good effect may often be 
gained *n preluding a grand jubilant 
hymn by using a loud and striking 
combination which will crouse listless 
hearers, and awaken some enthusiasm in 
choir and congregation. Of course, any¬ 
thing extravagant or in had taste must be 
In this connection something should be 
said as to the speed at which hymns ought 
to be taken. In many churches the speed 
is stereotyped, whatever be the nature of 
the hymn. Thus, one hears it remarked 
that at such and such a church the 
hymns are sung “slow.- while at such and 
such another church they are sung '■fast.'’’ 
To anyone who thinks at all this must 
appear as absurd uncommon sense. 
APPROPRIATE HYMN PLAYING. 
The occasions for which hymns arc 
provided range from the deepest sorrow 
to the highest jubilation, and the time of 
the music shoJd correspond. A fine, 
stately tune like the Old Hundred 
should not be made to go at the rate of 
(toward. Christian Soldiers; and surely 
Come. Holy Ghost. Our Souls Inspire is 
not to lie rushed through like a proces¬ 
sional. Even in the same hymn the tempo 
may lie varied with the character of the 
words. Thus, in Nearer. My God. to Thee 
a very effective accelerando can be intro¬ 
duced at the fourth verse, beginning Then, 
with my unking thoughts. Here, however, 
one wants the hacking of a good choir, 
and perhaps (at first) a little staccato 
from the organ to mark the new rate. 
I have spoken of a had start after the 
tune has been played over. Sometimes 
this is due to the organic ving no set¬ 
tled method of leading off after choir 
and congregation arc on their feet One 
time he will put down the full chord at 
once- another time he will sound the . 
melody note a little in advance; yet agam 
he will choose the has note and sound it 
on the pedals. Personally. I prefer the 
last method as being least obtrusive, es¬ 
pecially if the pedals are for the 
moment left uncoupled to the manuals. 
Sounding the melody note in advance 
always strikes me as vulgar, and the full- 
chord-at-once plan seldom gives a clean 
start, unless one has a very fine choir 
The point is that the organist should 
adopt one or the other method and stick 
to it. , ... 
One would like to enlarge on this im¬ 
portant subject of expression, for here 
more faults are committed than in any 
other direction. It is not only that or¬ 
ganists fail to bring out, by the amount 
of accompanying tones, the ever-changing 
points in the text of hymn or psalm, but 
ilia: they too often attempt a sort of 
tonal “word-painting,” which is bizarre 
and distracting and wholly opposed to 
devotion. Never a bird must be men¬ 
tioned, but they are tempted to twitter on 
the higher rang.s of the manuals; and 
thunder cannot he hinted at without a 
“realistic” use of the lower notes of pedal 
and manual. No worshipper really likes 
this sort of “expression.” Now, let or¬ 
ganists he assured, no worshippers like 
the persistent use of a loud accompani¬ 
ment to the singing, which is only too 
prevalent. The organ should never be 
made the chief factor in the musical serv¬ 
ice. It is there to support, not to drown, 
the voices; and the best effects are 
always produced where the player keeps 
his instrument well in reserve. 
THE CLOSING VOLUNTARY. 
In that case may the organist not “let 
himself out” in the closing voluntary.’ 
Jt depends! There are organists who 
always, as a matter of course, indulge in 
"fireworks” at the end of the service, 
whatever the nature of the service may 
have been, or whatever may be the eccle¬ 
siastical “season”—Lent or Christmas. To 
catch the proper inspiration for the con¬ 
cluding voluntary, it might he suggested 
that the organist should listen to the ser¬ 
mon. It is very had taste, after an ex¬ 
pressive and emotion_l discourse, to hurry 
the people out of church with a trivial 
march or show piece. Something of a 
quiet, dignified character would be far 
more appropriate. There are times when 
such music as fugues, oratorio choruses, 
joyful postludes and stately marches 
would he very effective and in harmony 
with the preceding service. But the or¬ 
ganist must note such occasions intelli¬ 
gently and with sympathy, and have his 
repertoire always ready to his hand to 
choose from as may he dictated by cir¬ 
cumstances. In a word, to go back upon 
Tom Hood, lie must ‘‘think” from begin- 
ning to end. so that evil may not he 
wrought 
O music, thou who bringest the reced¬ 
ing waves of eternity nearer to the weary 
heart of man, as he stands upon the 
shore and longs to cross over, art thou 
the evening breeze of this life, or the 
morning air of the future ?—Jean Paul 
Richter, 
Music is well said to he the speech of 
angels; in fact, nothing among the utter¬ 
ances allowed to man is felt to be so di- 
vine. It brings us near to the Infinite; 
we look for moments, across the cloudy 
elements, mto the Eternal Sea of Sight 
when song leads and inspires us. Serious 
nations that can still listen to the man- 
date of nature have praised song and mu- 
su. as the highest, as a vehicle for wor- 
,'P- for Prophecy, and for whatsoever in 
them was divine.—Thomas Carlylf. 
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PARRY ON ORGAN two of the anthem, but then deserted his comes out with more effect on the organ 
SIR HUBEK1 ugIC theme, and dashed up and down the keys than on the piano. The same may be said 
m uror'ised at the limit- —from manual to manual—with excellent of some of Handel’s oratorio overtures 
people are °fte^|S^rst.rate organ music agility and great exuberance of tone- and choruses, as compared with his con¬ 
ed quantity °freamus;c for other color, but with no relation whatever to certos written expressly for the organ, 
there is, compare jeiiVered some the anthem which was to follow, and, in- After all, what is organ music? Look 
instruments, in a.. parry showed how deed, in a way singularly inappropriate, at the last movement of Mendelssohn's 
years ago, Sir Hu er jg tQO gran(i Of course, the majority of his hearers re- first Organ Sonata. This is one of the 
Inevitable this is. actable There is a ceived an impression of the immense clev- finest organ pieces ever written, but it is 
an instrument to be ra out jt ancj long erness of the executant, while only the absolutely the only thing of its kind, 
good deal of romance religious art few better-informed detected the tricks One has even heard it denied the title of 
association with re 'S10 . sounds of the trade, and set the right value on organ music! But surely here is an an¬ 
tes cast a sort of glamor ove^ ^ them swej. tQ the question> “What is organ 
which enables peop , with yery An orderly, well-built improvization is music?” Is it not, stated in a word, mu- 
point, to make grea produce a pleasure to listen to, but a pleasure of sic that can be made effective on the 
** meanS' u ‘ wextemoorizing; and rare occurrence indeed. The art should organ? Let the thing you select to play 
ltS reran has almost always be more freely cultivated by organists, he good in itself and suitable for per- 
a rhurch scene of hut it must be cultivated in a systematic formance on the organ, and whether it 
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a very telling eneci anc[ intelligent manner. Improvization is original organ music or an arrange- 
aj kind; . written has to be “worked for” like other things: ment from voice, violin, piano or orches- 
But when music comes iUusive ;t wiU not come by itself. “Those per- tra, you may be sure that, if you are a 
down, or taken away^i ^ ^ -udged fey sons” says a French musician, "who sup- capable executant and have an adequate 
everybody, consciously 
taken away ^ _ 
unconsciously pose thaT the improvizator advances him- organ, your work will be appreciated. 
I very different way. Then nothing self uncontrolled to the chances of inspi- - 
“ f t ThTif “ill unknown h»v' SI’ flue* .5 his THREEPJ ONE. Sit tftth Of grandeur, dignity and art that it is possible to hold and the m™t 
oower “Tuniness” for the organ may take unworthy, also. The great improvizator _ 
people in for a little, but it cannot stand is, on the contrary, the most sagacious Th£ student who takes up the serious 
the^test of time; while the average show well-balanced, level-headed of musicians. f th ; organ finds that the 
piece, such as modern marches, offerto- These qualities are indispensable. They gf J difficulty^ tQ gB£t both hands an(t 
ries, fantasias, and the like, made to dts- are .and '*•,s because eyare soge y h feet working successfully at the same 
‘ lacking that improvization is more often _TU. .t,___ 
a pain than a pleasure to the listener. A 
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at the expense of a noble instrument, are a pain than , • -. . . 
nothing less than ignoble-and repulsive to word to the wtse should be sufficient, 
the refined taste. 
The organ seems to be essentially the 
instrument for the accompaniment or per¬ 
formance of religious music of a pure 
kind. Not the kind of religion that is 
fostered by trumpery kickshaws and tin- 
ABOUT ORGAN “ARRANGE¬ 
MENTS.” 
time. The student sees three parts— 
right hand, left hand and pedals—but the 
psychologist sees four parts—right hand, 
left hand, right foot and left foot. 
This suggested to me the idea of ex¬ 
ercising the right hand with the right 
foot, the right hand with the left foot, the 
,Au iomaIic 
Music Cabinets and 
Piano Bench Cabinets^ 
There are “back-number” purists who left hand with the left foot, the left hand 
■ . . . continue to insist that the organist should with the right foot, both hands with the 
sel, and dressed-up dolls, and every kind pjay nothing, either in church or concert right foot, both hands with the left foot, 
of theatrical trickery, which is only an ball> but musjc originally written for his both feet with the right hand, both feet 
external tickling of the senses, and has ;nstrUment. It is a very absurd conten- with the left hand and then finally both 
its part in the outer man; but that reli- lionj not £or a m0ment to be taken se- hands with both feet. There were prac- 
gion which lives in the innermost soul rious|y. Certainly there is plenty and to tically no exercises which covered this 
of man, and holds its place and exercises spare 0f “original” organ music, but, point, but I succeed in making up some 
ns influence in its deepest emotions. apart frotn tfie classic composers for the from a hymn book—some indeed were 
Such, in effect, is Sir Hubert Parry’s instrUment, the bulk of it is very dull 0nlv a measure long. Just then I was 
explanation of the dearth of first-rate stuff. working upon the exercises in Stainer’s the AuIomaiic 
original organ music. The reader will Beside Bach, Handel and Mendelssohn, Instruction Book and having great diffi- File is Index Co. 
ttadilv infer that Sir Hubert is one of 0f the great composers have writ- cuity with them. By the specialized prac- 
™ puntans who declaim against arrange- ,cn specjany for the organ? Not one. tlce indicated above l found that it was 
ments for the instrument. There, of Even Brahms, whose sombre and serious possible to play the Stainer exercises with 
course, Sir Hubert is somewhat illogical, sty)e wol,id have exactly suited the or- much less floundering. It is simply good 
lor if there is such a dearth of original ' e the instrument practically no pedagogy applied to organ playing going 
Organ music aHtnife wbir nnt rlmw . «. .1 1_— ikn stMlmnnvn nnf 
A Better Way to Take 
Care of Your Music 
Then you may order thr 
ile sIn e  .^ 
on other sources? 
he admits, why not draw atte’ntion. from the known to the unknown— 
EXTEM- SHOULD ORGANISTS 
PORIZE? 
■ Question as to whether an organ- 
As a matter of fact, organ arrange- jumping into the deep sea of organ com- I 
ments are necessary if only because there piexities without any knowledge of how 
is not enough interesting and inspired to swim a few strokes. I found some of 
original organ music to go round. With- ^te exercises in Mr. James H. Roger s 
out arrangements there could be no Pas- instruCtion book very helpful and int Your Organ 
st should extemporize is a very practical the organ at Christmas; no Dead March 
one which, judging by recurring corre- at funeral services; no Wedding March 
spondence in musical and other papers, at weddings; and the average person 
ems t0 excite a perennial interest. The would fail to hear a vast amount of the 
answer WoUld seem to be: “Why not, if best music. The puritans tell us that 
d2C?n,doit?” We all know that Men- there is no excuse for organ arrange- 
tssohns lmprovizations were enchant- ments now, when everybody can hear a 
Gui'mant was a master of the diffi- composition played or sung as the com- 
art Alfred Hollins, the blind’organ- poser intended. This, of course, is very 
And S*tf perfect genius in that direction, far from being the case. In larg;e town., 
whn Ulere are other capital improvizers vou may hear most things in their oftgi- 
" « names wffl at once nal form if you have patience and pence. 
’’!ated- But in small towns and in the country 
whtti,e?en’ in answering the question districts generally it is very different 
«n»ld orSanists should improvize. one Orchestras are not yet, and never will 
if Vcy’<<By a11 means—if they can do be, as common as organs, and there are 
^e reservation is crucial. Few thousands of genuine music-lovers wl 
can do 
Tk. improvization a oUa.» 
entirely dependent—and gratefully de- 
lights a" ignorea„tllnPrdOV,Zat,0n Besides that, it is often a pleasure to 
1 ,ha> makes nlenT f ’S those who have heard a good orchestral 
? >» Sa£V O, piano piece .0 refresh their memor. 
ttiatic chonj>slln<^anCe °* crash'ng ehro- 
i i - 
by listening to it on the organ. And. fur¬ 
ther, though the greater amount of 
ntmhles fnr ' T c“cl-ls’ adapted music is better heard in its ortgt- 
,!l Swell for K lthunder’ Shricks on the nal form, some things are intrinsically 
v, tor h„hi--- Lener sujted tQ the organ than to the tn- 
'•“"st ex. . --•nw uwiu an ui- strument for which they were composed 
iD aathem ??nzinS an introduction to Mendelssohn’s so-called Funeral ’March 
■ He began with a phrase or in E minor, from the Lieder ohne Worte, 
vox arpeggios, shakes, 
Pedal a"d Voix Celeste effects, 
• ^fles for thunder, shricks 
4 Ion f°r 1,glUning- and so c.. 
•* g ag0 Jhe writer heard ; 
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Milk Chocolate 
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Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing 
through their noses—but it requires an 
immense amount of training to make 
them mellow enough to blend with others. 
And it frequently happens that after a 
painstaking choirmaster has removed the 
rough edge from a boy's voice, the little 
chorister shows his gratitude by going off 
to some other church where the pay is 
perhaps a shilling a week more. Of 
course you may legally hind him down, 
l.ut he may turn nasty, and a sulky boy 
is intolerable. 
“It is also important to bear in mtnd 
that it is impossible to put old heads on 
young shoulders. A boy’s singing—with 
rare exceptions—is mechanical and soul¬ 
less compared with a person of mature 
years. You cannot expect to get a proper 
appreciation of and feeling in the words 
hy hoys under 14; and even if you could, 
there remain the difficulties attendant on 
their training and behavior. Some 
churches may be so favored as to secure 
good boys from cultured families, but the 
ordinary Sunday-school boy's manners, 
for instance, apart from his vocal train¬ 
ing, require a deal of polish and cultiva¬ 
tion before he can be pronounced tit and 
proper. Choir hoys are a source of end¬ 
less anxiety and trouble to most choir¬ 
masters, and far greater results in every 
way can be more easily secured when they 
do not take the place of women in church 
choirs. 
"Boys are sometimes enlisted in mixed 
choirs, but their voices do not always 
blend with those of women. In Wales 
especially they arc frequently used in the 
alto part, but the effect is often spoilt by 
a forcing of the voices. Speaking gener¬ 
ally, it is better to have either boys and 
men, or women and men in church 
choirs, the latter being the most satisfac¬ 
tory in every way.” 
CONCERNING THE ECHO 
ORGAN. 
BY HARVEY B. GAUL. 
The use of the Echo organ often seems 
unjustifiable. It is often abused as a 
trick instead of being used as a legiti¬ 
mate means to gain an effect. For in¬ 
stance. a favorite "stunt" (and the word 
"stunt" is really the word for it) is to 
use the Echo organ in the middle of a 
melodramatic piece, say The Storm hy 
l^febure-Wely or Lemmens. The per¬ 
former's idea may be to portray that 
"Holy Peace” or pervading quiet, that is 
supposed by the musical nature faker to 
come in the middle of all storms. You 
take a good healthy “storm” and let it 
rage chromatically up and down the great 
manual, and even have the thunder and 
lightning growling upon your 32-foot 
Bourdon. Presto! The turmoil and tu¬ 
mult stops and away off somewhere the 
tremulo and trill of some bird-like stop 
on the Echo organ is heard. 
The contrast is certainly marked, hut 
the effect is somewhat absurd. The 
"heavenly strain of far-off bells” is in 
truth a rather crude form of creating pic¬ 
ture music. In this way it is laughable 
whm in storm pieces the Echo organ is 
used. One feels inclined to turn and look 
for the music and most people do. It is 
just like watching fireworks and saying. 
“Ah-h-h" at the sky-rockets. 
There is a wav in which the Echo organ 
may he legitimatized (not that the organ 
is n»t legitimate, but that the organist’s 
playing of it often is not), and that is to 
play a few introductory chords on it pre¬ 
paratory t» a recital The old school of 
pianists were wont to improvise for a 
minute or two very quietly ere they 
opened a recital. Suppose an organ re¬ 
cital opens with a heavy Fugue or a 
Toccata of Bach's. The effect of the 
opening passage is a crash for the audi¬ 
ence. The opening smash of tone is as 
startling as the sudden blast of a steam¬ 
boat whistle. Would it not, then, be a 
good idea, presuming that the recital 
opens with a fortissimo passage, to pre¬ 
pare the audience by playing a short hymn 
or a few chords as a sort of prologue .to 
the recital proper? The pianists use such 
a scheme and it sounds very well. The 
prelude need not be lengthy, on the con¬ 
trary, it is better short. The influence 
on the audience, providing it is revelant to 
TALKING DURING THE 
VOLUNTARY. 
In church playing, it is the function 
of the voluntary to create the proper 
atmosphere for the service. The con¬ 
scientious organist is greatly annoyed, 
therefore when members of the con¬ 
gregation talk throughout the volun¬ 
tary. Of course, they think they are 
disturbing no one, as the organ drowns 
them out. Nevertheless, under such 
conditions, even the genius of a Handel 
or a Bach could never create an at¬ 
mosphere. With malicious pleasure I 
have at times cured such disturbers by 
ending a loud passage with a sudden 
pause—a complete stop in the music. 
Of course this leaves the disturbers 
in the midst of a sentence, talking 
rather loudly, and the consequent con¬ 
fusion has effectually cured them of 
their habit. These are vigorous meas¬ 
ures and this method should be used 
only as a last resort. 
Naturally, effective use of the pause 
depends entirely upon the selection 
being rendered. Some works present 
ample opportunity for effective pause, 
while others do not. 
THE QUALITY OF GOOD MUSIC. 
Any student of the best contemporary 
musical journals in Europe and America 
cannot fail at times to wonder what be¬ 
comes of all the new music that is writ¬ 
ten—not the cheap music of commerce, 
hut music designed to reach the hearts, or 
at least the heads, of cultivated musicians. 
Operas, symphonies, cantatas, tone poems 
innumerable, are launched almost daily 
on the sea of life. For the most part 
they make their little splash and then sink 
gracefully to the bottom. Now and then 
one of them manages to keep afloat, and 
thoughtful people wonder why this one 
frail barque should sail safely where 
many apparently stouter built vessels 
have sunk. Why is it that one composer 
can so use the twelve notes in the chro¬ 
matic scale as to produce a living work, 
while another fails utterly? 
“As the same block of marble,” says 
Eduard Hanslick in his work. The Beau¬ 
tiful in Music, “is converted by one 
sculptor into the most exquisite forms, 
by another into a clumsy blotch, so the 
musical scale, by different manipulation, 
becomes now an overture by Beethoven 
and now one by Verdi. In what respect 
do they differ? Is it that one of them 
expresses more exalted feelings or the 
same feelings more accurately? No, but 
simply because its musical structure is 
more beautiful. One piece of music is 
goud, another had, because one composer 
invents a theme full of life, another a 
commonplace one; because the former 
elaborates his music with ingenious origi- 
nality. whereas with the latter it becomes 
i anything worse and worse; because 
the harmony in one case is varied and 
novel, whereas in the other it drags on 
miserably in its poverty; because in one 
the rhythm is like a pulse, full of strength 
and vitality, whereas in the other it is 
not- unlike a tattoo.” 
Dr T; Felix 
GoUrcv.lid's II 
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ing, and glass tubing, and of a hollow There are a few inventions of a minor 
pipe of wood. Not long ago a violin character which d^pfYl t® come in o 
maker showed me a sound post which general use. One- of'trcffe i? me vu^ can 
flared out to three quarters of an inch i«d rubber tail-piece,-which ftas an elbow 
in the middle, forming a circular disk, bending down at the back, over the nbs 
in which was bored a hole a quarter of of the violin and fastening on the pin 
an inch in diameter. The inventor claimed which holds the tail-cord. This doesaway 
wondetful things for his invention (?),. wth the tail-cord altogether, a , 
Then experiments have been made by in- Piece fits directly on the pin. e 
creasing the number of sound posts to Hy of the tail-cord to break letting all 
two, three, or even four posts set around the strings go, and causing the bridge to 
at certain points in the violin, the bass- fly off, » one of the weak points of the 
bar being removed sometimes, and one violin, since it takes a goo violin 
or more sound posts substituted. on a new tail-cord, and get the violin 
ferent processes. Many years ago some Experiments have been made of mak- hack in tune. The new ta 1 p 
genius suggested the plan of baking the jng the bass-bar of various sizes and away with all this danger. 
_„„.tNF wood from which the violin was to be different kinds of material, of using a _„„„ 
edited by R made, and this method had quite a vogue bass-bar under the E string, instead of FIVE IMPRO • 
.. , _ _aid that the violin, for a time, only to be discarded as worth- a sound post, and using as high as four An Ohio violin maker claims to nav 
lT has often been s ^ nQt bccn kss Some valuable old violins, made bass-bars. An experimenter in New York made five distinct improvementsl over th 
musical lnstru _- thp . ** WPr(, ntl, the made a violin with four bass-bars, «"<• " v,n1,n mnstlv in minor pom 
E UNCHANGING VIOLIN. 
of all 
improved or changed form for the by the great masters, were put i 
» ordinary ioli , o tly i i r ints, 
gw'- •“ - . ' 7 , k d : the hooe of “imnrov- under each of the four strings, and an- however. He makes the pin which holds 
ss, two hundred years. About the year oven and baked in the hope ot imProv ^cr violin with four sound posts, 0ne the tail-cord at the back hollow, with 
;"hUw”t pr££l>rS“ 2 pro. under ..ring, He varied hi, e.peri- another removable pin inside it. By pull- 
which he rnade cf Ano.her theory which has bee. — 
fw. __ _t_in,,c masterrueces. nfton is that the tone can be lm- perjmellts 
CdSG SCI 
ELCAYA Traveling 
ryou for 
ere practically ruined in the pro- = it is ^ssibie to 
c- Another theory whlch has b®cn two bass-bars. While interesting as ex- look inside the violin, to see if the feet 
many of his most glorious asterpieces, ofte tried is t at the tone can be i - i ents djce 0{ these changes from of the sound post fit, or for any other 
some of which are, at the present day. proved by filling the pores of the wood ^ established order has come into purpose, without taking off the tail-piece, 
. i:-htinjr multitudes on the concert plat- with some kind of oil or other material, ral use> and the best violinists will letting down the strings, taking off the 
form Now two centuries after, our best before the violin is made. All sorts of nQt have the;r ,j0lins fitted with anything bridge, etc. This is an undoubted advan- 
•nlin m,ke« are devoting their best ef- “fillers” have been used, including many but a sound poSt and bass-bar of pine, tage. Every violinist suffers the mcon- 
forR to make violins which are, to a different chemical substances but no q{ normal sizCj placed in the same po- venience caused by the wearing of the 
bir’s breadth exact copies of these mar- great results have been achieved sitions as in the days of Stradivarius. notches in the bridge by tbe. .str,ng*’W!‘h 
’ ntn Violin makers have done much expen- yj0hn piayers are the most conserva- the constant tuning. The Ohio maker in 
''TWnk of the improvements which have menting with changing the shape of the f all instrumentalists, when it comes lays the top of the bridge with four small 
ll td £ S Sruments during violin, and altering the thickness of the d improvements, and want their pieces of ebony, where the notches for 
5 ,fme Compare E wonders of a top and back, only to find that nothing violinPsP fitted up exactly as in the time the strings come. As ebony is an ex 
modern grand piano, with its magnificent gives such good results as the dimen- q{ Stradivarius. The chin rest is about tremely hard wood, the notches wear 
sonority and singing tone, to the tinkling sions laid down by Stradivarius. Savart, ^ Qn]y invention which has come into much less than if they were cut in th 
harpsichord of that day.; contrast the an eminent French scientist, made a v o- really general use since that time. The soft maple of the bridge These notches, 
great organs of to-day with their wilder- lin the shape of an oblong box with ^ offices of thc United Statcs and cut in the inlaid pieces of ebony do not 
ness of pipes and vast resources of tone, square corners, m the hope of provi g P European countries are full of inven- seem to alter the tone of the violin un- 
the simple organs of the day that the shape of the violin badnothmg Josed t0 improve the violin, but favorably. Another improvement of this 
of Bach; think of the inventions which to do with the tone This ‘box fiddl inventors have made nothing from maker is the hollowing of the string 
have made modern wind instruments is celebrated m the history of the viol . hec&nse violin players will have box somewhat further into the head of 
marvels of tone, the invention of the and although many interesting thine t0 do w;th them. Considerable the violin than is ordinarily done, thus 
Boehm system flute, the development developed durmg Jhe expenmenU o nerthmg *^ ten made, however, by in- making it possible to push the A string 
of the modern French horn and other Savart with his ‘box Addlethere has mone^has heen^ ^ q{ ^ ^ farther through the peg, when a new one 
brass instruments. In the face of all of never been any danger of PP js put dm In an* ordinary violin, when 
this the violin has remained the same in ing the creation of Stradivarius, with its and shoulder rests, 
every respect as when it left the hands artistic shape and beautiful lines, 
of Stradivarius, Guarncrius, Maggini and 
the other masters of. violin making. TUNING THE PLATES 
Gladstone, the late prime minister of Probably more experimenting has be 
England, said that it had taken fully as done along the lines of tuj”"g the p a 
much ingenuity and genius to perfect the of the violin—the top and back—-to v - 
'iolin as it has to produce that marvel rious notes than any other. If, before tne 
of mechanical invention, the locomotive, violin is put together, the top or back is 
but he neglected to say that while the suspended hy a catgut string and struc 
"olin seems incapable of ’radical im- with the knuckle, it gives a musical note 
provement, the locomotive has been con- of definite pitch, just as when one o 
stantly improved and changed since its the bars of a xylophone is struck. It lias 
Iirsl invention, and is still in process of been the favorite theory of many vio in 
evolution. makers that if the thickness of the top 
While no improvements have been and back of the violin is gauged so as to 
made 'n the violin for two hundred years, give forth certain relative t )nes w ten 
which have come into really general use, struck, the violin when complete wi 
with the exception of the lengthening of possess an exceedingly fine tone. Many 
r* neck and increasing the size of the believe that the system of tuning tne 
“Jss bar. which are mere details, it is plates is the secret of the tone o ie 
rot because violin makers have not tried old Cremona violins. As might he sup- 
lmPr°ve it. Thousands have experi- posed, there is much controversy as 
and countless theories have been the interval of the notes to which 
.7 ')ut aN to no avail. A few changes plates should be tuned. A few yea 
alleged improvements have come into ago a firm of violin makers in cr 1 
O' united use for a brief period, only announced that their experts had so 
° S,nk “to oblivion in a short time. the Cremona secret, by the development 
of a secret system of tuning the top and 
Baking VIOLINS. back to certain notes. Many violins were 
iml .rge Volume could be filled with made and submitted to all the le^T! 
imnrr.Smgi accounts of these efforts to violinists of the day, many o 
Sr t e violin- Every kind of ma- gave testimonials to the firm’ 
,f bcen experimented with. Wood that the violins were thc equal of genuine 
y c°nceivable kind has been used, old Cremonas. 
"irr,i." a? Iother materials. I have seen Mr 
ium V10,ms ma,'c of iron, tin. alumin- SOUND POST AND LASS-BAR. 
Porcelain, and even one made As might be supposed, the sound post 
that thfo .. ^ UC' 1* goes without saying and bass-bar, the proper placing 
»v't;/luc Middle failed to develop has so much to do with the.tooe °fthw 
Cexb:i,hant tone. After all the count- violin, have come in for their M\ shar 
4 Itowevcr, it has been of improvements. Sound^pos sj^ ^ 
2 5^ 
lol'b! ,nollllng gives so good a tone made of every t».—, ■—, 
The,, a T,of Pine and fiacks of maple, ness, and of every kind of matenak ■ 1 a vast,- • - - seen sound posts made of ivor>. 
‘ vulcanized rubber tub- amount of experimenting lias hav 
n treating the wood 1 glass, bone, 1 
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THE ETUDE 
, ... A Uring i, pushrit 
peg. It strikes the end of the siring l«ix. I t|)c greatest assis- 
which will not let it go through the peg not fa but to be g 
far enough to admit of its being graspei ance j be made of 
by the linger*. Violin pfy.r, ot.oor-y J* » „ . 
pinchrrj ,o use ... IJW"S *• "l In .he 
HTrat 
provement which 
the tone. Onc daj - 
ss **<■«• -- 
patent for improving the tone of violins, like a hermit, and practising scales for 
which had just been granted to him. All several hours a day. but by a many-sided 
the invention consisted of was the lacing musical intercourse. . 
of a little silver wire between the short Of course no mechanical invention can 
lengths of string between the bridge and ever take the place of the actual human 
the tail-piece. He said that he had dis- performance, both as regards singing, yio- 
covercd that these short lengths of string lin, piano, or in fact any musical mstru- 
vibrate when the violin is played, and ment; but just as pictures maps, photo¬ 
produce discords with the notes being graphs, and designs of all kinds are ot 
played on the other side of the bridge the greatest advantage to students in other 
with the how. The silver wire was to branches, so sound-reproducing records 
check these vibrations, and he claimed and the work of the player piano can be 
that the tone of the violin was wonder- made of immense assistance to the student 
fully improved thereby. He demonstra- of music whose opportunities of hearing 
ted his invention for me, but unfortu- actual concert work are limited, if in¬ 
nately I could not see the slightest dif- telligently used. 
fcrcncc. whether his improvement was on I know of many leading teachers of 
or off, and did not invest. 
THE BRIDGE. 
It may readily be imagined that so 
bridge has not escaped attempts to i 
prove it. Bridges have been made of 
various substances other than wood, such 
avail himself of these wonderful inven- 
ms. Music is like a language, and, just 
the student of French or German 
ivory, bone, aluminium, etc. Every makes double progress if he hears the 
possible kind of wood has also been ex- language constantly spoken, so the prog- 
perimented with, as well as wood which ress 0f the student of music is enor- 
has been soaked in various kinds of oil m0usly expedited who is constantly lis- 
and chemical substances. Bridges have tening t0 the best music. The next best 
also been made with an extra foot in thing to actually seeing an object is to 
the middle and also with four feet, one see a photograph of it, so the next best 
under each string. The four-footed bridge thing to hearing a great violinist is to 
had quite a vogue in England among hear a sound-reproducing record of his 
amateur violinists seeking for novelties. playjng. While much of the tone and 
After all these experiments and changes, shading 0f the performance of a human 
however, the hest violinists prefer the violinist are lost in the record of his 
bridge made of maple with two feet, and playi„g, yet the phrasing, the brilliant pas- 
“■ sage work, and the general conception of with the same shape as originally de¬ 
signed by Stradivarius. 
Possibly at some future time some 
genius will discover some really radical 
improvement for the violin, but although 
thousands of bright minds all 
world have been working on the problem 
for the past two hundred years, there 
have not yet been any results. 
the work are preserved, and the violin 
student can learn much from them. 
THE SOUND-REPRODUCING MA¬ 
CHINE AS AN AID TO VIOLIN 
STUDY. 
AUGUST GEMUNDER & SONS 
42 East 23rd St. New York 
Makers of the Famous 
“Gemiinder Art” Violins 
When artists discuss the subject of Violin Maker, 
the name “Gemiinder” looms up as an undisputed 
authority. We will send any of our violins for free 
relul Student's and Old Violins as wd|“, £ 
Art”. Our catalogues will safely guide inn. All fret* Alan „l. ... 
ROOT VIOLINS 
Prices, $5.00 
to $150.00 
E. T. ROOT & SONS 
1530 E. 55th Street CHICAGO, ILL 
singing who advise their pupils to get 
records of the leading grand opera sing¬ 
ers and other great vocal artists, for use 
their studies, and there is no reason 
NEUNER VIOLINS 
We don’t c. sold until the cus- 
iniportant a feature of the violin as the why the violin student should not also 
ANSWERS TO VIOLIN QUERIES. 
A. M. n.—It would be as difficult to ad- 
rise you at long range what size violin your 
pupil would take, as it would be to sav 
what size suit will fit him. What governs 
the choice of a properly sized violin Is the 
length of arm and fingers more than age or 
height. Your best plan would be to have 
the pupil try different sizes. If hts fingers 
s re long enough to stretch the Intervals on 
a full sized, violin, in tune, by a!! means 
f , , ,. , , t'-t him use It. If his fingers are short and 
Onk of the great disadvantages under stumpy, and he plays the tones too tint with 
which the violin student who lives in the 1# flS5eL^hiCn**pIay!n^ on avvlolin 
.. ..ww 11 . , °I Vt “**• ho had better continue the use 
country or in a small city or town la- of the three-quarters size. You will make 
tmrs is the difficulty of hearing good vio- ?k confining him to the use of 
r • . , . . . . ... smaller size until his fingers enn 
l.tmts. or good music of any kind Tc stretch the intervals of a fnU sIzed lnstru- 
such students the various sound-produc- g*nce. ,ls very injurious to the ear 
ing machines and the player piano offer to 
great assistance. Records of the playing from the of a violin which is too 
of leading violin compositions by the ' 
worlds greatest violinists can now be pro- J- It is impossible to sav what ts 
1 ,hc or,8inal1 ?tring from 
^Violinists, Attention! 
You can have your choice 
of the finest collection of 
Old and New Stringed 
Instruments in America 
kon Thirty Days’ Trials 
' VLTR1TE TODAY for free copy Vv of the new Lewis Catalog ot 
Violins,’Cellos, etc. Don't think of buying a Violin, 
Viola, ’Cello or other stringed instrument until .von 
have -een this book. It will post you thorough!? 
on violin values; tells you how to judge a violin by 
the wood, varnish and construction, and why we 
free trial. Write at once. 
t pay ei o johbe 
« you the benefit of tl 
10 TO 30 DAYS’ FREE TRIAL 
ry any Instrument in our stock before you decide to bu 
WM. F. LEWIS & SON, Makers and Importer! 
(Est. 1869) 225 So. Wabash Ave.. Chicago, III 
VIOLIN MAKERS!-We make a epecialls af Imported ~ 
Protect Front Panel. Fail Bosrd. 
Lock-Strip and Bottom Board in® 
scratches and mars. Invaluable ffl 
Studios, Sales-rooms, Home*. 
Transparent and Inconsp.cuous--*« 
cut in November, 1911. Etv°»- 
Descriptive circular showing *»«»• 
____ductory price sent on request. 
C. W. GRAVES, 417 Broadway, Logansport, lad. 
Graves 
Piano 
Shields 
cured, which, while they 
from being as effective at _0__ 
are still of immense educational value to 
the struggling violin student living in a I'"1.,J" 
place where good violin playing is never *A ij% 
to be heard. Moreover, the student can l,‘'.st v,olin 
have the record repeated as often as he law dTv" ' 
•ikes, which would be impossible if he violin make^who makes Va'pertalto 
were hearing the original on the concert * pa,rtns hlRh class old violins? P ** 
platform. Being the owner of a sound- VAN H. M.-Tho Dancla Method. Hob- 
reproducing machtne. he can make him- a«Jd V Kivser Eri del nT"1;, V,0,‘n. Sch°o1' 
self familiar to a great extent with the &!°i.e<SnnS^m^ 
Plaaa. ment.on THE ETUDE whan aidJEj^ ^vUrera. "UrP°Se' 
}tjhtied playing, or maybe the 1 
,1P halr of your how raav 
\ may not ho properly ros- 
gcitlng first class "strings.0 The 
eannot give forth a good tone 
°n-.,fn 5° Ktrlngs- You live In a ■H t take your violin 
The Musical Leader 
- PUBLISHED WEEKLY =-=~ 
$2.50 a Year 
Ten week.’ trial subscription, fifty cents 
The Recognized Authority on all -«“***' Matters for the Central and Western sia 
In conjun* th ETUDE, advantaBaou' 
MCKK AI, LEADER. reg«lsr pO" ) CluG 
and^ETI Dfc, rceulnr |.rl- *'-50 j fORBOlH 
Address THE MUSICAL LEADER 
McCormick Building. ^CHICAtW 
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PLAYER-PIANO 
Enables every one to interpret, correctly and i 
any musical selection. 
(If you are satisfied with a noise, any cheap player piano 
EMERSON PIANO CO. 
rom ^best ideas. 
„ n,,r friends ask us how it 
nTto find new subjects, new ideas 
isP“Sf er al in the musical educational 
fet us aU admit that there is noth- 
tield. Lctus,^ the sun. That thought 
i« ne'V U"been a platitude when Solo- 
-«JTi.WoE«tai»Ks.V«. 
2'holly true. Electricity ,s as 
“*IS Lhtning. There doubtless was 
Wtrkity long before there was amber to 
Kits name. Yet electricity comes 
P ,< now in a thousand guises that are 
y very new. Wireless telegraphy is 
infant in the scientific world. 
ne marvels of radium have not yet done 
daggering our imaginations and toppling 
^ the iron-clad theories of the old- 
■' IJinkers, who fail to realize that 
L things which seem the most substan¬ 
tial'we after all the most fluid. 
Again every writer has hts own dif¬ 
ferent way of presenting new facts or old 
-ruths disguised in new verbal frock*. 
Each writer catches the rhythm of the 
hour and throws it into his lines in such 
a way that the reader of the musical 
journal feels the beat and is animated by 
it Some teacher working quietly in a 
remote village discovers a better method 
of developing some one of the thousands 
of little details that come up in the daily 
work of the pupil. She puts this in 
simple words and we are always glad 
to pass it on to The Etude thousands 
who with unprejudiced minds seek the 
best, no matter whence it comes. 1 
Some of the world’s greatest advances 
have come from the impulses first sent 
out from tiny hamlets. From the very 
start The Etude has been splendidly dem¬ 
ocratic. Side by side with some article 
vritten by a musician whose name will 
* immortal you will find paragraphs 
iy some writer djelivering her first mes¬ 
sage to the musical world. We want it 
hat way. Merit, suitability for our needs, 
limeliness, and pulsating vital interest de¬ 
termine the availability of all articles 
sent in. Influence, prestige, advertising 
have nothing whatever to do with it. We 
are glad to read anything that has some 
new and refreshing thought,—anything 
that shows that the writer has the rare 
>hility to consider old educational ideas 
kom a new angle or the gift to invent 
practical methods. 
Successful writing, whether in music, 
geology, navigation, plumbing or in any 
outer,field, depends upon richness of 
.°“?UL It is the expression of that 
,m, which c°mes from a sound, alert, 
ympathetic mind, housed in an active 
y which has traveled through the halls 
« learnmg, those wonderful edifices 
I.lc. nature has erected round about 
0 0 ”s- Sometimes we think that if 
. 2 0 fk* writers who submit articles 
Li. ”e Etude had taken the pains to 
of w oser study °f the delightful art 
*-«, for instance, read such 
£, .. ,** ^r'° Bates’ Talks on Writing 
r./p. or Barrett Wendell’s English 
Rlves°(l,l<m' could express them- 
mfs‘ar successfully. Having a 
5 mess* an” "aving the ability to express 
Atihi.*386 are tWo qu'te different things. 
ltachertm°ment dwe are doubtless many 
idea *li I'**} Up°n tPle edge of a splendid 
idea Z eSCrVes to preserved,-an 
’-eacherc jmUSt waste<f because these 
ing proces° not un<ferstand the preserv- 
v»ted ,Writing can not be culti- 
tlie Qse , y “Y reading books. As in 
always m°n 1 -e comP°ser, the message is 
Sir Huh16 1I"portan’t than the delivery. 
An ert Barry in Style in Musical 
to Musi*. fSe^ t'1e bought in its relation 
“The unsophisticated justly realize by 
instinct that the musical work of art does 
not establish its value by the manner in 
which it is put together, nor by the mere 
skill in management of machinery or 
deftness in organization that it displays. 
These latter may be intensely valuable 
and interesting in a secondary sense, but 
the real ultimate value of works of art 
depends on what they have to present, 
upon what the composer actually has to 
say. 
When the delivery becomes technically 
excellent and the message is great the 
composer becomes a master. So, in the 
case of the writer, many have a real mes¬ 
sage and yet have not the skill to present 
it effectively. A short time ago we met an 
elderly physician who late in life acquired 
the writer’s skill. He published his first 
book himself and it met with great suc¬ 
cess and made way for the immediate 
acceptance of three other books by an¬ 
other publisher. He had the wonderful 
knack of employing words that lifted the 
thought right up from the printed page 
and transferred it to the reader’s mind 
in a manner that kindled the imagination 
like a flame. To take a technical subject 
and infuse it with so much interest that 
it becomes genuinely “absorbing” is a far 
higher test of literary skill than the pro¬ 
duction of transient fiction. Maeterlinck 
has done it with the Bee, Henry Ward 
Beecher did it with Religion, Rusktn did 
it with Painting, Dr. Woods Hutchinson 
does it with Hygiene, Kent did it with 
the History of Education, Tyndall did it 
with Physics, Agassiz did it in Nature 
Study, Serviss has done it in Astronomy, 
Oliver Wendell Holmes did it with Anat¬ 
omy, Dickens did it when he wrote on 
Education and Frederick Corder has done 
it with Instrumentation and Composition. 
USEFUL ARTICLES. 
Every day we receive articles that re¬ 
semble paragraphs filched from some text 
book, or some dictionary. They are cold 
destitute of charm and devoid of that 
stimulating interest that shou.d mark all 
manuscripts intended for The Etude. 
The fact that we have been fortunate m 
discovering material that has freshness, 
vigor, character and novelty in treatment 
enables us to make each issue of l he 
Etude have the stamp of newness, ^ that 
makes our readers write us that eacn 
issue seems better than the last. it is 
a splendid practice for the teacher to 
write down his thoughts, if °n*y *° &e 
his ideas straightened out in his own 
mind. If he writes a long article upon 
some special proprietary method, or upon 
some high-brow subject of interest only 
to one in one hundred readers he may 
expect to have his manuscript back very 
promptly. However, if he writes a short, 
clear, crisp, article of a few hundred 
words, bringing out some idea that will 
make the average student want to rush 
to the keyboard to test its usefulness, 
his article stands a splendid chance of 
being accepted. There is a ways far 
more chance for a short article (300 to 
500 words) than for a long article, 
and there is always more chance for 
an article that appeals to the student 
than one that appeals to the teacher, since 
the latter articles are written by known 
specialists. An appropriate anecdote ts 
like a window letting light tn a technical 
article. The Etude is always glad to 
read articles from writers who really 
have something to say, and who are 
able to say it in a taking manner without 
a waste of words. Henry Ward Beecher 
used to say: “When you want to make 
a switch tingle, take off the leaves. 
We demand that every issue of I he 
Etude shall have an atmosphere of new¬ 
ness, freshness, soundness set off JW 
Pprhans vou can help 
MAKE YOUR LESSONS ENJOYABLE 
The little touch of Romance, Anecdote and Educational 
Information, which gives zest to the lesson and happiness to 
the pupil, is supplied by the new and captivating book, 
Stories of Standard Teaching Pieces 
By EDWARD BAXTER PERRY 
Virtuoso, Pianist, Lecturer and Author 
Price, $1.50 
Mr. Perry’s famous book,“DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSES 
OF PIANOFORTE COMPOSITIONS,” has helped and in- • 
spired thousands of teachers and pupils. The new work will 
prove even more useful because-it deals with pieces from the 
third to the seventh grades. The surest way in which to 
awaken the interest of a dull pupil, is to place in his posses¬ 
sion a copy of this work, which describes the pieces he plays— 
pieces like the gems from Grieg, Godard, Nevin, Rubinstein, 
Schytte and other composers of immensely popular music. 
Interesting Lessons are Successful Lessons 
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"FELIX. THE FORTUNATE.” 
Them: was a moist, springy smell in 
the air. It was Friday, the third of 
February. Ben and Mary were trudg¬ 
ing down the street, silently, hand in 
hand. They were on their way to 
Marsh's studio. 
“I wouldn’t he a pianist, if I were 
you, Mary—I'd go in for typewriting.” 
It was Hen who broke in upon 
Mary's dream of robins and crocuses; 
only the day before Mary had confided 
to him that she \ as going to be a 
"pianistc” when she "got big.’’ 
"What's the use when there’s not a 
thing in sight hut notes and keys and 
keys and notes?” 
“Better unstopper your ears, then!” 
and Mary bounded up the studio steps 
two at a time 
As they were taking off their coats 
Hen mumbled something about having 
"a hum lesson" and he hoped Mary 
would have to play first. Mary was 
just about to open the door into the 
studio when Miss Marsh stepped out 
all smiles and mystery. 
A BIRTHDAY SURPRISE. 
“I’ve a surprise," she said. "It’s 
-omebody’s birthday, and in place of a 
regular lesson we're going on a jour¬ 
ney down one of those glorious sun¬ 
shiny paths that lead to Musicland.” 
She laid aside the music rolls and took 
each child by the hand. 
“You know, my dears, there is so 
much music that is merely key hitting, 
so many black notes on the page, and 
so little joy in getting them onto the key¬ 
board, so much measuring time by 
clocks and so much pretense about 
practicing .” 
"Whose birthday is it?" demanded 
Ben, who hated sermons when they 
seemed to aim his way and somehow 
Miss Marsh had become a inind reader 
lately. He wondered how music teach¬ 
ers could know so much when their 
ears seemed made for tone, their eyes 
for fingering and their minds for new 
methods. 
“We'll see,” answered Miss Marsh. 
“We arc going to follow the life of 
a little boy who was born this day in 
the bustling old city of Hamburg.” 
“Oh I know,” said Mary, “It’s Felix 
Mendelssohn!" 
"Yes, Felix, the fortunate, the happy, 
like a young robin, found himself 
tucked into the home nest on .lucky 
Friday, in 1800. His real name is 
Jakob I.udwig Felix Mcndclssohn- 
Bartholdy, almost too long for a mod¬ 
ern calling card, isn’t it?” and Miss 
Marsh led the way into the studio. 
'We'll commence in this comer," she 
said, but the two children were too*- ing 
around the walls in amazement. There 
were large pictures, small pictures aid 
colored pictures of towns, of cities, of 
men and women: near the piano there 
was a large picture of Mendelssohn 
on an easel hung with evergreens and 
a German flag. There was a bowl of 
crocuses on the piano and The Songs 
Without Words on the rack. The 
studio was fragrant with that same 
springy perfume they had noticed out¬ 
side. 
“Why I like this.” and Ben beamed 
his approval. 
“Our first stopping place is right 
here in front of the birthhouse at 
Hamburg, it is three stories high and 
stands on a corner as you see; there is 
a memorial tablet over the door. Felix 
left Hamburg when he was two. 
“When people travel in Europe they 
carry itinerary books, like this.” Miss 
Marsh gave them bright covered little 
note books with a pencil and eraser 
attached. "As we journey around the 
s' 
MENDELSSOHN ,\ 
walls yon are to note the things that 
impress you most, then we ll compare 
notes next lesson." 
“Let’s carry the map of Musical Eu¬ 
rope (September Etude, 1910) it’s so 
convenient. We’ll consult it as to the 
best route to Berlin. It was to that city 
that the Mendelssohn family had to flee 
in disguise, with their three small chil¬ 
dren. Life in Hamburg was impos¬ 
sible after the Fren-h arrived." 
“Trouble vanished ir. Berlin, and the 
Mendelssohns became prominent bank¬ 
ers and lived in a large house.” 
“Who’s this lady in the fine bonnet?’’ 
Ben asked, pointing to a tinted picture. 
“That’s Felix’s mother, wise and lov¬ 
ing: a little strict, too, but never severe. 
She gave her time to educating her 
children. Fanny, who was four years 
older than Felix, had ’Bach fugue 
fingers’ it is said. It is quite true that 
she played the twenty-four Bach Pre- 
ludrs and Fugues by heart with great 
skil1 
“Tho children never practiced with¬ 
out the mother sitting near and keeping 
w? 1 her plan of five min¬ 
ute daily lessons was a good one I 
wish we might have daily lesion* ” 
Whereupon Ben jotted down in his 
book “I don’t, two’s puff. But Miss 
Marsh didn’t see him, she and Mary 
had passed on to the third group of 
pictures. 
"This is Paris, beautiful and clean, 
with glorious parks and drives. Here 
Felix, aged seven, and Fanny, aged 
eleven, went with their father, who 
made the trip on business. He must 
have been a kind and thoughtful man, 
for he took the entire family, his wife 
and four children. In Paris the two 
children had their first lessons from 
a professional teacher, Mine. Bigot. 
After their return to Berlin, lessons be¬ 
gan in earnest; piano, counterpoint and 
thorough bass, violin, drawing and 
Greek. Though lie was the son of a 
rich man there were no idle moments 
for little Felix. 
“I want you to see Goethe, the great 
poet. He and the gifted boy were the 
warmest friends. Goethe invited him 
to his house for a fortnight and every 
afternoon the old poet would open the 
piano saying, ‘Felix, I have not heard 
you at all to-day, so you must make tie 
a little noise.’ The boy would sit and 
play Haydn, Mozart, Bach and Beel ha¬ 
ven while in the- shadow sat Goethe his 
‘old eyes flashing fire.’ 
FAMOUS MUSICAL PARTIES. 
“This is von Weber, for whom Felix 
had a romantic attachment, and here 
we are in front of the palatial Mendels¬ 
sohn house, with rooms that seemed 
to be especially fitted for concerts and 
parties. It was the meeting place for all 
the distinguished men and women in 
Berlin, and Sunday mornings found 
them assembled there. Felix, hand¬ 
some and talented, improvising with 
amazing skill, was the center of this 
charming circle of friends. At these 
musical parties his compositions were 
performed almost before the ink was 
dry. This gave him the opportunity of 
hearing the things lie had written, an 
opportunity that Schtibert sighed for 
in vain. 
“Felix did the conducting even when 
he had to stand on a stool to be seen. 
Sunday was memorable for another 
reason. It was the only morning that 
the children \yere not forced to get up 
at five A. M. to work.” 
“Oh my!" sighed Ben, as he noted 
this information in his book. “Indus¬ 
try has its reward, Ben.” Miss Marsh 
held up the picture of a boy in tight 
fitting jacket cut low in the neck. “At 
twelve Felix began to compose se¬ 
riously: he never could have done it 
without hard work first. Felix was 
thoroughly happy. The joyousness 
was never crushed out of him as with 
little Beethoven. After long hours of 
work at the piano, he would dash into 
the garden, clearing hedges with a leap, 
running, singing and climbing trees like 
a squirrel. 
“Now comes the time when Felix 
was no longer a child. Papa Mendels- 
sohn took him to Paris once more and 
here Felix was plunged into musical 
!ZKtyA H«met a" th; celebrities of 
the day-Hummel, Ilerz, Rossini, 
Kalkbrenner and Meyerbeer.' His 
lather took him to Cherubini for ad¬ 
vice. Mendelssohn describes the old 
I'lorentme maestro as ‘an extinct vol¬ 
cano. now and then blazing up, but all 
covered with ashes and stones.’ 
t..Back ‘° Berlin ‘hey go. the father 
think,ng home the best place for his 
t>oy. Here is a picture of the garden 
hat surrounded the m house in the 
v e.ps.gerstrasse and this is the Garten- 
n“Us 'vhere ‘he Midsummer Might’s 
Dream was first played, Felix, Aen 
seventeen doing the conducting. Here 
Fanny and Felix studied and worked 
with lilac bushes and flower? 
with walks and paths leading to sum’ 
mer houses and shady nooks. It Waf* 
place made for fairies, nightingales and 
gifted children. 
Now I want you to double star our 
next point of interest. If Mendelssohn 
had done nothing beside unearthing 
Bach’s music he would still be famous 
and I believe we owe it all to his 
Grandmother Mendelssohn, who put a 
copy of Bach’s St. Matthew’s Passion 
under the Christmas tree in 1823 
From that time Bach was an absorbing 
theme with Felix. Six years later he 
conducted the first performance of this 
great choral work since Bach’s death. 
A curious thing happened at the con¬ 
cert. Another score had been placed 
upon the conductor’s desk by mistake, 
and Mendelssohn directed this intri¬ 
cate work by heart, turning the pages 
one by one in order not to create a 
feeling of uneasiness or fear on the 
part of the singers and musicians. Re¬ 
member it is to Mendelssohn that we 
are indebted for our present day knowl¬ 
edge of Bach’s music.” 
Ben and Mary scribbled frantically in 
their impression books, and Mb 
Marsh took out her watch and sighed, 
“Why is it,” she said, “that we al¬ 
ways have to hurry so. Here we are 
at the most interesting place and just 
look at the pictures to do! We’ll have 
to rush madly like real tourists and flit 
from point to point, just touching the 
high peaks of prominence. 
“Try to remember London. His re¬ 
ception there was balm to his spirit, 
and he met the young Queen Victoria. 
With the exception of Handel, no for¬ 
eign -isician has been so beloved by 
the English as Mendelssohn. 
“Here is Leipsic, where he became 
conductor of the Gewandhaus orches¬ 
tra. This is a picture of Jenny Lind, 
the singer so much admired by Men¬ 
delssohn, for whom he wrote his ora¬ 
torio, Elijah, the most popular oratorio 
in the world with the exception of the 
Messiah. 
HL'W THE END CAME. 
“We must consult our maps again | 
as we journey down to Frankfort-am- | 
Main, where Mendelssohn metCecilie I 
Jeaurenaud, who became his wife. Fan- 1 
ny had mat ried the painter, Hensel. The I 
shock of h ?r death in 1847 prostrated I 
Mendelssohn, who was greatly over¬ 
worked at the time. He died in Leip- i 
sic, Thursday, November 4, 1847. A I 
student writing from there that day. I 
says, ‘It is lovely weather here, but an I 
awful stillness prevails. We feel as I 
though the king were dead.’ Mendels¬ 
sohn was buried in Berlin near his sis- I 
Ur and parerts, and this is a sprig « 
ivy I took from the grave one cold j ^ ^ 
blustering day in December; but the grow I 
ana ivy was as fresh as summer green, 
even the snowflakes danced across the 
grave like white fairies and seme way 
I could not feel really sad.” 
“Can’t we have some music?” Mary 
asked. 
“I have only time for a few pi*r ' 
These Songs Without Words have 
the people’s classics for seventy- 'c 
years and we should know all of them- 
Numbers t vo, three and twelve i 
Opus eight, and Numbers seven, ten 
and twelve ir. Opus nine, were co ^ 
lything under her own name •• ‘ 
was not the fashion then for women 
compose and Felix did not appr°v*' 
“Here’s the Venetian Boat Song 
- we shall study soon; it’s only.. . 
worked, pages long, but hear how effective, i 
^^n and Seehow it sinks to rest 
‘r,1he end, running down to silence. 
ehlina Song is too advanced for 
The melody is as subtle and deli- 
as these crocuses.” 
C Miss Marsh pulled out two of the 
flowers and gave them to the children. 
‘•There is a plaintive, almost melan- 
cholv touch to that melody. 
“Here’s that delightful run-away 
Spinning Song. I almost wept tears of 
10V when Paderewski played it. Tins 
Ztto is a fine thing, too. It is sup- 
ed to be a conversation between 
Mendelssohn and his fiance. The Fu- 
,ml March is wonderfully solemn and 
dignified, it’s a whole drama worked 
out in forty-eight measures. Mos- 
cheles orchestrated it and they played 
it at Mendelssohn’s funeral. How 
somber and mysterious it must have 
sounded as they wound down those 
narrow streets in Leipsic. 
“Hans von Billow said, ‘A Song With¬ 
out Words, by Mendelssohn, is to me 
as classic as a poem by Goethe.’ We’ll 
understand that more thoroughly after 
we begin the study of these well-pro¬ 
portioned tone poems. 
“Please try to remember this—the 
thing that made it possible for Men¬ 
delssohn to accomplish so much was 
the practical business habit of doing 
one thing at a time and doing it well. 
His watch-word was ‘Order and Con¬ 
centration.’ 
“Try to remember February third, 
1809. It gave us Mendelssohn, whose 
music is the gateway that leads into 
that rich and storied land of old mas¬ 
ters and the classics; and as for key- 
hitting, Ben, it is said that when Men¬ 
delssohn played he would lean far over 
the keyboard as if watching the strains 
which came out of his finger tips. Try 
to listen that way,and bring the results 
to me.’’ 
THE MONTH OF PLANS. 
February is the planning month, the 
time when gardeners scan seed catalogs 
and housewives ponder spring styles. It 
is the awakening month; the month when 
nmsic students should be thinking a bit 
about spring recitals and summer work. 
Perhaps the hardest thing to do in.our 
jfoidy work is to plan for the future, for 
luture’ always seems such a long, long 
way off to young people. 
I‘ is easy, after the final recital in 
*Pr|ng, to lay books and music aside and 
o orget all about the recent ordeal of 
u> c performance, practice and memor- 
'"g,: bu“llls is precisely what we should 
not do. After we have pulled ourselves 
P to the splendid height of a recital 
of n,S 2here’ so bere is where some 
pi“r February plans may come in. 
honlf" t '-r ,s keep a musical memory 
unforo«Ae, th,e gardener> we can plant 
the f?, ue beauties ‘here, and then 
grow!" ^ 18 b Watching a ‘king 
Plan II. I knew a little music student 
who never could learn her piece until 
she knew what the composer of it looked 
like. Her sheet music was like a scrap¬ 
book, covered with pictures of the com¬ 
poser and stories of his work. Poems 
that were appropriate for any particular 
composition were always cut out and 
pasted on the music. I can assure you 
she had a most valuable collection of 
pictures. The idea was catching, and sev¬ 
eral girls of the class began collecting 
pictures, poems and all sorts of informa- 
With so many pictures at hand, I am 
certain this would be an easy task for Business, 
any of us. The things we have to hunt 
out for ourselves are seldom forgotten, 
and every search we make is so much 
gained forever. 
A Department of Information Regarding New 
Educational Musical Works 
beS'des being a stimu‘ 
which tom ' S6rve as a gauge by 
month we vLaSl're °Ur progress- If ,ast 
Page SrlL 6 memonzed only a two- 
candoafrZ0’" perbaPs ‘‘’is month' we 
month it n?,Ur",Paged Adagio, and by next 
some sonat ^ ,a ^bcde movement from 
line at a J* Is ordy V adding a 
“Fjjreat things.^ ^ arr'Ve at the door 
the pals -™al1 notebo°k and divide off 
In the COnvenie"t sized columns. 
Position - in tbe t‘t*e °* t,1e com- 
kev, opus anH ,! owing sPace put the 
write he " nUmbcr'- the last column 
T^r this TP°Ser's name- 
^ how fast °nly for one summer, and 
grows. Yo !TnSl°Wly,thc memory 
your n„ X U kfctw, either way will 
two thing P°gress and Purpose, one of 
““"gs-endeavor 0r indifference. 
THE NEED FOR SYSTEM. 
Plan III. System is a good word to 
have before us. Business men use it 
every instant in our big, busy country, 
so why should we be dilatory about ac¬ 
cepting a good thing? There can be no 
mistake in system, in practicing it and 
following its path. Try it first on an 
easy part of your work. For instance, 
keeping one’s music in order seems a 
trifle, and if we begin in time, before 
the pages are torn and scattered, it would 
be a trifling matter; but few of us give 
a thought to the'appearance of our sheet 
•music and books. How indignant we 
would be if, on a shopping tour, we were 
compelled to wait for clerks to sort out 
material from untidy drawers; but, when 
we are asked to play, how much time 
have we wasted rummaging through hope¬ 
lessly disordered music cabinets, pulling 
out stray pages from several composi¬ 
tions1 If you have been observing you 
will have noticed that music dealers keep 
sheet music in manila paper wrappers, 
with the name of the piece written on the 
outer fold of the wrapper. 
This system can be put into practice 
by any music student, and to advantage, 
for who likes to play from tottering 
pages that threaten to fall if a sigh es¬ 
capes? Sheet music will last years, even 
a lifetime, if properly cared for; then 
there are always pleasant associations 
with a piece that has been marked and 
studied by others. 
System, orderliness, neatness, all these 
go with the collection of a musical library. 
Plant IV. To begin even as early as 
February to-arrange the summer’s work; 
to make up one’s mind now not to take 
a three months’ complete vacation. It 
has always seemed to me that summer 
time was especially planned for music 
students. It is warm, there are no frigid 
parlors and frosty piano keys to com¬ 
plain of, no stiff muscles and cold fingers. 
If one’s muscles are ever supple and 
flexible it is in warm weather. 
Then, again, there is no school to take 
time from one’s complete concentration 
upon music; there are fewer social in¬ 
terruptions; so, all in all, summer is the 
time in which to fulfill the plans made 
now. If we wish to take a lesson from 
more experienced musicians let us scan 
the list of industrious artists, opera stars 
and instrumentalists who devote their 
summer’s lull in concert routine to the 
preparation of the following season s 
programs. 
Few of us are ever ready to play at 
the opening recital in the fall, and some¬ 
times our teachers must wait ever so 
long for us to get back into working 
order. 
So let’s set before us an “ideal.” Let’s 
pretend that we, too, must work like the 
Melbas, the Paderewskis and the Ysayes 
of the music world, that we, too, have 
ambitions and must work for the year 
beyond, preparing new material, practic¬ 
ing and looking ahead. 
The New Year has 
begun with every 
indication that those connected with edu¬ 
cational work are exceptionally busy. 
Music schools and teachers report re¬ 
newed activity, and the interest that slack¬ 
ened during the holiday season seems to 
have revived with unusual activity. One 
of the best evidences of this is the num¬ 
ber of mail orders of all kinds daily re¬ 
ceived by this house, the January orders 
being quite remarkable for their size and 
variety. It is a source of great pleasure 
to us to handle these orders and to be 
in touch with so many teachers, and we 
take some pride in the fact that we are 
equipped in every way to do justice to the 
wants of all. 
An Important This firm has pur- 
Purchase. chased the entire 
business of the 
John F. Ellis Co., of Washington, D. C., 
which firm has been in existence 46 years 
and has a catalog containing many 
popular numbers. The stock of sheet 
music and books filled an entire freight 
car. The plates and copyrights and the 
stock of sheet music and books, and the 
good will of the concern are now merged 
with the Theodore Presser Co., and all 
orders for the music of the John F. Ellis 
Co., both from the trade and the profes¬ 
sion, should be sent to this house in the 
future. 
The Parcels Post. Although the new 
system of mailing 
parcels at a lower rate than formerly will 
be of immense service to all the people, 
and in certain regards will save money 
for our. patrons, we regret to announce 
that in one important particular the new 
service is not available, all printed matter 
being excluded from this class of mail; 
consequently, the printed matter rates 
hitherto in force are not affected by the 
change, and music and books are still 
available only at the rate of two ounces 
for one cent—not a high rate in reality 
and on small parcels actually lower than 
that of the parcels post, which latter rec¬ 
ognizes no fraction of a pound and re¬ 
quires the payment of postage for a.full 
pound, or, if ever so little over one pound, 
the charge is for two pounds and so on 
up to the maximum weight—eleven 
pounds. However, we shall be able to 
save money for our patrons on the car¬ 
riage of many necessities, such as met¬ 
ronomes, music rolls, satchels, music 
stands and other merchandise formerly 
mailable only at ounce rates. The new 
service is giving excellent satisfaction and 
without doubt will remain as a permanent 
institution. 
New Music. Before the close 
of the present 
teaching season we shall send out several 
lots * of NEW MUSIC (on sale) and it 
is not too late for any teacher to sub¬ 
scribe for the remainder of the season; 
no one is required to purchase any of the 
music unless it is found useful and re¬ 
turns need not be made until June. The 
parcels are small and contain the newest 
teaching pieces or songs. In placing an 
order for novelties it is only necessary to 
say whether one wishes piano music or 
vocal music (or both). Orders may be 
cancelled at any time. 
Music on Sale. Perhaps the best 
and most gratify¬ 
ing part of the teaching season is that 
which follows the holidays and ends in 
May or June; by this time teachers will 
have been able to acquaint themselves 
with each pupil’s possibilities and to 
gauge proficiency and progress, seeing in 
many cases much more that is satisfac¬ 
tory and promising than might have been 
possible in the earlier part of the season; 
the advancing pupil should be encouraged 
with fresh and interesting work, but the 
teacher may be in doubt as to what to as¬ 
sign; this is the point at which a good 
supply of teaching and recreation pieces, 
studies and exercises is of much assist¬ 
ance to the teacher; to obtain such a sup¬ 
ply it is only necessary to give us a fairly 
definite idea of what is needed, and a 
generous supply is immediately sent ON 
SALE subject to the return of the un¬ 
used and unsold portion wlien the teach- 
Everything for the Garden 
is the title of our 1913 catalogue — the most beautiful and complete I 
horticultural publication of the day—really a book of 204 pages, I 
8 colored plates and over 800 photo engravings, showing actual results I 
without exaggeration. It is a mine of information of everything in I 
Gardening, either for pleasure or profit, and embodies the results of I 
over sixty-five years of practical experience. 
To give this catalogue the largest possible distribution we make the | 
following liberal offer: 
Every Empty Envelope 
Counts As Cash 
And Also Send Free of Charge 
Our Famous 50-Cent “HENDERSON” COLLECTION OF SEEDS j 
of Ponderosa Tomato, Big Boston Lettuce .Scarlet Globe | 
BadiEh,'Henderson’s Invincible Spencer Sweet Peas, in a coupon envelope. whk 
accepted as a 25-cent cash payment on any order In addition, all ordering from this advertiser.^.. Garden Guide and Record. This is a handbook of general garde 
tables, cooking recipes, cultural directions, etc., etc., and in 
o--- 
noth Butterfly Pansies ax 
ting to $1.00 and upward. 
Peter Henderson & Co 35 & 37 | CORTLANOT ST. 
• New York City 
please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. 
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ing season closes, before which time no 
settlement is required. Teachers not 
acquainted with our “ON SALE PLAN" 
should write for information; those who 
have already tested its value arc invited 
to renew business relations with us; those 
who still have portions of ON SALE 
packages received in the fall arc invited 
to send in a supplementary order to re¬ 
plenish supplies now lacking in any par¬ 
ticular. All orders will receive prompt 
and careful attention. 
Indian Music. There is an ever- 
increasing inter- 
est in Indian Music. The Zuni Indian 
Music is growing in popularity from day 
to day. We arc now putting through the 
press a lecture by Mr. Troyer on Indian 
Folk Lore. This lecture is intended to 
throw light on his Zuni Indian music. 
The lecture will contain about 50 pages, 
and it will be full of the most interesting 
things about Indians. This lecture is 
intended to be read either in full or ex¬ 
tracts therefrom when the music is per¬ 
formed in public. We will send anyone 
this lecture for 15 cents when it comes 
from the press. 
In this month appear two more Indian 
Melodies by Thurlow Licurancc, who has 
spent much of his time among the In¬ 
dians of the Northwest, and is at the 
present time arranging for another ex¬ 
tended tour. He has assisted the Gov¬ 
ernment in procuring Indian melodies. 
The Government has also published a 
volume on Indian Music, which is 
extremely valuable to any one who is in¬ 
terested in the subject. For a novelty at 
a concert there is nothing we can suggest 
that would be more acceptable than some 
of the Indian Music of Mr. Troyer oi 
Mr. Lieurance. 
The March Issue of THE ETUDE will be devoted to 
“The Music and Musicians of Russia” 
"Russia is old, Russia is vast, Russia is 
mighty, yet her musical art is in many ways 
younger than that of any of the great mus¬ 
ical countries of the world." 
Thus the famous Russian pianist, Josef Lhevinne, 
commences an interview upon “Piano Study in 
Russia,” which is one of the leading features of 
The Etude’s Russian Issue (March, 1913). 
You can have no idea what a wealth of informa¬ 
tion and interest this issue will contain until you 
read it. All manner of curious and fascinating 
things are to be found in the articles and interviews 
by well known authorities. In fact, this is the kind 
of a number that is especially worthy of being preserved by all who are interested 
in music. There is very little printed upon music in the land of the Czar, and our 
Russian number will contain data and facts which can not be secured in any one 
book. Among the special features will be: 
THE MUSIC OF THE PEOPLE IN RUSSIA.—An interview with Modest 
Altschuler, conductor of the Russian Symphony Orchestra. No one has 
done more for Russian music in America, and no one is better informed upon 
this subject. 
PIANO STUDY IN RUSSIA.—An interview with the famous Russian Virtuoso, 
Josef Lhevinne. Mr. Lhevinne tells some of the secrets that have brought 
many of the great Russian pianists to the forefront. 
PIANOFORTE MUSIC BY MODERN RUSSIAN COMPOSERS. — By 
Jaroslaw de Zielinski. 
MUSIC IN RUSSIA TO-DAY.—By Ellen von Tidebbhl. 
THOUGHTS ON PIANO PLAYING BY RUSSIAN PIANO MASTERS.— 
Rubinstein, de Pachmann, Gabrillowitsch, Rachmaninoff, Ham- 
bourg, etc. 
Special Russian Music Selected for This Issue 
Don’t Miss The Etude Russian Issue 
Double Note 
Velocity, by 
Jas. H. Rogers. 
Wieck’s Piano 
Studies. 
:?Tng rnlly i,. I, i, sufficient Vocal Instructor, If the vocal pro- rises. Sec. II. The Scales 
by E. J. Myer. fession were to Form complete with chord exercises in strong wittv ”““T w;l" 
take a vote as to each key. Sec. III. The Scales in Two ions^juj the kSd of a LT ” °P,n‘ 
the most suitable vocal teacher in Amcr- Octave Form, major and minor, in thirds, stir one ud when th^mo^f’ ^ t0 
ica to write a work for the voice, we sixths and tenths, in contrary motion and little sWeUh Th 6 “U al current >s a 
think the choice would fall without hesi- parallel motion. Each kev is preceded tainimr il, • e7C '? many an enter_ 
tation on Mr. E. J. Myer. He has had a by special “rotating exercises” an impor- you weH to 1 lr!wffl pay 
more varied experience along this line «ant innovation in scale study original mihliratirm 40 6 adva?ce of 
than any other teacher and is the best with the author. Sec. IV. The Chromatic P cc ls 40 cents, postpaid, 
equipped to produce a practical work. Scale. Sec. \. The Octave Scales. Sec. , 
He has written a number of works on the The Scale in Accented Forms. Sec. for VioV S eCtlons 
voice which are the most popular works ' Special method for developing and p- m 
of the kind that have been written, great velocity in scale playing along well Tp’ ... 
Among these are the following: “Truths tested lines original with the authnr y •A- franklin. o . Sec. 
of Importance to Vocalists,” “The Voice ' HI. Arpeggios Explained. Sec. ix! 
The violin is es¬ 
sentially a melody 
instrument, hence 
the many beauti¬ 
ful melodies to be li t . 1 i ' w -Arpeg i l i . . IX. found it, . j , IO oe 
from a Practical Standpoint.” “The Exercises for stretching the hand without ciallv suitable i3”'dar.d,.operas are espe- 
Resonance of Vocal Art.” injury and preparatory exercises for ar- Mr Franklin u , m. transcr'Pt'ons. 
The “Vocal Instructor” has a number of P^KRios. Sec. X. Complete arpeggio ex- immortal ™ 1 a* se,®cted some °f the 
original diagrams It also comes the erases including all triads, dominant noser* ^ dles °f, the great com- 
nearest to being a self-instructor in the seventh chords, and diminished seventh L.i, ... arranSed them in a manner 
vocal line of any work that we have ever chords, as well as numerous additional within^“tractive and playable. All are 
examined. We predict for the work a exercises. Sec. XI. The Storv of the * <Lrange °f the ordinary violin 
very useful career. Scale. A comprehensive chapter giving , ,he p,ano Part* also are easy 
Our advance price until the work is the history of the development of the a but cffect|ve throughout, giving 
published is but 50 cents, postpaid. modern scale from the most ancient Thi SU,pport.t0 the melody instrument 
. ... *'mcs- The whole plan has been to pro- ; near,y ready. but the spe- 
This work is still dnee the most practical, most useful, most hnler W< be contlnued for one month 
tn the hands of comprehensive work of its kind, designed ti, ' • , . 
the proofreaders, for year in and year out daily use with pol ish ^ f°r in‘r°d««ory pur- 
‘ s h-«hly essen- the average pupil. The price until publi- P * * 20 cents' 
1 • „ 4 mC ca,lon is lhirty cents, hut cash must vr • , „ 
rl8ht m all details accompany all orders. Musical Zoo, by These clever little 
before published, and for that reason D. D. Wood. four hand pieces 
parts have been sent half around the Old Fogy. When Mr. Hun- the celebrated • Written by 
Introduced by ck„ took i, „p„„ hi, £g*. 
Mastering the 
Scales and 
Arpeggios, by 
James Francis 
Cooke. 
globe for the opinion and advice of ex- __., . 4 . . 
pens. The following gives a fair idea ^,r°ducedby £ker 00k ,t upon is-- oaugl 
of the contents. Sec. I. Preparatory Mr. James Huneker. mmself to intro- nearly ready but 
Section, giving a full idea ‘ ' -- ’ * ~ • epara.ory .duce the venerable sDccial n* a - WC W,U contin«e the 
n,UMcaI phl1os°P,,cr in “'e forthcoming l£ some of th^T the CUrrent month- is notation ex- i-oolr tn 1,. .-nij r-__ K ln some of these duet* the i.. 
SpfpS SI 
^ap,ers diSCU5S- samc kind of phirosophy that flows vcry "rs‘ duets to give a pupi A, 
mg every technical and theoretical phase through the works of Mr Huneker ? p,CCes are eharacteristic bearing 
Tames H. Rogers 
IS one of the best 
con tempo rary 
American compos¬ 
ers. He is especially happy in his va¬ 
rious pianoforte studies. They are 
always musical and technical and verv 
much to the point. The new book “Double 
Note Velocity” is one of his best, and at 
the same time one of the most useful 
Double Note passages play a very im- 
pertant part in modern technic. Any 
third grade student, well advanced, mav 
take up this book to advantage. The 
volume is nearly ready. 
For introductory purposes the advance 
price will be 25 cents, postpaid. 
The Organist, by This work will 
Geo. E. Whiting. contain some of 
the most attrac¬ 
tive concert numbers by this celebrated 
organist of Boston. The volume will be ! 
full of gems and at the same time be 
within the reach of the ordinary church 
organist. Mr. Whiting has had this work 
in mind for many years and he has it 
about ready for the engravers. Our sub¬ 
scribers can look for something unusual 
in this work, and we would advise any 
one who has anything to do with a church 
organ to procure at least one copy while 
the work may be had at a low rate. 
Our advance price for the volume is 60 
cents, postpaid. The volume will be of 
the same order as those sold for $2.50. 
There are certain 
studies that sur¬ 
vive the test of | 
time, and in some cases even grow more 
popular. The studies written by Frederic 
Wieck, the father-in-law of Schumann 
and father of the celebrated Clara Schu¬ 
mann, are among these. These studies 
were prepared in the first place for 
Wieck s own children. Any pupils having 
completed the first year’s work may take 
these studies up to advantage. 
The introductory price on this volume 
is 20 cents, postpaid. 
Vogt’s 24 Octave This work is now 
Studies, Op. 14S. nearIy ready, but I 
the special offer 
for introductory purposes will be con¬ 
tinued during the current month. For 
pupils of intermediate grade Vogt’s 
Octave Studies are possibly the best to 
use. They are attractive musically, and 
they possess all the necessary technical j 
work required for third and fourth grade 
playing. Practically all modern music 
requires an efficient octave technic, conse¬ 
quently considerable attention should be 
devoted to this branch. 
Our special advance price for this work 
is 20 cents, postpaid. 
New Gradus ad 
Pamassum, Right 
Hand Technic, by 
I. Philipp, 
non 01 1. 1.r 
the celebrated Parisian technician. The 
previous volumes of this series are as fol¬ 
lows : “Left Hand Technic,” “Hands 
Together,” “The Trill,” “Arpeggios.” 
Double Notes,” “Octaves and Chords.” 
The present volume deals entirely with 
right hand technic, and is without doubt 
the most useful one in the whole series. 
Our introductory price is but 20 cents, 
postpaid. 
Quartets for 
Women’s Voices. 
This work is one 
of a series that 
we are publishing 
under the direc- 
n of I Philipp, 
teacher much simpler. Scale fingerings uv.t.msiic iuf incmseives, as we are t 
not privileged to say just who the — «7pSi.ad,1"“ ■* be 15 
i ms vuiuiuc — 
nearly ready, but 
the special offer 
will be continued 
during the current month. The contents 
of this work will be found to be exceed¬ 
ingly attractive. A number of well-known 
numbers have been especially arranged 
and a large amount of new material has 
been especially composed for the work, 
all by well-known and successful writers. 
It will prove one of the most useful col- 
i • . for women’s voices, especially in 
| ‘'Tof the fact that good sacred music 
| ^women’s voices in three and four 
?The’speriirprice on this work for in- 
iJductory purposes is 20 cents per copy. 
postpaid. 
NewKecitalor f^^in The 
Drawing Room C0Urse of prepa- 
Album for the 'ration will be 
Pianoforte. found pieces a 
trifle more advanced than those in the 
Pomilar Home Album recently published 
The new volume is similar in style and 
make-up to the one last mentioned. In 
this book will be found many fourth 
mde pieces of real musical merit. The 
pieces are all new and original and there 
will be a generous number of them. 
The special introductory price for this 
new volume will be 20 cents, postpaid. 
This little volume 
Children’s Exercises is a recent ac)di- 
and Melodies, tion to the Pres- 
0p. 218, by ser Collection, and 
Louis Kohler. for a short time, 
for introductory purposes, we are offer¬ 
ing copies at a special low price. This 
is a genuine first grade study book, 
beginning with eight measure studies in 
which both hands are in the treble clef 
playing an octave apart; then gradually 
developing independence of the hands and 
finally introducing the bass clef, more 
extended pieces, etc. Only the keys of 
C, F and G are employed, chiefly the key 
of C. It is a standard teaching work. 
The special introductory price is 15 
cents, postpaid. 
BALANCE OF TONE IN PIANO 
PLAYING. 
BY J. FULLER MAITLAND. 
COMMON FAULTS IN INTERPRE¬ 
TATION AND THEIR REMEDIES. 
Performing pathetic and slow move¬ 
ments too fast. If you have developed 
the habit of hurrying test yourself from 
time to time with the metronome. The —-■„ -r- — 
fault is often due to a nervous fear of lean towards contrasts rather than just 
being “dull.” When this is the case, ex- balance of ‘one, and it is curious to no- 
perience is the only means of correction. tlce ^ow *.ew> even amon£ ^ most emi- 
Ignoring marks of expression, and in- nent> acquire absolute control over all the 
dications regarding the tempo ’ such as degrees of force that can be obtained 
rallentando, accelerando, etc. Study the /rom the instrument. The greater- 
music away from the keyboard. Very ber of vlrtuosi annear tn hp 
often people play the same piece time 
after time without ever having any con¬ 
ception of how the piece is built. A 
careful study of the expression marks 
will often bring about an entirely new 
conception of a piece. 
Playing notes of even value unevenly. 
This is usually due to insufficient prac- 
Theodore Presser Co. 
PUBLICATIONS JUST ISSUED 
especially apt to FEBRUARY, 1913 
Any of our works sent on inspection t(T 
teachers, upon request, at our usual large 
professional discounts. 
Use the number, not the title, in ordering. 
PIANO SOLOS. GRADE 
9730 Georgy Porgy, Polka, Op. 
..oiuuy ine ._ , . , , , 269, No. 1, C. W. Kern... 2 .40 
i fr t r r . irt l pp r to be contented 0731 Jerry Hall, Waltz, Op. 269, 
’■ ■ with a mighty fortissimo—usually pro- • 2 -40 
duced in so unscientific a way" as t > yy rKern.P._2 .40 
startle rather than to delight—separated 9"33 Jack Spratt, Marche Fantns- 
. . - . .. timitx On Nn 4 
lice and attempting to play music beyond far ap??’ th* interve?ing *pace js ™orc: 
one’s ability. Slow methodical practice is acc“rat^ and minutely subdivided -d 
the only cure. each sub-division is at the players 
and monotonous waste of unbroken 9746 Romanzetta, W. U. Armstrong 2*4 
messo-forte tone. With the greatest ar- 9721 G^; . . f; 2% 
tists, not only is the quality of both ex- 9722 Nymphs and Swains. Schot- 
tremes finer, but, even if they are not so 9723 Me^6’jrsteraTptfita,'" K 2% 
-- -- Renard . 2*4 
accurately and minutely sub-divided, and 9809 Pr^^'a- Three steP' cha^ 3 
Failure to secure sufficient variety 
touch. In most modem editions the dif¬ 
ferent methods of fingering are marked 
mand at every moment. It is unquestion¬ 
ably the number of these sub-divisions, 
rather than the distance between the ex¬ 
tremes, that impresses a cultivated 
clearly that this fault can only be due tre.. ’ tna£ ‘mPresses f cuulval' 
to lack of observation. Do not let your aud,ence W-‘* the-vanety of the pl.ay5' 
..... ^ ... , ... powers. Mme. Schumann’s fortissimo janauct . 
no. compare with Rubinstein', for Q682 Diana Air De bullet, O.. 8. 
9764 At the Twilight Hour. Rev¬ 
erie. E. 8. Phelps 3 
9802 Irma Mazurka. <1. Pieroni. .. 3 
9731 Mandoline, Spanish Serenade, 
M. Loeb-Evans  3% 
9748 Danse Arabesque, P. Renard. 3*4 
t'758 Valse Coquette, Op. 70, L. 
Ring e 3% 
playing; fingers can only do their work 
properly when there is a brain to direct 
them. 
, Schuler  3% 
power and volume, nor were her softest 978.3 Elegy Nocturne, a. s. srtiuler 3*4 
tones as ethereal as those which Liszt 9713 
could produce; but within the two ( 
Ignoring rests and pauses. Nothing is treme,‘there were CTadations of tone un- esrausch), Valse, A. Nolen. 4% 
more effective in music than silence. The approachably subtle and quite innumera- 9b*’7 M°“ct?V?^ 
sudden cessation of sound is often quite bf*the Q-;dinary hearer. To these the £653 Scherzo Valse. E. F. Chris■ 
as important as its commencement. A - - - - • tiani  1 
break in the rhythm as indicated by the incomparable charm of her interpretation 9073 Hungarian' ’ Dance, No. 
. , - , . . - T, was mainly due, and they provided the Brahms-PhKipp .......... 
pause is also very dramatic at times. If most perfect vehicle £or the manifesta- 9779 
rtrr"p 0 n ’nr"r'r,r'" iion 0f her exquisitely poetical tempera- piano duets. 
menf. 9749 Comrades ^ ln_ Arms, March 
Melodic Pianoforte 
Studies, by 
Herman Vetter, 
Op. 8. 
This is one of 
the best study 
books for second 
grade work that 
we have seen. It 
is planned in a logical manner and will 
prove attractive to both teacher and pupil. 
An equal amount of material is given for 
either hand, and a special technical figure 
is worked out in each exercise. The prac¬ 
tice of these exercises cannot fail to prove 
advantageous. 
The special price of 15 cents per copy, 
Postpaid, will be continued during this 
current month. 
SHALL WE PLAY FOR OUR 
PUPILS. 
BY E. D. KENDALL. 
I THINK that the teacher if he be wise 
1 not spend much time in playing for 
pupils. Both like it, pupil and mas- 
Dun’il U ’ except 'n tbe case of advanced 
wtim'tiT Can do good. Still less 
he teacher plays a phrase or pas- 
1-' WlU he rattle jt 'hrot’f?h to 
Thi* • *S °Wn power and ease of finger, 
the JS gr,?at m'stake, for remember. 
detailed1*'!. C°Py !t’ and play a11 his 
Set the eff°rV°? faSt B'st in order to 
contrarv1.eCt he has just heard. On the 
slowly i maSter should P^y over very 
phrasing as he °f fingering and 
mentina S wishes to make clear, com- 
ments a*°h tlle,way to make the move- 
fivearhT^^171’ 
^ttse of i,-’ be SUre *hat the pupil makes 
correctly ,passa?es by phrasing them 
clearing 1 her5 *?. no better way of 
arise thanP SUcb. difficulties when they 
'n similar !hvt^ng f nt.ences which go 
cation of y m‘ An ,ngenious appli- 
of’en hvb conversational phrase will, 
*av that 6 I0 a dul1 rendering in a 
!Hsts on P- eXP anation can impart it.— 
“ P^'oforte Teaching. 
^ 'S done by falterers who 
certainty. George Eliot. 
you have formed the habit of ignoring 
rests or pauses get a piece which con¬ 
tains many such signs, and endeavor to 
get the most out of them. 
Bad phrasing caused by a lack of in- 
telligent understanding of the piece and 
a proper sense of rhythm. Learn how _[ 
music is divided into sentences, phrases, 
etc., and cultivate a sense of the rhythmic 
value not only of the measure, but of the 
entire musical phrase. 
Blurred effects owing to incorrect use 
of the pedal. Some knowledge of har¬ 
mony is the only effective way of getting remarkable offer for teach- 
over tbe pedal difficulty. If you have ers. Catalog. Washington Music Co., 
contracted the “pedal habit” and use the Washington, D. C. -—-— 
Prf.1 continuously throughout SSif fS'.'S: 
piece, play a few pieces without any pedal — *»-- **« 
at all. Too little pedal is far better than 
too much. 
Failure to bring out the "inner voices.” 
Music seldom consists of a melody 
Galop. F. C. Hayes. 3% 
TWO PIANOS—8HANDS. 
A man without a heart has no ngllt 9636 G e r m a n-American Festival 
1 schoolmaster.—Thomas R. Mor- 
Special Notices 
R ATES—Professional Want Notices five cents 
per word. A11 other notices ten cents per 
nonpareil word, cash with orders. 
March, J. Englcman.4 
_PIANO STUDIES. 
8694 The New Gradus Ad Parnas- 
sum, Double Notes, I. 
Philipp.4-8 
VIOLIN AND PIANO. 
9778 Melody in F, A. Rubinstein.. 4 
PIPE ORGAN. 
9735 Adoration, Atherton.SK 
9829 Communion, Op. 20. E. E. 
Truette .3 
9831 Offertoire, Op. 19, E. E. 
Truette  4 
REED ORGAN. 
9830 Communion, Op. 20, E. E. 
Truette  4 
9832 Offertoire, Op. 19, E. E. 
HARMONY BY MAIL. Individual in¬ 
struction, best modem method. M. M. Hertz- ---- gs; -■ ' 
berg, 56 Sloore Street, Brooklyn. N. Y._. 9741 The Peail of My Heart, . 
—. — - - ^7“ «_/.j •*. A etc 1 by . 
Truette , 
__ SONGS. 
3 My Dearie, J. Jordan.. 
Address J. Y. lvx iG ciuuin wll„ola » __j _ Clavier. _ 
accompaniment only. As a rule the ac- written 
companiment contains little counter- - ~ -2 
melodies either in the bass, tenor, or alto. 
Look for such “points of imitation” as 
they are called as they add interest to the 
SAn^’ °Zll: 9978 Thine V^Waltz' Song ' 0. \ 
,...__ w-ords. Manuscripts .. . . 
corrected. Correspondence lessons In har- 9686 Old-Time Gardens, H i g: 
Dr. Alfred Wooler, composer, Buffalo, 
N°°Y.' 
Hearth-Stone To-night. Girls,” 10c. J. D. 
Voice, O. B. Nevin. 
9687 Old-Time Gardens, Low Voice, 
O. B. Neri\ 
U,S1C\ , . , , .v._ Browning Music Co., Cranesville. W. Va. 
Lack of reserve tn developing a climax. bot3demam>s acting So¥gs; best 
Nothing is more effective in music tnan ever published; expressly arranged for School. 
— - .*-— --ch, Club, Literary, Dramatic and Musical 
9709 An Irish Glen Song, Quinlan 
nly One V 
C. 
9639 O Word. G. Villa-3 .60 
9684 The Earth is the Lord's. High 
to give the audience a sense oi rcsc.vc 'bSSS^ 9685 The'°EaerthlsDtheFLo?d^; Low 3% 'C° 
force, to produce the feeling that the man Muslc Company. Kalamazoo, Michigan. Voice, T. D. Williams. . 3*4 .50 
artist is holding himself back, as it were, for RENT—2409 Frankford Ave., Phila- ' fer 'I*. f...a ™’.,”T. 4 .40 
waitmtr for the supreme moment when delphia, store and nine-room dwelling, only 9728 Shine Inside, C. J. If tier ter.. 4 .50 
3S 7L JSJ L highest degree of gfc- ,,»> iTJgtf&X !.'5S FUR. ^ 4 .Ti 
intensity. - S^^.dSSigK OCT*v<yJSf'mCSUvSo^cSD PART 
STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS invited to 10223 Rise Crowned with Light, 
MANAGEMENT CIRCULATION. ETC., of correspond with Louis Arthur Russell, Car- j. if. Lerman..3 .IE 
The Etude published monthly at Philadel- negie Hall, Manhattan, or the publishers re- 10186 Bid Me t0 Ijive, H. Sfranc.. 3 .If 
phia Po required by the Act of August gafding the Introduction of the Russell Sys- i0181 Come Holy Spirit (Venl Cre- 
041 of, requ,reu |ems of Music Study for Pianists. Vocalists ator), G. N. Rockwell.... 3 .1( 
Z moke Philadelphia. and Theory Class Work. The Russell books 10205 A Letter from Home, G. N. is Cooke. PMtaaeipina. aBU coming Into use among earnest musicians . RockwjSU_ 
throughout the country. 
. Lude- 
Hd'itor—James Franci e, hil d l hi . 
Managing Editor—None. 
SSpSU *♦»* May, y. e. £* 
1" g- »»return: V. 
Theodore Presser, Philadelphia. once claimed that $£d'efd’ ^xew- 10185 One Sweetly' 
EmH.Epr^s%?PhimX ' ' nW ev.m. conservatory Thought, Ambrose. Arr. 
J. Cutler Fuller. Philadelphia. students essay a pert 
Known bondholders, mortgagees, and other extremely interesting ...... .. - 
seenrltv holders holding 1 per cent, or more interpretation. The new book It 
of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other Talking Machine may be. to^thc Cam- .... _ ..... . .. 
securities: __Co aen'^N ^T^ofl^o? the*company. This book- Jehovah. J. 8. Camp. 
isident. ?et ’ S' ^'ilustrated with mniiy thumbnail 10198 In Heavenly Love Abiding 
this Mth portraits of the leading P-formers of th Arr.„ from ha,berg, 
10209 ThfJoSJgyra; 
C. War- 
he 
>r- r i t t ti .  o met oi uie Victor {[HZ!' An' >>S 
***" sevaa**® «*»ogfW-p:5.' «s 
i* one. Theodore Presser Co., 
Theodore Presser. President 
Sworn to and subscribed before +1’u 11 
Buffo. 10184 Tile Shepherd. 
., . ... «anr^.°«rt?h“%Bd Schumann-Helnk ^ ^H. Bmart, Jj. Jest^.. 3% 
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PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY 
ARTISTS AND TEACHERS INSTRUCTION BY HAIL 
At Home. 
BUVINGEFU:: HI.I prhwipUjj; CAPITOL 
DETROIT' 
DANA'S “ 
HAHN SCHOOL' 
I ATe . Hr troll. Mirk. 
GOODRICH'-—' HAWTHORNE 
n..... -.-I.. 
Mb. Louis Abthbb Russell gave a 
formance of The Messiah In Newark, 
sololsta and moat of the choir were his 
MONZEL 5S KNOX 
Ovutrrateir Mail 
MOULTON 
NICHOLS rS£ 
= MME^LEWZ; 
MARKS''' 
petersilea: 
STOCK 
rTlT.1*.?sTltHe. • ■ f*** New nmwms 
tracy 
urnu ‘,n**u;* ... V t U PI . 
VONGRABILL 
MORTIMER WILSON Sj 
THEORY AND NORMAL COURSES 
BURROWES r: 
dunning 
FLETCHER".:. 
KERN 
STORER ' : 
MORRISON-"; 
NWHAVENESgS 
: NEW YORK' " 
NORMAL.- - 
: northwestern:: 
Oregon:; 
southern 
VIRGIL^sfew.tt 
“ VIRGIL 
... VONENDE 
t/years agtf^UorTn' Germany- about 
It la with regret we announce the death meneed at the Stu1.1gart”'('U,nslcom; 
of E. S. Bonelll. head of the Sun K ranciscd were continued later in Paris nndei?pHi an'1 
Conservatory of Music. Feisst. The Conservatory in Cincinnati 
Herbert L. Clarke, declared by John the^orce of'llTss'^uFs 'remarkableradllally 
Philip Sousa to be the finest cornetist in allty made itself frit. an™?he taC"' 
the world, has retired from active band gj.cw under her care to be oneofthf*0* 
e S'SstoS‘-£i, 
own part in the musical life of Cincinnati and 
her place can never be filled. Moreover the 
exceedingly resplendent performance of fi-nH all^ve^the^countrv'na1t?r? has b<’rn<i 
Mozart's Manic Flute marked the opening of of those who are carrvdna on thge ?^ber 
the Metropolitan opera season In New York. work of musicnl education In Amerlcl havf 
VtCToa Macrel, th# famous baritone, who guidance ‘and have'g'lv?.? „a“n?r MlaS Baur'8 
was formerly a member of the Metropolitan faCt tw^hp nn? ample proof of the 
Opera Company, will appear In the rOle of filled her atiidpnts «H?iy TP®1?’ but 
Napoleon In a Viennese l/ght opera. spirifthaT^ns^d‘hlr^fn % “g 
Tub St. Louis Orchestra Club, under the* i?,„k?ow that the work com- 
direction of Mr. Frank Geeks, has eighty- carried on by her sis- 
five members. Practically all of the orches- 1 ' Mlss BerUia J5aur- 
tral Instruments are represented. Abroad 
Tina Riverside Symphony Orchestra of It is reported that Mme. Cosima Wagner 
RlTershle. California, ^ played an Adagio Is seriously 111 In Bayreuth. ^ 
». 1*. T» ozart' 
r „ U1 _ . 
t in the country. Commenced In 1867 it 
music nehnnl *_J ** 
i new opera. Chains of 
Caprice for strings by the conductor, B. Ros- 
eoc Shryock, at the first concert of this sea- Eugen iV Albert’- _ , 
son- Lore, has been successfully produced In V 
T. Tebtius Noble, the organist of York Cn'm' 
“‘“wUh has mandeWotv?r,1lK00A0m«n' Ma,“an'° P™- a brother of the famous 
pearancea In W..BS aP‘ 3** — 
Ej&^the d^^sh^^rr 'known "as yJ’SFJBP??0' the At?eHcan 
“Palma AcudomimiPs » JShmKti.™ 7“ k® has met with large success in a recent tour » be- “ al s cade iques," entitling 
- “Officer d'Acaderaie” of Fr 
In March the Chicago Madrigal Club will stralian 
perform Mr. Louis Victor Saar's new choral with a 
of Southern France. 
‘gnlarly frota Miss Elsie 
•tary of the National Fed- 
'"’’“IgHi surpris- 
The opera Konig Harlckin, by the Au- - 
composer, G. H. Clutsam, has met 
cordial reception in Berlin. 
^ . l'r,ze °,Ierea D-v tne Madrigal Club. Sultan o^Turtey “ids private orches.™ 
-- ®-- - • • * - to play in the hospitals and other buildings 
where the wounded are being treated. 
-— Mu Phi Epsilon Sorority of Combs Ion ^ been Bu^^lTy“pr0dncTd“”ta'ES- 
.. . „ , — ^road 8treot Conservatory In Philadelphia. 
awSH-sfS 
S Vu°ch good" ““ lntCreS"ng 1U‘1<1 and ma-T of Mat 
f„. .pot, r^Mu there. 
!T«Z!»!!=SJS: . THB Motet Choral 8ociety of Washing- 
gave a very successful concert in Do- for^hiT „ —B W M -M 
birth- 
Reports reccii 
Rulon. I uese SeL...„,j ... lIlc ilol 
oration of Musical Clubs, indicate a surpris¬ 
ing activity in this rapidly developing work. 
Tub
r - *• “ ” ™ for ,hi3 “si^uions for reed o 
WW Wi Sg. XI m 
"■irrly IlnlMliac), Fttir* Cot-w,, _ _ A NEW oni»rn lmneo lina Tippri 
ZABEL BROTHERS 
Fritz Kbeisi.eb.. 
Iloston Symphony at Came 
lork. resulted, according to nUc 
r perfect rendering” of t 
v. ''.XE  opera house has been opened in 
Tla x- „ Berbn. located in the part of the city known 
Hall.. New as Charlottenburg. It is to be tised for the 
presentation of opera for the people at pop¬ 
ular prices. 
•iolinists now on the 
MUSIC PRINTERS 
The widow of Joachim Raff, the composer 
._of the famous Cavatina, etc., has just died 
mill ln Munich at the age of eighty-six 
AND ENGRAVERS 
MODERN 
T 
INTERESTING LOGICAL 
BEGINNER’S BOOK 
School of the Pianoforte 
By THEODORE PRESSER Price 75 CenU 
HE latest work along lines of elementary instruction. The materia! used 
tresh and ta presented m an attractive manner. It is intended 
bcginncr; little tots just^out of kindergarten. A very large 
note is used in tl e book. 
... , . ■. . —--i. Questions and , 
clinch every subje.t \V ntmg exercises are introduced at the 
The utmost care has been given to every part of the work to make’it 'as nearlv a 
perfect Beginner s Book as it is possible to make. A trial of this new book U 
earnestly soHcited by all who have to deal with elementary piano instruction 
Liberal discounts. r 
Theodore Presser Co., 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
a TIIL ETUDE wi.eu address;:^ our advertisers. 
liberty Bell petition Is 
Iong*n Jr«ncls<‘°- It is now nearly a iie 
Is sent to the* Mayw ofaphltadelDhiaPfttlwm AamD Sciionberg, who enjoys the dis- 
eontain a million signatures. However there tin^tlan {,f being the most discordant of a1 
Is little chance of a petition belne vrantla m°dern composers, soys that he found Ms 
ns it Is said that a new crack hns8i>,ln , i Inspiration In the works of Gustav Mahler, 
covered In the bell nnd nas Deen 
advise that the boil should° t^mrmxf'frn^ TnB feo received by the publishers of El- 
its present resting place. C° ^rom gar s ' lolln Concerto for each performance. 
* according to their ‘ A-‘ -™«nnts 
to about -37 “ 
own statement, amou
it least two-thirds of tins 
the composer. 
to sanction- OsVar nam handed °VCr- 
produce opera In EnglTah'hi^that i Is to be given at Ia Scala. Milan, 
’nterprising impresario deriares ‘his‘'intln6 Ft>bniary. It is interesting to note that 
tion of going ahead. It will he r™JS!S L1!0 work has been translated into Italian. 
Ik"1 llnnimerstein is under contract toh^Trd s,la11 probably have to wait a long tJ[J* 
‘bg MatropoHtan a clear Arid in th? nro pPfore, Jhe Metropolitan Opera Cd. presents 
years?11 °f 0pcra In N™T«rk for sSme Parsifal in English in New York. 
~ _ lN tbe latter part of December two notaM* 
r*com created some comment nt n Personages gave a concert in Berlin. 1 '■ 
°f, /'o.oh'occi in New Ycrt hv Wer° Fer™c!o Bus™' and Max KegTRe«r 
,fap‘ fbai Victor Vlaurel, at wh"4 ^nggestmn ^eph VVlcniawski at the age of sevens- 
aearasa’KwSJr?® a»>S'-”.vsK& 
•^Philosophical in ehara"er and not aTafl composor of distinction. 
iloT" °r ,lu> opera.rtlHefhalf decided00)?*'11 .A wfII-nitF.s.sKi> thief, posing as an artist- 
a" • not to repeat the experiment me *low'‘ afoie jewelry and money to the '1l’Upms 
performances of / PagllacH 1 ln future a,TO“t *6000 at a fashionable hotel In gg; 
‘ Germany, while a confederate held the g«e- js 
“^1C^8. O^nat. are mourn.n* the S.JSS ^e^ndon^W^ "fe loss of Clara Ban*” th2afonndernio?r?ing^e 
cinnati Conservatory 0f Music. Miss' th,aads ? Vs  iS1.?: br the paragraph recording tt 
miss Baur tion, “Orpheus with his Loot.” 
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THE PAUSE IN MUSIC. 
BY H. D. KITSON. 
A pause properly introduced is a 
most effective factor in public per¬ 
formance. I have made this a mat¬ 
ter of special study and observation, 
ar.d have obtained some very interest¬ 
ing results. For instance, I have 
noted a listener in a drawing-room 
rocking rhythmically to music, instantly 
stop at a sudden pause, lean forward 
without breathing, until the music 
started again. Similarly, a lady fanning 
herself vigorously throughout the open 
air performance of a symphony suddenly 
stopped at a pause in the music, and, 
with fan poised in mid-air, remained 
in fixed, strained attitude until the 
music started again. 
There is unquestionably some deep 
physiological change effected by a 
pause. When the emotions have been 
wrought to a high pitch by some 
mighty climax, there is no outlet for 
the pent-up feelings except a long 
pause. Then the nervous system re¬ 
adjusts itself. Sometimes a very sym¬ 
pathetic listener is almost “swept out 
of his seat” by the intensity of a cer¬ 
tain passage, and a pause offers op¬ 
portunity to regain normal control of 
his feelings, and incidentally his seat. 
ATMOSPHERE. 
It is, however, as a producer and 
sustainer of “atmosphere” that I have 
personally found the pause most help¬ 
ful. Begin its use at the very moment 
of seating yourself at the instrument. 
An impressive pause invariably focuses 
the attention of the whole audience. 
An eager, expectant attitude is aroused, 
and the attention of the entire audience 
is at the command of the performer. 
Thus an atmosphere is created for the 
opening note which then strikes every 
listener with force. Orators always 
employ this means of gaining control 
of their audiences, and their example 
would very profitably be followed by 
musicians. 
MUSIC AND THE PERSISTENCE 
OF HABIT. 
Those who have studied mechanics 
are acquainted with a natural force known 
as “inertia.” It is the Tendency of a given 
body to persist in whatever it is doing. 
That is to say, if a huge ball of iron 
were stationary on the ground, consider¬ 
able effort would be needed to overcome 
the tendency of the mass to remain sta¬ 
tionary before it could be set in motion. 
If; on the other hand, it were once set 
in motion, the difficulty would be to over¬ 
come the tendency of the mass to go on 
moving. A familiar example of this is 
found in the once familiar sensational 
device known as “looping the loop,’ 
wherein a carload of people were sent 
along a track which described a complete 
circle in mid-air. The tendency of the 
car to persist was so great that the jour¬ 
ney was made in complete safety, even 
when a section was removed from the 
railed track and the car jumped an open 
space. 
This same force of “inertia” is present 
not only in material things. It is pres¬ 
ent in live human beings. It is the great 
force which tends to the formation of 
habit. If music students play their pieces 
carefully, without mistakes, the force of 
“inertia” will help to protect them from 
playing wrong notes. If, however, music 
students permit themselves to play their 
exercises and pieces in a slovenly way, 
the force of “inertia” will give them a 
strong tendency to persist in making the 
game mistakes over and over again. 
Victor-Victrola IV 
\ $15 
Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J„ V. S. A. 
Alwaya use Viet or MachineswithVictorRecorda 
and Victor Needle*—the combination. There U 
no other way to eet the unequaled Victor tone. 
If you enjoy musical comedies, 
you should have a Victor 
This wonderful instrument not only 
repeats for you right in your own 
home the charming selections from 
the popular operettas now delighting 
the public, but revives for you beauti¬ 
ful old-time favorites which are rarely 
heard nowadays, and also brings to 
you many of the European successes 
long before they are produced in this 
country. 
With a Victor you can hear sparkling med¬ 
leys of a half-dozen or more selections from 
more than fifty operettas, superbly rendered 
by the talented Victor Light Opera Company; 
or you can hear individual numbers sung by 
leading stage favorites. 
And this is but one of the many forms 
music and entertainment that delight you 
the Victor. 
Any Victor dealer in any city jn the world 
will gladly play your favorite music for you. 
Victor-Victrol as ?15 to J200. Victors ?I0 to ?100. Easy J 
terms can be arranged with your dealer if desired. y 
(Jpijffh Sent To You For A Year’s Free Trial 
Shouldn’t You Buy 
As Any Dealer? 
More than 250,000 people have saved from *2S to 
*125 in purchasing a high grade organ or piano by 
the Cornish Plan,—why shouldn’t you? Here Is 
OurOf fer. l'ou select any of the latest, choicest 
Cornish styles of Instruments,—we place It tn 
your home for a year’s free use before you 
need make up your mlnd^to^keep !t^ lft*tls 
made than any you can buy at one-third more 
than we ask you, send It back at our expense. 
You Choose Your 
Own 
prove bis Instrument and saves yon 
grade Instruments must charge you 
Let Us Sena to Yon Free the 
CONCERT DIRECTION M. H. HANSON 
437 Fifth Avenue, New York 
begs to announce that 
Prof. Max Pauer, 
Director General of the famous Stuttgart Conservatory, 
one of Europe’s most eminent pianists and conductors, 
will concertize in America during the next few months. 
Max Pauer opens his season as soloist with the New 
York Philharmonic, January 16th and 17th, and will 
plav with the Boston Symphony at Boston and at 
Philadelphia, Brooklyn, Baltimore and Washington. 
Mr. Pauer’s first New York recital will be given at 
the new Aeolian Hall, Tuesday, January 21st, at 3 P. M. 
Dates for February, March, April, are still available. 
Mr. Pauer plays the Steinway Piano 
Victor 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. 
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A VALENTINE MUSICAI.E. 
OuK one thought in giving the Valen¬ 
tine Musicale was to have it uncommon, 
and we succeeded in making it the most 
novel of the year. Instead of myriads 
of hearts, we had but one. We turned 
it into a useful signboard on which we 
announced our musical pictures. 
The archway between the two large 
rooms was the opening to our impromptu 
stage. This opening was cut down to 
an enlarged postal card size, the outer 
room was darkened and the stage alone 
was lighted. We had to raise our piano 
to the level of the lower edge of our 
big postal. A carpenter did it in an hour 
or so, and he also helped us with some 
of our movable backgrounds. 
We tried to conventionalize the pic¬ 
tures as much as possible; in fact, wc had 
litle room for elaboration and detail. 
The musical program was not the usual 
valentine one of spring time waltzes and 
love ditties. We were serious in our 
effort in giving something worth while. 
Our invitations read this way: "Please 
come to hear the music stories of all 
nations illustrated .by original picture 
postals." These were sent on postal 
cards, and we were fortunate in securing 
cards with foreign seals and flags. 
Wc had some difficulty in arranging our 
lighting system, but with the aid of two 
reflectors and a looking glass we suc¬ 
ceeded in throwing a light on our pictures 
that was equal to any first-class theatre’s 
newest device. 
- GERMANY. 
Germany was a cunning scene. Our 
property consisted of a small round 
table, two low stools, two tall steins, one 
bay tree in a tub and a black, white and 
red paper background. 
John and Jean, in German peasant cos¬ 
tume, sat at the table with upraised steins. 
Mary at the piano played l.iebtr Augus¬ 
tine, Risping (Etude, November, 1910). 
Then the children stepped forward and 
sang The Watch on the Rhine in very 
small hut spirited voices. Of course, 
they received an encore and the three 
sang several German folk songs. I for¬ 
got to say that the piano was almost too 
large for our stage, and one end of it 
didn't show at all; but'the curtain was 
a joy. It worked beautifully, with two 
little cupids in airy' white dresses to pull 
it securely shut. 
Our big billboard heart announced this 
number as “Fritz and Johanna in the 
Fatherland," and as an extra number wc 
gave a piano duet. Germany, Moszkowski 
(Etude, May, 1910). 
SCOTLAND. 
Our popular number was the Scotch 
one. Raul was a Highland laddie and 
Ethel was a sweet Scotch lassie. They 
entered from opposite sides of the stage 
and passed through a rye field that we 
had made with great difficulty from last 
year’s wheat sheaves. They sang Coinin' 
Thro' the Rye and this pleased every one. 
Then they gave Robin Adair, and as a 
final encore Ethel played Highland Lul¬ 
laby, Burdett (Etude. January, 1910). 
There were two scenes in the Ameri¬ 
can picture. First Lucy. ir» quaint colo¬ 
nial dress, sat at a borrowed spinning 
wheel, and sang Honey Chile, Adams 
(Etude, November, 1910). Jane, her 
accompanist, then played Virginian Dance, 
Atherton (Etude, October, 1910). 
The second scene was a rousing one. 
All of our boys, in Indian suits, danced a 
war dance to Brounoff’s Indian War 
Dance (Etude, July, 1910). 
AMERICA. 
Our closing tableau was truly beauti¬ 
ful Jean, as the Goddess of Liberty, 
held high the American flag, and all our 
little actors and actresses joined in sing¬ 
ing America. 
This you will find a novel way to pre¬ 
sent any musical program. The idea can 
be worked out in several entertaining 
novelties, as a recital of Folk Songs and 
Folk Dances. A Nature Recital, Cradle 
Songs of All Nations, A Playtime Musi¬ 
cale, etc. 
Children often forget themselves in the 
make-believe, and many shy and self- 
conscious pupils may be helped over the 
dreadful fear of a stiff and staid stu¬ 
dents’ musicale.—/. S'. Watson. 
CHARADES. 
My first is the name of a girl. 
My second the name of a boy. 
My third is a beverage fine, 
My whole has to do with time. 
(Andante.) 
My first is the opposite of "borrowed,” 
My second is sometimes spelled “Oh!” 
If you put them together in music, 
The whole that yon get means "go 
slow.” 
(Lento.) 
I am an instrument. 
My whole is a girl's name. 
(Viola.) 
—J. S. Watson. 
February Musicians. 
ITALY. 
The next picture was “Giovanni en 
Italia.” 
Giovanni, in black velvet trousers, scar¬ 
let sash and gold-laccd jacket, posed in 
the center of our stage with a basket 
of oranges and bananas. Maria, in gay 
Roman Campagna dress, played Zur 
Capri, Hovarth (Etude, November. 1910). 
The curtain was drawn for a moment, 
and then one of the larger girls, dressed 
as Giulietta in Tales of Hoffmann, played 
the lovely Barcarolle (Etude, August, 
1910), 'from Jacques Offenbach's famous 
opera. 
As an encore the three sang Santa 
Lucia. 
Spain came in glowing colors—red. 
yellow and black. Edith, in old brocaded 
yellow satin, with a draped overdress of 
black lace, went through some pretty 
dancing poses, while Eugenia played 
Tambourin, Petri (Etude, "November 
1910). 
As an extra number we gave Carmen 
March (Etude, February. 1911), ar¬ 
ranged from Bizet’s Carmen. 
Fct>. 3. 1809. F-M. 
(Composer). 
Feb. 5. 1810. O-- B--- (Violinist 
Feb. 9. 1761. J.d.(G 
poser). 
Feb 13. 1870. L.G_ 
(Pianist). 
Feb. 18. 1784. N.p_ 
(Violinist). 
Feb. 20. 1791. C---C.(Teacl 
Composer). 
Feb. 23. 1685. G.F. 
H-(Oratorio Composer). 
Some people affect to consider Mus 
as a secondary art, and have asserte 
that it requires natural feeling, but n< 
intelligence; but. on the contrary, instn 
mental music is one of t|,c greatest tr 
untphs of human intelligence. To coi 
struct from isolated sounds a sonata c 
symphony, lo infuse into the wwrk th; 
irresistible energy and interest whic 
compel a. large audience to listen as i 
spellbound this certainly requires a hig 
degree of intellectual power in the mus 
cian.—Anon. 
The triumphs of' 
Ctielalfroinfmno 
at the great expositions and in the concert tours 
of the world’s greatest pianists have been won 
on tone. 
Therefore, to the teacher or virtuoso, born 
and trained to appreciate tonal subtleties, the 
superiority of the Baldwin is clearly evident. 
The reasons are given in our book. Free on request. 
968 Fifth Are. 
323t£! Wabash A»e. 
^'Ma Street 
St. Loafs 
nil Olive Street 
San Francisco 310 Sutter Street 
Louisville 426 S. Fourth Ave. 
(Among less expensive instruments, the Ellington, the Hamilton, and the 
Howard are in their classes what the Baldwin is in its—LEADERS.) 
Root’s Technic and Art of Singing 
A Series of Educational Works in Singing on Scientific 
Methods, for Use in Private Instruction and in Classes 
By FREDERIC W. ROOT 
A work resulting from the author’s wide experience in Voice Culture in 
turope and America during a period of more than thirty years. In form of a 
graded course. The only system in print covering this ground. 
$1.00 
pupil (or 
I. Methodical Sight Singing. Op. 211 
rr,j® i" S' Betinning.. Grade 2. Through the Key,.SO 
Grade 3. Progre.ti»e Mu,ician.hip .SO 
A method for ihe first and fundamental re¬ 
quirements of music, including the Science of 
“be‘M connectron*wUh 
vrci:.ork as wen as wuh “ 
II. Introductory Lessons in 
Voice Culture. Op. 22 ■ 
Tile book is intended to prepare tin 
any line of vocalization by giving cor 
v«ah«tionlsateiSdS “nd Conc'P,s “Pon whi 
HI. Thirty, two Short Song Studies. 
For high compass. Op. 24 . 
For medium compaaa. Op. 25 .! ” lio 
For lower compeM. Op. 26. .50 
Each is set to a neat .1 
.Te^rCk ofTetr^ue^Si 8"^ 
tv. Scale, and Various Exercises for 
the Voice. Op. 27 - 60c 
V. Twelve Analytical Studies. 
Op. 20 - $100 
A set of easy, melodious and specific studies 
in middle compass (adapted to all female 
voiceS), designed to give compact, systematic, 
interesting daily practice upon accurate vowel 
sounds, the pitch and percussion of consonants 
enunciation. 
VI. Sixty-eight Exercises in the 
Synthetic Method. Op. 28. 7Sc 
(The General Principle of Vocalization) 
Designed to supplement analytical work in 
voice training and stvle of singing, keeping be¬ 
fore the singer's mind those fundamental con¬ 
siderations which are the safeguard of a voice 
in its varying phases of development. 
VII. Guide for the Male Voice. 
Op. 23 - - - $L00 
Instruction as to the development of bass, 
baritone and tenor voices, providing special 
exercises and songs for each. All teachers, in¬ 
cluding ladies, will find this volume to oe a 
complete compendium of all necessary knowl¬ 
edge. 
to examine this series of piJ^aher and the author invite all vocal teachers and singers 
1 To ’ and thei*efore mike these two propositions : 
terested, costing only OM 'NSPECTION (that is. returnable) to anyone in- 
2. To send ^11 **ta*e.ln vase any or all the works are nndesirable. 
than one), for introductory puiJSJS ?r ®in“ worka m any one voice (when published for more 
"How to Use" ,i.i“ „, ^ 'lf cash accompanies the order. for$S.00, postpaid, 
teaching Voice Culture rSe’8 paml>hlet sent free, of interest to all teaching or contemplating 
i7i9ruTHE0D0RE PRESSER CO., Publishers 
1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa- 
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The Easy Piece 
HAS it ever occurred to you how compar- 
Hatively few, among the hundreds of 
U easy piano pieces published, prove to 
ca > value. The demand for 
have^J, easv'°piano pieces is very large 
Xn^ant because of the fact that by 
hr the greater number of pupils range 
ram the beginner to those reaching third 
Kurth grade- It is only a ^all Pro¬ 
portion that ever advance beyond that. 
C pieces having real merit possessing 
character above the mere tuneful jingle and 
yet remaining playable and practical in 
ihe grades for which they are written, 
are among the most difficult to write in 
this class the following will be found 
worthy and usable numbers: 
Gisrd.C. Francois. PLAYMATES (Summy 
, s« offil little" piano pieces of the first anil second 
md«. These take in a wide range of the keyboard 
a, my most interesting to the pupil. 
Johnson,JuliuaK. VALSETTE (2) (F). .. 30c Johnson, ju MELODIE (2) (F). 30c 
BARCAROLLE (2-3) 
(G). 30c 
A LABANDON (3)(DA) 75c 
Becker, Rene L. BAL MASQUE-Pctits Morceaux 
Marche Des Pierrots (2) (F).. 30c 
Les Tambourins ( Danse 
Gracieuse) (2) (E min.).. 40c 
Petite Colombini: (2)(F). . 50c 
Marschal-Loepke, G. SPRING BROOKLET 
. (3) (F). ........ 40c 
study m rapid figural groups, This gives excel,...,, 
pecially for the left hai 
udebuehl, J.P. CRADLE SONG (1-2) (C) 25c 
SAD STORY (2) (E 
min.).   30c 
THE CHASE (2) (A 
MARCH (1-2 j *(li5 ------ 30c 
A WALTZ (2) (D). 30c 
CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO. 
PUBLISHERS 
HE. Van Buren St., - Chicago, Ill. 
POOLE 
PIANOS 
The long-wearing quality 
guaranteed for the POOLE 
PIANO is due in large meas¬ 
ure to our thorough and 
lengthy process of construc- 
hon and system' of inspec- 
tion. The care and atten¬ 
tion lavished upon every 
detail of the instrument in- 
SUre scientific and mechani¬ 
cal correctness of scale and 
action, sweetness and purity 
0 tone, and a certain dis- 
tmetive individuality. 
of1.!18^-beautifulsinging quality 
Ith: POOLE TONE as well as 
Di,n tra,C.tlVe appearance of these 
*7^ aPpeals to the artistic 
music iJ^j tTained nusician and 
hfCft fnr"”' and ?Ur 8>;stcm 
P(7;E piano co. 
mass., u. S.A. 
“U ourTSPveErwhen addressing 
mbt+fibM PIANO TUNING PAYS 
Questions and Answers 
Helpful Inquiries Answered by a Famous Authority 
DR. LOUIS C. ELSON 
Professor of Theory at the New England Conservatory 
it correspondence sy 
No attention paid to inquiries unaccompanied by full name and address. 
Q. What is the difference between the 
tremolo and the vibrato in singingt Is there 
the same difference in violin playing f— 
Musicus. 
A. In singing, many people would call a 
vibrato a tremolo, but a distinction should 
be made. A tremolo In this case would t>e 
a regular series of swells and subsidences in 
volume, while the vibrato would be a regular 
recurrence of a very slight rise In pitch. This 
would make tbe vocal yibrato the same as 
that of the violin, which is obtained by sway¬ 
ing the left hand regularly while keeping the 
finger on the string. The violin tremolo i •- 
wholly different in principle, if not effect, for 
it is a series of separate tones made by mov¬ 
ing the bow rapidly to and fro. Monteverde 
Introduced this, to picture suspense; and we 
often hear it In the melodramas of to-day, 
when the villain is about to kill the hero, 
or the heroine Is dying in a snow-storm. The 
vibrato of the voice is not much cultivated 
or cared for in Germany, England or America, 
hut in France and Italy the public craves 
it, especially In the male voice. 
Q. I have read explanations given by sev¬ 
eral authorities, about the time and accentua¬ 
tion oj appoginturas and double grace notes (two grace notes following each other and 
preceding a principal note). Their opinions 
differ widely. Will you please give an opin¬ 
ion about it. and about the following ex¬ 
amples in particular. 
Example 1, Karganoff, Nocturne, Op. 18, 
No. 1; measures 10, IS, 16, also 
Example i, Bendel. By Moonlight. Op. 139, 
No. S, measure is. Should grace notes b, a, 
preceding g on fifth beat he played as a trip¬ 
let on fifth beat, or as parsing notes between 
fourth and fifth beats, striking the principal 
note a on the fifth beatf 
Ex. 4. Bendel, By Moonlight. Opus. 139. No. 3. 
_TUNE-A-PHONE If 
Our graduates earn $5 to *10 per day the year round. 
We supply free a Tune a Phone, also a working 
model of a full-sized, Modern, Upright Action, and 
the necessary tools for each pupil. Our wonderful invention, the Tune-a-Pbone, gives 
the exact number of beats that should occur in the 
test intervals. With it the student knows what the 
result should be. It eliminates guess-work. 
,Write today for free illuetrateddescrlptlve booklet 
Address, Niles Bryant School of Piano Tuning 
15 Fine Arts Building, Battle Creek, Mich., U. S. A. 
In each of the above examples play the 
grace notes before the beat and accent the 
principal for following note. 
Example 5. Should not these three grace 
notes be played before the beat, and the first 
note of ihe trill struck with the arpeggio 
chord in the bassf 
A BURROUGHS VISIBLE ADDING 
MACHINE, $275 
The Burroughs Class 300 line of adding machines 
have visible printing, visible adding^and visible 
Mm^disunce Trom^fhe^ye^^he mosAisible of 
all visible adding machines, extremely low key¬ 
board, modern type-writer carriage, backed by 
the Burroughs reputation and Burroughs service, 
mechanically perfect, 9 column capacity, price 
Ex. 5. Bendel, By Moonlight. 
SCHOOL OF PIANO TUNING 
REGULATING AND REPAIRING 
Thorough, practical individual instruction in repair 
l --- == 1 tion required. Short course. Low terms. 20th year. 
Diplomas granted. Prospectus for stamp. 
ALEX. SCHEl INERT 
2849 N. 11th Street Philadelphia, Pa. f * n r— 
• ^ 
E 1—--- 
Ex. 6. Bendel, By Moonlight. 
Example 2, Orieg, Danse Caprice, Op. 98, 
No. 3; measures 1. ft, 9, 10, etc. 
Should these doub.e grace notes be played 
as a mordent, with the accent on the first 
notet 
Ex. 2. Grieg, Danse caprice. 
The Etude makes it a atnet rule not to 
answer questions pertaining to particular 
pieces except in special cases where a broad 
principle is involved. , , 
It is very difficult to make hard and 
fast rules regarding embellishment notes. I 
can only give you my individual opinion, as 
In example 1, play the first double grace 
note before the bass note, but the others 
may be played as triplets (quick mordents) 
accenting the first grace note. 
2 play the grace notes before the bass notes 
and do not accent them, give the accent 
on the principal note. 
Example 3, Strelezki, Mazurka, Op. I®5. No. 
2, measure 16. Which note should be■ accented, 
and should the first grace note be playea 
on the beat or should the grace notes be 
played before the beat in this caser 
M. B. K. 
In example 5 you can begin with a quick 
mordent (or proiler) almost a triplet, but 
the last three grace notes are to be unac¬ 
cented and plaved before the beat, the trill 
beginning the final measure. 
In example 6 accent 6 but sustain the 
c sharp. The c sharp is to have the effect 
of a short grace note. Remember also that 
what you have called “mordent” is bv many 
teachers called a “proiler." I prefer your 
use of the term “mordent. See Mistakes 
and Disputed Points of Music." 
Q. Is it possible to imitate orchestral in¬ 
struments on the piano f—L. J. C. 
A. Not very effectively. One can imitate the 
effect of horns, not in their tone-color, but 
in their progressions, and one might give the 
snappy shrieks of the piccolo, but the gen¬ 
eral effects of tone-color cannot be imitated 
upon the piano. Liszt once challenged this 
Idea by playing the nine symphonies of Bee¬ 
thoven upon the piano, but the composers 
laughed at the idea of bringing out orchestral 
tone-colors upon tbe piano, and Liszt him¬ 
self did not insist upon this plan, which he 
probably executed more out of bravado than 
for any other reason. The orchestral picture 
may be compared to an oil paintine. the best 
piano transcription to a'good etching, rhe 
niano suggests orchestral effects just about 
as much, or as little, as the black and white 
of an etching suggests actual colors. 
O Is it possih'e to enioy Wagner opera 
without being able to distinguish the ‘‘leit¬ 
motivs f’’—that is to say without studying 
them at home before going to the opera.— 
E. B. T. 
A Yes. There would be some enjoyment to 
the musical auditor, although In a far less 
Your Music is Torn! 
TAPE 
roll of paper, JS& cent* each, postpaid. 
Transparent Adhesive Mending; Tissue 
if your music dealer does not carry it, send to 
THEO. PRESSER CO., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Pennsylvania 
Music , Lithographing 
Company 
114 N. 13th St.. Philadelphia, Pa. 
Music Engravers and Printers 
Estimates promptly furnished to composers and 
publishers on Sheet Music, Music Books, Band, 
Orchestra and Octavo Music, etc. HIGH GRADE 
WORK AT REASONABLE PRICES. Copyrights 
secured. Manuscripts revised and corrected. 
Music typography tti all its Branches 
It HYMN AND TUNE BOOK PLATES 
l/^L ft" ( ^Dudley T. Limerick! 
|Vj/ — gospel song plates-! 
]No. 10 8. Ricks Stmt, Philadelphia 
( Market above Fifteenth) 
„ rtevree than if he had prepared himself. He Ex. 3. streletzki. Mazurka. Opus. 139. No. 3. fln(j |,pautiful melodic touches, rich would find bea tif l elodic t c es, ric  
harmonies, and would be able to understand 
some of the figures by their fitness and by 
their position in the music-drama. He 
might, however, often be in about the same 
case as an American spectator, entirely in¬ 
nocent of any knowledge of foreign languages, 
watching a great performance by Eleonora 
Duse, or a representation by Sarah Bernhardt. 
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THE WORLD RENOWNED 
SOHMER 
•* ■..*• favorite nl the refilled and cultured 
THE SOHMEK-CECIUAN INSIDE PLAYER 
SURPASSES ALL OTHERS 
I'a.urakU Tam. to Ur.inm.lhl. Parti.. 
SOHMER Sk COMPANY 
Wararoemi, 3tS 5ll> Am. Cor. 32d 81.. New York 
Flexibility of the Hands and Fingers 
KURSHEEDT S HAND EXPANDER 
Special Price for a Limited Time, $2.50 
E. B. KURSHEEDT 
19 Main St. ir Brooklyn, N. Y. 
MENNEN’S 
“FOR MINE” 
Mennen’s Powder 
mail you prepaid our bo 
tiful 1913 Calendar. 
Students’ Popular Album 
THEO. PRESSER CO.. I7H O 
Western Schools 
Auto-Hypnotism t 
i the degree of suggest b 
mum : und it in well as, 
1 Induced » 
L generally* 
Cure Stage Fright Why the Uneducated Demand 
state in “Tunes.” 
is at Its j„ music most of us have the power of 
•'<* 1IS “ recalling a simple melody; and who has not 
Ion can, |)een tormented at times by an unbidden 
i fright or melody persistently haunting his ears until 
, most valuable he was almost ready to commit suicide? 
but i am of bU(. t0 recail a melody at will with any par- 
iklug. the more titular tone color, te.. to imagine it as 
he Independent being played by flute, or a violin, or a horn, 
*“■'1- ** s much less easy; and It Ir -**" - 
MRS.STACEY WILLIAMS 
The Eminent Teacher of Singing 
Only Earnest, Serious Students Accepted 
For terms and particulars address 
MRS. STACEY WILLIAMS 
Studios 405-406 Kimball Hall Chicago, HI. 
PRIVATE TEACHERS 
Conduct your Class as a BRANCH of the 
Western Conservatory 
For conditions of ASSOCIATr par-,,. 
er) method of nut 
a carefully regulate 
these atrong Ideals 
'"gL'e-l 
■flunlly i 
r , mtwBtKbHIP address: 
diffl-' E. H. SCOTT, Pres., Mailers Building, Chicago 
. .....-of Impre 
of calm, and eol 
,_ the mind, to the co ■II the negative tbougl 
r or distrust, 
conscientiously and c< 
tlnuously. ng part of a mental education. It 
cannot but follow that the external physical 
slates will conform to the psychical direction ___ _ 
If failure results. It can only be because would soon revel 
the method Is Imperfectly understood, or Im- modern operas, w 
properly followed remembering that we have eoreenna tone . 
probably spent the greater part of a life¬ 
time In entertaining these negative IdeaH. we 
cannot expect to reverse a mental attitude 
In a week, or a month, yet. until n negatlv 
attitude Is transformed we cannot hope t 
get rid of those symptoms of an lll-regulate 
in*-1)riiI balance nerves—UuMiral \cirn i Lm 
Gounod on Assassination 
"-You regret that the i 
mlt the assasalnat' — ' 
s do n :.*r; oertnln musicians, 
mist decidedly, and 
Only It Is necessary 
as to the way It 
...... M.. ... ...1 all things: the 
Ichors kill cattle; the Indolent kill time 
flies; the Journalists kill whoever Is deud; 
d the good works kl.l *'■“ k.u 
t society^ should agree 
the mind, that Is to recall harmonies. 
It is for this reason that people of primi¬ 
tive musical taste care only for operas that 
ure full of "tunes." These they can whistle 
In the street and be happy while the harmo¬ 
nies and orchestral colors elude their compre¬ 
hension and memory. Consequently they call 
these works “heavy.” “scientific," or “in¬ 
tellectual whereas if they took pains to 
educate their musical Imaginations, they 
' *“ the magic harmonies of 
their infinite variety of 
.......... .—.......8. If. T. Finch, in 
'hopin and Other Musical Essays.” (Per- 
isslon Charles Scribner's Sons.) 
Is “Yankee Doodle” a Hungarian 
Melody? 
Kossuth Informed us that the Hungarians 
with him In this country first heard Yankee 
Doodle on the Mississippi River, when thev 
Immediately recognized It as one of the old 
airs of their native land—one played in the 
dances of that country—and they began Im¬ 
mediately to caper and to dance as they used 
to In Hungary. It Is curious that the same 
air should be found In old Biscay. 
It has been stated, we know not upon 
what authority, that the air of Yankee 
if 8 ' sam.e as that ot LucV Locket, ami Is as old as the time of Cromwell, wheif 
“ ?i!‘S <ijI1?.d Yankee” Doodle. In the time 
the old French war (1755). when the New ,iui iiuuiv viaims. uo you oi —v__ ___ „w 
,V?£,rlU?£rKr r,‘Pu'a,‘on» S?F'.and ,rooP*. commanded b?" Governor I under the blows ofjtos* Shfrjey were encamped_with the regSar are half shattered _ ___ thoven. lie was a great assassin. , „„ „ w. 
strive to he In the camp of the assassins. Dr. Shacksbnrg, 
lhere Is no other camp In which we can be army, remodeled 
except In the enmp of the victims."—From a Yankee Doodle a letter of Gounod, the oinmoirr .,t ■Fn„.t” Ww r.’n nc ^  ^tl  l comp se ofj ‘Faus  " 
rond person, the use of 
r "pan" and "your” beii.„ . .JhP 
mutiny an indication of great Intimacy. 
surgeon of the British 
old tune and called It 
•* Joke in derision of the 
. F(“*la1nd volunteers, who admired the 
. «.«pn. iuih . ana it soon became a eeneral farnritp 
written in the throughout the American camp It was «»<* 
;v~ i\ g»s~ svasrajs'rs 
111 ™ blaek aults! ' V—* iu oi cg BUlts, 
"• antI in »™.v- Some had 
some short ones, and some had 
Some of them had long hair, 
wore enormous wigs, 
of accoutrements, thev Wnrl Hpn 1 t\f dt ' 
pome short, and 
t'lth a great variety 
rurnlshed altogether a good . 
" . "*“!& , British troops. 
Unnecessary Mistakes 
Tiir mistake which Is simply the result o 
Ignorance Is perfectly proper and legltlmati 
It Is to be expected, though hard'y welcome 
The correction Is made und that ends It. jVlu ei"7«si i ~ 
But does It end It? By no means. Onlv too JUtV **• 1SSS* 
often Is the teacher called upon to po n't out 
expla'natum,.rr0r' *nd *° r,,peat l,"'ntlcal The Importance of Pedalling 
^ But the mistake yrlilch Is caused by care- .mo3tl>' 
profanity, and shou?d*!" "den I ("w It"" 
rally. Treat It with nusterltv. show It m 
consideration and make life n burden to th. 
student who la guilty of such —-- 
until she sees and hears the 
wavs and reforms her evil tenae 
There are mistakes of the eve. when the 
optic nerve goes on the rampage and trans- 
mlt< nil erroneous Impression to the cerebel¬ 
lum; when treble notes nre nlavcd in th. baa*. and 1««. l„ , “1.J;"?”,.? 
•„ ,. 
being so often regarded as ^/orte-playing 
as * raere muscular 
* "-leal sounds for a 
M’e have t.. . 
sod when Whole, hnlf and quarter leo™*8^0 an, tesatlssimo, and 
it.d wUl^delightful uniformity. We 
inus-e depends 
-• .» T.e Fourth ConnresR of a paper read before the PnitwilT-•« 
,hr ,n,er”«liono: Musical So 
yonng child, although this Is a mAtn 
greatest significance in the health of the 
child. The room should first of all be thor¬ 
oughly ventilated. It shou'd n<rt he one ot 
,h'Y"' uninviting, dismal, dark parlors In 
Saving rhe.rT.nrS!nflnMm It a, 
ranspIraHra ‘'whU h^e *£* 
desire-for ,JthrvoixJ tofjJSS 
devotion and nersonai ?ii^f,C„!Lfjl5uJ41 "s^of 
am! when sharps, fiats, pedal 
phrasing are luxuries Instead of necessities' 
That optician has not yet been born who "an (It glasses to students who are troubled wlih 
**>“* B®r‘ astigmatism—Emm. Hbblisq. la the II rstem Musical Herald (Chicago). 
The Room You Practice In 
nxently said to me "rmt;hand 1,0 has fre- 
condnetor's desk ! for he knowJlTfSc^ at th,? 
•ngulsh of the work of m,.!,’ ,hc J°.v and 
"Mil preserve the work intSel K» m"'lc: he 
Important It mu«t above all thlngw utand 55 ^ aea,n»t “tho malofn??rfter* . frw1,wntlv 
je “I1?* w,,Lrtr,ko mwalc page -*Pwiten '*,olated to best ndvantagp The parent who ni«res a a.va wa**rcd amiinst "LD!? OWn—and 
the Plano In a certain position for artfsEc nil ,'>"rllal|s Rood fiddlers hmductors who 
effect and forgets about his child's eveVlght of n,»sleIt Is nisi L Who knorw 
l m,n.k,nk’ an. VP'OsIve mistake. The child n'ior,",n<'e ,h»t the 'onL„ I'afsmount 
srilfi.“SavsrA,*a",js.i^ 
whirring of the sew'ng machine In ih, ,lon "id fne ,hSLth^hclass°s In compost 
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY 
EVANSTON- CHICAGO 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
A University Professional School, for the 
comprehensive study of practical and theo- 
retical music, either as a profession or as an 
element of culture. Located upon the shore of 
vironment is perfect and social a 
superior. Send for detailed descri, 
courses and book of Eoanstc 
P. C. LUTKIN, Dean 
SIXTY-SECOND YEAR 
Lawrence Conservatory 
IA _£ I_ r. . 
Offers unusual opportunities for the 
study of music Enjoys the intellectual 
and social life of Lawrence College. 
Faculty of noted specialists. Choral 
Society of 150 voices. Orchestra. Recit¬ 
als by World's Artists, Music Festival, 
Faculty Concerts. Superior Public 
School Music Course, Normal Course 
WILLIAM HARPER, Dean, Appleton, 
@11 CENTS 
in stamps sent to EFFA ELLIS 
will give you the lesson on how 
to teach the keyboard, and in- 
$ troduce Melody, Rhythm, 
» Music Form, Harmony and 
M Eartraining. 
M Effa Ellis Keyboard Harmony School 
W and Training School for Teachers 
Y_204-205 Boston Store Bldg.. OMAHA, NEB. 
Detroit Conservatory 
of Music Francis L. York, M.A., Director 
FINEST CONSERVA¬ 
TORY IN THE WEST 
g/r%irs 
PHara menuon THE ETUDE whan addrae^i 
SSER, conductor at th. '“Hatton.—tlExii 
iA J/Us'ca (Park) >arU 0ro"d Opera 
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rutadd 
—Don Quixote 
.. ™ t„et received the Preparatory Tech- 
, Tph liPP, 0% consider It a most ox- 
;;:j J2!k for the purpose.—©. A. S,ms. 
The Preparatory School of Technic.. by ■it n ia^nf a convenient size and most 
‘" iA, Indiana. 
more than pleased with the Each 
Tour special offers are alwnvs all, 
id even^tnore than, you claim for them. 
Gertrude Pulsifer, Lo.o. 
1 o-ant to thank you for being so prompt 
ln fliimg mv orders. Thev have always 
!tn perfectly satisfactory mil my denlmgs 
ilth you have been pleasant.—J/i«» Emma 
j). niifresa, Miss. 
I have found Nursery Songs and Oasrics 
v,rr interesting for the little ones. They 
A,is*went 10 t're g ing over them—Matilda 
J neuchiein, New York. 
I heartllv congratulate you on the exec’- 
If.nee of The Etude. To the student and 
lover of music it Is Invaluable. Its bright 
articles and heart to benrt. talks form a 
never ending source of Inspiration to say 
hi,thing of the eminently practical advi m,thi in 
contains from teachers of world-wide 
-Cfdl Stephenson. Australia. 
life Stories of Great Composers Is a grand 
l«ok and worth twice the money.—L. 
I'M, Ohio. 
Neumann's Four Hand Piano Pieces iu a 
very good work for pupils in the second 
and third grades.—Mrs. E. 11. liecluteud, 
North Dakota. 
I have just received the Morris Chair sent 
aa a premium for subscriptions to Tt’e 
Btubb. It is a beauty, and a joy for 
which. 1 greatly thank you.—Margaret 
Bright, Tenn. 
I am delighted with the works, Bach Al¬ 
im. Left Hand Technic and Preparatory 
Technic, and find them to be just what I 
need..—Alice E. Pugh, Ohio. 
E. M. Bowman is one of the few really 
'wllent pianoforte teachers In existence. 
Even virtuosos have been his pupils and to 
amateurs his Master Lessons in Pianoforte 
II"jimp is simply invaluable.—Harry titenan. 
New York. 
It may surprise you' to receive a letter 
from s« far away, but we who subscribe to jour Eti'de out here would not miss It. 
Really. It Is the greatest delight I have 
wet month.—Minna V. Lettmann, Australia. 
The work. Mexican Dances, by Louis G. 
"r“b Is delightful for both practice and 
Mtwtatnment—Fritz Reinhardt, X'enna. 
r„n!U5an?'s .Sateen Instructive Pieces, for 
mr Hands Is the best and most np-to-dnt • 
I have found for beginners.— 
Stnlmeyer, New York. 
I hinS Etude is the best musical magazine 
uivemet with and wish It continued sue- 
"W-Oeorge Walker, South Africa. 
I A\bum is a very fine edlt on and 
Ml’higaf plcased wlth it--A F«» Bunn. 
ofbn is** t0 the mus,c ln The Etude as 
tile « '1*: sometimes we lack appe- 
Hrt wuu f00d but bever for The Etude.— J,rs- William stcele, Kansas. 
'»!«hand oarefullv examined the Tiro Stud- 
biil well pleased with it.— 
u- "Use, Alabama. 
,0^Eterestfnlmer °C Fart* Ahn,lt Music Is 
‘W KS?8 *8 we" ns Instructive book. It Any 8t|,fbt, me out of many tight places. 
*otk.-'np!ntj °l “"sin should have this 
HI. ° 1 *ounlI, Montana. 
Just ““p ■¥»»«•; and Disputed Points is 
StarldJ^° wish to say that the 
helP to mi nni ,The Etude Is such a great 
^“mend Tur Interesting I highly 
&r,rwted 
^ZWiXfcaMahSatrCdZ,“etS- 
I?" Iwve8been 2* )91*®furo tl> sav that 
®Uslc than ««ore ob,ig*ng about looking 
®°*ic of whloh a?y otJler Publisher—finding 
N-iTp1 not give the com- 
rp^ " Btack8heart Alabama. 
J?T'e|)w”lusfe0V/,0*,are admirable and I 
».*R'..TSi a?s 
‘"MS,.1 cS,.""1 "" 
HOW HANDEL’S “MESSIAH” 
BROUGHT FAME TO A 
WESTERN TOWN. 
BY JO.-SII1PLEY WATSON. 
Easter comes in March this year and 
already the children of Lindsborg, Kan¬ 
sas, are well prepared in their choruses 
for Easter week; but preparation for this 
event never ceases, it goes on like the 
crops, in a succession of rotations. 
While the grown-ups are drilling and 
making perfect the parts of the Mes¬ 
siah, the little children of the farmers 
and tradespeople are equally busy with 
their portion of the program. The an¬ 
nual Easter “Messiah Week” at Linds¬ 
borg is no longer a local affair. Music 
has set this town apart Without it 
Lindsborg would be as unnoticed as any 
of the other small western towns; but 
the music of Handel’s Messiah has 
glorified Lindsborg and uplifted its peo¬ 
ple from the drudgery of farm routine. 
No one is left untouched by this festi¬ 
val, least of all the children. 
The child’s musical training in most 
western villages is likely to be ordinary. 
First of all he is so submerged in school 
“exams” and “grades,” that music is de¬ 
ferred until after graduation; if it is 
squeezed in at all, it is at the risk of 
incurring the displeasure of the school 
officials, so there are only a few scat¬ 
tered lessons during the year and a long 
vacation in summer. Musicland isn’t at 
all big and grand and a part of life when 
you are making “grades” for a diploma 
of some kind. The real musical rallying 
point is the talking machine with its fine 
reproductions from world-famed singers 
and players. 
Handel’s Messiah is as inseparable from 
the life of the town as the grass from 
the Kansas prairies. For over twenty-five 
years these Swedish-Americans have lived 
around Handel’s master work, children 
have grown up under its resounding 
choruses, and whoever visits Lindsborg, 
whether Easter week or any common 
week-day, can not fail to discover, the 
refining impress of music, for music is 
in the air, boys seem to grow fast to 
swelling violin cases and girls seldom pass 
without music rolls. If you ask Oscar 
where he is going you will find out that 
he’s off for a rehearsal with two other 
boys and a girl and that they are going to 
play a quartet at a Sunday concert and 
Sophia is going to play a Mozart sonata 
at an evening recital. 
Everywhere there is music mixed with 
the daily routine; it is not practiced 
violently for a day or two and forgotten 
for a week, no indeed—music with school 
books, music with seed planting, music 
with business, it fills in all the weary 
gaps of every-day existence, and so 
Oscar and Sophia are growing up in a 
musical atmosphere that one doesn’t have 
to go to Europe to seek. Out here m 
the big open spaces of the Middle West 
these little children are becoming earnest 
loyal workers for home products, and 
perhaps their slogan will be “American- 
made music for Americans. ’ 
The tempo is not tp be like a mill¬ 
wheel, stopping or propelling the mechan¬ 
ism at pleasure, but rather like the pulse 
in the human body. There is no “slow 
movement” in which certain passages do 
not require an acceleration of time, so as 
to prevent dragging. Nor is there a 
“presto” which does not require a slower 
tempo in passages whose effect would be 
marred by too much hurry. But let no 
one imagine that he is justified in indulg¬ 
ing that foolish mannerism which arbi¬ 
trarily distorts certains bars.—C. M. von 
Weber. 
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COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
CLARE OSBORNE REED, Director 
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Cosmopolitan School of Music and Dramatic Art 
r MRS. W. S. BRACKEN, President 
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Centralizing 
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Gertrude Radle-Paradis 
Progressive, Scientific and Practical 
Methods 
Results Positive 
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Piano Teachers 
Do you know the helpful Musical 
Compositions of 
Mrs. Crosby Adams 
They are quite generally used by a great 
many teachers throughout the country 
Lists will gladly be mailed upon request to 
CROSBY ADAMS 
OAK PARK CHICAGO, ILL. 
DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE 
WARREN, OHIO 
.rchestral concert and soloists every Wednesday night. Pupils may enter at anytime. 1 ■talogiie blue book and historical sketch to WM. H. DANA. R.A.M, Prest. 
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\ The American Institute of Applied Music 
(THE METROPOLITAN COLLEOE OF MUSIC) 
B. Calvert, D.D.. President' 212 W. «9 th SL , New York City 
r.ul.«ur Strih MKAHO.N KATE S. < IIITTE.M>KN. I* 
6 WEEKS COURSES for Artists, Teachers and Advanced Students 
-WITH OR WITHOUT BOARD- 
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Teacher* educatedI In Europe. Two Lesson* per Week; Lcschctizky Piano Technic; Normal 
Method*, Locke a Primary Plan, Puhlic School Subjects, Harmony, etc. Certificates, Catalogs. 
MARKS’ CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, 2 West I21st Street, New York 
• FRANK DAMROSCH, Dlraolor - 
NEW YORK 
venue, Naw York. 
INTERESTING FACTS PERTAIN¬ 
ING TO THE OPERA. 
A glance through the remarkable Dic¬ 
tionary-Catalog of Operas and Operettas, 
compiled by John Towers, reveals many 
interesting facts regarding the subjects 
chosen for operatic treatment by com- ■ ~“" 
posers of all ages and countries. During pup{h gf J/rg FvM,a Roge 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Danse Semplice (4 lids.), Itathbnn* Earl 
it was the custom for different composers *forn. Unisay^ 
to use the same libretto over again. This Valse (G lids.), streahbog: Valse Impromnti! 
accounts for the fact that there are 120 
operas founded c 
Interesting Pupils’ 
Recital Programs 
B&= 
?! 
n | 
der the Great. Imagine 120 different ver- Woilonbaupt'f^La ' Fontaine!' ’ Bohm 
sions of Madama Butterfly! Other great rf,0f%B,h}umont; Marche Triomphale.'‘(g 
Granberry Piano School 
UKOKGE FOLSOM URANBKRRY, Dtuonm 
TEACHERS’ TRAINING COURSES 
FAELTEN SYSTEM 
Wxwiat OAHNKUtE HALL, RKW YORK 
|— College of Fine Arts — 
Syracuse University 
ctU«d >dv,nU(«« lot the ttudy of music. Faculty 
•pvo.lut*. KrjuUc (our-ycar court, lead, to the 
sot Muk-B. Special certificate courM.. Special 
tags of Love, Klnkel: Lotta’Mazurka (6hXT 
the career of Alexan- Hayes ; rap.lions Roses, Thome; Ballata Rh! 
-1 _ / 1 .» Pncmi-mnnllt a TS*. PoUtt, 
Beau ont; 
, , . hds.), Rath tain, 
conquerors have also found their way 
into opera. Hannibal, Artaxerxes, Caesar, Pupils of Mme. Wood-Arfwedson. 
Cromwell and Peter the Great have each ln’  
made new conquests in a new line of My First Party, Streahbog; Golden Star i4 
achievement, and even Christopher Col- Ltablchf'spantalt DMc^UEggfit>nK;<V& 
unibus has found a musical interpreter. in F. Bohm; Boat Song. Llehner; The Vot- 
Captain Kidd and any number of tPirates, mmcL, LtadsayP^Mm at^Sans 
including the immortal Pirates of Pen- Schneider; Intermezzo Caprice, Stubs: Mis- 
, , • . A , sion Bells, Loul a ; Idillio, Lack ; Sonata No 
sauce, have sung their way into the hearts 15, Mozart: Wm. Tell Overture (8 hdi)‘ 
of the public, so it is not surprising to Rossini; Sonata, Op. 10, No. 1, Beethoven; 
find at least one opera dealing with Davy Sonata I atlletique' Beethoven- 
Jones. Pupils of Myrtle 8. Colvin. 
Rose Glow, Atherton ; Valley of Rest. Men- 
GRFFrp and ROM a mptt dPlssohn ; 1 lie Brooklet, Ludebuehl; I.a Zlo- GREECE AND ROMANCE. earn. Bohm; Idillio, Lack: Pizzicato Delta- 
The Dying Poet, Gottsehalk: La Cascade, 
Pauer; To Spring. Grieg: Polonaise in C sharp Almost all the Greek heroes 
“DECIDEDLY THE BEST” 
NORMAL CORRESPONDENCE COURSE 
TEACHING TEACHERS HOW TO TEACH 
Modern Ideas of Touch, Technic, Pedal, Metronome and Hand 
Culture, and How to Teach Them 
Address, JOHN ORTH, Steinert Hall, BOSTON 
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and COMPOSITION 
by MAIL*^j^-^ 
222*. LUca SL. Buffalo, N. V 
Safari Natraa 
Concert Pianist and Teacher, rec¬ 
ognized by the European and Am¬ 
erican Prc a. ‘‘one of the grtat 
pianists oftkedov. tli. In- 
terpretation. and Method avail¬ 
able to Professions U and Amateura 
a of his WatTTKN Lessons 
id Mail Com 
York. 
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42 WEST 76th ST., NEW YORK 
Manufacturers of 
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The Bergman Clavier 
The Bergman 2 and 4 Octave 
instruments for travelers 
The Bergman Technic Table 
(Raised Keys) 
The Bergman Child’s Pedal 
PUBLISHERS OF 
"THE VIRGIL METHOD” Books I and II.« ^ 
“THE PIANO PEDALS," How, When and Where to use them 1 25 
CHOICE COMPOSITIONS, Grade. I, 2, 3. 4. 5, for Piano 
Five New Song, for Home and Concert U»e, by Mr*. A. M. Virgil 
Liberal DUcount to Teacher. Send for Catalogue. 
Virgil Piano Conservatory 
MRS. A. M. VIRGIL, Director 
42 West 76th St., New York 
another, including Antigone, (4 ll<3®-)> Liszt. 
ApoHo, Dionysos, Aphrodite and many Pupih of „cn,.„ Dellafleld_ 
others. I he most popular has probably Silver Birches, Dellafleld ; Valse Impromptu, 
been Orpheus, whose music made, trees ^binsteta ;" The "iJS&fcW. 
bow themselves when he did sing. His Caprice Espagnoft, Chamlnade: Valse Im- 
md.«cl,„|, part,* ,rom Bundle, h„ sS SMBL'tsSS 
naturally inspired many of his brother Polonaise, Chopin, 
musicians. Romantic heroes of history 
and fiction have also inspired many com- ^ta^Mareh4(f hds.). Knelling; The 
posers. King Arthur, King Alfred the Rocking Horse, Grandfather’s Dance, Grace* 
Great, Lancelot Joan of Arc, Cleopatra, S 
Mme. Angot, Mme. Sans-Gene, Trilby hds.), Faber: Melody in F, Rubinstein: 
"* Th“ "»>' '“h therefor.' ,„„g in ® 
0Peta- tag: On the Campus, Morrison; Kip Van 
Shakespeare has naturally been freely 
drawn upon. Romeo and Juliet Hamlet Leaves, Franklin; Swiss Song, Eggellng; 
Othello. Midsummer Night's Dream. The Sp^^w^M™81 Hunter'S Ca‘L 
Merry Wives of Windsor, and As You 
Tike It have each inspired various mu- PuPj,a Nias Annie 31. P. Bundy. 
sir-ianc I, I-_•_ , , “ u Mazurka de Concert. Gregh; The Water 
sicuins. it is curious to notice how many Nymph, Lynes; Spinning Song, Zilcher; Bnt- 
EseWes wTth W'::Ch natUraUy ide?tify ™IenaRU8wea'J.hs:V^e 1 tmseives with certain composers have Oclschlegel; To the Hunt, Horvath; Album 
also been treated by others comnrvsers Jjeaf, Kirchner : Staging Streamlet, Esipolt; 
There are n u . ., c°mP°sers. Bell Ringers, Bohm; Cascarilla, Hoffmann. 1 nere are many Barbers besides Rossini s 
Barber of Seville. Both Don Giovanni PuPil of Albert. F. Smith. 
and The Marriage of Figaro have found JSSfr oZ°V™.' 4. Th" 
otner exponents than Mozart, though tike Unto a Flower, Kubinstein-R, Hoffman: 
none so (rifted Fund ,1. • fe. Rondo in A. from Op. 59, No. 1. KUhlan: 
ether .,g ° h s inspired At the Ford, Torjussen: Minuet (The 
others than Gounod and Berlioz Frei- Stately), Friml; Etude. Op. 8. No. 6. Wlirn: 
schiits and William Tell have . Humoresque. Dvorak : II Mazzetto di Fiort 
rv-t 1 1 . ‘ ,1ave been set Uorenz : Swing Song, Barns: Peasant s March, 
not alone by Weber and Rossini but bv Torj'>ss<‘n : Alazurka, Op. 40, No. 2, Meyer- 
many less famous musicians. It’ is still Heltnun,,■ 
more surprising to discover that the ter- Punas of .1. Binary Tav'.or. . 
ritory of Wagner himself has been in Barcarolle, white: Angels’ Serenade, 
vaded and jS CC ',n Braga-Hitz: Valse. Blose: The Brooklet. Rp 
a, and lannhauser, and even the der; Rosebud Waltz. Chatter. Engelmann. 
Ring of the Ntbelungs have been set to Sy the Hillside, Atherton: Bon-Bon Caprire. 
music bv others 1 4 chr- Immer; The Young Recruit (4 hds.). t- 
music Dj others. G. Rathbnn: Me’ody of Love. Enge mann: 
Sunset in the Mountains, Kern: Meditation. 
the CLAIM OF LOVE. Morrison. 
All the great love stories, real and pupil« of Miss 1. B. White and Mrs. W. C. 
at^one time "or0 ha'i! heendealt with Forget-me-not. Fischer; Military March- 1 onc tune or another. Romeo and Sartorlo; Reverie (violin). Faucontar; Maj“ 
Juliet, Dante and Beatrice Heloiso 1 MiUtaire (6 hds.). Streahbog: Entrd Act 
Abelard Tri«tt„ j r . j . Se and from “Mignon" 1 viol(n). Thomas; Little 
. Iristan and Isolde have each Engelmann: Doll’s_Lullaby, 
greatest number of victims; there are up- iff”hds.). Streabbog:' AtUThe TwiflghV How. 
S w ”hi'h 
rK, m .Hu, s wTop1"™ Sfv.sr.xrK. 
however does not 1 , " opera' haupt: Angels Serenade (violin), Br.g» 
’ ,cs not always lead to matri- Serenade (violin), Drdla. 
vmed t3S r]lere are on,y about 160 de¬ 
voted to Marriage. Nevertheless ,u - Punils of Miss Bffle M. Duff. n 
are only six or I „ ‘Nev*rtfeless. there Pink ivurls. Spaulding; Fairv Pool 
• °r se\en devoted to Divorce °n the Strand. Greenwald; I1 (oral * arS,(,e 
so we may conclude that most of th«! Spaulding: School March, PoUer; 
S3 Tt v asss,,!«ssrviS6jwJt» 
nni^r9 tf J tlndudc Saint-Saens* maX: Alpine Violet (4 bd-O. Andre: ln^ 
pera. Henry VUJ. but we will charmhlv L,,de- Boysen: Christmas Bells lw,tpiji251§. 
consider this work offset hi v Blusbln* Hoses. Stult.:.****% 
Mt'rrv £ rr*• , Sct ^ Nicolais T*ange; Caprice Bohemlen. Leblorre.■ . 
munnnn rwf pntrrTvfi .. es °T H wdsor. llonne Harp. Smith: Polonaise in A. j . 
new menuon THE ETUDE when addressing our adyartlsari. Luc,a di ^““ermoor (C hds.). DonisetU* 
THE ETUDE 
—, rttiTT-OR-MISS” TYPE OF 
TH MUSICAL EDUCATION. 
great advantage in this. Her home in¬ 
fluences, though kindly and loving, were 
certainly not conducive to the develop- 
By Katharine burrowes. merit of strength, while her musical in- 
atro a lady came to me fluences were of the worst possible na- 
SoHE years ag daughter anc( while ture. Consequently, what she gained of 
vith a bngnt ons ghe mentioned that strength through school, she lost, in a 
dv studied with another great measure, through weakening influ- 
Edith llad. alrh rfynot brought her along ences in her home and in musical training, 
itacher, who n r and father both Beware of the “hit-or-miss” musical 
tot7her “pushed” ahead, her pieces education. _ 
U fiogres'sCandThS'a$chang^ THE INFLUENCE OF ENVIRON- 
“SSrSfab), l found that MENT. 
Pdith had taken three terms from wee matilda t. freebourne. 
2U teachers, who in the,r anxiety 
“push her ahead’ had given her-many jT js ast0nishing how much a well- 
.;fCM while she had scarcely any know - eqUjppe(j studio has to do with the musi- 
j» of the most rudimentary matters. caJ jeveiopment of a pupil. The decora- 
I could not work in this way, so I made tJon of a stlu]j0 need not be costly to be 
Edith begin again. To soften the ais- fcoth musjcaj and beautiful. The writer 
JirLSinShas in mi:,d an unPrete"tious mfc wz 
this wbose oily P>ar>o <s a hne-toned upright, 
and which cannot boast of even a hard- 
NEW YORK SCHOOLS 
the neglected points, 
until the end of the 
We worked 
1 feeling rather 
moi uk v..u r • wood floor, but this room and its occu- 
satisfied because Edith was really learning ^ ^ ^ jnspiration t0 many 
something, although she co J who have gone out from thence into the 
pby intelligently even the mp e mus.c woHd devQted tQ theif art with high 
’s.£ if* *»-*-*.*« rr”10 carrv on 01 the new term 1 wo u , the wor^ begun in that room. 
„o Edith appeafed I then caUed^to mind Good portraits of ^ best cotI)posers. 
^ *UAA that T bad also been found scenes from the opera, and other musical 
, a?*.:r;,r“o, f «««**.*»»- 
k j K hi plements. pictures, and colored plates 
lteSLl lost sight of Edith, but from subscription W been 
some years later she re-appeared, wishing largely drawn upon in addition to a few 
me to put a few finishing touches on her particularly fine engravings carefully cut 
“hit-or-miss" musical education. Mean- from books. These have been mounted 
while her parents had been pursuing their in various ways Still other pictures 
policy of change, and 1 should not like have been mounted on plain cartridge pa- 
to say how many teachers Edith had per on the prepared mounting board, and 
studied with, but I can say what the re- either bound with passepartout or left en- 
sults were. She was naturally a musical tirely without frame to stand on mantel 
girl; not extremely talented, but with just or table. 
the grade of ability, which, properly cul- Space is found for a blackboard, wntc 
(ivated, would have made a musical player is in frequent use during lesson hours, a 
and a fairly good teacher. No teacher table strewn with musical magazines and 
had had time to develop the traits of per- books, two or three busts of the masters, 
severance and concentration in Edith, and a couple of low bookcases filled with 
consequently she could not accomplish works of musical reference. On cold 
anything which required sustained effort, days a fire burns brightly and cheerily in 
No teacher had had time to teach her the hearth. 
anything thoroughly, therefore, she was This busy teacher uses only the best 
inaccurate and superficial in all her work, music, leading up to the higher classics 
“THE BANEFUL HABIT OF CHANGING as fast as ,the PUpl! 1S abl® t0 g£’ 111 
TvirurDo, while keeping the lives and works of the 
another wouli 
lf,ng usage, t 
ana eacn one is -—-- — 
ceives his first “piece” by a real master. 
Many of these pupils come with a gen¬ 
uine prejudice against "classical music. 
NEW YORK SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND ARTS 
56-58 West 97th St., New York City 
RALFE LEECH STERNER, Director 
FOR MANY YEARS NEW YORK CITY’S PRE-EMINENT MUSIC SCHOOL 
lected buildings delightfully situated between CentrsJ Park and the Hudson River 
ALL BRANCHES OF MUSIC AND THE ARTS TAUGHT FROM THE 
BEGINNING TO THE HIGHEST ARTISTIC FINISH 
Owing to incref.sini’ business we have secured the building adjoining the school and cut through, 
making it into one laige building. This gives us additional 
DORMITORIES AND STUDIOS 
Our Instructors Will Teach You Just What You Need in Your Work 
Our Teachers’ Diplomas Are Recognized Throughout America 
DORMITORY 
PROPER CHAPERONAGE 
IN THE SCHOOL Terms, including tuition, board, 
IAPERONAGE practicing, teacher’s certifi- 
on application 
Crane Normal Institute of Music 
TRAINING SCHOOL FOR SUPERVISORS OF MUSIC—Both Se«» 
Voice culture, sight reading, ear-training, harmony, form, music history, chorus-conducting 
methods, practice-teaching. Graduates hold important positions in colleges, city and normal schools 
POTSDAM, N. Y. 
INTERNATIONAL MUSICAL 
...AND... 
EDUCATIONAL AGENCY 
MRS. BABCOCK 
teach I ng^poRlt ions. Colleges. Conservatories, 
CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK 
HOM E STUD Y 
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC A X I> ORA WING 
as used in the Public Schools of New York City 
raoliiKVinrnl. of PRIVATE and KORMAI. (OIRSE 
on oppliroflon lo 
MRS. CALVIN B. CADY, 15 Claremont Are., New York 
Conductor at the famous opera 
houses of the world, including 
the Metropolitan Opera House. 
Teacher and coach ot Caruso, 
Tamagno, Bond, Slezak, Farrar, 
Cadski, Cluck,Tita Ruffo, Amato, 
Louise Homer, Martin, Criswold, 
Etc., Etc. 
WILL CONDUCT THE 
Operatic Department 
In association with HERR LUD¬ 
WIG HESS, the famous Cerman 
tenor, and MME. ADRIENNE 
REMENYL tha eminent French 
von ENDE SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
58 West 90th St., NEW YORK 
-^ 
hinnm(y CtrefAm OF improved music tunning oyaicill study for beginners 
~ a reason why the Dunning System is the only one endorsed by the world-renowned 
isie. There is a reason why a teacher taking this course should have a Dunning class of 
seventy-two in six months. Teachers are ptoving every day that it pays, Musically, Artistically, and 
Financially, to take the Dunning System, for it is recognized as the best in nse in its line of teaching. 
That is the opinion of Leschetizky, Scharwenka, Busoni, Carreno, DePachmann, Gabrilowitsch. Dr. 
Mason, Johanna Gadski and many others. For further information and booklets address 
MRS. CARRE LOUISE DUNNING. 1 1 West 36th Street, New York City 
Normal training class for teachers to open in San Diego, Cat., Feb. 26th. 
Practice Clavier 
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c Wit, Humor and Anecdote 
"Mirth and music work and love, hope 
and rest are the medicines that rob the 
doctors, but first of oil let there be mirth 
and Cutting. 
THE MUSICOPHARMACOPOEIA. 
(A continental doctor has discovered 
that each musical instrument has a direct 
curative action on the human organism.) 
lishwoman once gave M. Massenet a tea 
in her sitting room overlooking the blue 
Mediterranean. She brought out her 
daughter in the middle of the tea, and set 
her down at the piano, and the girl sang, 
in a voice as slender as a cotton thread, 
the mirror music from Thais. At the 
end of the song the hostess said: 
'“Tell me frankly, cher maitre, what 
do you think of my Emily’s voice?’ 
“ Madame,’ said Massenet, ‘I think the 
young lady has a brilliant future in— 
sculpture or painting.’ ”—Washington 
Star. 
All the years that I remember (I was 
fifty last December) 
WHAT THE BAND DID! 
The New York Sun gives a unique 
definition of a brass band that was found 
_Wm.,,, 'n ,he brief °f a Southern lawyer. It 
harried by a regiment of in- ca.mc about in this wa>- An o^-time 
valid alarms; minstrel troupe was touring the South 
Now I revel in existence, for I keep them ^ith what the proprietor called a ‘‘$10,000 
at a distance ^ nallenge Gold Band.” The band 
By the potent aid of music's most ex- marchcd through the street of a Texas 
traordinary charms. ,c?wn- an<1 'he glint of the sun upon the 
highly burnished instruments proved too 
When a pain attacks my middle, I have !".UC^ .for a descendant of a mustang 
j take my fiddle. 
And a bar or two will give it the ti 
compromising boot; 
While the comet (played at night) is 
specific for bronchitis. 
And the germs of influenza may 
slaughtered with a flute. 
hitched to a delivery wagon. There was 
a runaway and an immediate suit for 
damages worthy of a $10,000 band. In 
the complaint the lawyer described the 
band as follows; 
"And then and there a body of moun¬ 
tebanks, commonly called minstrels, in 
odd, grotesque and unusual dress, and 
If my nerves are all a-jangle with the a "7^ °f brass‘ 
trivial triangle wooden and other horns, bugles, trumpets 
I will gently tintinnabulate to rectify “"‘l dr“niS- dtid °Vaid -horns' etc- make 
their tone* * anf* Per‘orm l°ud, hideous and discordant 
When with gouty pangs I bellow. I dis- TT* T"’ SOUnds’ t0, tbe «reat discom- 
coursc upon the Velio ,ort and annoyance of the citizens of the 
And it's death to Uteri. 
tackle my trombone. 
Then my liver trouble passes to the 
clashing of the brasses. 
With the trumpet my rheumatics arc 
dispatched to kingdom come; 
fully assembled, and by reason of said 
sounds did then and there frighten horses, 
mules and other beasts of burden in use 
by said citizens.” 
—.. v„1Ilti Mr- Murray, irritable from long con- 
For the dumps the ocarina, for the flncment to a sick-bed, cocked up his 
ears and listened. 
“Phat’s all that piano-bangin’ in th’ 
parlor?" he then demanded, glaring at 
his wife. 
“ °w daughter Mary takin’ her 
first steps in piano-playing,” rejoined 
mumps the concertina. 
For the bile the double-bass and for 
dyspepsia the drum. 
And. supposing on occasion 1 should un¬ 
dergo invasion 
From a mixture of my maladies of hl?,'vife' 
each and every brand, 
I shall have no cause for worry; to my 
gramophone I'll hurry. 
And recover to the strain of Pongo’s 
Polyphonic Band. 
—From Punch. 
"Her first steps! Phat's she doin’, 
valkin’ on the kayboard?”—Lippincott’s. 
"I was in a Missouri town two years 
ago.” said a local dramatic producer, 
"trying to get up a show. The land¬ 
lord of the chief and only hotel seemed 
half-way intelligent and I interviewed --- - .. „ao 
him, as a preliminary. ‘Your town Past ‘She’s My Daisy’ a little while 
boasts a band, does it not?’ I asked. must be nearly a quarter to ‘Put on 
'Well, no, stranger,’ he responded. Yoi,r Old Grey Bonnet.’ Don’t hurry. 
We’ve got a band, but we don't boast l<ld man; it wants at least an hour yet 
We jest endure it.’ ”—Boston °f ‘Farewell, Farewell, My Own True 
rr. I.ove.’ ”—.-Inswers. 
“Those people in the next flat seem 
to have a regular program of popular 
songs,” the visitor remarked. 
^ es, ’ said Brown, “every evening.” 
And he lapsed into silence. 
"By the way, what time is it?” asked 
the visitor. 
Brown roused himself with an effort. 
‘‘Let me see!” he said. “It was hall- 
T rai'ele  
A clergyman' who advertised for an 
organist received the following reply: 
"Dear Sir—I notice you have a vacancy 
for an organist and music teacher, either 
gentleman or lady. Having been both 
for several years. 1 beg to apply for po¬ 
sition!” We can only retort "from the 
old Latin grammar: 
Common arc to either sex: 
Artifex and Opifex. 
—From John Bu'l. 
“I often met the late composer Mas¬ 
senet in Monte Carlo.” said a Newport 
woman. “The great composer had a 
keen sense of humor. 
“At a hotel in Monte Carlo an Eng- 
- A  
In an orchestral rhapsody bv an Eng- 
I sh composer the twelve strokes of mid¬ 
night are given by a big bell, illustrating 
the line of a poem: 
There dies nwuy the second stroke (ft midnight. 
Two strokes arc heard and then nearly 
half the poem occurs-an elaborate 
choral section occupying a quarter of an 
hour, m which the composer describes 
his various fancies, then follow the ten 
strokes in thoroughly realistic fashion 
suggesting that a clockmaker be sent for! 
If you do the simplest thing perfectly 
to-day, you may do the great thing well 
to-morrow.—/. 5". Watson 
SELECTED “CZERNY" 
STUDIES 
Revised, Edited and Fingered, with C TUT T T T TUDT TUT/”1 
Copious Annotations, by L 111 1 jL 
IN THREE BOOKS PRICE 90 CENTS EACH 
VALUABLE and noteworthy addition to the technical lit¬ 
erature of the pianoforte. This work represents a 
diligent sifting and careful selection of material from 
the entire works of Czerny, including all the popular 
opus numbers, together with many less known, but 
equally meritorious studies. Mr. Liebling’s editorial 
work has been of the most exact and painstaking 
character from both the technical and interpretative 
sides; the annotations are of real practical value and 
musical interest. The three volumes, which are care¬ 
fully and closely graded, the studies being arranged in progres¬ 
sive order, range in difficulty from the early second to the sev¬ 
enth grade. 
Czerny’s mastery of technical detail and his mastery of 
musical expression are truly remarkable; he was a most 
voluminous writer. 
It is, of course, impossible to study but a small portion of 
his works, and even in the more generally used opus num- 
bers there are many studies which are unnecessary in the pres¬ 
ent day. But in practically every volume there is to be found 
some piamstic gem which should not be neglected. 
The object of this present compilation is to present his very 
best studies of all grades in attractive and convenient form for 
general use. The success of this work has been of the most 
Mattering character. It is the best work of the kind ever offered. 
It is printed front beautifully engraved special plates and 
substantially and thoroughly bound in heavy paper. 
THEODORE PRESSER CO.,, ■ PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
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THE necessity^ 
for MEMORIZ- 
Tbeke is a 
y CHARLES E. WATT. 
ic a tendency among a small 
THEHf writers on musical subjects to 
i Lcessity for pianists of mem- 
An article recently 
^Tifcce. claiming that 
,ppe d’no is not essential to good play- 
fS’-fis merely the custom of the 
I d that many very good reasons 
A" 
jStSn »he reasons lucidly and not 
^Tvincingly- Nevertheless, the reason- 
Zns superficial and did not go deep y 
Shinto the subject to be thoroughly 
“E'was when a real discussion of 
fc subject might have been received 
*i,h some interest by the musical world, 
but that time is now long past. Long 
*0, artists decided that there were rea¬ 
sons why public performances of great 
wrks should be given without notes. 
Consequently, if one chooses to enter the 
lists as a possible competitor to the estab¬ 
lished favorites he must simply accept the 
conditions and do as the others are doing. 
Many years ago it was argued and con¬ 
ceded that memorizing was so difficult 
“for some people” that the requirements 
of ihe concert stage were almost an intol¬ 
erable burden. Clara Schumann was one 
of those who objected, as memorizing to 
her was always a serious matter. But 
modern pedagogy has done away with 
such arguments, and while there are many 
middle-aged pianists who do not mem- 
orize readily through not having formed 
the habit in early youth, there is abso- 
lutdy no excuse for the young pianist of 
to-day not having such a knowledge of 
the principles of memorizing as is neces¬ 
sary to fit him to play in public without 
ESSENTIALS IN MEMORIZING. 
Three things are essential in memoriz¬ 
ing; Concentration, analysis, and the 
formation of the habit. By concentration 
we mean good mental control backed up 
by a definite purpose. Any one who has 
the definite purpose to memorize, and 
will concentrate all his attention on 
acquiring this faculty will learn to do so. 
Analysis demands that we must make a 
thorough examination of our methods of 
study, and discard all that is haphazard 
and slipshod. The student must learn to 
smitinize each thing he studies so 
minutely that the smallest point of con- 
s ruction will become as clear to him as 
1 ough he himself had written it. All 
is presupposes the utmost accuracy of 
a>l and the wisest judgment in the 
Tl'0*1 material- 
he third important thing is also the 
lmP°rtant, because it is just here 
f rje e*CUse of “difficulty” is rendered 
I 8 The habit can only be formed 
I ^'working being commenced with the 
t-er i ,esson- and it must be a part of 
(nrl /SSVl umd the correct habit is 
j e • It is just here that modern 
for fh°Sy differs ifom the older methods, 
m«mn * Progressive teacher realizes that 
cannn.Tng cannot he explained too often, 
Jot be commenced too soon, and can- 
ThU 1 jSls,ed uP°n too persistently. 
‘ streni,nr,en l S .modern teaching more 
i closer US than il once was- Tt demands 
hut if ,C,0ncentn'tion and harder work. 
• Pupil o ? 2“alitieS are not Present no 
more thaf heI Ca" aspire to anything 
rapid mediocrity. The faculty of 
whether emorizll?S practically determines 
style nl a. m.us'cian belongs to the old 
• e of Pianist or -- 
SCHUMANN’S HONESTY OF 
CONVICTION. 
The fact that Schumann was an unus¬ 
ually fair-minded critic is familiar to all. 
The following extract from Hadow’s 
Studies in Modern Music shows how he 
developed a respect for the music of 
Wagner. “During his residence at Dres¬ 
den, Schumann made the better acquaint¬ 
ance of Richard Wagner, who had suc¬ 
ceeded Weber’s old rival Morlacchi as 
Hofkapellmeister. It was an appropriate ■ 
time for their meeting, since 1845 is the 
date of Tannhaiiser. the first work in 
which Wagner definitely embodies his 
theory of dramatic art, and we may well 
understand the interest with which the 
score was read by the ardent apostle of 
German opera. At first, like the rest of 
the world, Schumann was puzzled by the 
new departure. ‘Wagner has just finished 
another opera,’ he writes to Mendelssohn, 
‘He is undoubtedly a clever fellow, full 
of crazy ideas, and bold to a degree. The 
aristocracy are still raving about Riensi, 
but I declare that he cannot write four 
bars that are melodious or even correct 
. . . And now the full score lies beau¬ 
tifully printed before us, fifths and 
octaves into the bargain, and now he 
would like to make corrections and 
erasures. Too late. The music is not a 
shade better than Riensi, in fact rather 
weaker and more strained.’ 
“Within three weeks Schumann had 
witnessed a performance of the opera, 
and with his accustomed honesty wrote 
off at once to modify his original criti¬ 
cism. ‘Perhaps we shall soon have a talk 
about Tannhaiiser! he says. ‘I must re¬ 
tract a good deal of what I said to you 
after reading the score. On the stage 
everything is different. I was quite im¬ 
pressed by some of it.’ And his final 
judgment is expressed in a letter to his 
old master Heinrich Dorn, dated January 
7,' 1846. ‘I wish you could see Tannhau- 
ser; it contains deeper, more original, and 
altogether a hundredfold better things 
than his previous operas, though at the 
same time much that is musically trivial. 
In short, Wagner may become of the 
highest importance to the stage, at any 
rate he possesses the requisite courage. 
The instrumentation I consider excellent, 
and the whole workmanship far more 
masterly than it used to be.’ ” 
PREVIOUS INSTRUCTION. 
BY DOROTHY LATCHEM. 
“Have you had previous instruction?” 
I inquired of my would-be pupil, who 
sat before me twirling his cap in the man¬ 
ner in which all small boys show em¬ 
barrassment. He told of his former 
teachers with much pride, and then played 
in a manner that was enough to make the 
courage of the most conscientious teacher 
fail I knew that to condemn his pre¬ 
vious teachers would be to discourage 
him, so I took the wiser and safer course 
of silence. , . , 
Out of the odd little pile of musical 
knowledge he possessed 1 took only t e 
best, and tried to forget his bad habits. 
With this in mind I did more building 
than correcting, and the result was that 
when he played his tattered copy of Rub¬ 
instein’s Melody in F after he had worked 
with me for a few months, he realized a 
new beauty in his work and consequently 
a new interest. 
The responsibility of the pupil * »s 
great as that of the teacher. If the pu¬ 
pil may with perfect right expect 
teacher to bring to the lesson patience 
good-nature, and interest, the teacher may 
.with equal right ask for c°n e ’ 
attention, and zeal on the part of the 
EASTERN SCHOOLS 
PEABODY CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC 
of Baltimore, Mt. Vernon Place HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director 
ENDOWED, the conservatory offers every advantage for musical culture and mamtains 
a Staff of 6o Eminent European and American Masters, including : Ot.« B. Bo.se, Geo. 
F. Boyle, Ludwig Brietner, Adelin Fermin, Theodor Hemberger P.etro M.nett., 
Harold Phillips, J. C. Van Hulsteyn, Emmanuel Wad, Bart Wirtz. 
Scholarships. Diplomas. Teachers Certificates. _Catalogues mailed 
HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc. 
LESSONS BY MAIL, 
In Harmony, Counterpoint and Composition 
I Faculty of Artists 
I Offers superior advantages in all branches 
I of Music, Oratory and Languages. For full 
‘ ' *ion address 
MWTBMT SYSTEM |F lISjgjLJimiMilHi 
NORMAL0 ''COURSE 'bY COR RESJ® 5t„. 
1V/IITSIC • WRITING IV1 V/ ^ Sight Singing, Scales, Intervals 
Triads, Chords, Transpositions, Writing for Orchestral Instruments 
POSITIVELY THE BEST COURSE IN AMERICA 
Beautifully Printed Lessons. Weekly Examinations. 
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLol MUSIC (Inc.) Ashbury Park, N.J- 
•• You Ought to See Our Pupils Smile” 
how j Mai*: 
T J Minimize “Getting out of i u I Practice” * 
zsrstfs 
TAUGHT in the 
SHEPARD 
PIANO SYSTEM 
or substitute FREEDOM for RESTRAINT? 
PROFESSIONAL, NORMAL AND 
MAIL COURSES 
•These three subjects are discussed educationally 
and in detail in our Free Booklet. Send for it. 
SHEPARD PIANO AND HARMONY 
SYSTEMS Orange, N. J. 
COMBS BROAD ST. 
CONSERVATORY 
Will give you individual and careful attention. 
Your needs are considered and on entrance 
you are assigned to a teacher especially 
adapted for developing the best in you. Daily 
reports keep the Director in touch with the 
entire School. Daily supervision shows you 
, hoio to work. Four Recitals a week give 
you ample opportunity for Public Per¬ 
formance. 
YOU MUST SUCCEED 
for we give you a safe, sound, sure foun¬ 
dation. We develop your latent qualities. 
Modern and scientific methods insure, to 
you economy of lime, money, labor. Recipro¬ 
cal relations with the U. of Pa._ Training 
Courses for Teachers, Public School 
Music, Tuning Course. LADIES’DOR¬ 
MITORIES. A School of Inspiration, 
Enthusiasm, Success and Loyally. 
The Fletcher Music Method 
Dr. Lyman Abbott, Editor of The Outlook, writes as 
follows of the Fletcher Method: 
“She teaches children to think and express themselves in 
terms of music. She converts it from a blind mechanical copy¬ 
ing into a vital self-expression. It seems to me more than a 
Method, it is a revolution and converts musical education from 
a mere drill and drudgery into an inspiration and life.” 
Tt is because parents realize the truth of this statement of Dr. 
Abbott’s that the demand for Fletcher Method Teachers is becoming 
grC The J'aU Class opens early in October. For full information apply to 
MRS. EVELYN FLETCHER COPP, 
31 York Terrace, Brookline, Mass., or P. O. Box 1336, Boston, Mass. 
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THE CRYING NEED FOR FUNDA¬ 
MENTAL TRAINING. 
! FANNIE,EDGAR THOMAS. 
of perfection, a detestation for blunder¬ 
ing inefficiency, and a conscience com¬ 
pelling him at least to do the very best 
that has been pointta out to him by the 
best educational authorities, instead of 
One of the greatest obstacles in the trying in every possible way to shirk the 
way of receiving the full value from good fundamentals of his art. Parents must 
music lessons is a lack of knowledge of collaborate with teachers in this important 
the fundamentals which logically precede matter or it cannot be accomplished. It 
finished artistic study or performance. ]s rauch wiser and more agreeable to fol- 
There is a strong innate rebellion on the low advice than to learn in the bitter 
part of some pupils, and even of some sch0ol of experience. The time is now 
parents, against a proper tilling of the at hand when musicians, like all other 
ground before planting seed. This fail- specialists, must be properly and thor- 
ure to realize the need for fundamental oughly trained in their profession. Ama- 
training is usually the outgrowth of undue teur work can give no pleasure without 
haste to "arrive” at some vaguely defined this. Audiences, accustomed as they are 
point of perfection, and of a tendency to to the very best, recognize when per- 
place appearances far above real musical formers are weak even without knowing 
va,ues- why, and even our best friends have less 
A man does not try to leap upon a roof; patience than of yore with inefficient, 
he gets there by means of ladders. The blundering inaccuracy. Let us by all 
steps seem very small compared with the means study the fundamentals and wait 
distance, but they are safe and certain, for succeeding work until the foundation 
All study is ascent, and must be accom- is well and truly laid. 
plished one step at a time. There is but _ 
one right way to study music and that is h,Ttotm/-o 
to begin at the beginning, and follow on MUSINGS OF A MUSIC TEACHER, 
step by step through successive grades, by b h wire 
arriving at certain points only after pre- ' 
ceding ones have been safely passed. PuT your whoIe mind and heart ;ntQ 
And yet how frequently one finds young your practice> whether are workin 
American girls-and older ones, too, for on technic or on picccs. If you don-t 
that matter—in foreign countries, "taking” y0Ur musical spirit will suffer and your 
opera, oratorio, liedcr, or studying the work come to naught, 
works of Brahms, Schumann and Bee- The fact that you can play a few pieces 
thoven, who have not mastered time, tune, tolerably well does not mean that you 
rhythm, phrasing, finger motion, or voice must fly off to Europe. Remember, there 
production; not even the essential point are many excellent teachers right here 
of listening to their own music or to an in the United States who more than 
accompaniment. They are obliged to have likely can show you a thing or two yet. 
from two to five sub-teachers push and Slow practice gives you more time to 
prod them into some sort of condition consider difficult phrases, so that when 
before the “great master” is able to do Pla>'n!I llP t0 speed, the fingers know ex- 
anything with them. Even so, these same acjjy wl,at 10 do- 
“great masters” complain bitterly of the more y°u P,a>'. Bach the more you 
task. It goes without saying that such 
lessons are practically valueless. Such 
instruction is neither logical nor even 
legitimate. It is mere stuffing and stultify- 
will learn to love him. He is wonder¬ 
fully rejuvenating for body and soul, and 
will be a life-long friend. 
The metronome is invaluable to music ii i ii u uu Minn * > ...... 
ing. Students of this kind should never s.‘ufy’ bnt ,f -vou al1ow yourself to be 
have left their native shores, even if it ?ed,1d™n to,’t y?l,r Play'nS will be 
were necessary, for all preparatory work y better than that of an automaton, 
can be done in this country as well as arc very, very good for tech- 
it can be done abroad, or even better in n,cal Pract,c.e' but the>’ s,mP'y cannot give 
view of the fact that both pupil and yo“ expressiveness, for they are a click- 
teacher can both speak the same language. ln^ m,a nism, and you are a living soul! 
When finally, in foreign study, some Speak well of other musical people, or 
semblance of being “finished" is reached e,se sa7 nothing at all. If their work is 
teacher and student alike feel a dry and *f°d’ ?ra,se *lt- If 11 is bad> il will con- 
barren deadness instead of the warmth of demn itself, 
enthusiasm which accompanies all genuine 
study. THE SINCERITY OF THE 
FRENCH METHODS. r , . ARTIST. ▼ » . , , , _ In his essay on Music and Musical 
In the free music schools of France, Criticism, Mr. W. H. Hadow has said 
maintained by the government as the pub- that “The composer who stands in any 
lie schools are here, everything is graded true relation t0 his idea wiI, Q 
from first entrance at nine years of age pai„s t0 present it in its mo$t atP*ract;v° 
until the student leaves after successful aspect, and to deck it with the utmost 
competition. Every step is bounded by ornament that it can legitimately bear, 
an examination conducted by a jury of -if you wish to touch my heart,* writes 
twelve high authorities who give an aver- Horace to the poets, ‘you must begin by 
?*2S ” our* schools ^Ue£ 
Nothing is taken up in either vocal or in- and ’reverence in fhe audicnceThich h'as 
strumcntal music until the preceding step not already aroused ,oye and reverence g 
has been accomplished and passed upon its creator. A at deal is written about 
by examination. Sight-reading and other ,he vanity of the artist, and no doub 
fundamental principles must be assured whed it becomes introspective and self- 
conscious it deserves to be satirized. But 
THE FIRST PIANO SONATA. 
The first Piano Sonata was really 
written for the predecessor of the piano, 
the harpsichord, by Johann Kuhnau in 
sixteen ninety-five. It was distinguished 
as being the first piece of its kind divided 
into several movements which were not 
dance tunes. It should be remembered 
that the suite, which resembled the sonata 
very much, was made up of dance tunes. 
Kuhnau was a very versatile man. He 
was born in 1660 and died in 1722. He 
was a very learned and versatile man and 
was capable of making translations from 
Hebrew, Latin, Italian and French. He 
lived most of his life in the atmosphere 
of the church as he was Cantor at Leip- 
sic, being one of the predecessors of 
Bach at St. Thomas’s Church. In fact, 
he was appointed to that post one year 
before the birth of the great Bach. He 
wrote a curious set of Sonatas known as 
Biblical History Revealed Through Six 
Pianoforte Sonatas. His music is prin¬ 
cipally of interest to the antiquarian at 
this day. 
TWO ASPECTS OF MUSIC. 
BY HERBERT SPENCER. 
Music has two distinct components— 
the sensational and the relational. One 
part of the impression it produces results 
from the character of the tones, and the 
other part from the mode of combination 
of the tones. The feeling a piece of mu¬ 
sic produces may be in various degrees 
pleasurable or sometimes painful, accord¬ 
ing as the component tones have timbres 
that are in various degrees agreeable or 
sometimes even disagreeable; while there 
is another pleasure which the successions 
and combinations of tones may give apart 
from their qualities. 
The tones are the products of the voices 
or instruments employed, and though the 
singer and the player respectively try to 
improve them, they are in the main quali¬ 
ties fixed. The chief part of the executive 
skill to be gained, especially by the in¬ 
strumentalist, is skill in producing suc¬ 
cessions of tones in the most perfect way, 
or, as On the piano, combinations of 
tones: the relational element of music 
predominates in his thoughts. Still more 
is this so with the composer. In his mind 
the relational element is practically the 
exclusive element. While he desires that 
his ideas shall be expressed in fine tones, 
and tones appropriately varied, yet, as 
composer, he is almost wholly occupied 
with such arrangements of tones, succes¬ 
sive and simultaneous, as will convey his 
ideas. Hence, it happens that in chief 
measure the composer, and in large meas¬ 
ure the performer, when judging of a 
musical effect, think more of its relational 
characters than of its sensational char¬ 
acters. 
A Paganini will take greater pride in 
his marvelous dexterity of arm and finger 
than in the timbres of his tones, though 
he desires that these also shall be good. 
And similarly a Beethoven, when listening 
to a symphony he has composed, will re¬ 
ceive greater gratification from the beau 
tiful successions and complexes of j»I 
notes than from the tones of the various 
instruments, however good they may be 
Hence, then, musicians of both classes 
necessarily tend to overvalue the rela¬ 
tional elements . 
A STRIKING WAGNER ROMANCE 
One of the greatest and at the same 
time one of the most unfortunate of the 
Wagnerian singers was Emil Scaria 
Neumann, in his Personal Recollections 
of Wagner, recounts some strange ex¬ 
periences with Scaria. Neumann first 
heard him singing the part of Wotan in 
Vienna, and engaged him to sing in Die 
Walkiire at the first Berlin production. 
Whdn Wagner came to superintend the 
rehearsals and saw the name of Scaria 
billed for the part of IVotan., he was so 
angry that he threatened to return at once 
unless the singer was dismissed. With 
the utmost difficulty, Neumann persuaded 
him at least to give Scaria a hearing at 
rehearsal. Scaria sang gloriously, and 
Wagner embraced him in view of every¬ 
body. 
After that Scaria became one of the 
best known of the Wagner singers, but 
when Neumann went to London to pro¬ 
duce the Ring Scaria began to act queerly. 
In the production of Die Walkiire, the 
opera in which he had made his reputa¬ 
tion, he suddenly lost all power, and in 
the third act came on the stage shrinking 
and looking around like a lost soul. He 
transposed his parts, singing the high 
notes low and the low notes high. 
Shortly after that he lost his memory 
completely, and was obliged to give up 
singing for a while. On the first pro¬ 
duction of Parsifal, however, he was 
cast for Gurnemans, and having been spe¬ 
cially coached by Wagner himself, made 
a profound impression. But his recovery 
was not lasting and shortly afterwards he 
died insane. 
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before either voice or piano can be begun. 
If this method were not necessary, it 
would not be maintained at great expense none the less the parental impulse upon 
s it now is. And if necessary there why Ho^ofVutJd ‘art °U eSSe"tial 
. , - ot an good art. It was not vanity 
that called forth Handel’s tears over He 
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